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Preface
Welcome to PQE-2013. This is the 43rd annual Winter Colloquium on the Physics
of Quantum Electronics, one of the longest running conferences on laser and quantum
physics.
There are 192 talks scheduled over 4 days, including 31 plenary and 161 invited talks, covering a wide range of physics from metamaterials and plasmonics,
whispering-gallery mode resonators, orbital angular momentum in optics, coherent
and molecular optics, fundamental questions and quantum information, cooperative
emmission and quantum vacuum effects, quantum thermodynamics, atom interferometry and ultra-cold atoms, as well as ultrafast optics and x-ray lasers. The program
also includes a lively poster session on the last day.
Our setting, Snowbird, is one of the world’s premier ski resorts. Set in Little
Cottonwood Canyon in the beautiful Wasatch Mountain range, this breathtaking
landscape is here to inspire you. Your afternoons are free so you can take advantage
of this setting.
No conference of this magnitude could ever be conducted without help from many
people. Without hesitation, I would like to acknowledge Prof. Marlan O. Scully,
of Texas A&M and Princeton Universities. It is Marlan’s vision that makes this
conference possible, and his insight as a scientist that guides the formation of all the
sessions.
I am extremely grateful to the efforts of a large number of session organizers,
who have invited and arranged most of the sessions. Howard E. Brandt, Kent D.
Choquette, Weng Chow, Marcus Cicerone, Jörg Evers, Ildar Gabitov, Philip Hemmer, Sahand Hormoz, Randall G. Hulet, Henry Kapteyn, Olga Kocharovskaya, Boris
Lukiyanchuk, Ralf Menzel, Evgenii Narimanov, Peter Nordlander, Miles Padgett,
Mark Raizen, Ernst Rasel, Jorge J. Rocca, Yuri Rostovtsev, Ralf Röhlsberger, Wolfgang Schleich, Alexei Sokolov, Dmitry Strekalov, Susanne Yelin, and Aleksei Zheltikov
all contributed their organizational skills to this program.
I would also like to thank the highly skilled staff at Snowbird for making the
conference run smoothly. Jim Dixon helped with booking the facility, Craig Thomas
is our lodging coordinators, and Kelly Wilkins has done all the interfacing between
us and the facilities people in the Cliff Lodge.
It is my hope that this conference is useful and interesting.
George R. Welch, Texas A&M University
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Schedule

The conference takes place on January 6-10, 2013. The program consists of three
parts: there is a reception on Sunday evening, January 6; the technical sessions are
on Monday through Thursday mornings and evenings, January 7–10; and the poster
session with dinner is on Thursday afternoon, January 10. All events take place in
the Cliff Lodge at Snowbird.
Event

When and Where

Reception

Sunday evening, January 6
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Room: Golden Cliff
Notes: Includes pizza and crudités buffet dinner.

Continental Breakfast

Monday-Thursday mornings, January 7-10
Time: 7:00 a.m.
Room: Ballroom 2
Notes: Includes coffee and tea, juice, and pastries.

Technical Sessions

Monday-Thursday, January 7-10
Time: 7:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.,
7:00 p.m. – 10:30 p.m.
Rooms: Ballrooms 1 and 2
Magpie Rooms A and B
Wasatch Room A.
Notes: The technical sessions occur morning and evening.
See the program for information about rooms for individual talks. Your afternoons are free to enjoy the
atmosphere.

Poster Session and Buffet
Dinner

Thursday evening, January 10
Time: 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Room: Ballroom 3
Notes: Posters may be put up starting Wednesday morning, January 9. The “official” session is listed above, and
includes a buffet dinner.
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Location

All conference events are in the Cliff Lodge at Snowbird. Please refer to the diagrams
on the next page to determine the location of the various conference events.
Most events are on level B in the Cliff Lodge. For reference, this is the level with
the automobile entry-way, and the bell desk. The hotel reception desk is on level C.
Level C is directly above level B.
• Reception (Sunday evening): Golden Cliff room, Cliff Lodge level B.
• Plenary sessions: Ballrooms 1 and 2, Cliff Lodge level B.
• Breakout session 1: Ballroom 1, Cliff Lodge level B.
• Breakout sessions 2 and 3: Magpie rooms, Cliff Lodge level B.
• Breakout session 4: Wasatch A room, Cliff Lodge level C.
• Poster Session (Thursday afternoon): Ballroom 3, Cliff Lodge level B.
To reach the Snowbird Center, or other parts of Snowbird Village, it is common
to take the exit on the West end of the Cliff Lodge, and walk across the snow to
Snowbird Center. The Center is the building where the gentle “Chickadee” chair lift
terminates. It may also be possible to take a Snowbird Village shuttle to other parts
of the resort. You can ask about this at the concierge or bell desks.
A map of Snowbird Village follows the diagrams of the Cliff Lodge after this page.
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3.1

Information for Participants
Eating

The conference provides dinner on Sunday and Thursday evenings, and breakfast on
Monday through Thursday mornings. All other meals are the responsibility of the
participants.
Dinner on Sunday will be served during the reception, starting at 7:00 p.m. We
will provide a pizza buffet, with cheese plates and crudités. Soft drinks and two
alcoholic beverages per person will be free. Subsequent alcoholic beverages will be
sold for cash.
A continental breakfast of coffee and tea, pastries, and juice will be provided each
morning at 7:00 before the first plenary session. The breakfast will be in Ballroom
2. A buffet dinner will be provided during the poster session on Thursday evening.
This will commence at 5:00 p.m. in Ballroom 3.
Many participants choose to eat lunch each day in the Atrium restaurant, on level
B of the Cliff Lodge, just outside the ballrooms. This restaurant serves sandwiches
and other lunch fare in the spectacular setting of the Cliff Lodge atrium. The other
lunch possibility in the Cliff Lodge is the Superior Snack Bar on level 3 of the Cliff
Lodge, just beside the outdoor pool. In Snowbird Center, there are several lunch
possibilities, including the Forklift restaurant, the Rendezvous cafeteria, and a fresh
pizza oven. Also in Snowbird Center is a small grocery store called General Gritts
located on the lower level.
For dinner, there are a large number of restaurants spanning the entire range from
bar food to fine dining, as well as several àpres ski possibilities. There will be a dining
guide in your hotel room, or the concierge at the Cliff Lodge level C can provide you
with one.
3.2

Entertainment

It goes without saying that one of the most common afternoon entertainments during
the conference is skiing. Many people ask if there is any discount for lift tickets
for conference attendees. We do get a small discount of approximately 10% which
varries depending on the type of ticket purchased. PQE attendees should show either
a lodging card or a name badge to receive the discount. The lodging card is issued
to guests when they check in. The card will identify them as being with the PQE
conference. The name badges that you receive at registration should work as well.
Participants also receive a $10.00 access fee to the Cliff Spa (normally $25.00) and a
20% discount on treatments of 50 minutes or more.
If you want more variety, you can also ski at the Alta ski resort – just a few miles
up Little Cottonwood Canyon from Snowbird. You can get a combined lift ticket,
and reach Alta via Snowbird lifts (weather permitting). Or, you can ride the UTA
bus (at Snowbird Center, or the East end of the Cliff Lodge, level 1) for free. Alta is
one of the few ski resorts in the country that does not allow snow-boarding, so plan
only to ski there.
PQE-2013
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If you stay in the Cliff Lodge, you can ski on the Chickadee lift (between the Cliff
Lodge and Snowbird Center) for free. Just tell the vendor at the lift ticket window
in the Cliff Lodge level 1 that you have a room in the Cliff Lodge and want a free
Chickadee pass.
3.3

Information for Speakers

• Please try to attend as many sessions as possible. This means staying through
Thursday evening. No one likes for their audience to be only the other speakers.
The only way the meeting can work is if all participants attend as many talks
as possible.
• Talk duration:
– Plenary talks are 30 minutes, including questions and laptop setup.
– Invited talks are 20 minutes, including questions and laptop setup.
• The meeting rooms will have LCD projectors (aka beamers). Computers are
not provided. Please plan to use your own computer or share with another
person in your session.
• The LCD projectors (aka beamers) that are provided have standard XGA (1024x768)
interfaces. If you have a higher resolution laptop, please adjust it accordingly.
The connector is a standard VGA-style connector. If you have a Macintosh
computer that needs an adapter, please do not forget to bring it.
• If you plan to use your computer with the LCD projectors that are provided,
please learn to use your computer before your talk begins. The sessions must
proceed on time, so the time for configuring your laptop must be included in your
speaking time. The conference organizers cannot usually know how to connect
your computer for you.

PQE-2013
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3.4

Special Issue Papers

Call for Papers
A special issue of the Journal of Modern Optics will be published in celebration
of PQE-2013. The special issue will be edited by George R. Welch of Texas A&M
University and Frank A. Narducci of the Naval Air Systems Command.
Please note that this is not a “conference proceedings” but rather a special issue
of a regular journal. Plenary and invited speakers are encouraged to submit papers,
but high quality papers are expected. Submissions from poster presenters will be
considered, but again we emphasize that high quality, original work is requested. For
further inquiries, please contact one of the editors.
Please note:
• These will be refereed papers published in a peer-reviewed journal. Manuscripts
will be reviewed according to normal journal procedures. These papers must
constitute original research material and cannot contain a substantial fraction
of material repeated from elsewhere. Special Issue submissions are subject to
the same rules concerning publication of original material as any other papers
submitted to any other journal.
• Because of the anticipated number of manuscripts, please do not submit if
you are not willing to review two other manuscripts.
• Manuscripts are due by April 1, 2014 (marked for the PQE special issue).
Contributions from invited speakers should be approximately eight journal pages,
or about 4000 words less any space utilized by figures, equations, and tables. Contributions from plenary speakers may up to about 16 journal pages, or about 8000
words, again less the space used by figures, equations, and tables.
Here are instructions for paper submission:
• First, general information about the Journal of Modern Optics and submission
can be found at
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/tmop20/current .
• Next, instructions for authors can be found at
http://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?
journalCode=tmop&page=instructions .
• Finally, manuscripts are submitted by using the online submission system:
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/tmop .
• Important: You must make sure the paper is designated for the PQE special
issue. There is a box in the submision process where the author may state
whether the paper is for a special issue or a regular issue, and which special
issue it is for. In addition to this, authors may write in their cover letter that it
is intended for the PQE special issue.
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Manuscripts are due by April 1, 2014 to ensure publication in the special issue.
If you need more time than this, or if you have difficulty with the online submission
system, please contact either George or Frank at the addresses below.
Editorial contacts:
George R. Welch – grw@tamu.edu
Frank A. Narducci – frank@aps.org
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Lamb Award

The Willis E. Lamb Award for Laser
Science and Quantum Optics.
The Willis E. Lamb Award for Laser Science and Quantum
Optics is presented annually at PQE for outstanding contributions to the field. The award honors Willis E. Lamb, Jr.,
famous laser scientist and 1955 winner of the Nobel Prize in
physics, who gave us many seminal insights and served as our
guide in so many areas of physics and technology.
The award is sponsored by the Physics of Quantum Electronics (PQE) conference
and presented at its Winter Colloquium in Snowbird, Utah. The award will be presented at PQE-2013 at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday morning, January 9, 2013. The
2013 winners are:
Shaul Mukamel, University of California, Irvine
For pioneering the development of novel and multidimensional molecular spectroscopies.
Peter Nordlander, Rice University
For pioneering theoretical contributions in the field of plasmonics.
Susanne Yelin, University of Connecticut
For pioneering contributions to the theory of coherence phenomena ranging
from super-radiance to ultra-cold molecules.

Shaul Mukamel

Peter Nordlander

More information: http://www.lambaward.org/
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Susanne Yelin
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Program

There are three sessions each day, Monday through Thursday. Each session consists
of several plenary talks, followed by 3 or 4 parallel breakout sessions.
The first session begins at 7:30 a.m. each morning, following the continental breakfast. After the first breakout session there will be a coffee break, then the second
plenary session will begin. The second breakout session ends at 1:00 p.m. The third
plenary session starts at 7:00 p.m. each evening.
All plenary talks are in Ballrooms 1 and 2. The four breakout sessions are in
Ballroom 1, Magpie A, Magpie B, and Wasatch A. These rooms are shown on the
maps of the Cliff Lodge on page 4.
The following four pages show a block-diagram guide to the sessions, one for each
day. After that is a detailed listing of all the talks.
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Cliff Lodge, Snowbird, UT, USA

Block diagrams of sessions

Monday, January 7, 2013
7:00

Continental Breakfast – Ballroom 1&2

7:25
9:10

Plenary Session 1 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:
WGM Resonators
Ballroom 1

10:10

Invited Session:
Quantum physics
at the interface
with gravity MT

Magpie A

Magpie B

Coffee Break – Ballroom 2

10:30
11:40

Invited Session:
Optical Angular
Momentum and
Optical Vortices

Plenary Session 2 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:
WGM resonators
Ballroom 1

Invited Session:
Optical Angular
Momentum and
Optical Vortices

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Foundations of
Quantum Mechanics

X-Ray lasers

Magpie A

Magpie A

Wasatch A

Afternoon free
19:00
20:50

Plenary Session 3 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:
Quantum
simulation with
ultracold atoms

Invited Session:
Topics in Quantum
Information
Processing

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Novel Optics

X-ray Lasers

Ballroom 1

Magpie A

Magpie B

Wasatch A
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Tuesday, January 8, 2013
7:00

Continental Breakfast – Ballroom 1&2

7:30
9:10

Plenary Session 1 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:
Quantum and
Nonlocal
Plasmonics

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

CARS

Semiconductor
laser physics

Attosecond
Physics

Ballroom 1

Magpie A

Magpie B

Wasatch A

10:30

Coffee Break – Ballroom 2

10:50
12:00

Plenary Session 2 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:
Graphene and
Infrared
Plasmonics

Invited Session:

Ballroom 1

Magpie A

CARS

Invited Session:
Semiconductor
quantum dots:
physics and
applicaitons
Magpie B

Invited Session:
Maxwell’s Demon,
Circa 2013
Wasatch A

Afternoon free
19:00
20:50

Plenary Session 3 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:
Plasmonic
Coupling and
Interference

Invited Session:
Quantum
Mechanics and
Thermodynamics

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Fundamental
Questions

Molecular
Modulation

Ballroom 1

Magpie A

Magpie B

Wasatch A
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Wednesday, January 9, 2013
7:00

Continental Breakfast – Ballroom 1&2

7:30
9:10

Plenary Session 1 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Novel Plasmonics
Applications

Dipolar Ensembles

Multidimensional
Spectroscopy

Ballroom 1

Magpie A

Magpie B

10:10

Coffee Break – Ballroom 2

10:30

Presentation of the
Willis E. Lamb Award for Laser Science and Quantum Optics
Ballroom 1&2

11:00
11:40

Plenary Session 2 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:
Plasmons,
Excitons, and
Chirality

Invited Session:
Applications of
coherent quantum
systems

Invited Session:
Multidimensional
Spectroscopy and
CARS

Invited Session:

Ballroom 1

Magpie A

Magpie B

Wasatch A

Medical Optics

Afternoon free
19:00
20:50

Plenary Session 3 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:
Singular Optics
and Fano
Resonances

Invited Session:
Applications of
coherent quantum
systems

Invited Session:
Interaction of light
with nano
structures

Invited Session:

Ballroom 1

Magpie A

Magpie B

Wasatch A
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Ocean Optics
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Thursday, January 10, 2012
7:00

Continental Breakfast – Ballroom 1&2

7:30
9:10

Plenary Session 1 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Metamaterials

Quantum
Information

Cooperative
Emission

Atom
Interferometry

Ballroom 1

Magpie A

Magpie B

Wasatch A

10:30

Coffee Break – Ballroom 2

10:50
12:00

Plenary Session 2 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Metamaterials

Coherence Effects

Quantum Vacuum

Novel Optics

Ballroom 1

Magpie A

Magpie B

Wasatch A

Afternoon free
17:00

Poster Session and Buffet Dinner – Ballroom 2&3

19:00
20:50

Plenary Session 3 – Ballroom 1&2
Invited Session:
Quantum
Mechanics and
Thermodynamics

Invited Session:

Invited Session:

Slow Light

Coherent Remote
Sensing

Ballroom 1

Magpie A

Magpie B

PQE-2013
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Numbers in brackets refer to the page number of the abstract

5.2

List of all sessions in detail

Monday, January 7 2013
Monday Morning Plenary Session 1
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Frank A. Narducci, Chair
7:25 George R. Welch, Texas A&M University, “Welcoming Remarks”
7:30 Dmitry Strekalov, JPL, “Nonlinear optics in whispering gallery mode resonators” [ 225 ]
8:00 Miles Padgett, University of Glasgow, “Orbital Angular Momentum and Quantum Imaging” [ 189 ]
8:30 Wolfgang Schleich, Universität Ulm, Germany, “Quantum physics at the interface with
gravity” [ 212 ]

Monday Morning Invited Session 1
Breakout Session 1: WGM resonators.
Location: Ballroom 1 — Dmitry Strekalov, Chair
9:10 Anatoliy Savchenkov, OEwaves, “Sensing of ionizing radiation with WGMR. Extension
of Becquerel approach and of Curie approach”
9:30 Christoph Marquardt, Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light, “A Versatile Source
of Single Photons from a Whispering Gallery Resonator” [ 171 ]
9:50 Harald Schwefel, Max-Planck Institute for the Science of Light, “Polarization in birefringent WGM resonators” [ 213 ]

Breakout Session 2: Optical Angular Momentum and Optical Vortices.
Location: Magpie A — Miles Padgett, Chair
9:10 Robert W. Boyd, University of Ottawa, “Orbital-Angular-Momentum Encoding for Free
Space QKD” [ 71 ]
9:30 Jonathan Leach, Heriot-Watt University, “Generation of orbital angular momentum Bell
states and their verification via accessible nonlinear witnesses” [ 157 ]
9:50 Dan Gauthier, Duke University, “Quantum Key Distribution Using Hyperentanglement”
[ 111 ]

Breakout Session 3: Quantum physics at the interface with gravity.
Location: Magpie B — Wolfgang Schleich, Chair
9:10 Holger Müller, University of California, Berkeley, “Matter-Wave Clocks” [ 185 ]
9:30 Igor Pikovski, University of Vienna, “Quantum interference with clocks: Testing quantum
mechanics on curved space-time” [ 195 ]
9:50 Daniel Greenberger, City College of New York, “Differences Between Atom and Neutron
Interferometers, and Their Different Responses to the Gravitational Red Shift” [ 117 ]

PQE-2013
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Monday Morning Plenary Session 2
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Edward S. Fry, Chair
10:30 Ralf Menzel, Universität Potsdam, “Unravelling Complementarity with Photons” [ 176 ]
11:00 Henry Kapteyn, JILA, University of Colorado, “Nonlinear optics into the x-ray regime”
[ 139 ]

Monday Morning Invited Session 2
Breakout Session 1: WGM resonators.
Location: Ballroom 1 — Dmitry Strekalov, Chair
11:40 Kerry Vahala, California Institute of Technology, “New, nonlinear sources using high-Q
micro cavities” [ 236 ]
12:00 Warwick Bowen, University of Queensland, “Whispering gallery mode based nanoparticle,
field, and force sensing [ 70 ]
12:20 Glenn Solomon, Joint Quantum Institute, “Demonstration of second-harmonic generation
using 4-bar quasi-phase matching in a GaAs microdisk cavity” [ 222 ]
12:40 Jevon Longdell, University of Otago, “Cavity QED and microwave upconversion with
Rare earth ion dopants in cryogenic whispering gallery mode resonators” [ 165 ]

Breakout Session 2: Optical Angular Momentum and Optical Vortices.
Location: Magpie A — Miles Padgett, Chair
11:40 Wolfgang Löffler, Leiden University, “Mixed entangled states of twin photons with orbital
angular momentum” [ 169 ]
12:00 Alan Willner, University of Southern California, “Terabit/sec Free-Space Data Transmission using Orbital Angular Momentum” [ 246 ]
12:20 Steve Barnett, Strathclyde University, “Optical helicity and spin angular momentum”
[ 63 ]
12:40 Daniele Faccio, Heriot-Watt University, “Artificial black holes, with a twist” [ 103 ]

Breakout Session 3: Foundations of Quantum Mechanics.
Location: Magpie B — Ralf Menzel, Chair
11:40 Carsten Henkel, Universität Potsdam, “On the configuration space of twin photons” [ 124 ]
12:00 Eliot Bolduc, University of Ottawa, “How to achieve high visibility and high which-way
information in a single experiment” [ 67 ]
12:20 Florian Kaiser, LPMC, University of Nice / CNRS, “A quantum delayed-choice experiment enabled by entanglement” [ 137 ]
12:40 Victor V. Albert, Yale University, “Past and present examples of symmetry in quantum
mechanics” [ 57 ]
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Breakout Session 4: X-Ray lasers.
Location: Wasatch A — Henry Kapteyn, Chair
11:40 Margaret Murnane, JILA, University of Colorado, “Applications of Ultrafast Coherent
High Harmonic Sources in Nano and Energy Science” [ 184 ]
12:00 Agnieszka Jaron-Becker, JILA, University of Colorado, “Numerical simulations of time
delays in photoionization of atoms” [ 133 ]
12:20 Charles Durfee, Colorado School of Mines, “Control of ultrafast laser-matter interactions
with 4D pulse focusing” [ 99 ]
12:40 Carmen Menoni, Colorado State University, “Nanoscale imaging with soft x-ray lasers”
[ 175 ]

Monday Evening Plenary Session
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Robert W. Boyd, Chair
19:00 Randall G. Hulet, Rice University, “Quantum Simulation with Atoms in Optical Lattices”
[ 131 ]
19:30 Gerald Gilbert, MITRE QIS Group, “Realistic Microcluster Construction” [ 113 ]
20:00 Jorge J. Rocca, Colorado State University, “New Generation of High Repetition Rate,
High Average Power Table-top Soft X-ray Lasers” [ 206 ]

Monday Evening Invited Session
Breakout Session 1: Quantum simulation with ultracold atoms.
Location: Ballroom 1 — Randall G. Hulet, Chair
20:50 Benjamin Lev, Stanford University, [Title Not Provided] [ 159 ]
21:10 Paul Dyke, Rice University, “Phase dependent interactions of a single bright soliton” [ 100 ]
21:30 Cheng Chin, University of Chicago, “Strongly interacting two-dimensional Bose gas” [ 82 ]
21:50 Stanimir Kondov, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, “Ultracold Fermions in a
Disordered Optical Lattice” [ 149 ]

Breakout Session 2: Topics in Quantum Information Processing.
Location: Magpie A — Gerald Gilbert, Chair
20:50 Yaakov S. Weinstein, MITRE QIS Group, “Basic Quantum Fault Tolerant Component
Calculations” [ 245 ]
21:10 Chad Weiler, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, “Low power alloptical switching using two-photon absorption and the Zeno effect” [ 244 ]
21:30 Saikat Guha, Raytheon BBN Technologies, “Attaining the quantum limit of optical communications” [ 118 ]
21:50 Lee Rozema, University of Toronto, “Experimental Demonstration of Quantum Data
Compression” [ 208 ]
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Breakout Session 3: Novel Optics.
Location: Magpie B — Dmitri Voronine, Chair
20:50 Michal Bajcsy, Stanford University, “Physics and applications of cavity QED in planar
photonic-crystal nanocavities” [ 61 ]
21:10 Norbert Kroó, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, “Surface Plasmon Near Field Concentration in STM patterns” [ 151 ]
21:30 Peter Rácz, Wigner Research Centre for Physics , [Title Not Provided]
21:50 Maria Chekhova, Max-Planck Institute for the Science of Light, “Bright Squeezed Vacuum” [ 80 ]

Breakout Session 4: X-ray Lasers.
Location: Wasatch A — Jorge J. Rocca, Chair
20:50 Philippe Zeitoun, Laboratorie d’Optique Appliquee, France, “X-ray Chirped Pulse Amplification: towards GW soft x-ray lasers” [ 257 ]
21:10 Hui Xia, Princeton University, “Observing superradiant decay of excited-state helium
atoms inside helium plasma” [ 248 ]
21:30 Anatoly Svidzinsky, Texas A&M University, “Lasing with no population in excited state
produced by collective parametric resonance” [ 229 ]
21:50

Tuesday, January 8 2013
Tuesday Morning Plenary Session 1
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Norbert Kroó, Chair
7:30 David R. Smith, Duke University, “Probing the Limits of Plasmonic Enhancement” [ 220 ]
8:00 Marcus T. Cicerone, NIST, “Practical Limits of Functional, Noninvasive Coherent Raman Imaging” [ 85 ]
8:30 Paul Corkum, National Research Council of Canada, “Perturbing Attosecond Pulse Generation” [ 89 ]
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Tuesday Morning Invited Session 1
Breakout Session 1: Quantum and Nonlocal Plasmonics.
Location: Ballroom 1 — Peter Nordlander, Chair
9:10 Rubén Esteban, Joint Quantum Institute, University of Maryland-NIST, “Quantum effects in coupled plasmonic and plasmon-emitter systems” [ 101 ]
9:30 Lasse Jensen, The Pennsylvania State University, “Plasmon-enhanced molecular properties: A combined atomistic electrodynamics-quantum mechanics model” [ 134 ]
9:50 Shanhui Fan, Stanford University, “Non-reciprocity and effective magnetic field for photons from dynamic modulations” [ 105 ]
10:10 Cristian Ciracı̀, Duke University, “Simulating Nonlinear Surface Effects in Nanoplasmonic
Systems” [ 86 ]

Breakout Session 2: CARS.
Location: Magpie A — Marcus Cicerone, Chair
9:10 Andreas Zumbusch, University of Konstanz, “Ultrafast vibrational microspectroscopy”
[ 263 ]
9:30 Marcos Dantus, Michigan State University, “Standoff detection of explosives and flameimaging using single-beam CARS” [ 91 ]
9:50 Daniel Côté, CRIUSMQ - U. Laval, “Imaging neurodegenerative disorders in animals with
multimodal CARS microscopy” [ 90 ]
10:10 Eric Potma, University of California, Irvine, “Femtosecond Raman force microscopy”
[ 198 ]

Breakout Session 3: Semiconductor laser physics.
Location: Magpie B — Catrina Coleman, Chair
9:10 Weng Chow, Sandia National Laboratory, “Failure of the alpha-factor for quantum-dot
lasers” [ 84 ]
9:30 Matthew Gilbert, University of Illinois, “Surface State Quasiparticle Interference in Crystalline Topological Insulators” [ 114 ]
9:50 Kent Choquette, University of Illinois, “Dynamics of Coherent Optical Coupling in Microcavity Laser Arrays” [ 83 ]
10:10 Alexey Belyanin, Texas A&M University, “Giant optical nonlinearity and generation of
coherent mid/far-infrared radiation in graphene” [ 65 ]

Breakout Session 4: Attosecond Physics.
Location: Wasatch A — Paul Corkum, Chair
9:10 Carlos Trallero, Kansas State University, “Strong Field Molecular Spectroscopy” [ 232 ]
9:30 Chunmei Zhang, Natioanal Research Council, “The Attosecond Lighthouse in Gas: Isolated Attosecond Pulses generation and Physical Dynamic probing” [ 258 ]
9:50 Eugene Frumker, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, “Attosecond science with polar
molecules” [ 107 ]
10:10 Artem Rudenko, Kansas State University, “Ultrafast charge rearrangement and nuclear
dynamics upon multiphoton X-ray ionization of molecules” [ 209 ]
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Tuesday Morning Plenary Session 2
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Weng Chow, Chair
10:50 Mark Raizen, University of Texas at Austin, “The study and control of matter with
Maxwell’s demon” [ 202 ]
11:20 Stephan Reitzenstein, Technische Universität Berlin, “Chaos and quantum control in
feedback coupled quantum dot - microcavities” [ 205 ]

Tuesday Morning Invited Session 2
Breakout Session 1: Graphene and Infrared Plasmonics.
Location: Ballroom 1 — Naomi Halas, Chair
12:00 Rainer Hillenbrand, CIC nanoGUNE, “Real-space mapping of infrared plasmons in metal
nanostructures and graphene” [ 125 ]
12:20 Jacob Khurgin, Johns Hopkins, “Is graphene alone in the Universe?” [ 145 ]
12:40 Hatice Altug, Boston University, “Plasmon Enhanced Mid-Infrared Spectroscopy for Biology” [ 59 ]

Breakout Session 2: CARS.
Location: Magpie A — Eric Potma, Chair
12:00 Ji-Xin Cheng, Purdue University, “Bond-selective imaging beyond the ballistic photon
regime” [ 81 ]
12:20 Vladislav Yakovlev, Texas A&M University, “How to drive CARS in reverse?” [ 250 ]
12:40 Dmitri Voronine, Texas A&M University, “Time-Resolved Surface-Enhanced CARS Spectroscopy” [ 238 ]

Breakout Session 3: Semiconductor quantum dots: physics and applicaitons.
Location: Magpie B — Stephan Reitzenstein, Chair
12:00 Catrina Coleman, University of Illinois, “Mode-locked QD lasers” [ 87 ]
12:20 Frank Jahnke, University of Bremen, “Cavity-QED with single quantum dot emitters”
[ 132 ]
12:40 Jim Coleman, University of Illinois, “QD lasers” [ 88 ]

Breakout Session 4: Maxwell’s Demon, Circa 2013.
Location: Wasatch A — Mark Raizen, Chair
12:00 Tongcang Li, University of California, Berkeley, “Persistent one-way rotation of trapped
ions: a space-time crystal” [ 160 ]
12:20 Rodrigo Castillo-Garza, University of Texas at Austin, “Towards Nanoscale Imaging of
Supersonic Beam of Neutral Atoms with a Pulsed Magnetic Lens” [ 76 ]
12:40 Philip Vetter, Princeton and Texas A&M University, “Resolving the Maxwell’s Demon
Paradox via a Stern-Gerlach Maser Apparatus” [ 237 ]
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Tuesday Evening Plenary Session
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Sudhakar Prasad, Chair
19:00 Sahand Hormoz, Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics, UCSB, “Quantum Collapse and
the Second Law of Thermodynamics” [ 129 ]
19:30 Jay R. Dittmann, Baylor University, “Have we Harnessed the Higgs? Discovery of a New
Boson at the Large Hadron Collider” [ 95 ]
20:00 Donna Strickland, University of Waterloo, “Investigating the Spectra of Transient Multifrequency Raman Generation” [ 226 ]

Tuesday Evening Invited Session
Breakout Session 1: Plasmonic Coupling and Interference.
Location: Ballroom 1 — TBA, Chair
20:50 Stephan Link, Rice University, “Plasmon Waveguiding in Nanowires and Nanoparticle
Chains” [ 163 ]
21:10 Bjoern Reinhard, Boston University, “apping Distance-Dependent Plasmon Coupling in
Self-Assembled 1-Dimensional Nanoparticle Clusters” [ 204 ]
21:30 Jonathan Fan, University of Illinois, “Plasmonic mode engineering with templated selfassembled nanoclusters” [ 104 ]
21:50 Mikhail Kats, Harvard University, “Ultra-thin optical coatings and perfect absorbers
based on strong interference effects in highly absorbing media” [ 140 ]

Breakout Session 2: Quantum Mechanics and Thermodynamics.
Location: Magpie A — Sahand Hormoz, Chair
20:50 Yu Watanabe, Yukawa Institute, Kyoto University, “Eigenstate Randomization Hypothesis: a thermalization mechanism on isolated quantum systems” [ 243 ]
21:10 Bin Cao, Texas A&M University, “Coherence Effects in Biological Quantum Heat Engines”
[ 74 ]
21:30 Saar Rahav, Technion, Israel, “Fluctuations in a quantum heat engine” [ 201 ]
21:50

Breakout Session 3: Fundamental Questions: Gauge.
Location: Magpie B — Jay R. Dittmann, Chair
20:50 Marlan O. Scully, Texas A&M, Baylor, and Princeton University, “A Gauge Field Theory
Primer” [ 214 ]
21:10 Roland E. Allen, Texas A&M University, “Life in the Higgs condensate, where electrons
have mass” [ 58 ]
21:30 Sudhakar Prasad, University of New Mexico, “Cooperative Radiation and Scattering by
A Resonant Medium” [ 199 ]
21:50 Luqi Yuan, Texas A&M University, “Transient lasing without inversion: generation of
high frequency light by driving low frequency transition” [ 255 ]
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Breakout Session 4: Molecular Modulation.
Location: Wasatch A — Donna Strickland, Chair
20:50 Andy Kung, National Tsing Hua University, “Raman-assisted continuum generation in
CVD single-crystal diamond” [ 153 ]
21:10 Kai Wang, Texas A&M University, “A Scheme Allowing Synthesis and Characterization
of Ultrafast Waveforms Using Coherent Raman Sidebands” [ 241 ]
21:30 Masayuki Katsuragawa, University of Electro- Communications, Japan, “The simplest
route to generating a train of attosecond pulses” [ 141 ]
21:50 Miaochan Zhi, Texas A&M University, “Toward spatiotemporal engineering of sub-cycle
optical pulses” [ 262 ]

Wednesday, January 9 2013
Wednesday Morning Plenary Session 1
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — George R. Welch, Chair
7:30 Shaul Mukamel, University of California, Irvine, “Coherent Multidimensional Spectroscopy of Valence Excitations in Molecules” [ 183 ]
8:00 Peter Nordlander, Rice University, “Plasmonics: From Quantum Effects to Fano Interference and Light Harvesting” [ 188 ]
8:30 Susanne Yelin, University of Connecticut and Harvard University, “How to drive CARS
in reverse?” [ 251 ]

Wednesday Morning Invited Session 1
Breakout Session 1: Novel Plasmonics Applications.
Location: Ballroom 1 — TBA, Chair
9:10 Syed Mubeen, University of California, Santa Barbara, “An Autonomous Plasmonic Solar
Water Splitter” [ 182 ]
9:30 Romain Quidant, ICFO, “3D optical manipulation of a single electron spin” [ 200 ]
9:50 Naomi Halas, Rice University, “Nanoparticle-enabled liquid-vapor phase transitions”
[ 119 ]

Breakout Session 2: Dipolar Ensembles.
Location: Magpie A — Susanne Yelin, Chair
9:10 Mikhail Lemeshko, Harvard/ITAMP, “Dissipative binding of atoms by non-conservative
forces” [ 158 ]
9:30 Alexey Gorshkov, California Institute of Technology, “Topological phases in polarmolecule quantum magnets” [ 115 ]
9:50 Mark Havey, Old Dominion University, “Light scattering in dense and cold 87Rb” [ 121 ]
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Breakout Session 3: Multidimensional Spectroscopy.
Location: Magpie B — Shaul Mukamel, Chair
9:10 Andrew Moran, University of North Carolina, “Uncovering Molecular Relaxation Processes with Nonlinear Spectroscopies in the Deep UV” [ 180 ]
9:30 Maksym Kryvohuz, California Institute of Technology, “Fluctuations and response in
nonlinear systems” [ 152 ]
9:50 Giulio Cerullo, Politecnico di Milano, Italy, “Towards 2DUV spectroscopy: phase-locked
pulses by a birefringent delay line” [ 78 ]

Wednesday Morning Plenary Session 2
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Marlan O. Scully, Chair
10:30 Lamb Award, PQE, “The presentation of the 2013 Willis E. Lamb Award for Laser Science
and Quantum Optics”
11:00 Mikhail Lukin, Harvard University , “Controlling atom-like systems in diamond: from
quantum optics to life science” [ 166 ]

Wednesday Morning Invited Session 2
Breakout Session 1: Plasmons, Excitons, and Chirality.
Location: Ballroom 1 — Romain Quidant, Chair
11:40 Alexander Govorov, Ohio University, “Optically-active hybrid nanostructures: Excitonplasmon interaction, Fano effect, and plasmonic chirality” [ 116 ]
12:00 David J. Masiello, University of Washington, “Molecular-Electronic Structure in a Plasmonic Environment” [ 172 ]
12:20 Christy Landes, Rice University, “Overcoming signal intermittency in short particle tracking trajectories” [ 155 ]
12:40 Patrice Genevet, Harvard University, “Holographic plasmonic couplers for light with
complex wavefronts” [ 112 ]

Breakout Session 2: Applications of coherent quantum systems.
Location: Magpie A — Mikhail Lukin, Chair
11:40 Daniel Rugar, IBM Research, “Nanoscale Nuclear Magnetic Resonance using a NitrogenVacancy Spin Sensor” [ 210 ]
12:00 Jungsang Kim, Duke University, “Scalable Approach to Trapped-Ion Qubits using Microsystems Technology” [ 147 ]
12:20 Darrick Chang, IFCO, Barcelona, “Atoms coupled to nanophotonic systems: a novel
platform for “atom-optomechanics”” [ 79 ]
12:40
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Breakout Session 3: Multidimensional Spectroscopy and CARS.
Location: Magpie B — Shaul Mukamel, Chair
11:40 Martin Zanni, University of Wisconsin - Madison, “2D sum-frequency generation: Adding
another dimension to non-linear surface spectroscopy” [ 256 ]
12:00 Svetlana Malinovskaya, Stevens Institute of Technology, “Stimulated Raman adiabatic
passage as a route to achieving optical control in plasmonics” [ 170 ]
12:20
12:40

Breakout Session 4: Medical Optics.
Location: Wasatch A — Vladislav Yakovlev, Chair
11:40 Harrison Barrett, University of Arizona, “Information Content of a Photon in Quantum
Imaging and Radiology” [ 64 ]
12:00 Luca Caucci, University of Arizona, “Efficient Utilization of the Information in a Photon
in Radiological Imaging” [ 77 ]
12:20 Ziyun Di, Texas A&M University, “Spatial Offset Scattering Spectroscopy of Bone for
Osteoporosis Investigation” [ 93 ]
12:40 Leonid Krivitsky, Data Storage Institute, “Measurement of photon statistics with live
photoreceptor cells” [ 150 ]

Wednesday Evening Plenary Session
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Anatoly Svidzinsky, Chair
19:00 Boris Lukiyanchuk, Data Storage Institute, “Topological optics vs Fano resonance” [ 167 ]
19:30 Xiang Zhang, University of California, Berkeley, “Photonics beyond diffraction limit:
Plasmon waveguide, cavities and integrated laser circuits” [ 259 ]
20:00 George W. Kattawar, Texas A&M University, “Genesis and Evolution of Polarization of
Light in the Ocean” [ 142 ]

Wednesday Evening Invited Session
Breakout Session 1: Singular Optics and Fano Resonances.
Location: Ballroom 1 — Boris Lukiyanchuk, Chair
20:50 Andrey Miroshnichenko, The Australian National University, “Polarization independent
Fano resonances in arrays of core-shell nanoparticles” [ 178 ]
21:10 Svetlana V. Boriskina, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, “Pushing the limits of
photovoltaic efficiency: thermal upconversion and enhanced trapping of twisted light” [ 68 ]
21:30 Natalia M. Litchinitser, SUNY Buffalo, “Structured Light and Matter” [ 164 ]
21:50
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Breakout Session 2: Applications of coherent quantum systems.
Location: Magpie A — Mikhail Lukin, Chair
20:50 Liang Jiang, Yale University, Applied Physics, “Room-Temperature Quantum Bit Memory
Exceeding One Second” [ 136 ]
21:10 Philip Hemmer, Texas A&M University, “Toward sub-wavelength lithography with
atomic coherence” [ 123 ]
21:30 Farit Vagizov, Texas A&M University, “Coherent control of single gamma photons with
resonant absorbers: slowing down, revival, and shaping” [ 235 ]
21:50 Grant Biedermann, Sandia Labs, “Single-atom matterwave interferometer in free space”
[ 66 ]

Breakout Session 3: Interaction of light with nano structures.
Location: Magpie B — Xiang Zhang, Chair
20:50 Xiaobo Yin, University of California, Berkeley, “Optic Spin Hall Effect at Metasurface”
[ 253 ]
21:10 Jun Xiao, University of California, Berkeley, “Energy Transfer: A New Method to Detect
Carrier Multiplication in Semiconductor Nanocrystals” [ 249 ]
21:30 Pankaj K. Jha, University of California, Berkeley, “From Laser to Spaser: Atomic Coherence at Work” [ 135 ]
21:50 Dalziel Wilson, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, “Quantum-Coherent Coupling
of a Mechanical Oscillator to an Optical Cavity Mode” [ 247 ]

Breakout Session 4: Ocean Optics.
Location: Wasatch A — George W. Kattawar, Chair
20:50 Meng Gao, Texas A&M University, “A Mueller matrix holography method for particle
characterization” [ 109 ]
21:10 Curtis Mobley, Sequoia Scientific, Inc., “Invariant Imbedding Theory for the Vector Radiative Transfer Equation: Progress Towards a Polarized Version of HydroLight” [ 179 ]
21:30 David McKee, University of Strathclyde, “Coupling ocean colour remote sensing data into
physical-ecosystem models: mapping uncertainty distributions from space” [ 173 ]
21:50 Edward S. Fry, Texas A&M University, “Light scattering at 0◦ by small particle suspensions” [ 108 ]
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Thursday, January 10 2013
Thursday Morning Plenary Session 1
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Ron Folman, Chair
7:30 Evgenii Narimanov, Purdue University, “Optical Hyperspace: light in metamaterials
with hyperbolic dispersion and related phenomena” [ 187 ]
8:00 Ralf Röhlsberger, DESY, “Photon Polarization Precession Spectroscopy” [ 211 ]
8:30 Ernst Maria Rasel, Leibniz University Hannover, “Interferometry with Bose-Einstein
condensates in microgravity” [ 203 ]

Thursday Morning Invited Session 1
Breakout Session 1: Metamaterials.
Location: Ballroom 1 — Evgenii Narimanov, Chair
9:10 Nanfang Yu, Columbia University, “Flat Optics: Controlling Wavefronts with Optical
Antenna Metasurfaces” [ 254 ]
9:30 Daniel Wasserman, University of Illinois Urbana Champaign, “Engineered Metals for
Mid-IR Plasmonics” [ 242 ]
9:50 N. Asger Mortensen, Technical University of Denmark, “Nanoplasmonics beyond classical electrodynamics” [ 181 ]
10:10 Willie Padilla, Boston College, “Infrared Metamaterial Electromagnetic Wave Absorbers”
[ 190 ]

Breakout Session 2: Quantum Information.
Location: Magpie A — Olga Kocharovskaya, Chair
9:10 Ming Tian, George Mason University, “Spatio-Spectral Atomic Comb for Quantum Memory” [ 231 ]
9:30 Florencia Pascual-Winter, Laboratoire Aimé Cotton - C.N.R.S., “Spin coherence lifetime
extension through dynamical decoupling: coping with the spin inhomogeneous broadening
in Tm3+:YAG” [ 191 ]
9:50 Xiwen Zhang, Texas A&M University, “Quantum storage based on the control field angular scanning” [ 260 ]
10:10 Sergey Polyakov, JQI, NIST and UMD, “Mode structure reconstruction via multiphoton
tomography” [ 197 ]
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Breakout Session 3: Cooperative Emission.
Location: Magpie B — Ralf Röhlsberger, Chair
9:10 Charles Adams, Durham University, “The cooperative Lamb shift and intrinsic optical
bistability in dense atomic ensembles” [ 55 ]
9:30 Robin Kaiser, INLN, CNRS, Nice, “Anderson localization vs Dicke Superradiance: coherence effects in light propagation in disordered systems” [ 138 ]
9:50 Yong Li, Beijing Computational Science Research Center, “Collective spontaneous emission
for many atoms beyond the rotating-wave approximation” [ 161 ]
10:10 Kilian Heeg, MPI for Nuclear Physics, “Spontaneously generated coherence in an ensemble
of resonant nuclei” [ 122 ]

Breakout Session 4: Atom Interferometry.
Location: Wasatch A — Ernst Rasel, Chair
9:10 Susannah Dickerson, Stanford University, “Atom interferometry in a 10 m tower” [ 94 ]
9:30 Arnaud Landragin, SYRTE Observatoire de Paris, “From small to tall: MUQUANS and
MIGA” [ 156 ]
9:50 Philippe Bouyer, LP2N - IOGS, “Underground matter-wave-interferomer based gravitation antenna : The MIGA project” [ 69 ]
10:10 Danielle Braje, MIT-LL, “Demonstration of a Gradient Magnetometer Atom Interferometer” [ 72 ]

Thursday Morning Plenary Session 2
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Robin Kaiser, Chair
10:50 Olga Kocharovskaya, Texas A&M University, “Dynamical control of the resonant lightmatter interaction” [ 148 ]
11:20 Jörg Evers, Max-Planck-Institute for Nuclear Physics, “Quantum coherence and the vacuum” [ 102 ]

Thursday Morning Invited Session 2
Breakout Session 1: Metamaterials.
Location: Ballroom 1 — Evgenii Narimanov, Chair
12:00 Alexander Kildishev, Purdue University, “Plasmonic Metasurfaces for Phase Holography” [ 146 ]
12:20 Viktor Podolskiy, University of Massachusetts, Lowell, “Photonic metasurfaces for subwavelength resolution and subwavelength pixel size” [ 196 ]
12:40 Vinod Menon, CUNY, “Optical topological transition in anisotropic metamaterials” [ 174 ]
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Breakout Session 2: Coherence Effects.
Location: Magpie A — Olga Kocharovskaya, Chair
12:00 Alexey Akimov, RQC/Harvard University, “Magnetometry with NV centers in diamond”
[ 56 ]
12:20 Selim M. Shahriar, Northwestern University, “Atom Interferometric Holography and Arbitrary Pattern Nanolithography Using a BEC Atom Laser” [ 217 ]
12:40 Eugeniy E. Mikhailov, The College of William and Mary, “Quantum enhanced magnetometry and resonant squeezing interaction with atoms” [ 177 ]

Breakout Session 3: Quantum Vacuum.
Location: Magpie B — Jörg Evers, Chair
12:00 Joachim von Zanthier, University of Erlangen, Germany, “Hanbury Brown and Twiss
and beyond - multi-photon interferences with independent light sources” [ 264 ]
12:20 Ingo Uschmann, Helmholtz-Institut Jena, “High Precision X-ray Polarimetry for the detection of vacuum birefringence” [ 234 ]
12:40 Andrej Singer, DESY, “Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometry at a free-electron laser”
[ 219 ]

Breakout Session 4: Novel Optics.
Location: Wasatch A — TBA, Chair
12:00 Jonathan Ben-Benjamin, City University of New York (Hunter College), “Trajectories
for dispersive wave propagation”
12:20 Eyob Sete, University of California Riverside , “Catch-Disperse-Release Readout for Superconducting Qubits” [ 216 ]
12:40 Vladimir Khmelenko, Texas A&M University, “Studies of luminescence during explosive
destruction of nanostructures formed in superfluid helium” [ 144 ]

Thursday Evening Plenary Session
Location: Ballroom 1 and 2 — Mark Havey, Chair
19:00 Konstantin E. Dorfman, University of California, Irvine, “Quantum Heat Engines: Past,
Present and Future” [ 97 ]
19:30 Yuri Rostovtsev, University of North Texas, “Quantum Opto-Mechanics: from rotation
to Coriolis force detection” [ 207 ]
20:00 Ron Folman, Ben-Gurion University, “A new-old way to split matter-waves: putting
Stern-Gerlach, Zeeman, Ramsey and Rabi, in one pot” [ 106 ]
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Thursday Evening Invited Session
Breakout Session 1: Quantum Mechanics and Thermodynamics.
Location: Ballroom 1 — Sahand Hormoz, Chair
20:50 Upendra Harbola, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, “Nonequilibrium thermodynamics of quantum heat engines” [ 120 ]
21:10 Peter D. Keefe, University of Detroit Mercy, “Bardeen Hysteresis: Fact or Fiction?”
[ 143 ]
21:30 Vaclav Spicka, Academy of Sciences of Czech Republic, “Fluctuation-Dissipation Structure
in Non-Equilibrium Green’s Functions” [ 223 ]
21:50 Dawei Wang, Texas A&M University, “Atom-photon Interactions without Rotating Wave
Approximation” [ 240 ]

Breakout Session 2: Slow Light.
Location: Magpie A — Yuri Rostovtsev, Chair
20:50 Cristian Bahrim, Lamar University, “Simultaneously slowing down two circularly polarized optical fields using EIT in a four level atomic system in the W scheme” [ 60 ]
21:10 Marjatta Lyyra, Temple University, “Frequency Domain Control by the Autler-Townes
Effect” [ 168 ]
21:30 Kunal K. Das, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania, “Enhancing interferometric Sensitivity with Nonlinearity: Applications to Force and Rotation Sensing” [ 92 ]
21:50 Anil K. Patnaik, Air Force Research Laboratory, Dayton, “Realization of opposite dispersion slopes for two probes: Concurrent slow-fast light” [ 192 ]

Breakout Session 3: Coherent Remote Sensing.
Location: Magpie B — Aleksei Zheltikov, Chair
20:50 Arthur Dogariu, Princeton University, “Coherence and Gain in Air Lasing” [ 96 ]
21:10 Matthew Springer, Texas A&M University, “Time-Resolved Imaging of Nonlinear Pulse
Propagation in the Near-Filament Regime” [ 224 ]
21:30 Benjamin Strycker, Texas A&M University, “Chemical-specific imaging of shallowly
buried objects using femtosecond laser pulses” [ 227 ]
21:50 Alexei Sokolov, Texas A&M University, “Remote sensing with femtosecond laser pulses”
[ 221 ]
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5.3

Poster session

5:00–7:00 p.m., Thursday, January 10, 2013.
Charles Ballmann, Texas A&M University
“Interference of signal and background in surface-enhanced CARS spectroscopy” [ 62 ]
Han Cai, Texas A&M University
“Optical Pumping and Raman Detection of Atom Polarization” [ 73 ]
Bin Cao, Texas A&M University
“Nanotip Optical Antennas for Ultrafast Devices and Spectroscopy” [ 75 ]
Konstantin E. Dorfman, University of California, Irvine
“Pulse shaping control of the collective resonances in nonlinear transmission of broadband pulses” [ 98 ]
Genevieve Gariepy, University of Ottawa
“Generation and measurement of high harmonics with orbital angular momentum” [ 110 ]
Michael Hohensee, University of California, Berkeley
“Metric, Matter-Waves, and Equivalence” [ 126 ]
Brett Hokr, Texas A&M University
“Enhancing Raman Signal Through Elastic Light Scattering” [ 127 ]
Brett Hokr, Texas A&M University
“Proposal for a Random Raman Laser” [ 128 ]
Xia Hua, Texas A&M University
“Phase Effects in Surface-Enhanced Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering” [ 130 ]
Andy Kung, National Tsing Hua University
“Supercontinuum Generation by Filamentation in Gases with a 7 fs Laser Pulse” [ 154 ]
Zeyang Liao, Texas A&M University
“Atom lithography with sub-wavelength resolution via Rabi oscillations” [ 162 ]
Frank A. Narducci, Naval Air Systems Command
“Demonstration of a Gradient Magnetometer Using an Atom Interferometer” [ 186 ]
Anil K. Patnaik, Air Force Research Laboratory, Dayton
“Saturation of Vibrational Femtosecond CARS via Saturation of Rotational Raman Transition” [ 193 ]
Yunhui Peng, Texas A&M University
“Design of Nano-Substrates for Surface-Enhanced Spectroscopy” [ 194 ]
Rob Scully, Texas A&M University
“The Agri-Bio-Photonics Research and Technology (ART) Program” [ 215 ]
Yujie Shen, Texas A&M University
“Spectroscopic Identification of Toxic Chemicals” [ 218 ]
Matthew Springer, Texas A&M University
“Time-Resolved Imaging of Nonlinear Pulse Propagation in the Near-Filament Regime” [ 224 ]
Benjamin Strycker, Texas A&M University
“Chemical-specific imaging of shallowly buried objects using femtosecond laser pulses” [ 227 ]
Alex Sugarbaker, Stanford University
“Gravitational wave detection using atom interferometry” [ 228 ]
Jonathan Thompson, Texas A&M University
“Pulse Shaping Filaments in a Liquid” [ 230 ]
Dan Thrasher, Brigham Young University
“Raman-assisted continuum generation in CVD single-crystal diamond” [ 153 ]
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Andrew Traverso, Texas A&M University
“Atmospheric Lasing for Remote Sensing” [ 233 ]
Dmitri Voronine, Texas A&M University
“Optimizing dissipative CARS signals by laser pulse shaping” [ 239 ]
Zhenhuan Yi, Texas A&M University
“Observation of the transition from super fluorescence to superradiance” [ 252 ]
Xiwen Zhang, Texas A&M University
“Nonlocal effects in light emission by atomic ensembles” [ 261 ]
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Charles Adams, Durham University
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 55
“The cooperative Lamb shift and intrinsic optical bistability in dense atomic ensembles”
Alexey Akimov, RQC/Harvard University
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 56
“Magnetometry with NV centers in diamond”
Victor V. Albert, Yale University
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 57
“Past and present examples of symmetry in quantum mechanics”
Roland E. Allen, Texas A&M University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 58
“Life in the Higgs condensate, where electrons have mass”
Hatice Altug, Boston University
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 59
“Plasmon Enhanced Mid-Infrared Spectroscopy for Biology”
Cristian Bahrim, Lamar University
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 60
“Simultaneously slowing down two circularly polarized optical fields using EIT in a four level
atomic system in the W scheme”
Michal Bajcsy, Stanford University
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 61
“Physics and applications of cavity QED in planar photonic-crystal nanocavities”
Charles Ballmann, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 62
“Interference of signal and background in surface-enhanced CARS spectroscopy”
Steve Barnett, Strathclyde University
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 63
“Optical helicity and spin angular momentum”
Harrison Barrett, University of Arizona
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 64
“Information Content of a Photon in Quantum Imaging and Radiology”
Alexey Belyanin, Texas A&M University
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 65
“Giant optical nonlinearity and generation of coherent mid/far-infrared radiation in
graphene”
Jonathan Ben-Benjamin, City University of New York (Hunter College)
Thursday morning, second invited session
“Trajectories for dispersive wave propagation”
Grant Biedermann, Sandia Labs
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 66
“Single-atom matterwave interferometer in free space”
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“Pushing the limits of photovoltaic efficiency: thermal upconversion and enhanced trapping
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“Demonstration of a Gradient Magnetometer Atom Interferometer”
Han Cai, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 73
“Optical Pumping and Raman Detection of Atom Polarization”
Bin Cao, Texas A&M University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 74
“Coherence Effects in Biological Quantum Heat Engines”
Bin Cao, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 75
“Nanotip Optical Antennas for Ultrafast Devices and Spectroscopy”
Rodrigo Castillo-Garza, University of Texas at Austin
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 76
“Towards Nanoscale Imaging of Supersonic Beam of Neutral Atoms with a Pulsed Magnetic
Lens”
Luca Caucci, University of Arizona
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 77
“Efficient Utilization of the Information in a Photon in Radiological Imaging”
Giulio Cerullo, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Wednesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 78
“Towards 2DUV spectroscopy: phase-locked pulses by a birefringent delay line”
Darrick Chang, IFCO, Barcelona
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 79
“Atoms coupled to nanophotonic systems: a novel platform for “atom-optomechanics””
Maria Chekhova, Max-Planck Institute for the Science of Light
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 80
“Bright Squeezed Vacuum”
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Ji-Xin Cheng, Purdue University
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 81
“Bond-selective imaging beyond the ballistic photon regime”
Cheng Chin, University of Chicago
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 82
“Strongly interacting two-dimensional Bose gas”
Kent Choquette, University of Illinois
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 83
“Dynamics of Coherent Optical Coupling in Microcavity Laser Arrays”
Weng Chow, Sandia National Laboratory
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 84
“Failure of the alpha-factor for quantum-dot lasers”
Marcus T. Cicerone, NIST
Tuesday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 85
“Practical Limits of Functional, Noninvasive Coherent Raman Imaging”
Cristian Ciracı̀, Duke University
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 86
“Simulating Nonlinear Surface Effects in Nanoplasmonic Systems”
Catrina Coleman, University of Illinois
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 87
“Mode-locked QD lasers”
Jim Coleman, University of Illinois
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 88
“QD lasers”
Paul Corkum, National Research Council of Canada
Tuesday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 89
“Perturbing Attosecond Pulse Generation”
Daniel Côté, CRIUSMQ - U. Laval
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 90
“Imaging neurodegenerative disorders in animals with multimodal CARS microscopy”
Marcos Dantus, Michigan State University
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 91
“Standoff detection of explosives and flame-imaging using single-beam CARS”
Kunal K. Das, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 92
“Enhancing interferometric Sensitivity with Nonlinearity: Applications to Force and Rotation Sensing”
Ziyun Di, Texas A&M University
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 93
“Spatial Offset Scattering Spectroscopy of Bone for Osteoporosis Investigation”
Susannah Dickerson, Stanford University
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 94
“Atom interferometry in a 10 m tower”
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Jay R. Dittmann, Baylor University
Tuesday evening plenary session, abstract on page 95
“Have we Harnessed the Higgs? Discovery of a New Boson at the Large Hadron Collider”
Arthur Dogariu, Princeton University
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 96
“Coherence and Gain in Air Lasing”
Konstantin E. Dorfman, University of California, Irvine
Thursday evening plenary session, abstract on page 97
“Quantum Heat Engines: Past, Present and Future”
Konstantin E. Dorfman, University of California, Irvine
poster session, abstract on page 98
“Pulse shaping control of the collective resonances in nonlinear transmission of broadband
pulses”
Charles Durfee, Colorado School of Mines
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 99
“Control of ultrafast laser-matter interactions with 4D pulse focusing”
Paul Dyke, Rice University
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 100
“Phase dependent interactions of a single bright soliton”
Rubén Esteban, Joint Quantum Institute, University of Maryland-NIST
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 101
“Quantum effects in coupled plasmonic and plasmon-emitter systems”
Jörg Evers, Max-Planck-Institute for Nuclear Physics
Thursday morning, second plenary session, abstract on page 102
“Quantum coherence and the vacuum”
Daniele Faccio, Heriot-Watt University
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 103
“Artificial black holes, with a twist”
Jonathan Fan, University of Illinois
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 104
“Plasmonic mode engineering with templated self-assembled nanoclusters”
Shanhui Fan, Stanford University
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 105
“Non-reciprocity and effective magnetic field for photons from dynamic modulations”
Ron Folman, Ben-Gurion University
Thursday evening plenary session, abstract on page 106
“A new-old way to split matter-waves: putting Stern-Gerlach, Zeeman, Ramsey and Rabi,
in one pot”
Eugene Frumker, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 107
“Attosecond science with polar molecules”
Edward S. Fry, Texas A&M University
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 108
“Light scattering at 0◦ by small particle suspensions”
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Meng Gao, Texas A&M University
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 109
“A Mueller matrix holography method for particle characterization”
Genevieve Gariepy, University of Ottawa
poster session, abstract on page 110
“Generation and measurement of high harmonics with orbital angular momentum”
Dan Gauthier, Duke University
Monday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 111
“Quantum Key Distribution Using Hyperentanglement”
Patrice Genevet, Harvard University
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 112
“Holographic plasmonic couplers for light with complex wavefronts”
Gerald Gilbert, MITRE QIS Group
Monday evening plenary session, abstract on page 113
“Realistic Microcluster Construction”
Matthew Gilbert, University of Illinois
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 114
“Surface State Quasiparticle Interference in Crystalline Topological Insulators”
Alexey Gorshkov, California Institute of Technology
Wednesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 115
“Topological phases in polar-molecule quantum magnets”
Alexander Govorov, Ohio University
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 116
“Optically-active hybrid nanostructures: Exciton-plasmon interaction, Fano effect, and plasmonic chirality”
Daniel Greenberger, City College of New York
Monday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 117
“Differences Between Atom and Neutron Interferometers, and Their Different Responses to
the Gravitational Red Shift”
Saikat Guha, Raytheon BBN Technologies
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 118
“Attaining the quantum limit of optical communications”
Naomi Halas, Rice University
Wednesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 119
“Nanoparticle-enabled liquid-vapor phase transitions”
Upendra Harbola, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 120
“Nonequilibrium thermodynamics of quantum heat engines”
Mark Havey, Old Dominion University
Wednesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 121
“Light scattering in dense and cold 87Rb”
Kilian Heeg, MPI for Nuclear Physics
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 122
“Spontaneously generated coherence in an ensemble of resonant nuclei”
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Philip Hemmer, Texas A&M University
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 123
“Toward sub-wavelength lithography with atomic coherence”
Carsten Henkel, Universität Potsdam
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 124
“On the configuration space of twin photons”
Rainer Hillenbrand, CIC nanoGUNE
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 125
“Real-space mapping of infrared plasmons in metal nanostructures and graphene”
Michael Hohensee, University of California, Berkeley
poster session, abstract on page 126
“Metric, Matter-Waves, and Equivalence”
Brett Hokr, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 127
“Enhancing Raman Signal Through Elastic Light Scattering”
Brett Hokr, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 128
“Proposal for a Random Raman Laser”
Sahand Hormoz, Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics, UCSB
Tuesday evening plenary session, abstract on page 129
“Quantum Collapse and the Second Law of Thermodynamics”
Xia Hua, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 130
“Phase Effects in Surface-Enhanced Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering”
Randall G. Hulet, Rice University
Monday evening plenary session, abstract on page 131
“Quantum Simulation with Atoms in Optical Lattices”
Frank Jahnke, University of Bremen
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 132
“Cavity-QED with single quantum dot emitters”
Agnieszka Jaron-Becker, JILA, University of Colorado
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 133
“Numerical simulations of time delays in photoionization of atoms”
Lasse Jensen, The Pennsylvania State University
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 134
“Plasmon-enhanced molecular properties: A combined atomistic electrodynamics-quantum
mechanics model”
Pankaj K. Jha, University of California, Berkeley
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 135
“From Laser to Spaser: Atomic Coherence at Work”
Liang Jiang, Yale University, Applied Physics
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 136
“Room-Temperature Quantum Bit Memory Exceeding One Second”
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Florian Kaiser, LPMC, University of Nice / CNRS
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 137
“A quantum delayed-choice experiment enabled by entanglement”
Robin Kaiser, INLN, CNRS, Nice
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 138
“Anderson localization vs Dicke Superradiance: coherence effects in light propagation in
disordered systems”
Henry Kapteyn, JILA, University of Colorado
Monday morning, second plenary session, abstract on page 139
“Nonlinear optics into the x-ray regime”
Mikhail Kats, Harvard University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 140
“Ultra-thin optical coatings and perfect absorbers based on strong interference effects in
highly absorbing media”
Masayuki Katsuragawa, University of Electro- Communications, Japan
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 141
“The simplest route to generating a train of attosecond pulses”
George W. Kattawar, Texas A&M University
Wednesday evening plenary session, abstract on page 142
“Genesis and Evolution of Polarization of Light in the Ocean”
Peter D. Keefe, University of Detroit Mercy
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 143
“Bardeen Hysteresis: Fact or Fiction?”
Vladimir Khmelenko, Texas A&M University
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 144
“Studies of luminescence during explosive destruction of nanostructures formed in superfluid
helium”
Jacob Khurgin, Johns Hopkins
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 145
“Is graphene alone in the Universe?”
Alexander Kildishev, Purdue University
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 146
“Plasmonic Metasurfaces for Phase Holography”
Jungsang Kim, Duke University
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 147
“Scalable Approach to Trapped-Ion Qubits using Microsystems Technology”
Olga Kocharovskaya, Texas A&M University
Thursday morning, second plenary session, abstract on page 148
“Dynamical control of the resonant light-matter interaction”
Stanimir Kondov, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 149
“Ultracold Fermions in a Disordered Optical Lattice”
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Leonid Krivitsky, Data Storage Institute
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 150
“Measurement of photon statistics with live photoreceptor cells”
Norbert Kroó, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 151
“Surface Plasmon Near Field Concentration in STM patterns”
Maksym Kryvohuz, California Institute of Technology
Wednesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 152
“Fluctuations and response in nonlinear systems”
Andy Kung, National Tsing Hua University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 153
“Raman-assisted continuum generation in CVD single-crystal diamond”
Andy Kung, National Tsing Hua University
poster session, abstract on page 154
“Supercontinuum Generation by Filamentation in Gases with a 7 fs Laser Pulse”
Christy Landes, Rice University
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 155
“Overcoming signal intermittency in short particle tracking trajectories”
Arnaud Landragin, SYRTE Observatoire de Paris
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 156
“From small to tall: MUQUANS and MIGA”
Jonathan Leach, Heriot-Watt University
Monday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 157
“Generation of orbital angular momentum Bell states and their verification via accessible
nonlinear witnesses”
Mikhail Lemeshko, Harvard/ITAMP
Wednesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 158
“Dissipative binding of atoms by non-conservative forces”
Benjamin Lev, Stanford University
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 159
[ No title provided ]
Tongcang Li, University of California, Berkeley
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 160
“Persistent one-way rotation of trapped ions: a space-time crystal”
Yong Li, Beijing Computational Science Research Center
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 161
“Collective spontaneous emission for many atoms beyond the rotating-wave approximation”
Zeyang Liao, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 162
“Atom lithography with sub-wavelength resolution via Rabi oscillations”
Stephan Link, Rice University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 163
“Plasmon Waveguiding in Nanowires and Nanoparticle Chains”
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Natalia M. Litchinitser, SUNY Buffalo
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 164
“Structured Light and Matter”
Jevon Longdell, University of Otago
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 165
“Cavity QED and microwave upconversion with Rare earth ion dopants in cryogenic whispering gallery mode resonators”
Mikhail Lukin, Harvard University
Wednesday morning, second plenary session, abstract on page 166
“Controlling atom-like systems in diamond: from quantum optics to life science”
Boris Lukiyanchuk, Data Storage Institute
Wednesday evening plenary session, abstract on page 167
“Topological optics vs Fano resonance”
Marjatta Lyyra, Temple University
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 168
“Frequency Domain Control by the Autler-Townes Effect”
Wolfgang Löffler, Leiden University
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 169
“Mixed entangled states of twin photons with orbital angular momentum”
Svetlana Malinovskaya, Stevens Institute of Technology
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 170
“Stimulated Raman adiabatic passage as a route to achieving optical control in plasmonics”
Christoph Marquardt, Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light
Monday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 171
“A Versatile Source of Single Photons from a Whispering Gallery Resonator”
David J. Masiello, University of Washington
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 172
“Molecular-Electronic Structure in a Plasmonic Environment”
David McKee, University of Strathclyde
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 173
“Coupling ocean colour remote sensing data into physical-ecosystem models: mapping uncertainty distributions from space”
Vinod Menon, CUNY
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 174
“Optical topological transition in anisotropic metamaterials”
Carmen Menoni, Colorado State University
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 175
“Nanoscale imaging with soft x-ray lasers”
Ralf Menzel, Universität Potsdam
Monday morning, second plenary session, abstract on page 176
“Unravelling Complementarity with Photons”
Eugeniy E. Mikhailov, The College of William and Mary
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 177
“Quantum enhanced magnetometry and resonant squeezing interaction with atoms”
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Andrey Miroshnichenko, The Australian National University
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 178
“Polarization independent Fano resonances in arrays of core-shell nanoparticles”
Curtis Mobley, Sequoia Scientific, Inc.
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 179
“Invariant Imbedding Theory for the Vector Radiative Transfer Equation: Progress Towards
a Polarized Version of HydroLight”
Andrew Moran, University of North Carolina
Wednesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 180
“Uncovering Molecular Relaxation Processes with Nonlinear Spectroscopies in the Deep UV”
N. Asger Mortensen, Technical University of Denmark
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 181
“Nanoplasmonics beyond classical electrodynamics”
Syed Mubeen, University of California, Santa Barbara
Wednesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 182
“An Autonomous Plasmonic Solar Water Splitter”
Shaul Mukamel, University of California, Irvine
Wednesday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 183
“Coherent Multidimensional Spectroscopy of Valence Excitations in Molecules”
Margaret Murnane, JILA, University of Colorado
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 184
“Applications of Ultrafast Coherent High Harmonic Sources in Nano and Energy Science”
Holger Müller, University of California, Berkeley
Monday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 185
“Matter-Wave Clocks”
Frank A. Narducci, Naval Air Systems Command
poster session, abstract on page 186
“Demonstration of a Gradient Magnetometer Using an Atom Interferometer”
Evgenii Narimanov, Purdue University
Thursday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 187
“Optical Hyperspace: light in metamaterials with hyperbolic dispersion and related phenomena”
Peter Nordlander, Rice University
Wednesday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 188
“Plasmonics: From Quantum Effects to Fano Interference and Light Harvesting”
Miles Padgett, University of Glasgow
Monday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 189
“Orbital Angular Momentum and Quantum Imaging”
Willie Padilla, Boston College
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 190
“Infrared Metamaterial Electromagnetic Wave Absorbers”
Florencia Pascual-Winter, Laboratoire Aimé Cotton - C.N.R.S.
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 191
“Spin coherence lifetime extension through dynamical decoupling: coping with the spin inhomogeneous broadening in Tm3+:YAG”
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Anil K. Patnaik, Air Force Research Laboratory, Dayton
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 192
“Realization of opposite dispersion slopes for two probes: Concurrent slow-fast light”
Anil K. Patnaik, Air Force Research Laboratory, Dayton
poster session, abstract on page 193
“Saturation of Vibrational Femtosecond CARS via Saturation of Rotational Raman Transition”
Yunhui Peng, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 194
“Design of Nano-Substrates for Surface-Enhanced Spectroscopy”
Igor Pikovski, University of Vienna
Monday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 195
“Quantum interference with clocks: Testing quantum mechanics on curved space-time”
Viktor Podolskiy, University of Massachusetts, Lowell
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 196
“Photonic metasurfaces for subwavelength resolution and subwavelength pixel size”
Sergey Polyakov, JQI, NIST and UMD
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 197
“Mode structure reconstruction via multiphoton tomography”
Eric Potma, University of California, Irvine
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 198
“Femtosecond Raman force microscopy”
Sudhakar Prasad, University of New Mexico
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 199
“Cooperative Radiation and Scattering by A Resonant Medium”
Romain Quidant, ICFO
Wednesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 200
“3D optical manipulation of a single electron spin”
Saar Rahav, Technion, Israel
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 201
“Fluctuations in a quantum heat engine”
Mark Raizen, University of Texas at Austin
Tuesday morning, second plenary session, abstract on page 202
“The study and control of matter with Maxwell’s demon”
Ernst Maria Rasel, Leibniz University Hannover
Thursday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 203
“Interferometry with Bose-Einstein condensates in microgravity”
Bjoern Reinhard, Boston University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 204
“apping Distance-Dependent Plasmon Coupling in Self-Assembled 1-Dimensional Nanoparticle Clusters”
Stephan Reitzenstein, Technische Universität Berlin
Tuesday morning, second plenary session, abstract on page 205
“Chaos and quantum control in feedback coupled quantum dot - microcavities”
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Jorge J. Rocca, Colorado State University
Monday evening plenary session, abstract on page 206
“New Generation of High Repetition Rate, High Average Power Table-top Soft X-ray Lasers”
Yuri Rostovtsev, University of North Texas
Thursday evening plenary session, abstract on page 207
“Quantum Opto-Mechanics: from rotation to Coriolis force detection”
Lee Rozema, University of Toronto
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 208
“Experimental Demonstration of Quantum Data Compression”
Artem Rudenko, Kansas State University
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 209
“Ultrafast charge rearrangement and nuclear dynamics upon multiphoton X-ray ionization
of molecules”
Daniel Rugar, IBM Research
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 210
“Nanoscale Nuclear Magnetic Resonance using a Nitrogen-Vacancy Spin Sensor”
Peter Rácz, Wigner Research Centre for Physics
Monday evening invited session
[ No title provided ]
Ralf Röhlsberger, DESY
Thursday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 211
“Photon Polarization Precession Spectroscopy”
Anatoliy Savchenkov, OEwaves
Monday morning, first invited session
“Sensing of ionizing radiation with WGMR. Extension of Becquerel approach and of Curie
approach”
Wolfgang Schleich, Universität Ulm, Germany
Monday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 212
“Quantum physics at the interface with gravity”
Harald Schwefel, Max-Planck Institute for the Science of Light
Monday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 213
“Polarization in birefringent WGM resonators”
Marlan O. Scully, Texas A&M, Baylor, and Princeton University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 214
“A Gauge Field Theory Primer”
Rob Scully, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 215
“The Agri-Bio-Photonics Research and Technology (ART) Program”
Eyob Sete, University of California Riverside
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 216
“Catch-Disperse-Release Readout for Superconducting Qubits”
Selim M. Shahriar, Northwestern University
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 217
“Atom Interferometric Holography and Arbitrary Pattern Nanolithography Using a BEC
Atom Laser”
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Yujie Shen, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 218
“Spectroscopic Identification of Toxic Chemicals”
Andrej Singer, DESY
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 219
“Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometry at a free-electron laser”
David R. Smith, Duke University
Tuesday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 220
“Probing the Limits of Plasmonic Enhancement”
Alexei Sokolov, Texas A&M University
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 221
“Remote sensing with femtosecond laser pulses”
Glenn Solomon, Joint Quantum Institute
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 222
“Demonstration of second-harmonic generation using 4-bar quasi-phase matching in a GaAs
microdisk cavity”
Vaclav Spicka, Academy of Sciences of Czech Republic
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 223
“Fluctuation-Dissipation Structure in Non-Equilibrium Green’s Functions”
Matthew Springer, Texas A&M University
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 224
“Time-Resolved Imaging of Nonlinear Pulse Propagation in the Near-Filament Regime”
Matthew Springer, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 224
“Time-Resolved Imaging of Nonlinear Pulse Propagation in the Near-Filament Regime”
Dmitry Strekalov, JPL
Monday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 225
“Nonlinear optics in whispering gallery mode resonators”
Donna Strickland, University of Waterloo
Tuesday evening plenary session, abstract on page 226
“Investigating the Spectra of Transient Multi-frequency Raman Generation”
Benjamin Strycker, Texas A&M University
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 227
“Chemical-specific imaging of shallowly buried objects using femtosecond laser pulses”
Benjamin Strycker, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 227
“Chemical-specific imaging of shallowly buried objects using femtosecond laser pulses”
Alex Sugarbaker, Stanford University
poster session, abstract on page 228
“Gravitational wave detection using atom interferometry”
Anatoly Svidzinsky, Texas A&M University
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 229
“Lasing with no population in excited state produced by collective parametric resonance”
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Jonathan Thompson, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 230
“Pulse Shaping Filaments in a Liquid”
Dan Thrasher, Brigham Young University
poster session, abstract on page 153
“Raman-assisted continuum generation in CVD single-crystal diamond”
Ming Tian, George Mason University
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 231
“Spatio-Spectral Atomic Comb for Quantum Memory”
Carlos Trallero, Kansas State University
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 232
“Strong Field Molecular Spectroscopy”
Andrew Traverso, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 233
“Atmospheric Lasing for Remote Sensing”
Ingo Uschmann, Helmholtz-Institut Jena
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 234
“High Precision X-ray Polarimetry for the detection of vacuum birefringence”
Farit Vagizov, Texas A&M University
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 235
“Coherent control of single gamma photons with resonant absorbers: slowing down, revival,
and shaping”
Kerry Vahala, California Institute of Technology
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 236
“New, nonlinear sources using high-Q micro cavities”
Philip Vetter, Princeton and Texas A&M University
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 237
“Resolving the Maxwell’s Demon Paradox via a Stern-Gerlach Maser Apparatus”
Dmitri Voronine, Texas A&M University
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 238
“Time-Resolved Surface-Enhanced CARS Spectroscopy”
Dmitri Voronine, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 239
“Optimizing dissipative CARS signals by laser pulse shaping”
Dawei Wang, Texas A&M University
Thursday evening invited session, abstract on page 240
“Atom-photon Interactions without Rotating Wave Approximation”
Kai Wang, Texas A&M University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 241
“A Scheme Allowing Synthesis and Characterization of Ultrafast Waveforms Using Coherent
Raman Sidebands”
Daniel Wasserman, University of Illinois Urbana Champaign
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 242
“Engineered Metals for Mid-IR Plasmonics”
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Yu Watanabe, Yukawa Institute, Kyoto University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 243
“Eigenstate Randomization Hypothesis: a thermalization mechanism on isolated quantum
systems”
Chad Weiler, Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 244
“Low power all-optical switching using two-photon absorption and the Zeno effect”
Yaakov S. Weinstein, MITRE QIS Group
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 245
“Basic Quantum Fault Tolerant Component Calculations”
George R. Welch, Texas A&M University
Monday morning, first plenary session
“Welcoming Remarks”
Alan Willner, University of Southern California
Monday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 246
“Terabit/sec Free-Space Data Transmission using Orbital Angular Momentum”
Dalziel Wilson, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 247
“Quantum-Coherent Coupling of a Mechanical Oscillator to an Optical Cavity Mode”
Hui Xia, Princeton University
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 248
“Observing superradiant decay of excited-state helium atoms inside helium plasma”
Jun Xiao, University of California, Berkeley
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 249
“Energy Transfer: A New Method to Detect Carrier Multiplication in Semiconductor
Nanocrystals”
Vladislav Yakovlev, Texas A&M University
Tuesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 250
“How to drive CARS in reverse?”
Susanne Yelin, University of Connecticut and Harvard University
Wednesday morning, first plenary session, abstract on page 251
“How to drive CARS in reverse?”
Zhenhuan Yi, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 252
“Observation of the transition from super fluorescence to superradiance”
Xiaobo Yin, University of California, Berkeley
Wednesday evening invited session, abstract on page 253
“Optic Spin Hall Effect at Metasurface”
Nanfang Yu, Columbia University
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 254
“Flat Optics: Controlling Wavefronts with Optical Antenna Metasurfaces”
Luqi Yuan, Texas A&M University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 255
“Transient lasing without inversion: generation of high frequency light by driving low frequency transition”
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Martin Zanni, University of Wisconsin - Madison
Wednesday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 256
“2D sum-frequency generation: Adding another dimension to non-linear surface spectroscopy”
Philippe Zeitoun, Laboratorie d’Optique Appliquee, France
Monday evening invited session, abstract on page 257
“X-ray Chirped Pulse Amplification: towards GW soft x-ray lasers”
Chunmei Zhang, Natioanal Research Council
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 258
“The Attosecond Lighthouse in Gas: Isolated Attosecond Pulses generation and Physical
Dynamic probing”
Xiang Zhang, University of California, Berkeley
Wednesday evening plenary session, abstract on page 259
“Photonics beyond diffraction limit: Plasmon waveguide, cavities and integrated laser circuits”
Xiwen Zhang, Texas A&M University
Thursday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 260
“Quantum storage based on the control field angular scanning”
Xiwen Zhang, Texas A&M University
poster session, abstract on page 261
“Nonlocal effects in light emission by atomic ensembles”
Miaochan Zhi, Texas A&M University
Tuesday evening invited session, abstract on page 262
“Toward spatiotemporal engineering of sub-cycle optical pulses”
Andreas Zumbusch, University of Konstanz
Tuesday morning, first invited session, abstract on page 263
“Ultrafast vibrational microspectroscopy”
Joachim von Zanthier, University of Erlangen, Germany
Thursday morning, second invited session, abstract on page 264
“Hanbury Brown and Twiss and beyond - multi-photon interferences with independent light
sources”
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7

Abstracts

The following pages contain the abstracts submitted by the participants.

7.1

Best abstract award.

This year’s “Best Abstract” award will be announced during the reception on Sunday evening,
January 6, 2013. The selection committee for the 2013 best abstract award consisted of George R.
Welch from Texas A&M University, Frank A. Narducci from the Naval Air Systems Command, and
Mark D. Havey from Old Dominion University. The committee considered 3 factors in reaching their
decision:
1. Clarity. The abstract should effectively communicate what the talk will be about. It should
entice the reader to come to the talk.
2. Presentation. The abstract should look good. This pretty much requires at least one nice
figure. Graphics are good. Clear, pretty, graphics are better!
3. Efficient use of space. PQE allows an 8.5x11 inch page (minus 2 cm margins). This is a lot
of room, and we would like to see it used well. One short paragraph leaving most of the page
blank is bad. An entire page crammed with single-spaced 8 point font is also bad.
The winner receives dinner at the Aerie Restaurant at Snowbird, and recognition in this book.
The first runner up receives recognition in this book. This was the fourth year for the “Best
Abstract” award, and we believe it continues to be a success. Please note the high quality of many
of the submitted abstracts. The organizers thank all the participants who took the trouble to prepare
good abstracts, and we welcome all feedback on this effort.
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7.2

Rendering of the abstracts.

The actual PDF files submitted by the participants were rendered into 600 dpi monochrome bitmaps
using the pdftoppm open source software, which is part of the xpdf software suite, and then printed
for this book.
A version of this book including the original PDF submitted by participants, preserving color, is
included available on the conference web site.
If you are interested in why this was done, keep reading.
Although the “P” in PDF stands for “Portable,” these files are often not as portable as some
people would like. Issues of font embedding are among the worst, but versioning issues also persist,
and there are others. It is our desire that when you submit your abstract, we show you exactly what
it will look like when we print it. If we attempt to print your PDF files directly, we will never be
sure that what we print is what you expect. By rendering the file to bitmaps immediately after they
are submitted, and showing you the resulting bitmap, we can at least make sure that you know
what you will get.
None of that requires us to render the files to monochrome, but that will be to save on printing
cost.
Besides, the xpdf rendering software is very mature, open source, and really cool.

7.3

Abstracts

All the submitted abstracts follow.
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Speaker: Charles Adams
Session: Cooperative Emission
Schedule: Thursday Morning Invited Session 1

C S. Adams, Durham University

Cooperative atom-light interactions

Thurs. Invited Session 1

The cooperative Lamb shift and intrinsic optical bistability in dense
atomic ensembles.
C. S. Adams, Durham University

Abstract
Recently, strong photon-photon interactions have been realised in ultra-cold Rydberg ensembles [1–3],
where the non-linearity is mediated by dipole-dipole interactions between highly-excited atoms. In this talk
we will focus on strong dipole-dipole interactions in thermal ensembles and associated cooperative effects
such as the cooperative Lamb shift and intrinsic optical bistability.
We have measured the cooperative Lamb shift in an atomic ensemble with nanoscale thickness [4], see
Fig. 1A. For low-lying atomic states the dipole-dipole induced broadening exceeds the shift giving rise to
interesting propagation effects [5], but excluding the direct photon blockade achieved with Rydberg states [2,
3]. By coupling to a Rydberg state [6] the mean-field dipole-dipole shift becomes larger than the broadening
giving rise to a non-equilibrium phase transition manifest as optical bistability [7], see Fig. 1B.

A

B

Figure 1: A Experimental measurement of the dipole-dipole induced Lorentz shift and cooperative Lamb shift in a
nanocell. The cell is shown inset, the centre of the Newton rings has a thickness of only 30 nm. Solid line, theoretical
prediction from R. Friedberg et al., Phys. Rep. 7, 101 (1973). B An optically driven first-order phase transition in an
atomic ensemble observed using 3-photon Rydberg EIT [6]. (a) and (b) show a mean-field model and experimental
data, repsectively. (c) and (d) illustrate the critical slowing down in the vicinity of the transition.

References
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JD Pritchard et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 193603 (2010).
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Speaker: Alexey Akimov
Session: Coherence Effects
Schedule: Thursday Morning Invited Session 2

Magnitometry with NV centers in diamond
A. Akimov1,6,7, N. Chisholm3, D. Hunger1,4,5, I. Lovchinsky1, A. Sushkov1, P. Lo2, A. Sutton2,
J. Robinson2, N. Yao1, S. Bennett1, P. Maurer1, B. Shields1, H. Park1,2, M. Lukin1
1

Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge MA 02138, USA

2

Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Harvard University, Cambridge MA 02138, USA
3

School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge MA 02138, USA
4

Max-Planck-Institut für Quantenoptik, Garching 85748, Germany,

5

Ludwig-Maximilin. ans-Universität München, München 807P.99, Germany
6

Russian Quantum Center, Moscow, 119991, Russia

7

P.N. Lebedev Physicasl Institute, Moscow, 119991, Russia
e-mail: aa@rqc.ru

While magnitometry in our days is rather well developed field and modern magnetometers are able to sense extremely low magnetic fields, spatial resolution of current high sensitive magnetometers is rather low. On another hand
biological and medical application while mostly utilizing NMR technics demand molecular resolution with single spin
sensitivity. Such a resolution cannot be achieved by existing technics.
On another hand application of quantum information proceedings (QIP) to single atoms already showed its efficiency on example of clocks [1] and can be potentially used to magnetometry as well. One of well-known subjects for
QIP in solid state is NV center in Diamond could be successfully used as sensor of magnetics or electrical field [2,3]
providing reasonably high sensitivity combined with nanometer level resolution.
In this work we demonstrate our experimental efforts towards detection of single spins using NV center in diamond, including detection of elector spins in organics and living cell.
Literature
1.

C.W. Chou, D.B. Hume, T. Rosenband and D.J. Wineland, Optical Clocks and Relativity Science 24, 2010.

2.

J. R. Maze et al.,. Nanoscale magnetic sensing with an individual electronic spin in diamond Nature 455, 644-647 (2008).
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F. Dolde, et al., Electric-field sensing using single diamond spins, Nature Physics 7,459–463
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Speaker: Victor V. Albert
Session: Foundations of Quantum Mechanics
Schedule: Monday Morning Invited Session 2

Past and present examples of symmetry in quantum mechanics
Victor V. Albert1 and Liang Jiang2
1
2

Department of Physics, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520-8120, USA

Department of Applied Physics, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520-8284, USA

The symmetries of a quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian allow one to gain physical intuition and computational efficiency while also classifying the corresponding physical system
in a consistent group-theoretical context. While group/representation theory has been a
well-studied field, its application to quantum optics [1], circuit quantum engineering [2],
quantum chemistry [3], and condensed matter [4] continues to be prominent in state-of-theart research.
In this presentation, basic definitions, including that of “accidental degeneracy,” will first
be reviewed and discussed. It will then be demonstrated that the largest known continuous
group associated with the bound states of the Hydrogen atom is O(4, 2) instead of the
usually studied O(3) or O(4) [5]. Finally, two examples of recent work will be presented
which respectively demonstrate the relevance of discrete [6] and continuous [7] groups to
quantum optics. The former will describe an N -state model with Dihedral symmetry which
reduces to the quantum Rabi model for N = 2. The latter will describe a link between
basic quantum optical operations (squeezing, displacements, and rotations) to Lorentz and
conformal groups from relativistic field theory.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

M. Bartkowiak, L.-A. Wu, and A. Miranowicz, e-print arXiv:1210.2384.
D. G. Ferguson, A. A. Houck, and J. Koch, e-print arXiv:1208.5747.
D. Larese and F. Iachello, J. Mol. Struct. 1006, 611 (2011).
I. Gruzberg, A. Ludwig, A. Mirlin, and M. Zirnbauer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 086403 (2011).
R. Gilmore, Lie Group, Lie Algebras, and some of their Application (Dover Publications, New
York, 1974) p. 428.
[6] V. V. Albert, Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 180401 (2012).
[7] Y. S. Kim and M. E. Noz, Phase Space Picture of Quantum Mechanics: Group Theoretical
Approach (World Scientific, Singapore, 1991).
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Speaker: Roland E. Allen
Session: Fundamental Questions: Gauge
Schedule: Tuesday evening invited session

Life in the Higgs condensate,
where electrons have mass
Roland E. Allen
Physics and Astronomy, Texas A&M University

Most of the ma ss of a proton o r neu tron comes fro m the kinetic
energy of the q uarks and gluon s whi zzing around insi de at
relativistic speeds. But the mass of an electron comes from the Higg s
condensate, which permeates all space. The first 2/3 of thi s talk will
be a histo rical tutorial, summarizin g the Standard Model of particle
physics both qualitatively and quant itatively. Initially sy mmetry
requires that both the spin ½ fermio ns and the spin 1 bo son s have
zero mass. But after symmetry brea king, through mathematical steps
that will be b riefly summarized, the original U (1) and SU(2 ) fo rce
fields recombine to give the massless photon of the electromagnetic
field and the massi ve W and Z bo so ns of the weak nuclear
interaction. At the same time (th rou gh Yukawa couplings, or the
“Justin Bieber effect”), quarks and l eptons (including the electron)
acquire masse s, which are small for the familiar first generation o f
fermions, but considerably larger fo r the second and third
generations. Finally, there are the e xcitations of the Higg s
condensate, called Higgs boson s. Th e last 1/3 of the talk will touch
on the problem s ari sing from the ob servations of bo th a Higg s bo son
and nonzero neutrino masses. The fi rst ob servation appears to
require supersymmet ry, and the second appears to imply grand
unification of the three nong ravitational forces. Each o f the se
extensions o f the Standard Model w ill be covered in one minute ,
with a third minute dedicated to the fact that gravity i s also a gauge
theory, under Lo rentz transformatio ns.
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Speaker: Hatice Altug
Session: Graphene and Infrared Plasmonics
Schedule: Tuesday Morning Invited Session 2

Plasmon Enhanced Mid-Infrared Spectroscopy for Biology
H. Altug1
R. Adato1, K. Chen1, A. A. Yanik1, G. Shvets2, C.W. Wu2, A. Khanikaev2, N. Arju2
1. Electrical Engineering and Biomedical Engineering, Boston University, Boston, USA
2. Physics Department, UT Austin, Texas, USA
altug@bu.edu
In this talk we will show that by engineering near-field interactions in closely placed plasmonic
resonators we can significantly advance infrared vibrational spectroscopy technique. In particular
we will show that using a multi-band mid-infrared metamaterial perfect absorber we can
sensitively determine multiple molecular vibrational modes. Furthermore, using Fano-resonant
mid-IR antennas we can determine not only vibrational signature of molecules but also their
structural information such as height and surface orientation.
In a recent work, by leveraging a unique nanoparticle resonator design we demonstrated a dual
band mid-infrared (IR) metamaterial perfect absorber (PA) in which bands separated by as much
as ~3 μm can exceed 94% absorption [1]. A critical feature of our PA is the high degree of
symmetry associated with the characteristics of these two resonances. They support identical
peak absorbance amplitudes, line-widths and field-enhancement values even when their center
frequencies are separated as large as 3 μm. Nanoparticles used as the resonator elements of our
PA are cross-shaped plasmonic nanoantennas. In contrast to PA, spectral response of individual
multi-resonant nanoparticle antenna suffers from modes with very different amplitudes and linewidths [2]. PA’s desirable response can be understood by treating it as a resonator, in which
radiation damping (the dominant loss mechanism in the mid-IR) is significantly reduced
compared.
We demonstrated the application of our PA for multi-bands surface enhanced absorption
spectroscopy, where we enhance and therefore sensitively monitor multiple absorption bands of
biomolecules in the mid-infrared spectral window. In measuring the spectra of the polymer
coated PA, we observe the molecular absorption features to be distorted and shifted from their
typical center frequency with a characteristic anti-crossing behavior.
In another recent work, we demonstrated an asymmetrically coupled nanorod antenna pairs
supporting Fano-resonances at mid-infrared frequencies can be used to determine not only
molecular vibrational signatures but also structural information of molecules such as their height
and surface orientation [3].
[1] Chen et al, ACS Nano Vol. 6 (2012).
[2] Adato et al, Nano Letters Vol. 11 (2011).
[3] Wu et al, Nature Materials Vol. 11 (2012).
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Speaker: Cristian Bahrim
Session: Slow Light
Schedule: Thursday evening invited session

Simultaneously slowing down two circularly polarized optical fields
using EIT in a four level atomic system in the W scheme
Cristian Bahrim and Robert N. Lanning
Department of Physics, Lamar University, Beaumont, TX 77710-10046
Abstract: We study the possibility to slow down simultaneously two circularly
polarized optical fields using EIT, with applications in quantum information processing.
Slowing down simultaneously two circularly σ − and σ + polarized optical fields with a linearly
polarized control field in a four level atomic W system was recently reported [1]. The goal is to use
σ − and σ + polarized fields in a binary recording of an optical quantum memory. Our W system
(shown in Fig 1(a)) is composed by a 1S0 ground state and three Zeeman levels of the first 1P1
excited state of any ultra-cold alkali-atoms. The 1P1 atomic state is split by a Larmor frequency, ϖ
associated to a B-field varying from 0.006 to 0.035T. This B-field is weak enough for the
characteristic time of the spin-orbit interaction to be shorter than the characteristic time of the
interaction between the atomic magnetic moment and the B-field. However, it is also strong enough
to remove the degeneracy of the 1P1 level, without overlapping the atomic bandwidths.
We calculate the quantum coherences, ρ0j, from the steady-state solutions of the density matrix
master equation, in which we include only the radiative decays from the Zeeman states of the 1P1
level to the 1S0 state. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) report the variation of the ρ01 and ρ03 coherences with
respect to the detuning of the σ − and σ + polarized probe fields, respectively, in an EIT phase
where the width of the EIT region, ΓEIT, equals the rates of spontaneous decay of the Zeeman states
toward the 1S0 state. Our calculations show that in a W system, one can slow down simultaneously
only two weak (probe) fields, while the third stronger (coupling) field (which in our case is a
linearly polarized field) is absorbed by the upper atomic state. In Fig. 1(b) the absorption occurs in
the atomic state 2 . Our W system acts as two V systems correlated by the same coupling field.

Fig. 1(a) The four level atomic system in a W scheme (the optical field intensity Ij, the characteristic frequency ω 0 j ,
and the detuning, ∆j, are indicated for each atomic transition 0 → j ). The variations of the Real (b) and Imaginary (c)
coherences of weaker (probe) fields in an EIT phase when the coupling field has I2 = 4.5 x10-7 W/m2 are plotted versus
the probe detuning for ∆1 = ∆3 = ∆. In Fig. 1(b), we also show the coherence ρ02 of the strong coupling field when is
absorbed in the transition 0 → 2 . The width of the EIT region is indicated in Fig. 1(c).

References:
[1] C. Bahrim and C. Nelson, Phys. Rev. A83, 033804 (2011).
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Speaker: Michal Bajcsy
Session: Novel Optics
Schedule: Monday evening invited session

Physics and applications of cavity QED in photonic crystal nanocavities
Michal Bajcsy†, Arka Majumdar, Armand Rundquist, and Jelena Vučković
Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University
(†bajcsy@stanford.edu)
Single quantum emitters coupled to planar photonic-crystal nanocavities constitute a
scalable, robust, on-chip, semiconductor platform for probing fundamental light-matter
interactions. As a result of the field localization inside sub-cubic wavelength volumes of
these cavities, vacuum Rabi frequencies as high as 10s of GHz can be achieved. Such strong
light-matter interaction produces an optical nonlinearity that is present even at single-photon
level, is tunable at a very fast time-scale, and can be used to implement interactions between
photons.
I will describe our recent experimental and theoretical studies of these strong light-matter
interactions, which we focus toward practical applications and development of proof-ofprinciple devices, such as on-chip sources of non-classical light, low-power optical
information processing, and scalable systems for quantum simulation.
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Speaker: Charles Ballmann
Session: Poster Session
Schedule: Poster Session

Interference of signal and background in surface-enhanced
CARS spectroscopy
Charles W. Ballmann1, Dmitri V. Voronine1,2, Alexander M. Sinyukov1, Xia Hua1, Alexei V. Sokolov1, and
Marlan O. Scully1,2,3
1

Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843
2

Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
3

Baylor University, Waco, TX 76798

Abstract
We simulate interference between the surface-enhanced coherent anti-stokes Raman scattering
(SECARS) signal and the non-resonant four-wave mixing background for various plasmonic
nanostructures made of metal nanospheres. The nanostructures induce a phase shift in the near-field
response depending on the incident light and plasmonic resonance. This phase shift may play a key role
in the transformation of peaks to dips which was observed in SECARS experiments on random
aggregated gold nanoparticles. Figure 1 (a) shows laser beams incident on a sample containing Ramanactive molecules and gold nanoparticles on the surface of glass. As the laser is scanned across the
sample from spot 1 to spot 2, peaks are changed into dips.
(a)

Spot 1

Intensity (arb. units)

Spot 2
Spot 1

(b)

Spot 2

(c)

Wavenumber (cm-1)
Figure 1 – (a) Laser beams incident on a sample of pyridine molecules in the vicinity of gold nanoparticles on the
surface of glass generate SECARS signal and non-resonant background from spot 1 to spot 2. Simulations of the
SECARS spectra with the phase difference between the signal and background π/2 (b) and 3π/2 (c).
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Speaker: Steve Barnett
Session: Optical Angular Momentum and Optical Vortices
Schedule: Monday Morning Invited Session 2
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Helicity	
  is	
  a	
  familiar	
  concept	
  in	
  particle	
  physics	
  and	
  in	
  the	
  physics	
  of	
  fluids	
  and	
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   known	
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   classical	
   and	
   quantum	
   optics.	
   	
   For	
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   field	
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  takes	
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  C	
  is	
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  ‘electric	
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   vector	
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Helicity	
  is	
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  distinct	
  from	
  the	
  spin	
  angular	
  momentum:	
  the	
  first	
  is	
  a	
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scalar	
  and	
  the	
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  vector	
  and	
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Speaker: Harrison Barrett
Session: Medical Optics
Schedule: Wednesday Morning Invited Session 2

Information Content of a Photon in Quantum Imaging and Radiology
Harrison H. Barrett1, 2 and Luca Caucci1
1 Center

for Gamma-Ray Imaging, Dept. of Medical Imaging, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
2 College of Optical Sciences, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

Quantum imaging has now matured to the point that it should be considered a serious imaging modality
for application to numerous scientific and medical problems. This raises the question of how one can evaluate
quantum imaging systems and compare them rigorously to corresponding classical systems.
Much current work in image science [1] proceeds from the premise that image quality should be defined
and quantified in terms of how well the image data can be used to perform specific tasks of scientific or
medical interest. The task is never to produce an accurate replica of the object being imaged, which is
impossible in principle because the object is a vector in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and only a
finite amount amount of data is collected in the image. Rather, the task of the imaging system is to convey
important information about the object, such a whether or not a tumor is present in a patient or how big the
tumor is.
In medical radiological imaging, this information is conveyed by x-ray or gamma-ray photons, and it is
crucially important to extract the maximum possible information about the task of interest from every photon.
Any suboptimal use of the photons subjects the patient to unnecessary exposure to ionizing radiation. With
lower energy radiation as well, it is important to understand how much task-specific information is conveyed
by each photon, or entangled photon pair in quantum imaging, in order to acquire the image as rapidly and
effectively as possible.
In this paper, and in the companion paper by Caucci, we will survey the mathematical and physical
principles that allow us to assign a task-specific information content to individual detection events [2] and
the computational and engineering strategies that allow us to extract that information fully.

References
[1] Harrison H. Barrett and Kyle J. Myers. Foundations of Image Science. Wiley-Interscience, Hoboken,
NJ, 2004.
[2] Luca Caucci and Harrison H. Barrett. Objective assessment of image quality. V. Photon-counting detectors and list-mode data. Journal of the Optical Society of America A, 29(6):1003–1016, June 2012.
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Speaker: Alexey Belyanin
Session: Semiconductor laser physics
Schedule: Tuesday Morning Invited Session 2

Giant optical nonlinearity and generation of coherent mid/far-infrared
radiation in graphene
Alexey Belyanin
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Texas A&M University
Graphene holds many records related to its mechanical, thermal, electrical, and optical
properties. In this talk we add yet another distinction to this list of superlatives: we show that
graphene in a magnetic field possesses a giant mid/far-infrared optical nonlinearity, perhaps the
highest among known materials. The predicted bulk third-order nonlinearity per monolayer is of
the order of 0.1 esu in a magnetic field of several Tesla, which is several orders of magnitude
higher than the closest competitors. The high nonlinearity originates from unusual properties of
the Landau levels and selection rules for the optical transitions near the Dirac point. It enables
generation of coherent mid-infrared and THz radiation through resonant four-wave mixing and
Raman processes [1,2]. The nonlinearity is expected to be fast enough to enable response to
picosecond modulation. These properties of graphene may have important implications for
coherent nonlinear generation and detection in the mid-infrared and THz range. Another
interesting application is the generation of polarization-entangled light. Unique nonlinear
properties of graphene enable schemes with a high signal to noise ratio and high generation rate
of entangled photons [3]. One should expect to encounter similar unusual optical properties in
other materials which show Dirac-cone dispersion of electron states, for example, topological
insulators and some high-Tc superconductors. This could open an interesting possibility of
detection and control of electron states near the Dirac point by means of nonlinear optics.
[1] X. Yao and A. Belyanin, Giant optical nonlinearity of graphene in a strong magnetic field,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 255503 (2012) (Editor’s Suggestion); arXiv: 1110.4869.
[2] X. Yao and A. Belyanin, Nonlinear optics of graphene in a strong magnetic field, arXiv
1209.2458; J. Phys. Cond. Matt. Special Issue: Ultrafast & Nonlinear Phenomena in Carbon
Nanostructures, in press.
[3] M. Tokman, X. Yao and A. Belyanin, Generation of entangled states in graphene in a strong
magnetic field, arXiv 1209.1532; Phys. Rev. Lett., submitted.
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Speaker: Grant Biedermann
Session: Applications of coherent quantum systems
Schedule: Wednesday evening invited session

Single-atom matterwave interferometer in free space
L. P. Parazzoli
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185, USA

A. M. Hankin and G. W. Biedermann
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico and
Center for Quantum Information and Control (CQuIC), University of New Mexico
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FIG. 1. Diagram depicting the apparatus for observing a
single-atom interferometer. A single atom is trapped in an
optical tweezer. The florescence from the atom is coupled
to an avalanche photodiode (APD) for detection, showing (bottom left) the two discrete levels of photon counts
that are characteristic of collisionally blockaded loading of
single atoms into an optical tweezer. A wavepacket trajectory is shown for an atom in free-fall under the influence
of gravity and a light pulse atom interferometer sequence.

Over the past 20 years light-pulse atom interferometers have shown an exceptional capacity for precision metrology. To maximize sensitivity, the majority of atom interferometers utilize large ensembles
of atoms or high flux beams [1]. Even so, it is generally accepted that atom interferometers can operate because the atoms interfere with themselves [2].
Numerous demonstrations validate this fundamental
concept. In recent work [3], a clear observation of
self-interference with confined atoms was obtained using discrete single-particle control. However, single
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particle control in a free-space atom interferometer is
heretofore undemonstrated. This is due in large part
to the experimental challenges associated with single
neutral atom trapping, control, and detection. Inspired by recent advances [4], we use a micron-scale
optical tweezer to observe a single cesium atom in a
light-pulse atom interferometer experiment where the
wavepacket separation is 240 times larger than the
coherence length. In doing so, we also introduce a
technique to probe forces with high spatial resolution
that inherits the absolute accuracy intrinsic to atom
interferometry.
We show that this technique is sensitive to forces
at the level of 3.2 × 10−27 N with a spatial resolution at the micron scale. Of particular interest at this
length scale is the ability to probe, with absolute accuracy, forces that are very near to surfaces [5] such
as Casimir-Polder forces as well as hypothetical forces
that result in non-relativistic deviations from Newtonian gravitation.
This work was supported by the Laboratory Directed Research and Development program at Sandia
National Laboratories.

[1] H. J. McGuinness, A. V. Rakholia, and G. W. Biedermann, Appl. Phys. Lett. 100, 011106 (2012).
[2] A. D. Cronin, J. Schmiedmayer, and D. E. Pritchard,
Rev. Mod. Phys. 81, 1051 (2009).
[3] A. Steffen, A. Alberti, W. Alt, N. Belmechri, S. Hild,
M. Karski, A. Widera, and D. Meschede, Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 109, 25 (2012).
[4] N. Schlosser, G. Reymond, I. Protsenko, and P. Grangier, Nature (London) 411, 1024 (2001).
[5] S. Dimopoulos and A. A. Geraci, Phys. Rev. D 68,
124021 (2003).
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How to achieve high visibility and high which-way information in a single
experiment
E. Bolduc1 ,∗ J. Leach1,2 , F.M. Miatto1 , G. Leuchs3 , and R.W. Boyd1
1

2

Department of Physics, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
SUPA, School of Engineering and Physical Sciences, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, UK.
3
Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light, Erlangen, Germany

Englert’s concept of duality reads “The observation of an interference pattern and the acquisition
of which-way information are mutually exclusive” [1]. Surprisingly, Menzel and collaborators have
reported an apparent violation of this concept with entangled photons and Young’s double-slit [2].
They recorded both high visibility and high which-way information in the same experiment. We
propose an explanation of this paradoxical result. The key to understanding their result is their use
of a ring-shaped beam. Figure 1 shows this beam in the far-field of a double-slit mask.
The simultaneous distinguishability D of two eigenstates of a variable and the visibility V of the
fringes along the conjugate variable obey the Englert–Greenberger duality relation D2 + V 2 ≤ 1 [1,3].
In the experiment of Menzel et al., the y and x variables in the plane of the slits play the role of what
we will refer to as the “principal” and “auxiliary” degrees of freedom respectively. In the far-field of
the slits, we use the principal and auxiliary variables ky and kx . Both the slit separation and the
fringes are along the principal axis. As figure 1 indicates, the mode-function is non-separable in the
ky and the kx degrees of freedom; it can’t be expressed as the product of a function of kx and a function of ky . For this reason, the visibility is not constant over all values of kx . The calculation of Dy
and Vky has to take this into account via averaging over the auxiliary degree of freedom. The distinguishability and the visibility must then satisfy the Englert-Greenberger duality relation in the form
hDy2 ix + hVk2y ikx ≤ 1.

(1)

Since the variances of the distributions of the distinguishability and
2
= hDy2 ix − hDy i2x and σV2 = hVk2y ikx −
the visibility are given by σD
hVky i2kx , we obtain
2
hDy i2x + hVky i2kx ≤ 1 − σD
− σV2 .

(2)

In their experiment, Menzel et al. recorded the average distinguishability hDy ix and post-selected on the middle of the beam, at
kx = 0, to make the measurement of the visibility Vkx =0 . In general,
while the average distinguishability can approach unity, there is no
restriction on the visibility at a particular value of kx . It is thus
possible to achieve both high average distinguishability and high
visibility given post-selection on the right auxiliary eigenstate.
This effect can be applied to any two degrees of freedom of a
system. For a full test of the duality relations (1) and (2), one must
measure the distinguishability and the visibility at each value of the
auxiliary degree of freedom and perform the averages.

ky
kx

FIG. 1: Experimentally recorded
image of the single-photon intensity profile of down-converted
light in the far-field of a doubleslit mask. We approximately reproduced the conditions of the
experiment of Menzel et al. with
a type I BBO.

[1] B.-G. Englert, Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 2154 (1996).
[2] R. Menzel, D. Puhlmann, A. Heuer, W. P. Schleich, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 109, 9314 (2012).
[3] D. M. Greenberger, A. Yasin, Phys. Lett. A. 128 (8), 391394 (1988).

∗ ebold046@uottawa.ca
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Speaker: Svetlana V. Boriskina
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Schedule: Wednesday evening invited session

Pushing the limits of photovoltaic efficiency:
thermal up-conversion and enhanced trapping of twisted light
Svetlana V. Boriskina and Gang Chen
Mechanical Engineering Department, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139
e-mail: SBorisk@mit.edu, gchen2@mit.edu

Abstract: We use multi-physics engineering to improve both intrinsic (thermodynamic) and extrinsic (photonic) limits
of photovoltaic conversion efficiency. These include a thermal up-conversion scheme and a hydrodynamics-inspired
approach to trap light within nanoscale volumes by twisting it around phase singularities ‘pinned’ to nanostructures.

Tailored spectral and angular selectivity of surface absorptance and emittance is critical for increasing
the efficiency limits of photovoltaic and thermo-photovoltaic energy conversion schemes. We apply a
combination of multi-physics approaches to design and characterize photonic meta-surfaces with
tailored emittance/absorptance characteristics. First, thermodynamic analysis is used to identify
requirements to directional and spectral selectivity properties of surfaces of photovoltaic and thermal
solar power converters that are necessary for improving their efficiency limits (1). We then apply a
hydrodynamics-inspired approach to perform photonic design of meta-surfaces that enable efficient
absorption or emission of light. In particular, we explore ways to mold trapped light into optical
vortices – tornado-like areas of circular motion of power flux, which are connected into transmissionlike sequences and 'pinned' to nanostructures (2, 3). We gain new insights into vortex-trapping
structures by invoking a hydrodynamic analogy of the ‘photon fluid,’ whose kinetic energy can be
locally increased via convective acceleration and then converted into pressure energy to generate
localized areas of high field intensity. We will discuss applications of this new design framework to
thermo- and photovoltaics as well as nanoscale light management, including light focusing, routing and
switching in complex transmission-like reconfigurable nanoplasmonic networks (2, 4-7).

Left: Light can be twisted around phase singularities created in
the vicinity of a nanostructure forming coupled optical vortices.
Rainbow vortex trapping in spectrally-tunable meta-surfaces:
(center) scattering efficiency & (right) the localized electric field
intensity in optical-vortex-pinning meta-surfaces.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Boriskina SV, Kraemer D, McEnaney K, Weinstein LA, Chen G (2012) (U.S. Application No.: 61/697478).
Boriskina SV, Reinhard BM (2012) Molding the flow of light on the nanoscale: from vortex nanogears to phaseoperated plasmonic machinery. Nanoscale 4: 76-90.
Ahn W, Boriskina SV, Hong Y, Reinhard BM (2012) Electromagnetic field enhancement and spectrum shaping
through plasmonically integrated optical vortices. Nano Lett. 12: 219-227.
Boriskina SV, Zheludev N eds. (2013) Singular and chiral nanoplasmonics (Stanford Publishing).
Hong Y, Pourmand M, Boriskina SV, Reinhard BM (2012) Enhanced light focusing in self-assembled optoplasmonic
clusters with subwavelength dimensions. Adv. Mat. (2012) online ahead of print.
Boriskina SV, Reinhard BM (2011) Adaptive on-chip control of nano-optical fields with optoplasmonic vortex
nanogates. Opt. Express 19: 22305-22315.
Boriskina SV (2013) Plasmonics with a twist: taming optical tornadoes on the nanoscale. in Plasmonics in metal
nanostructures, eds. Shahbazyan TV, Stockman MI (Springer).
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Underground matter-wave-interferomer
based gravitation antenna : The MIGA project
Philippe Bouyer (for the MIGA consortium)
LP2N, IOGS-CNRS-Univ. Bordeaux, 33405, Talence, France

Low noise underground laboratories offer environmental measurement conditions allowing
to assess ultimate performances of high sensitivity sensors such as accelerometers,
gyrometers, seismometers, magnetometers... Such facilities are for instance ideal for
observing the tiny signals of interest for testing gravitation theory or for geophysical studies
such as the Earth response to tides or the mass redistribution dynamic in aquifers systems.
The Matter wave - laser based Interferometer Gravitation Antenna (MIGA) project 1 will use
these ultimate conditions to study the strain tensor of space-time and gravitation. Using a
combination of laser and matter-wave interferometry, MIGA will allow for enhancing our
observations of earth strain variation at low
frequencies, our understanding of geophysical
fluctuations of the gravity field and our knowledge of
gravity gradients variations. Because the combined
approach shares many design characteristics with
laser-interferometric gravitational wave detectors,
MIGA will also help pushing the fundamental limits
of ground-based gravitational wave (GW) detectors,
set by seismic and gravity gradient noise.
MIGA will be installed in the subterranean
Laboratoire Souterrain à Bas Bruit (LSBB) in France,
Allan standard deviations obtained at LSBB
where the best short term sensitivity ever obtained
with the LNE-SYRTE cold atom gravimeter
(courtesy S. Merlet).
with a matter-wave gravimeter have been recently
demonstrated thanks to the exceptionally low
background noise which can be found in this
laboratory.
1

MIGA website : https://sites.google.com/site/migaproject/project-definition
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Whispering gallery mode based nanoparticle,
field, and force sensing
W. P. Bowen1, U. L. Andersen2, A. Doherty3, S. Forstner1, G. I. Harris1, J. Knittel1, H. Rubinszstein-Dunlop1,
E. Sheridan1, T. Stace1, J. Swaim1, and M. A. Taylor1
1

Centre for Engineered Quantum Systems, School of Mathematics and Physics, University of Queensland
2
Department of Physics, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
3
Centre for Engineered Quantum Systems, School of Physics, University of Sydney

The high optical quality factor and small size of
whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators provides
extreme sensitivity to environmental fluctuations. In
particular, fluctuations in material properties such as
density, electric polarizability, and refractive index cause
shifts in the WGM resonance frequencies which may be
detected precisely using resonant light. Consequently,
WGM resonators have promise as ultrasensitive sensors of
stimuli
such
as
temperature
changes,
and
biomolecule/nanoparticle
binding
and
motion.
Furthermore, the mechanical compliance and mechanical
resonances of microscale WGM resonators, combined
with the capacity to optically readout mechanical
deformation at the level of atto-meters per root Hertz
allows enhanced force, spin, field, and charge sensing in
the new field of cavity optomechanics.
In this talk I will present recent progress in my group
on nanoparticle, field, and force sensing with on-chip

microtoroidal resonators. Specific results include the
development of cavity optomechanical magnetometry,
with two orders of magnitude better sensitivity than any
previous room temperature microscale magnetometer,
(Fig. 1) [1]; the use of feedback control to surpass the
parametric instability limit in optomechanical force
sensing[2]; and theoretical work establishing minimum
requirements for feedback enhanced force sensing[3], and
the detection of nanoparticle binding to the surface of a
microtoroid [4].
REFERENCES
[1] S. Forstner et al., “Cavity optomechanical magnetometer,” Phys.
Rev. Lett. 108 120801 (2012).
[2] G. Harris et al., “Feedback-enhanced sensitivity in optomechanics:
Surpassing the parametric instability barrier” Phys. Rev. A, Rapid 85,
061802(R) (2012).
[3] G. Harris et al., “Minimum requirements for feedback enhanced force
sensing” in preparation.
[4] J. Swaim et al., “Detection limits in whispering gallery biosensors
with plasmonic enhancement” App. Phys. Lett. 99 243109 (2011).

Figure 1: Left: Experimental sensitivity of optomechanical magnetometer. Right: Comparison with other magnetometers

Figure 2: Left: Experimental apparatus used to measure nanoparticle binding events. Middle: Binding events observed as WGM frequency shifts.
Right: Predicted plasmonic enhancement to protein binding frequency shifts protein radius.
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Orbital-Angular-Momentum Encoding for Free Space QKD
Robert W. Boyd, Mehul Malik, Mohammad Mirohosseini, Colin O’Sullivan,
Brandon Rodenburg, and Zhimin Shi, University of Rochester
Daniel J. Gauthier, Duke University
Miles J. Padgett and Martin P.J. Lavery, University of Glasgow
Stephen M. Barnett, University of Strathclyde
Alan Willner and Yongxiong Ren, University of Southern California
In this presentation we describe the current status and future plans of our research
program aimed at the development of techniques for highly efficient (many bits per
photon), high-data-rate, free-space quantum key distribution (QKD) [1]. We are
especially interested in developing methods that can ensure reliable, secure transmission
under adverse atmospheric conditions, where wavefront distortions due to turbulence [2]
and attenuation due to scattering from aerosols can potentially degrade the transmission
link.
Our approach is aimed at transmitting many bits of information per photon by making use
of the high-dimensional state space associated with the transverse mode structure of the
optical field. Our baseline approach involves encoding in a basis set consisting of modes
that carry orbital angular momentum (OAM) and one of its mutually unbiased bases.
Security is ensured through use of a generalization of the BB84 protocol. We encode by
means of holographic diffraction patterns written onto a spatial light modulator. At the
receiver individual photons are sorted according to their quantum state through use of a
refomatter-corrector device that we have recently developed [3]. We implement a decoy
state protocol to avoid the need for a true single-photon source. We mitigate the effects of
wavefront distortion by means of an adaptive optics procedure. We use both ShackHartmann sensors and more novel techniques (such as a Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm) for
performing the wavefront-sensing portion of the adaptive optics procedure [4]. In
addition to our baseline approach, we are studying an Ekert-like protocol to more readily
support a high data rate. We are also studying different encoding schemes [5]. Our
primary motivation is of course to perform secure communications even under adverse
conditions. However, many of these methods can also be used to perform classical
communication more efficiently.
1. R.W. Boyd, A. Jha, M. Malik, C. O’Sullivan, B. Rodenburg, D.J. Gauthier,
Proceedings of the SPIE 7948 79480L (2011).
2. B. Rodenburg, M. P. J. Lavery, M. Malik, M. N. O’Sullivan, M. Mirhosseini, D. J.
Robertson, M. J. Padgett, and R. W. Boyd, Optics Letters 17 3735 (2012).
3. G. C. G. Berkhout, M. P. J. Lavery, J. Courtial, M. W. Beijersbergen, and M. J.
Padgett, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 153601 (2010).
4. Y. Ren, H. Huang, J.-Y. Yang, Y. Yan, N. Ahmed, Y. Yue, A. E. Willner, K. Birnbaum, J.
Choi, B. Erkmen, S. Dolinar, Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics 2012, paper CF3I.4.

5. R.W. Boyd, B. Rodenburg, M. Mirhosseini, S.M. Barnett, Opt. Exp. 19, 18310 (2011).
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Demonstration of a Gradient Magnetometer Using an Atom Interferometer
D. A. Braje1 ,∗ S. A. DeSavage2 , C. L. Adler3,4 , J. P. Davis4 , and F. A. Narducci4†
1

RF and Quantum Systems Technology Group,MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, MA 02420-9108
2
Aerospace Mass Properties Analysis, Inc., North Wales, Pa 19454
3
Dept. of Physics, St. Mary’s College of Maryland, St. Mary’s City, Maryland, 20686
4
EO Sensors Division, Naval Air Systems Command, Patuxent River, MD. 20670

We demonstrate atomic interference on magnetically sensitive transitions in 85 Rb as a measure of
magnetic fields and temporal gradients of magnetic fields. We first investigate standard two-pulse
Ramsey interference on the clock transition and compare to atomic interference on magnetically
sensitive transitions. We measure the magnetic decoherence time to be T2 ∼ 50 microseconds, limited by ambient magnetic noise. We then present measurements made using a three-pulse sequence
designed to directly measure temporal magnetic field gradients.

We have been investigating Raman pulse atom interferometers for measuring magnetic field gradients [1]. Although
the techniques are similar to those used for gyroscopes, gravimeters, gravity gradiometers and clocks, applying them
to magnetically sensitive transitions in an arbitrarily oriented magnetic field can be challenging [2, 3]. We report
on measurements of interference on both the clock transition and on magnetically sensitive transitions. A two-pulse
Ramsey interference sequence reveals that the decoherence on the magnetically sensitive transitions is about 50
µs (Fig. [1(a)]) as compared to >500 µs on the clock transition. Magnetic decoherence is not fundamental, likely
limited by a metal vacuum chamber without additional magnetic shielding. A three-pulse sequence eliminates the
atomic sensitivity to the magnitude of the magnetic field while highlighting sensitivity to field gradients [1]. We
show that the interference in the frequency domain is more robust against magnetic field fluctuations (Fig. [1(b)]).

FIG. 1: (a) A measurement of Ramsey interference on the clock transition and the ±1 magnetic transitions (b) A
measurement of interference on the clock transition and the ±1 magnetic transitions using a three pulse sequence.

[1] J. P. Davis and F. A. Narducci, “A proposal for a gradient magnetometer atom interferometer,” J. Mod. Opt., 55, 3173,
(2008).
[2] S.A. DeSavage, K.H. Gordon, E.M. Clifton, J.P. Davis and F.A. Narducci, “Raman resonances in arbitrary magnetic
fields,” J. Mod. Opt., 58, 2028, (2011).
[3] S. A. DeSavage, J.P. Davis and F.A. Narducci, “Controlling Raman Resonances with Magnetic Fields,” J. Mod. Opt., (in
press).
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ABSTRACT	
  
Optical	
  pumping	
  is	
  a	
  widely	
  used	
  method	
  to	
  obtain	
  high	
  atom	
  polarization.	
  We	
  
use	
   two	
   RCP	
   lights	
   in	
   Rb87	
   D1	
   line	
   to	
   pumping	
   the	
   atom	
   vapor.	
   In	
   tradition1,	
  
monitoring	
   the	
   transmission	
   of	
   pumping	
   light	
   and	
   the	
   fluorescence	
   intensity	
   is	
  
used	
   to	
   determine	
   whether	
   the	
   atom	
   is	
   in	
   steady	
   state	
   or	
   not.	
   We	
   come	
   up	
  
with	
   a	
   new	
   scheme	
   to	
   measure	
   the	
   Raman	
   intensity	
   within	
   magnetic	
   field.	
   It	
  
has	
  advantage	
  over	
  traditional	
  method	
  because	
  we	
  can	
  read	
  the	
  polarization	
  
instead	
  of	
  the	
  equilibrium	
  of	
  pumping	
  process.	
  In	
  the	
  future	
  work,	
  we	
  will	
  use	
  
the	
   high-‐polarized	
   atom	
   vapor	
   to	
   produce	
   lasing	
   and	
   Yoked	
   Superfluorescence	
  
simultaneously.	
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  Happer, William. "Optical pumping." Rev of Mod Phy 44 (1972): 169-249.
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Coherence Effects in Biological Quantum Heat Engines
Dmitri V. Voronine1, Konstantin Dorfman2, Bin Cao1, Shaul Mukamel2, and
Marlan O. Scully1,3,4
1

Texas A&M University, College Station, TX

2

University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA
3

Princeton University, Princeton, NJ
4

Baylor University, Waco, TX

Quantum coherence effects, e.g., the photon echo, have been recently observed in a series of
interesting photosynthesis experiments. Whether the coherence is generated by coherent laser
pulses used in the experiment or whether there is a kind of spontaneous coherence between the
quantum levels involved as in the sense of noise-induced/Fano interference has been the subject
of debate. This latter possibility has been observed in various contexts and is indeed well known
in quantum optics [1,2]. Recently the study of photocells involving quantum coherence, both
induced by external microwave signals and/or by the incident incoherent radiation itself, has
been carried out [3,4]. These devices are properly considered as quantum heat engines (QHE)
which are powered by thermal light and governed by the laws of thermodynamics [5,6]. We have
applied the QHE studies to photosynthesis and showed that quantum coherence under natural
conditions may increase the efficiency of charge transport in a photosynthetic reaction center [7].
We extend this work to investigate the effects of coherence on energy transfer in FennaMatthews-Olson complex and examine its exciton dynamics for various initial excitation
conditions.

1. Harris SE (1989) Phys Rev Lett 62, 1033.

2. Scully MO, Zubairy MS (1997) Quantum Optics (Cambridge Univ Press, Cambridge).
3. Scully MO (2010). Phys Rev Lett 104, 207701.
4. Scully MO, Chapin KR, Dorfman KE, Kim MB, Svidzinsky AA (2011) PNAS 108, 15097.
5. Scovil HED, Schulz-DuBois EO (1959) Phys Rev Lett. 192, 262.
6. Scully MO, Zubairy MS, Agarwal GS, Walther H (2003) Science 299, 862.
7. Dorfman, KE, Voronine, DV, Mukamel, S, and Scully, MO (in press) PNAS
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Nanotip Optical Antennas for Ultrafast Devices and Spectroscopy
Dmitri V. Voronine, 1,2 Bin Cao,1 Alexander M. Sinyukov, 1
Alexei V. Sokolov, 1 and Marlan O. Scully1,2,3
1

Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843
2
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
3
Baylor University, Waco, TX

Focusing and controlling light at the nanoscale is important in many nano-optical applications [1]. We
investigate novel designs of plasmonic nanostructures which combine advantages of nanoantennas in
optical nanocircuits [2] and self-similar nano-lenses [3]. We simulate local near-field response of a
nanosphere waveguide coupled to a larger sphere and excite propagating surface plasmons using a smaller
nanosphere which may be supplied by a nanotip of a scanning probe microscope. The second small
nanosphere may be used as a part of second self-similar nanoantenna to probe the spatiotemporal plasmon
dynamics in this nanostructure. Plasmon propagation may be controlled using laser pulse shaping [4, 5].
This scheme may be used as a candidate for nanoscopic ultrafast space-time-resolved spectroscopy [6]
and optical coherent 2D nanoscopy [7].

Figure 1. Plasmonic nanostructure made of gold nanospheres which combines the properties of two self-similar
nano-lenses and a nanoparticle waveguide. The smallest nanospheres are parts of two scanning probe microscope
tips which provide local excitation and detection. The nanotips may be scanned over the waveguide and reveal timeresolved spatial maps of plasmon propagation dynamics.
References:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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L. Novorny and B. Hecht. Principles of Nano-Optics (Cambridge University Press, 2006).
J.-S. Huang, T. Feichtner, P. Biagioni, and B. Hecht. „Impedance Matching and Emission Properties of
Nanoantennas in an Optical Nanocircuit,“ Nano Letters 9, 1897 (2009).
K. Li, M. I. Stockman, and D. J. Bergman, “Self-Similar Chain of Metal Nanospheres as an Efficient
Nanolens,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 227402 (2003).
Tuchscherer, P.; Rewitz, C., Voronine, D. V.; Garcia de Abajo, F. J.; Pfeiffer, W.; Brixner, T. “Analytic
coherent control of plasmon propagation in nanostructures” Opt. Express 17, 14235 (2009).
Aeschlimann, M.; et al. “Spatiotemporal control of nanooptical excitations,” PNAS 107, 5329 (2010).
Brixner, T.; García de Abajo, F. J.; Schneider, J.; Pfeiffer, W. “ Nanoscopic Ultrafast Space-Time-Resolved
Spectroscopy,“ Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 093901 (2005).
Aeschlimann, M.; et al.“Coherent two-dimensional nanoscopy” Science 333, 1723 (2011).
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Towards Nanoscale Imaging of a Supersonic Beam of Neutral
Atoms with a Pulsed Magnetic Lens

Rodrigo Castillo-Garza, J. Gardner, S. Zisman, and M. G. Raizen
Center for Nonlinear Dynamics & Department of Physics
The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712
rcastillogarza@chaos.utexas.edu
We present a general scheme for imaging of neutral atoms to the
nanoscale with a pulsed magnetic lens, and show its viability through
numerical calculations. This scheme achieves focal lengths on the order of
several cm and focal spots of less than 10 nm. With these results it is
possible to create sub-10nm structures on surfaces in a parallel,
reproducible, and time-efficient manner. When used with metastable noblegas atoms, and in combination with electron spectroscopy, this scheme can
create a chemically-sensitive microscope which can probe surfaces on the
nm scale.
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Efficient Utilization of the Information in a Photon in Radiological Imaging
Luca Caucci1 and Harrison H. Barrett1, 2
1 Center

for Gamma-Ray Imaging, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
of Optical Sciences, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

2 College

We present a theoretical framework for the analysis and extraction of information from photons with applications to signal detection and parameter estimation [1, 2] in medical imaging. In our approach, the information
extracted from each photon (or pair of entangled photons) is stored in a list. This list is then fed to a computer
algorithm to carry out the task of interest. In the medical literature, this way of representing and storing data is
referred to as list-mode data. An alternative representation is binned data, in which the data space is partitioned
into a finite number of bins and the bin counts are the input to the detection/estimation algorithm.
The main advantage of list-mode data is that the information extracted from each detected photon can be
accurately stored and processed. Furthermore, quantum entanglement and quantum imaging principles [3] can
be used to improve estimation accuracy by enhancing the spatial resolution beyond the diffraction limit [4]. A
prominent example is positron emission tomography (PET), in which an electron-positron annihilation gives rise
to a pair of entangled gamma-ray photons.
After introducing the basic theory of list-mode data, we present methods for signal detection (the ideal and the
Hotelling observers) and estimation (the ideal and the Wiener estimators) via list-mode data. We then apply our
theoretical development to an idealized imaging system [5], and we discuss figures of merit for signal detection
and parameter estimation. Some results are reported in Figure 1. Finally, application of these methods to selected
quantum imaging systems will be briefly discussed.
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Figure 1: Detection performance of two different processing methods as a function of the number of counts
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Towards 2DUV spectroscopy: phase-locked pulses by a birefringent delay line
Giulio Cerullo, Daniele Brida and Cristian Manzoni
IFN-CNR, Dipartimento di Fisica, Politecnico di Milano, Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32, 20133 Milano, Italy.

Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) allows fundamentally new insights into the
structure and dynamics of multi-chromophore systems. So far two schemes have been successfully
used to implement 2DES in the visible range: the heterodyne detected three-pulse photon echo [1]
and the partially collinear pump-probe geometry [2]. The latter employs two phase-locked collinear
pump pulses and a non-collinear probe pulse which is dispersed on a spectrometer. Advantages of
this configuration are its simplicity, its applicability to standard pump-probe systems and the fact
that it automatically measures absorptive spectra.
Phase-locked collinear pulses have been generated by actively stabilized Michelson interferometers
or by pulse shapers. Here we introduce the Translating-Wedge-based Identical pulses eNcoding
System (TWINS) as a simple and compact device generating two phase-locked collinear replicas of
an input pulse [3]. The device (see Fig 1(a)), inspired by the Babinet-Soleil compensator, consists of
three building blocks made of a birefringent material. Block A is a plate with the optical axis
aligned along the y direction; block B consists of two wedges with the optical axis rotated by 90°.
The relative delay between the two orthogonally polarized pulse replicas is controlled with very
high precision by the insertion of one of the wedges. Block C is a pair of wedges, cut at the same
angle as B, with optical axis aligned along the propagation direction: it allows to keep constant the
arrival time of one of the two pulses and to compensate, to the first order, dispersion introduced by
the variable thickness of block B. After the wedge sequence, a polarizer projects the two delayed
and orthogonally polarized pulse replicas to a common linear polarization.
We constructed a TWINS device based on α-BBO and tested it with broadband visible pulses
generated by a non-collinear OPA. Figure 1(b) shows a sequence of interferograms for an
observation time of 30 minutes, demonstrating an excellent stability; the extracted relative phase,
displayed in Fig. 1(c), has rms fluctuations of ≈17 mrad, which correspond to delay fluctuations
1/360th of the optical cycle (≈5 as at 600-nm), mainly limited by laser intensity noise.

(a)

Figure 1: (a) scheme of the TWINS setup for the generation of phase- locked pulses; (b) sequence of fringe
patterns acquired keeping the position of the wedges fixed for 30 minutes and (c) corresponding phase
fluctuations.

We believe that TWINS has the advantages of simplicity, broadband operation and extreme delay
precision which make it especially promising for extension of 2D spectroscopy to the UV range.
1. T. Brixner, I.V. Stiopkin, and G. R. Fleming, Opt. Lett. 29, 884 (2004).
2. E. M. Grumstrup et al., Opt. Express 15, 16681 (2007).
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Atoms coupled to nanophotonic systems: a novel platform for “atomoptomechanics”
Darrick Chang1, Ignacio Cirac2, Jeff Kimble3
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ICFO – Institut de Ciencies Fotoniques, Castelldefels (Barcelona), Spain
2
Max-Planck-Institut fur Quantenoptik, Garching, Germany
3
IQIM, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA

Atoms coupled to nanophotonic interfaces represent an exciting frontier for the
investigation of quantum light-matter interactions. While most of the proposed
applications thus far utilize the coupling between statically positioned atoms and light,
here we demonstrate that a wealth of phenomena can arise from the self-consistent
interaction between atomic internal states, optical scattering, and atomic forces. We
consider in detail the case of atoms coupled to a one-dimensional nanophotonic
waveguide, and show that this mechanism of “atom-based optomechanics” can give rise
to self-organization of atomic positions along the waveguide. These configurations can
be probed experimentally through dramatic changes in the reflection and transmission
spectra of the system.
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Bright squeezed vacuum
Maria Chekhova, Timur Iskhakov, Angela Perez, Kirill Spasibko, Gerd Leuchs
Max-Planck Institute for the Science of Light, G.-Scharowsky Str. 1/ Building 24, 91058 Erlangen,
Germany
Squeezed vacuum is the state at the output of a traveling-wave optical parametric amplifier with
the vacuum at the input. At small parametric gain, it only contains photon pairs. At high gain, pairs
overlap and become twin beams, with photon numbers huge (macroscopic) but correlated up to a single
photon.
Remarkably, twin-beam bright squeezed vacuum (BSV) can manifest the macroscopic analog
of the Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) effect [1], usually reported only for photon pairs. In HOM effect, two
photons impinging on a 50% beamsplitter are always directed to the same port, due to the destructive
interference of probability amplitudes for
being both reflected or both transmitted. This
4
g
behavior can be observed via the detection of
2.5x10
a ‘dip’ in coincidences in the reflected and
4
2.0x10
transmitted ports but it is less pronounced at
4
1.5x10
high photon numbers impinging on the
ps
4
beamsplitter. For BSV generated via high1.0x10
gain PDC, the visibility of the dip reduces to
3
5.0x10
33% [2] and gets even smaller if the beams
0.0
are multimode. However, we show that
instead of a tiny dip one can observe a very
-20
-10
0
10
20
 , ps
pronounced peak (Fig.1) if, instead of the
Fig.1. The peak observed instead of the HOM dip when the
coincidence counting rate, the variance of the
variance of the photon-number difference is measured. The
photon-number difference is measured. This
state at the beamsplitter input is twin-beam BSV. Inset: the
technique is robust to the number of modes
HOM dip observed in the correlation function.
(2)
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and high gain and can also characterize the temporal
coherence of BSV.
For many applications, single-mode quantum states
should be used rather than multimode ones. In another
experiment, we losslessly filter a single spatial Schmidt
mode out of the multimode BSV using a single-mode fibre
[3]. After filtering, we observe such single-mode features as
photon bunching of collinear non-degenerate BSV
(normalized intensity correlation function g ( 2 )  2 ) and
super-bunching [4] of collinear degenerate BSV ( g ( 2 )  3 ),
see Fig.2. The losses originate only from frequency
narrowband filtering and reduce the photon number about
ten times. The resulting photon number per pulse is still as
high as 3000.
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Fig.2. Normalized intensity correlation
function for BSV after spatial Schmidt-mode
filtering and narrowband frequency filtering. .
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ctroscopic siignals from inherent molecular
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e imaging of
o biomolecu
ules in cells
s and tissue
es. Vibration
nal imaging of deep tisssues
holds great potentia
al for in situ
u diagnosis based on the disrupte
ed molecula
ar mechanissm in
human diseases. Ho
owever, vibra
ational imagiing of deep tissues has been a form
midable challlenge
due to tissue
t
abso
orption and scattering of both inccident photo
ons and ge
enerated sig
gnals.
Consequ
uently, thoug
gh coherent Raman scattering m
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d fast vibrattional
imaging [1], its pene
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ballistic photons
p
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f
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ndition.
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el platform
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maging of
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al tissues beyond the
e ballistic
regime. This
T
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m, termed as
s vibrationbased ph
hotoacoustic
c tomograph
hy (VPAT),
is based on diffused
d photon ex
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harmonic
c vibration of
o chemical bond (i.e.,
overtone transitions from n=0 to
t 2, 3….,
see righ
ht figure) in the near infrared
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energy in
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off C-H bond vibration around
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ed photons, where the im
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sonic array detection and
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Strongly interacting two-dimensional Bose gas
Cheng Chin
James Franck institute and Physics Department, the University of Chicago
Abstract
We prepare and study strongly interacting two-dimensional Bose gases in the
superfluid, the classical Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition, and the vacuum-tosuperfluid quantum critical regimes. A wide range of the two-body interaction strength 0.05 < g
< 3 is covered by tuning the scattering length and by loading the sample into an optical lattice.
Based on the equations of state measurements, we extract the coupling constants as well as
critical thermodynamic quantities in different regimes. In the superfluid and the BKT transition
regimes, the extracted coupling constants show significant downshifts from the mean-field and
perturbation calculations when g approaches or exceeds 1. In the BKT and the quantum critical
regimes, all measured thermodynamic quantities show logarithmic dependence on the interaction
strength, a tendency confirmed by the extended classical-field and renormalization calculations.
Our result is summarized in the figure below:

Here we show the equations of state for 2D Bose gases and 2D lattice gases with 0.05 ≤ g ≤ 2.8.
The filled circles represent measurements of 2D gases with g = 0.05~0.66 and the open circles
represent measurements of 2D lattice gases with g = 0.45~2.8. The blue shaded area is the
superfluid regime, and the red shaded area corresponds to the BKT transition.

Reference:
Li-Chung Ha, Chen-Lung Hung, Xibo Zhang, Ulrich Eismann, Shih-Kuang Tung, and Cheng
Chin, arXive:1211.3456.
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Dynamics of Coherent Optical Coupling in Microcavity Lasers Arrays
Kent D. Choquette and Matthew T. Johnson
University of Illinois, 208 N. Wright St., Urbana, IL 61801
e-mail: choquett@illinois.edu

Abstract: We report the dynamics of phase-tuning in coherently coupled vertical cavity laser arrays,
which exhibit beam steering rates as fast as 100 MHz.
Coherently coupled vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) phased arrays have potential
applications of electronic beam-steering [1,2] and high-brightness sources [3]. We have shown reliable inphase operation using gain-guiding and photonic crystal optical confinement [4,5]. However the dynamics
of phase tuning has not been explored, which is a important for active functions such as beam-steering.
We report both thermal and electronic contributions to phase-tuning in VCSEL arrays, which act in
opposition, but yield 100 MHz beam-steering rates.
The 2x1 phased VCSEL arrays operate nominally at 850 nm and use a photonic crystal and ion
implantation pattern to achieve optical and carrier confinement, respectively. The arrays are designed to
reliably operate out-of-phase or in-phase, where a variable phase change between elements can be
controlled with current injection to achieve steering in two dimensions. Images and cross section sketch
of the phased VCSEL array are shown in Fig. 1.
To measure the dynamics of phase-tuning, the current to the left array element is held constant while
the current to the right element is modulated. A photodetector with an angular width of 1.6º is placed
above the array at varying locations along the direction of beam steering. The detected signal is mapped
to the corresponding angular locations. Hence we recreate the far field profiles at the times of high and
low modulation. At a low injection rate (≈100 Hz) the beam is steered to the right from low to high current
injection into the right element, a phenomena consistent with DC measurements. The phase lag in the
right aperture between the high and low signals is approximately 0.3π, which requires a current difference
of less than 100 µA. When the same array is modulated faster, the beam continues to steer to the right at
higher current levels, but with a significant delay. Both the delay and the apparent phase shift indicate
that the thermo-optic effect is the dominant phase shifting mechanism.
When the injection rate is increased to 100 MHz, a different phase shifting mechanism is evident, in
that the beam is found to steer to the left as shown in Fig. 2. This is a relative phase lead of -0.2π in the
element with increased current, which is consistent with the carrier-induced index change. We conclude
that the thermally induced index change is the dominant phase-shifting mechanism for modulation speeds
in the sub-MHz regime, while for higher rates the carrier induced index changes dominate the phaseshifting mechanism, steering the beam in the opposite direction with increased current.
References
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Fig. 1. Phased VCSEL array shown by (a) SEM and
(b) in optical near field. The cross-sectional (c)
shows the photonic crystal and implant current
confinement, with example of preferential injection
into left cavity.

Fig 2: (a) Far field profiles at 100 MHz
showing steering to the left with
increased injection and (b) time domain
curves from the detector signal at 1.5°
and -0.5°
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Failure of the alpha-factor for quantum-dot lasers
Benjamin Lingnau, Kathy Luedge and Eckehard Schoell
Institut fur Theoretische Physik, Technische Universitaet Berlin, 10623 Berlin, Germany
Weng W. Chow
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185-1086, USA

The linewidth-enhancement (alpha) factor connects refractive index to optical gain, and plays an
important role in determining modulation response, linewidth, occurrence of dynamical
instabilities and pattern formation. We show that this long-established concept breaks down for
quantum-dot lasers. This is especially true when describing complex dynamical scenarios, found
for example under high-excitation or optical injection. The underlying reason involves the
different timescales of the scattering processes governing quantum-dot laser dynamics.
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Photodamage	
  is	
  a	
  primary	
  factor	
  limiting	
  signal	
  level	
  and	
  image	
  acquisition	
  
rate	
  in	
  many	
  nonlinear	
  imaging	
  modalities,	
  and	
  this	
  is	
  certainly	
  true	
  for	
  broadband	
  
coherent	
  Raman	
  imaging	
  (CRI).	
  	
  Narrowband	
  CRI	
  has	
  been	
  achieved	
  at	
  near-‐video	
  
rate,	
  but	
  even	
  a	
  modest	
  increase	
  in	
  spectral	
  bandwidth	
  has	
  thus	
  far	
  been	
  
accompanied	
  by	
  a	
  reduction	
  of	
  ~	
  103	
  in	
  imaging	
  speed	
  (1-‐4).	
  	
  I	
  will	
  address	
  the	
  
question	
  of	
  whether	
  the	
  speed	
  penalty	
  
for	
  spectral	
  imaging	
  is	
  fundamental,	
  and	
  
try	
  to	
  establish	
  practical	
  limits	
  for	
  
imaging	
  speed.	
  I	
  will	
  do	
  this	
  in	
  the	
  
context	
  of	
  experimental	
  cell	
  and	
  tissue	
  
photodamage	
  data,	
  and	
  available	
  laser	
  
sources	
  and	
  detectors.	
  I	
  will	
  show	
  that,	
  
using	
  the	
  principles	
  established	
  in	
  the	
  
foregoing	
  analysis,	
  we	
  demonstrate	
  a	
  
ten-‐fold	
  increase	
  in	
  broadband	
  CRI	
  
	
  
imaging	
  speed,	
  with	
  further	
  increases	
  
Figure	
  1:	
  Human	
  stem	
  cell	
  imaged	
  at	
  160	
  μs	
  /	
  pixel.	
  
possible.	
  Figure	
  1	
  provides	
  an	
  example	
  of	
   Contrast	
  is	
  derived	
  from	
  BCARS	
  spectra	
  in	
  the	
  CH-‐
rapid	
  broadband	
  CARS	
  imaging	
  of	
  a	
  
stretch	
  spectral	
  region.	
  The	
  blue	
  region	
  is	
  nucleus,	
  
and	
  the	
  light	
  green	
  region	
  is	
  consistent	
  with	
  
human	
  mesenchymal	
  stem	
  cell	
  at	
  low	
  
perinuclear	
  mitochondrial	
  arrangement.	
  
passage.	
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Simulating Nonlinear Surface Effects in Nanoplasmonic Systems
Cristian Ciracì and David R. Smith
Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, and Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Duke University, Durham NC 27708, U.S.

Metallic	
   structures	
   support	
   plasmon	
   modes	
   that	
   are	
   not	
   subject	
   to	
   the	
   diffraction	
   limit.	
  
Plasmonic	
   nanoparticles	
   can	
   convert	
   optical	
   radiation	
   into	
   deeply	
   sub-‐wavelength-‐
localized	
   fields.	
   As	
   light	
   is	
   squeezed	
   into	
   sub-‐wavelength	
   regions,	
   the	
   field	
   spatial	
  
variation	
  is	
  no	
  longer	
  defined	
  by	
  the	
  wavelength	
  of	
  the	
  radiation,	
  but	
  rather	
  by	
  the	
  ability	
  
of	
  plasmonic	
  structures	
  to	
  harvest	
  and	
  concentrate	
  the	
  electromagnetic	
  radiation.	
  As	
  the	
  
light-‐matter	
   interactions	
   are	
   confined	
   into	
   increasingly	
   smaller	
   volumes,	
   the impact of
nonlocality associated with the dielectric response of the metal becomes stronger, placing strict
bounds on the ultimate field enhancement1. In this context, the hydrodynamic model of	
  
electron	
   response	
   in	
   metals	
   has	
   been	
   proven	
   a	
   valuable	
   tool	
   that	
   can	
   generate	
   accurate	
  
predictions	
   and	
   can	
   be	
   easily	
   incorporated	
   into	
   computational	
   techniques2. Moreover, the
hydrodynamic model is suitable for the study of second-order nonlinearities in plasmonic
systems. Although metals are centro-symmetric and hence do not possess an inherent χ(2)
nonlinearity, the surface of a metal can break the symmetry and provide a mechanism for an
effective χ(2). Nonlinear surface contributions are strictly related to the response of the
electrons within few angstroms from the metal boundaries. In this sub-nanometer realm,
electron-electron interactions become non-negligible and nonlocal effects must be taken into
account3. We present an analysis of second-harmonic generation in plasmonic systems of
arbitrary shape with a particular emphasis on the role of the metal surface. The impact of
nonlocality on third-order bulk nonlinearities is also investigated. The electron pressure alters
the screening properties of the metal in the vicinity of the surface with respect to a
conventional local description. As a result the electric field penetrates deeper in the metal
reaching the outermost bound electrons, which are responsible for the metal inherent χ(3) .
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Mode-Locked Quantum Dot Lasers
A. Catrina Coleman1, Shahid Mahmood2, Michael J. Strain2 and Marc Sorel2
1
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61801
2
School of Engineering, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, United Kingdom

Abstract: The spectral behavior of the pulses from two-section mode-locked quantum dot lasers
is investigated using the sonogram technique.
The gain behavior and optical spectral characteristics of quantum dot lasers exhibit a number of unique
features that are substantially different from those measured in quantum well or bulk gain media. In
particular, the splitting of the ground state into two discrete subbands and the consequent appearance of two
sets of modes in the optical spectrum has been recently investigated by a number of groups [1]. Although
the precise physical origin of this phenomenon is not completely clear, its impact on the dynamical
behavior of a laser under mode-locking operation is of great interest. In fact, depending on the biasing
conditions of the device, the laser exhibits stable mode-locking on one of the two sets of modes only or on
both sets simultaneously [2]. In the latter condition, the two spectral lobes can either be locked together,
thus generating extremely narrow pulses over a very large spectral bandwidth, or the laser can emit two
pulse trains with distinct repetition rates.
In this paper we investigate the mode-locking behavior and the lasing dynamics of QD mode-locked lasers.
The devices were fabricated on material with five layers of InAs quantum dots embedded in an InGaAsP
matrix emitting at a wavelength around 1550 nm. The contacts were defined to form two sections in the
cavity, a longer forward biased gain section and a shorter reverse biased saturable absorber (Fig. 1). A full
understanding of the pulse formation and locking behavior is obtained through the use of a sonogram
technique [3] that can unambiguously retrieve both the phase and time profiles of low energy pulses. We
show that for a certain range of biasing conditions it is possible to lock the two sets of mode together up to
a separation of 15 nm between the spectral peaks (Fig. 2). Under these conditions the generated pulses
exhibit a weak red chirp with higher order components and the temporal duration can be as low as 700 fs.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the device
showing the contact geometry.

Fig 2. Optical spectrum of mode-locked
pulse showing two modes
.

[1] S.G. Li, Q. Gong, C.F. Cao, X.Z. Wang, L. Yue, Q.B. Liu and H.L. Wang, Chin. Phys. Lett. 28 114212
(2011)
[2] J.R. Liu, Z.G. Lu, S. Raymond, P.J. Poole, P.J. Barrios and D. Poitras, Opt. Lett. 33 1702 (2008)
[3] P.M. Stolarz, G. Mezosi, M.J. Strain, A.C. Bryce and M. Sorel. J. Quantum Electronics, 48 995-1003
(2012)
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PATTERNED QUANTUM DOT LASERS
J.J. Coleman
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Illinois, Urbana, USA

In some cases, such as diode lasers, the utility of quantum dots would be enhanced by ordered
distributions of uniform quantum dots. We have successfully applied selective area epitaxy using a
patterned oxide mask to the growth of quantum dot laser active regions, as shown in Fig. 1. The
growth of the dots within nanoscale patterns can highlight
different growth rates on different crystal planes which leads to
pyramidal growth. This is problematic for the growth of some
structures, such as multiple active layers within a quantum dot.
As an alternative, ordered nanopatterned quantum dots can be
obtained by wet chemical etching of previously grown multi
quantum well layers. The result is shown in Fig. 2. These
patterned quantum dots have been incorporated into diode laser
active regions.
We recently developed a novel inverted quantum dot structure –
Fig. 1. Atomic force rendering of the
called a nanopore – which consists of an InGaAs quantum well
patterned quantum dot stripe after
which
has
been regrowth and removal of the SiO
2
periodically
perforated growth inhibition mask. Inset: Threeand then filled with the dimensional rendering of a 1µm x 1µm
region of the quantum dot stripe.
higher bandgap GaAs
barrier material (Fig. 3).
This structure exhibits a similar quantized energy structure to
that of quantum dots, with fundamental differences. Strong
coupling between unit cells results in the formation of allowed
Fig. 2. Patterned quantum dot array
and forbidden energy bands instead of highly localized, fully
after etching and stripping of the etch
discrete states. In addition, the periodicity of the lattice affects
mask at a magnification of 30k and
the nature of higher order
300k.
states and can result in
large increases in carrier lifetimes in higher order states. A
comparison of typical photoluminescence spectra for a
nanopore and an otherwise identical quantum well structure is
shown in Fig. 4.
Fig 3. Three-dimensional illustration of

Fig. 4. Comparison of photoluminescence emission from etched nanopore
and reference quantum well.
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Here we describe in the nanopore active layer with cutaway
detail
the
growth, of top barrier layer revealing the
processing and character- perforated quantum well structure
istics
of
patterned
quantum dot and nanostructure lasers that exhibit interesting and
potentially important effects arising from the introduction of
nanoscale features (<50 nm) in the active medium. Methods for
forming patterned quantum dots by etching or patterned
selective area epitaxy are outlined and the resultant laser
characteristics are presented. The fabrication process and laser
results for a novel inverted quantum dot structure, formed from
an engineered nanoscale periodicity, are described.
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Title: Perturbing Attosecond Pulse Generation
Author: Paul Corkum
Affiliation: Joint Attosecond Science Lab, University of Ottawa and
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada
Abstract:

Attosecond pulse generation can be understood through a quantum
trajectories model of atomic or molecular ionization. A trajectory begins from a bound
state and returns to the same state after the ionizing electron has made an excursion in
the continuum. These quantum trajectories map onto an interferometer – an electron
interferometer created by light.
I will show how quantum trajectories can be perturbed, and how this perturbation
enables us to measure the space-time structure of an attosecond pulse as it is being
formed.
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Imaging neurodegenerative disorders in
animals with multimodal CARS
microscopy
Daniel Côté, Centre de Recherche de l’Institut Universitaire en
Santé Mentale de Québec, Université Laval, Québec, Canada
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a progressive, incurable, neurodegenerative disease that disrupts myelin at
brain and spinal cord levels and for which there exist only a few pharmacological supportive treatments.
The study of this disease is currently hampered by our inability to properly visualize its key pathogenic
players (blood-brain barrier breakdown, inflammation, immune cell infiltration, myelin degradation,
axonal transection). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allows to evaluate the status of the blood-brain
barrier (with gadolinium enhancement) and myelin sheets (through T2-weighted MRI and with diffuse
tensor imaging) in the CNS and these values can be used to determine the stage of the disease by counting
the number of combined active lesions (CAL) and estimating brain volume atrophy. However, several
recent studies, including large-scale randomized clinical trials, have indicated that knowledge about the
number of active lesions is insufficient to fully appreciate the progression of the disease. Consequently,
early signs of MS and subtle differences between therapies usually go undetected with MRI.
Immunohistochemistry applied to ex vivo samples can provide sufficient spatial resolution and a variety
of contrast agents, but this approach is impractical for studies over large volumes because of the time
required for sample preparation and inherent artifacts. Since MS is a very heterogeneous disease, this lack
of well-defined, well-measured markers interferes with our ability to efficiently evaluate the benefit of
new drugs. Hence, it becomes increasingly important to develop a set of such biomarkers that can be used
to fully assess the state of the disease and the effect of therapeutic agents at a level unachievable by MRI.
We have undertaken a large study of an animal model of MS based on
rapid (video rate) in vivo optical imaging with and without exogenous
contrast. With minimal surgery, the spinal cord can be accessed
optically and with optical microscopy, cellular details of key
pathogenic players can be imaged. With this approach in hand, we are
developing a framework to identify early signs of lesions through in
vivo imaging of macroscopic areas with micrometer spatial
resolution of inflammation, water diffusion, blood brain barrier, and
myelin in the spinal cord. This is achieved by combining Coherent
Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering microscopy (CARS) and fluorescence
microscopy with hardware and software tools for live animals imaging
and for the analysis of the resulting images.
Figure 1 : Healthy (top) and diseased
(bottom) myelin imaged with CARS
microscopy
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Speaker: Marcos Dantus
Session: CARS
Schedule: Tuesday Morning Invited Session 1

Standoff detection of explosives and flame‐imaging using single‐beam CARS
Marcos Dantus1,2, Marshall T. Bremer1, Orin Yue1, Tissa Gunaratne2, and Dmitry Pestov2,
James R. Gord3, Sukesh Roy4
1. Department of Chemistry, Michigan State University, East Lansing MI 48823, USA
2. Biophotonic Solutions Inc., East Lansing, MI 48823, USA
3. Air Force Research Laboratory, Propulsion Directorate, Wright‐Patterson AFB, USA
4. Spectral Energies LLC, Dayton, OH 45431, USA
Coherent nonlinear spectroscopic methods offer enhanced sensitivity and selectivity. Our group
has been working on the use of a single ultra‐broad bandwidth (>300nm) femtosecond laser,
shaped by a high‐resolution pulse shaper, to address important chemical sensing applications.
In particular, we will present some of our most recent results on standoff detection of
explosives and on flame imaging.
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Speaker: Kunal K. Das
Session: Slow Light
Schedule: Thursday evening invited session

Enhancing interferometric Sensitivity with Nonlinearity:
Applications to Force and Rotation Sensing
Kunal K. Das 1, Michal Kolar 2, Tomáš Opatrný 2
1

Kutztown University of Pennsylvania, USA
2

Palacký University, Czech Republic

We first show that in a basic mesoscopic transport paradigm, scattering at a potential barrier
can be significantly influenced by the phase coherence among counter-propagating matter
waves. By forcing the path of the scattered waves to coincide with that of the incident
waves, we find that the presence of nonlinear interaction leads to a striking alteration of the
transport profile [1]. This leads to a highly enhanced sensitivity to the position of the barrier,
which can be used in force sensing.
Applying this principle to counter-propagating waves in a ring, we demonstrate similar
enhancement of sensitivity to rotation in the presence of nonlinear interaction. We present
the results of a two-mode model in a circular lattice to demonstrate the essential principles
and features, which are then supported by a more comprehensive numerical simulation. The
rotation effectively changes the time-evolution of the population distribution in the orbital
angular momentum (OAM) states. The presence of nonlinearity can lead to two orders of
magnitude enhancement of rotation sensitivity, while reducing measurement times. Issues
related to practical implementation will be discussed.
[1] Kunal K. Das, Phys. Rev. A 84 031601(R) (2011)
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Session: Medical Optics
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Spatial Offset Scattering Spectroscopy of Bone for
Osteoporosis Investigation
Ziyun Di1, Han Cai1, Brett H. Hokr1, George W. Kattawar1,
Alexei V. Sokolov1 and Marlan O. Scully1,2,3
1

Texas A&M University, 2Baylor University, 3Princeton University

ABSTRACT
Osteoporosis is characterized by low bone mass and structural deterioration of bone, leading to bone
fragility and an increased tendency to fracture which depends on its micro-geometry (size, shape, and
connectivity), the activities of the cells in the tissue, and the chemical properties of the tissue [1].
Osteoporosis is a disease that affects more than 10 million people in the United States, with costs over
13.5 billion dollars every year. The commonly used procedure for assessing the risk of osteoporotic
fracture is via bone mineral density (BMD) assessment using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA).
Here, elastic and Raman scattering (Fig. 1) are demonstrated in cortical bone and cancellous bone using a
microscopic spatial offset detection. This technique may enable the diagnosis of early tissue alterations.

Fig. 1: Representative Raman spectrum of bone:

[1] Dan Faibish, Susan M. Ott, and Adele L. Boskey, Clin Orthop Relat Res. 2006, 443: 28–38.
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Session: Atom Interferometry
Schedule: Thursday Morning Invited Session 1

Atom Interferometry in a 10 m Tower
Susannah Dickerson, Jason Hogan, Alex Sugarbaker, and Mark Kasevich
Department of Physics, Stanford University,
Stanford, California 94305

We report the realization an atom interferometer with 2 T = 2.3 s interrogation time. 87 Rb
atoms are launched via optical lattice at an initial speed of 13 m/s before undergoing a 2~k,
π/2 − π − π/2 Raman sequence. The interferometery occurs within a 10-meter tower at Stanford,
inside a magnetically-shielded region.
We achieve high atomic source brightness with evaporative cooling. Mean field effects are mitigated in a method related to delta-kick cooling: we expand the evaporated cloud in a time-orbiting
potential (TOP) trap just prior to launch. High contrast is achieved through dynamic control of
the effective Raman propagation vector and interferometer pulse timing.
One of the primary motives behind the construction of this apparatus is a test of the Equivalence
Principle to a precision of 10−15 g by simultaneously launching ultracold atoms of different mass
(85 Rb and 87 Rb) and accurately observing their free-fall motion in a vacuum chamber [1]. The
flexibility of atom interferometry and the sensitivity of this long free fall system enable future
applications in other precision measurements, such as tests of general relativity and gravitational
wave detection [2].

[1] Jason M Hogan et al. Light-pulse atom interferometry. In E. Arimondo, W. Ertmer, and W. P. Schleich,
editors, Proceedings of the International School of Physics “Enrico Fermi” on Atom Optics and Space
Physics, pages 411–447, Amsterdam, June 2009. IOS Press.
[2] Jason M. Hogan et al. An atomic gravitational wave interferometric sensor in low earth orbit (AGISLEO). Gen. Relativ. Gravit., 43(7):1953–2009, May 2011.
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Session: Fundamental Questions: Gauge
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Have we Harnessed the Higgs?
Discovery of a New Boson at the Large Hadron Collider
Jay R. Dittmann
Department of Physics, Baylor University, Waco, Texas, 76798
For three and a half decades, the Standard Model (SM) has described the inner workings of nature with astonishing accuracy. Its predictions have withstood the challenge of
every experiment in particle physics. Nevertheless, a crucial building block of the theory,
the Higgs boson, has remained elusive. On July 4, 2012, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) announced the discovery of a new particle whose properties appear to be consistent with the long-sought
Higgs boson [1, 2]. In this presentation, the nature of scientific research in the field of elementary particle physics will be described, with an emphasis on the search for the Higgs
boson and the latest experimental results. Have we finally discovered the Higgs, or is this
the first hint of something even more extraordinary?

Figure 1: CMS — The 68% CL contours for the signal
strength σ/σSM versus the boson mass mX for the untagged γγ, γγ with VBF-like dijet, 4`, and their combination. The symbol σ/σSM denotes the production cross
section times the relevant branching fractions, relative
to the SM expectation. In this combination, the relative signal strengths for the three decay modes are constrained by the expectations for the SM Higgs boson.

Figure 2: ATLAS — Confidence intervals in
the (µ, mH ) plane for the H → ZZ (∗) → 4`,
H → γγ, and H → W W (∗) → `ν`ν channels, including all systematic uncertainties.
The markers indicate the maximum likelihood estimates (µ̂, m̂H ) in the corresponding
channels (the maximum likelihood estimates
for H → ZZ (∗) → 4` and H → W W (∗) →
`ν`ν coincide).

References
[1] G. Aad, et al. (ATLAS Collaboration), “Observation of a new particle in the search for the Standard
Model Higgs boson with the ATLAS detector at the LHC,” Phys. Lett. B 716 (2012) 1–29.
[2] S. Chatrchyan, et al. (CMS Collaboration), “Observation of a new boson at a mass of 125 GeV with the
CMS experiment at the LHC,” Phys. Lett. B 716 (2012) 30–61.
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Coherence and gain in air lasing
Arthur Dogariu, James Michael, and Richard Miles
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department, Princeton University
Abstract
Optical standoff detection methods relying on light emitted from a remote target are limited by the
ability to collect a small number of photons, which are usually emitted incoherently in all directions.
Non-linear coherent methods can provide directionality, but they cannot be used in a standoff
configuration. These limitations have motivated the quest for backward stimulated gain and laser
emission back in the direction of the pump laser [1].
Recently we have demonstrated remote backwards
lasing in air by producing and then exciting atomic
oxygen remotely via pumping at 226nm [2]. The 845
nm oxygen laser emission in air comes from the
generation of an elongated pencil-like gain region
which is generated by two-photon photolysis of
molecular oxygen and subsequent two-photon Fig. 1. Near IR emission via two-photon excitation
following two-photon oxygen disscociation.
excitation of the resulting oxygen fragments, as shown
in Fig. 1. In this work we investigate the gain and coherence properties of the air laser, and present our
concepts for remote trace detection using the air laser backwards emission.
Interference contrast as function of delay
We will present results
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[1] V. Kocharovsky et al., “Gain-swept superradiance applied to the stand-off detection of trace impurities in
the atmosphere,” Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 102, 7806 (2005).
[2] A. Dogariu, J.B. Michael, M.O. Scully, and R.B. Miles, “High-Gain Backward Lasing in Air,” Science 331, 442
(2011).
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QUANTUM HEAT ENGINES: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Konstantin E. Dorfman
University of California, Irvine, California 92697-2025, USA

Quantum mechanics and thermodynamics have a deep underlying connection.The early era of quantum
mechanics started with the thermodynamic studies of Plank [1] and Einstein which ultimately connected
the concept of stimulated emission [2] and detailed balance limit. Half a century later the invention of
the maser stimulated Scovil and Schulz-DuBois [3] to relate the quantum efficiency of the maser to Carnot
cycle. Later Shockley and Quisser [4] used detailed balance to deduce limiting efficiency for solar cells. After
demonstration of lasing without inversion [5] two decades ago it has been shown that a quantum coherence
can break the detailed balance. Moreover, quantum coherence can increase the quantum efficiency of various
thermodynamic systems. For example, we can enhance the quantum efficiency for a quantum dot photocell
[6], a laser based solar cell [7] and the photo-Carnot quantum heat engine (QHE) [8] which are powered by
thermal light and governed by the laws of quantum thermodynamics. Furthermore, we have shown how to use
quantum coherence [6] induced by quantum noise [9] to improve the power output of a laser or photocell QHE.
Surprisingly, this coherence can be induced by the same noisy (thermal) emission and absorption processes
that drive the QHE. Moreover, this noise-induced coherence can be robust against environmental decoherence.
Another type of the QHE has been recently introduced and is related to the process of the photosynthesis
in plants, bacteria and algae. Recent progress in coherent multidimensional optical spectroscopy revealed
effects of quantum coherence coupled to population leading to population oscillations as evidence of quantum
transport [10]. To explain that we have identified couplings between coherences and populations due to
the same interference that have been shown earlier to enhance the quantum yield in a photocell and laser.
We have demonstrated that quantum coherence may be induced in photosynthetic complexes under natural
conditions of incoherent light from the sun via hot solar photons and cold ambient phonons [11]. Therefore
both seemingly unrelated effects - population oscillations and enhancement of the yield can be attributed to
noise induced quantum coherence
The rich history of QHE suggest that the deep underlying connection between thermodynamics and quantum mechanics is a proven record for the foundation of the future efforts. Furthermore the present results
hold promise for improving the design and boosting the efficiencies of light-harvesting devices. A broad range
of parameter regimes provides flexibility in designs and materials and suggest future experiments.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

M. Planck, “On the Law of Distribution of Energy in the Normal Spectrum”, Annalen der Physik 4, 553 (1901).
A. Einstein, “On the Quantum Mechanics of Radiation” Physikalische Zeitschrift 18, 121 (1917).
H.E.D. Scovil, and E.O. Schulz-DuBois, “Three-level masers as heat engines”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 2, 262263 (1959).
W. Shockley, and H.J. Queisser, “Detailed Balance Limit of Efficiency of p-n Junction Solar Cells”, J. Appl. Phys.
32, 510 (1961).
G.G. Padmabandu, G. R. Welch, I. N. Shubin, E. S. Fry, D. E. Nikonov, M.D. Lukin, and M. O. Scully, “Laser
Oscillation without Population Inversion in a Sodium Atomic Beam”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 76, 2053 (1996).
M.O. Scully, “Quantum Photocell: Using Quantum Coherence to Reduce Radiative Recombination and Increase
Efficiency”, Phys. Rev. Lett., 104, 207701 (2010).
K. Dorfman, K. Chapin, A. Svidzinsky, and M. Scully, “Quantum Thermodynamics of Photo and Solar Cells”,
Second Law of Thermodynamics: Status and Challenges, AIP Conf. Proc., 256 (2011).
M.O. Scully, M.S. Zubairy, G.S. Agarwal, and H. Walther, “Extracting work from a single heat bath via vanishing
quantum coherence”, Science 299, 862864 (2003).
M.O. Scully, K.R. Chapin, K.E. Dorfman, M.B. Kim, and A.A Svidzinsky, “Quantum heat engine power can be
increased by noise-induced coherence”, PNAS 108, 15097 (2011).
G.S. Engel et al., “Evidence for wavelike energy transfer through quantum coherence in photosynthetic systems”,
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K.E. Dorfman, D.V. Voronine, S. Mukamel, and M.O. Scully “Enhancing electron transport efficiency in biological
quantum heat engines under natural conditions”, accepted, in production PNAS (2013).
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Pulse shaping control of the collective resonances
in nonlinear transmission of broadband pulses
Konstantin E. Dorfman and Shaul Mukamel
University of California, Irvine, California 92697-2025, USA
We consider an aggregate of weakly coupled chromophores with size smaller than
the relevant wavelength of optical transitions. The response to classical optical fields
is usually described by semiclassical (SC) susceptibilities [1]. These are calculated
by sums over states in matter space alone. Spontaneous emission is included phenomenologically or via a quantum master equation [2]. This approach has had many
successes and is widely used. A full QED treatment of coupling to vacuum modes
must be performed in the joint field plus matter space and include the continuum
of field modes. We use a diagrammatic approach to carry out these calculations to
fourth order in incoming classical fields and second order in quantum field and calculate the transmission of a broadband pulse. We use the multipolar hamiltonian [1]
where all couplings are represented by the exchange of photons. The pulse shaping
of a broadband is crucial for extracting the collective resonances. The combination
of narrow- and broadband pulses allows to visualize the collective resonances. The
measured transmission of the shaped pulse can be represented as a 2D signal in the
narrowband and broadband frequency where the former serves as a reference frequency and the latter is dispersed by the detection. In addition the nonlinear phase
shaping via the chirp-antichirp combination allows to illuminate the background and
obtain the clean picture of the resonant features that include both collective and single photon resonances. The phase and amplitude manipulation results in suppression
or amplification of the desired resonances at will.

[1] S. Mukamel Principles of Nonlinear Optical Spectroscopy (Oxford University Press, New
York, 1995).
[2] G. Agarwal Quantum Statistical Theories of Spontaneous Emissions and Their Relation
to other Approaches, Springer Tracts in Modern Physics, 70 (Springer, Berlin, 1974).
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Speaker: Charles Durfee
Session: X-Ray lasers
Schedule: Monday Morning Invited Session 2

Control of ultrafast laser-matter interactions with 4D pulse focusing
Charles Durfee, Michael Greco, Erica Block, and Jeff A. Squier
Department of Physics, Colorado School of Mines
High-intensity laser-matter interactions inside a medium are complicated by nonlinear
propagation along the way to the focal spot. Self-focusing, ionization defocusing and
filamentation can prevent an ultrashort pulse from reaching its highest intensity. While focusing
with high numerical aperture can suppress nonlinear propagation in advance of the focal plane,
the area of the spot is necessarily on the scale of the wavelength. In this presentation, we will
discuss how control of the angular distribution of the frequency components of an ultrafast pulse
can lead to an axial localization of the intensity that is much smaller than the confocal parameter
for the focal spot[1]. Using the technique of focusing spatially-chirped beams, we have
demonstrated micromachining on the backside of transparent materials[2,3] and shown that the
technique has promise for laser eye surgery.
Instead of avoiding spatial chirp in the beam, we take advantage of the property that the
pulse is only short where the full spectrum is present. Focusing beam that has transverse spatial
chirp is focused with a lens or curved mirror (see figure) strongly localizes the axial intensity. In
addition to the smaller local bandwidth away from the crossing point, our analysis shows that
there is a geometric quadratic phase that results in a transition from a strong positive to negative
spectral chirp through the focus. Effectively, the pulse is focused temporally, as well as in all 3
spatial dimensions. The propagation of spatially-chirped pulses can be understood more
intuitively in frequency space since the Gaussian beams for each spectral component propagate
independently. In spite of the elliptical beam at the lens entrance, each beamlet focuses to a
round spot. The angular sweep of the spectral
components leads to a strongly tilted pulse
front in the time domain. This pulse front tilt
allows the laser-matter interaction to take
place on an ultrafast and a slower timescale.
The pulse is transfrom limited but its arrival at
the focal plane travels at subliminal speeds.
This effect appears to be responsible for the
nonreciprocal writing effect that we observe in
micromachining[3].
C.D. and J.S. acknowledge funding support
from AFOSR under grants FA9550-10-1-0394
and FA9550-10-0561. J.S. acknowledges Focusing a spatially-chirped pulse leads to overlap of the
support from NIH grant EB003832.
spectral components (top), temporal focusing (lower left) and
pulse front tilt (lower right).

1. C. G. Durfee, M. Greco, E. Block, D. Vitek, and J. A.
Squier, "Intuitive analysis of space-time focusing with double-ABCD calculation," Opt Express 20, 14244 (2012).
2. D. N. Vitek, D. E. Adams, A. Johnson, P. S. Tsai, S. Backus, C. G. Durfee, D. Kleinfeld, and J. A. Squier,
"Temporally focused femtosecond laser pulses for low numerical aperture micromachining through optically
transparent materials," Opt Express 18, 18086–18094 (2010).
3. D. N. Vitek, E. Block, Y. Bellouard, D. E. Adams, S. Backus, D. Kleinfeld, C. G. Durfee, and J. A. Squier,
"Spatio-temporally focused femtosecond laser pulses for nonreciprocal writing in optically transparent materials,"
Opt Express 18, 24673–24678 (2010).
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Phase dependent interactions of a single bright soliton.
Paul Dyke, David Tam and Randall. G. Hulet
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rice University, Houston, Texas 77005, USA

Solitons exist in a large number of physical settings, thus opening up the possibility to compare and
contrast their behavior for very different physical realizations. The similarities between the Nonlinear
Schrodinger equation (NLSE) used to describe optical solitons and the Gross Pitaveski equation (GPE) for
their matter wave counter parts combined with the excellent control of ultracold atom systems make them
an ideal environment to study solitons.
In our experiments we form bright solitons in a gas of ultracold 7 Li atoms [1, 2]. We use the broad
Feshbach resonance of 7 Li in the |1, 1i state and tune the scattering length through zero to small negative
values to form a single bright matter wave soliton close to the critical number for collapse. Our investigation
begins by exciting the collective dipole mode of a soliton confined to a 1-D potential which is formed from a
single focused laser beam. This potential is weakly confining in the axial direction. We study the interaction
of the soliton with a thin potential barrier formed by a near-resonant, blue detuned, cylindrically focused
laser beam that perpendicularly bisects the trapping beam at its focus. Through adjustment of the barrier
potential height, the soliton can either be split in two, transmitted or reflected. When the barrier produces
splitting, the fragments will undergo a second interaction at the barrier thus realizing a Mach-Zender type
interferometer. By applying a phase imprinting beam to one arm of the split soliton we study the phase
dependent interactions on the subsequent barrier interaction.

Figure 1: Soliton interaction with a narrow barrier for different barrier energies Eb (a) Total transmission
of the soliton across a weak barrier, where the K.E of the soliton Es = 1.4 KHz and Eb = 193 Hz (b) Total
reflection of the soliton at a strong barrier indicated by the red dashed line, where Es = 382 Hz and Eb =
1.21 KHz (c) Splitting of the soliton into two equal parts at the first reflection and partial recombination of
the soliton at the second reflection, Es = 233 Hz and Eb = 478 Hz.

References
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Quantum effects in coupled plasmonic and plasmon-emitter systems
R. Esteban1,2, J. Aizpurua1 and G. W. Bryant2
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Centro de Física de Materiales, Centro Mixto CSIC-UPV/EHU and Donostia International Physics
Center (DIPC), Donostia-San Sebastian, 20018, Spain
2
Joint Quantum Institute and Department of Physics, National Institute of Standards and Technology
and University of Maryland, Maryland 20899-8423, USA
Plasmonic resonances in metallic structures are most often treated classically, as described by the
Maxwell equations. As experimental control improves, quantum effects can become important. In this
talk, we discuss work we have done analyzing different systems that are affected by a variety of
quantum phenomena.
A key issue is to identify the quantum effects to include, in our case size quantization of metallic
particles, the quantum nature of emiters and plasmons or quantum tunnelling in a junction. First, we
briefly discuss quantum effects found in very small metallic particles described by ab-initio
calculations[1]. We then discuss an hybrid system composed by a plasmonic structure and a single
emitter[2]. A simple semi-classical model quantizing only the emitter is enough to predict the
emergence of Fano resonances, while a Jaynes-Cummings model quantizing also the plasmon makes
possible to study strong coupling. In particular, we discuss our initial results showing how strong
coupling can appear not only on plasmonic but also on related phononic systems.
Last, we focus on how electron quantum tunneling affects strongly-coupled plasmonic systems. We
describe the Quantum Corrected Model (QCM) that we have developed[3] to treat structures typical in
plasmonic applications but too large for full quantum simulations. The QCM correctly reproduces
expected phenomena such as blueshifting modes and strong suppression of the near field enhancement.
We also present measurements and QCM simulations tracking this quantum tunneling regime as the
gap between metallic tips is diminished in a controlled manner well below 1nm[4], and discuss the
emergence of a limit on the achievable field-confinement.
[1] E. Townsend et al, Nano Lett., 12, 429–434, 2012
[2] R. D. Artuso et al, Nano Lett., 8, 2106–2111, 2008
[3] R. Esteban et al, Nature Communications 3, 825, 2012
[4] K. J. Savage et al, Nature 491, 574–577, 2012
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Quantum coherence and the vacuum
Jörg Evers
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg, Germany
joerg.evers@mpi-hd.mpg.de

The evolution from the historical picture of a ”classical vacuum“ indicating the absence of matter
towards the “quantum vacuum” characterized by constant fluctuations opened the door to rich,
intriguing and complex phenomena, which form the foundation of much of today’s physics. An
omnipresent consequence of such fluctuations is spontaneous emission, a fundamental process which
continues to be of interest even today. This holds true in particular if large collections of quantum
particles cooperatively interact with the vacuum field, such that directional emission, cooperative
Lamb shifts, and superradiance occur.
In my talk, I will introduce and review recent developments in particular in the context of
singly-excited ensembles of quantum particles interacting with the vacuum. I will then focus on
a particular model system for the experimental implementation of such settings, which involves
Mößbauer nuclei driven by hard x-rays produced from synchrotron light sources, and discuss its
similarities to and the differences from the theoretical models.
Finally, I will discuss the generation of atomic coherence due to the interaction with the vacuum
field, which is known as spontaneously generated coherence (SGC). Such SGC are an important
resource in many modern applications of quantum mechanics, in particular if the coherence is
created between excited states of the quantum system. As main result, I will present experimental
data obtained at the synchrotron source PETRA III at DESY in Hamburg, Germany, which is
in good agreement with the theoretical modeling, and which for the first time demonstrates the
establishement of SGC between excited states.

FIG. 1: (a) Visualization of vacuum-induced energy exchange between the different quantum particles
during the passage of a single photon through the ensemble. (b) Archtype model system for spontaneously
generated coherences. The SGC are created betweeen |1i and |2i via the interaction with the vacuum, as
indicated by the curly arrow between the two states. (c) For an atom as in (b) initially populated in |1i,
half of the population remains trapped in the excited states due to SGC. The figure shows the temporal
evolution of the state populations.
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Artificial black holes, with a twist.
Daniele Faccio,1 Eleonora Rubino,2 Francesco Dalla Piazza,2 Francesco
Belgiorno,3 and Sergio Cacciatori2
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In 1981 Bill Unruh noticed that it is possible to use a flowing medium to re-create the spacetime metric of a black hole and to even use this to study phenomena such as Hawking radiation,
thus initiating the of so-called “analogue gravity”. Over the past few years analogue gravity has, at
long last, been gradually affirming itself as an experimental research area as opposed to a purely
theoretical playground. Many different kinds of flowing media may be used to recreate a horizon
mimicking that of a black or even of a white hole - notable examples that have recently made it
to the experimental level are gravity (not gravitational) waves in water, acoustic waves in BoseEinstein condensates and electromagnetic waves in nonlinear media. This last example is particularly relevant to our ongoing research in this field - after a first, and rather controversial report
of the experimental observation of spontaneous emission from a horizon generated by an intense
Bessel pulse in a nonlinear Kerr medium [1], we have initiated a series of studies aimed at investigating the classical aspects of Hawking emission from optical solitons or soliton-like pulses. A
weak probe pulse scatters or interacts with the soliton that is “carrying” the black or white hole
horizon: experiments clearly show the resonant transfer of energy to two new modes, one with positive and the other negative (comoving) frequencies, corresponding to the outgoing and infalling
Hawking modes [2, 3].
There are also a number of predictions and theories concerning the case of rotating black holes
that are equally intriguing. One example is so-called “superradiance”: different from the Dicke
superradiance process, in the context of general relativity, this refers to a scattering process that
has a reflection coefficient greater than one, i.e. with amplification. Zel’dovich, in a beautifully
synthetic paper in 1971 noticed that any absorbing body (hence also a black hole) that is rotating
with sufficiently high angular velocity, will reflect and amplify light [4]. Stimulated by these ideas
we will report on the initial theoretical studies and experimental proposals in the field using high
intensity pulses with orbital angular momentum (OAM) in order to simulate rotating bodies in both
transparent and absorbing media.
References
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Plasmonic mode engineering with templated self-assembled nanoclusters
Jonathan A. Fan1, Kui Bao2, Li Sun1, Jiming Bao3, Vinothan N. Manoharan1,4, Peter Nordlander2, and
Federico Capasso1
1. School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Harvard University
2. Department of Physics, Rice University
3. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Houston
4. Department of Physics, Harvard University

Plasmonic nanoparticle assemblies are a materials platform in which optical modes, resonant
wavelengths, and near-field intensities can be specified by the number and position of nanoparticles in a
cluster. A current challenge is to achieve clusters with higher yields and new types of shapes. I show
that a broad range of plasmonic nanoshell nanoclusters can be assembled onto a lithographically-defined
elastomeric substrate with relatively high yields using templated assembly. Three types of clusters are
assembled and measured: Fano-resonant heptamers, linear chains, and rings of nanoparticles. The yield
of heptamer clusters is measured to be over thirty percent. The assembly of plasmonic nanoclusters on
an elastomer paves the way for new classes of plasmonic nanocircuits and colloidal metamaterials that
can be transfer-printed onto various substrate mediums.

Self-assembled clusters.

(a) Schematic of the template-assisted self-assembly process, in which

nanoshells are blank into substrate voids via capillary forces. (b-d) Experimental spectra of heptamer
clusters (b), symmetric quadrumer clusters (c), and linear chains (d) of nanoshells. The scale bar
represents 200nm.
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Abstract:	
  We	
  show	
  that	
  dynamic	
  refractive	
  index	
  modulation	
  can	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  induce	
  
non-‐reciprocity	
  [1,2],	
  and	
  to	
  realize	
  an	
  effective	
  gauge	
  potential	
  [3]	
  and	
  effective	
  
magnetic	
  field	
  for	
  photons	
  [4].	
  Such	
  a	
  capability	
  can	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  achieve	
  non-‐
magnetic	
  optical	
  isolators,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  novel	
  photonic	
  effects	
  such	
  as	
  Lorentz	
  force	
  for	
  
photons,	
  and	
  topologically	
  robust	
  one-‐way	
  edge	
  modes.	
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A new-old way to split matter-waves: putting SternGerlach, Zeeman, Ramsey and Rabi, in one pot.
Ron Folman, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Israel

The splitting of matter-waves into a superposition of spatially separated states is a
fundamental tool for studying the basic tenets of quantum mechanics and other theories,
as well as a building block for numerous technological applications.
I will describe the realization of a matter-wave beam splitter based on magnetic field
gradients on an atom chip, which can be used for freely propagating or trapped atoms in a
Bose-Einstein condensate or a thermal state. The beam splitter incorporates several
fundamental quantum processes such as Rabi Oscillations, Ramsey fringes, first and
second order Zeeman splitting and Stern-Gerlach interactions.
As the beam splitter is “classical” in the sense that it is run by classical currents, it is
interesting to see how far can technology take us in terms of coherence or more precisely,
in terms of phase and momentum stability. I will describe the current situation as well as
what are the fundamental limits.
The beam splitter has a wide dynamic range of momentum transfer and operation time.
Differential velocities exceeding 0.5 m/s can be achieved in a few microseconds. It may
enable a wide range of applications, such as, fundamental studies of many-body
entanglement and dephasing processes, probing classical and quantum properties of
nearby solids, and metrology of rotation, acceleration and gravity on a chip scale.
S. Machluf et al., arXiv:1208.2526 (2012).
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Attosecond science with polar molecules
E. Frumker, N Kajumba, J. B. Bertrand, H. J. Worner, C. T. Hebeisen, P. Hockett, M. Spanner, S. Patchkowski,
G. G. Paulus, D. M. Villeneuve, A. Naumov, P. B. Corkum
Joint Attosecond Science Laboratory, 100 Sussex Drive, Ottawa, On, Canada
Max-Planck-Institut für Quantenoptik, Hans-Kopfermann-Strasse 1, D-85748 Garching, Germany

Asymmetric molecules look and react differently when viewed from one side or the other. We show
that spectrally resolved attosecond pulse trains can provide a detailed and sensitive probe of molecular
asymmetry. We show how a high density gas can be oriented. We elaborate on the first experimental
observation of even and odd harmonics generated from oriented molecular samples [1,2]. This spectrum
encodes three manifestations of asymmetry; an amplitude and phase asymmetry in electron tunneling; an
asymmetry in the phase that the electron wave packet accumulates relative to the ion between the
moment of ionization and recombination; and an asymmetry in the amplitude and phase of the transition
moment. Even and odd harmonics provide complementary information on the molecular asymmetry. A
distinct minimum in the even to odd harmonic ratio near 37 eV (H24) indicates that the total phase
difference balances in this spectral region. We discuss how each contribution to asymmetry can be
isolated and measured in future experiments.
In the time domain, high harmonics are a train of
equidistant (emitted at each ½ cycle of the
fundamental pulse) attosecond bursts. For
symmetric molecules successive pulses in this train
are identical aside from the sign inversion, caused
by the inversion in the recollision direction. This
inversion symmetry implies that only odd
harmonics are present in the train. For an
asymmetric single molecule however, the
successive pulses in the train can be quite different,
as they imprint the molecular asymmetry. This
asymmetry has two main implications: (1) Even
harmonics appear in the emission spectrum. (2)
The odd harmonics intensity could be suppressed
due to distractive spectral interference, when
spectral phase difference is significant between opposite sides of the molecule. When the phase varies
across the spectrum, the increase in even harmonic signal will correlate with the suppression of adjacent
odd harmonics. We call this process attosecond burst interference.
Coherence plays an important role in attosecond science. However, coherence can also be a major
disadvantage, making measurements very susceptible to background signal. Coherent background, for
example is a major concern in CARS microscopy. In high harmonic experiments in aligned molecules,
unaligned molecules provide a deleterious background signal that has previously been ignored. Even
harmonics from oriented molecules are generated on zero background as un-oriented molecules can't
contribute to the signal, greatly reducing this problem. Our findings pave the way for tomographic
imaging of orbitals as well as for attosecond dynamics studies of asymmetric molecules.
[1] E. Frumker, et al., “Probing Oriented Rotational Wave-Packet Dynamics Studies via High Harmonic
Generation”, Phys. Rev. Lett., 109, 113901 (2012)
[2] E. Frumker, et al., “Probing Polar Molecules with High Harmonic Spectroscopy”, Phys. Rev. Lett., 109,
233904 (2012)
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Light scattering at 0˚ by small particle suspensions
Edward S. Fry
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Texas A& M University, College Station, TX, 77843
Telephone: 979-845-1910, Fax: 979-845-2590, E-mail: fry@physics.tamu.edu
Light scattering by small particles has been the subject of intense investigations for many
decades. However, almost all experimental work has been limited to angles from backward
directions to near forward directions, but not at 0˚. The limiting experimental factor in the
measurement of scattering at 0˚ by a small particle is the unscattered incident plane wave which
is superimposed on the scattered spherical wave. In fact, in the classic text, “Light Scattering by
Small Particles”, H. C. van de Hulst states, “An experiment by which this spherical wave can be
observed is impossible,” . . . because the detector . . . “sees the primary and secondary source in
the same direction: their images coincide.”
In order to actually measure scattering at zero degrees, we developed a novel technique based on
the fanning of a coherent light beam in a photorefractive BaTiO3 crystal [1-2]. Basically, the
crystal separates the scattered light in the forward direction from the strong unscattered incident
beam. The concept is based on the fact that at low intensities, beam fanning (the deflection of
the beam into a spread of angles well off to the side of the incident beam) can take a long time to
establish because photoelectrons in the crystal must move to nodes of the laser field. The
resulting electric field distribution produced by the photoelectrons produces an index of
refraction distribution that deflects the unscattered beam. This photorefractive response time
has, in fact, been a subject of numerous studies and is generally known to be inversely
proportional to the intensity of the incident beam. For a BaTiO3 crystal and an incident intensity
of 1 W/cm2, the response time is about 1 sec. Fields that are undergoing phase and amplitude
changes on a much shorter time scale do not undergo appreciable fanning. Consequently, if the
scattering particle(s) are moving sufficiently fast, the fields scattered by them do not undergo
fanning in the BaTiO3 crystal; whereas the steady incident plane wave field is fanned out of the
forward direction. Forward scattering from surface imperfections in windows, lenses, etc. does
not contribute a background to these forward scattering measurements since this scattering is
also fanned out of the forward direction (i.e. these scatterers are stationary).
In this presentation, the zero-degree scattering process will be reviewed and two examples of
data that has previously been obtained for scattering at zero degrees will be presented:
(a) suspensions of 11 µm diameter polystyrene spheres, (b) single micron size quartz fibers.
References
1. Edward S. Fry, G. G. Padmabandu, and Choonghoon Oh, “Coherent Effects in Forward
Scattering”, in Ocean Optics XI, G. D. Gilbert, Editor, Proc. SPIE 1750, 170-177 (1992).
2. G. G. Padmabandu, Choonghoon Oh, and Edward S. Fry, “Measurement of Light
Scattering at 0˚ by Micrometer-Size Quartz Fibers” Optics Letters 17, 169-171 (1992).
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A Mueller matrix holography method for particle characterization
Meng Gao, Edward S. Fry and George W. Kattawar
Department of Physics & Astronomy, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843, USA
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Keywords: holography, polarization, Mueller matrix, particle characterization
Holographic microscopy has proven to be a useful way for spherical particle
characterization, including retrieval of particle size, refractive index, and 3
dimensional location [1]. In this method, the intensity of the holographic light field,
which is an interference pattern of the incident light field with the scattered field, is
recorded by a detector, and compared with Lorenz-Mie results. This method has
been limited to spherical particle radiance holography; however, the polarized
scattering components, which can provide much more information, have not been
studied. In this work, we extend the theoretical analysis of the holographic method
to the complete Mueller matrix for light scattering [2] thus including all
polarization information. The mathematical formalism of this holographic Mueller
matrix is derived, and numerical examples for several different kinds of nonspherical particles, such as spheroids and plates, are provided. The Mueller matrix
holography method could provide a new way to study non-spherical particles
whereby more information can be obtained than with traditional methods.
1.
2.
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Generation and measurement of high harmonics
with orbital angular momentum
Genevieve Gariepy1 , Jonathan Leach2 , Kyung Taec Kim1 , Robert W. Boyd2 ,
P. B. Corkum1
1 Joint
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2 Dept. of Physics, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada

Applying an angle dependant phase φ = `θ to a Gaussian beam creates a singularity at the center while converting
the original flat phase profile to a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG p=0,` ) phase profile where `h̄ is the orbital angular momentum
(OAM) of the mode [1]. If a diffraction-limited XUV or soft-X-ray beam with OAM can be created, then, when such
a beam is focussed, we find a rapidly varying spatial intensity distribution that is ideally suited to excite quadrupole
transitions [2]. Thus learning to impose a controlled orbital angular momentum on high harmonic beams opens these
transitions for systematic study. We use a spatial light modulator (SLM) to create a femtosecond laser beam with a
LG01 phase profile and convert this beam to the XUV via high harmonic generation (HHG).
We imprint a characteristic fork profile on the SLM to impart OAM to the femtosecond beam. This fork consists
of two elements. The first is the angle dependent phase profile, and the second is a blazed grating whose purpose is
to angularly seperate the OAM beam from the reflected original mode. When focussing the pump to generate high
harmonics, the two modes are thus spatially separated. For all of our studies, we use a long-period grating to minimize
the spatial chirp at the focus of the femtosecond pulse. We have experimentally verified that we create an infrared beam
with ` = 1. The strong field approximation of HHG predicts that the phase profile of the nth harmonic is φn = nθ , giving
rise to a beam of OAM nh̄.
The experimental intensity profiles were obtained using a XUV spectrometer to separate the different harmonics orders. The y-dimension is directly imaged onto a microchannel plate/CCD detector while we reconstruct the
x-dimension by scanning the spectrometer slit across the harmonic beam in the x-direction. The experimental data
(1(a)) has a very similar intensity profile as the predicted profile. The zero-intensity at its center is evident and is
consistent with the presence of a singularity.
To experimentally confirm that the OAM is conserved during HHG, we also need to measure the harmonics phase
profiles. We suggest to create two distinct harmonic beams, from the zero-order and first order of the SLM, and measure
their interference pattern in the far-field. Figure 1(b) shows the pattern that the SFA predicts for the interference of
two harmonic beams, one with ` = 0 and the other with ` = n, in which we see a n-fork, indicating that the beam
has nh̄ units of OAM. This technique will enable us to confirm the conservation of OAM predicted by strong field
approximation.

(a) Experimental intensity profile.

(b) Theoretical interference between ` = 0
and ` = n beams.

Fig. 1. a) Experimental results and b) proposed method to measure OAM for 15th harmonic.
[1] L.Allen et al., Phys. Rev. A 45, 8185 (1992).
[2] S.Patchkovskii & M.Spanner, Nat. Phys. 1745-2481 (2012).
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Quantum Key Distribution Using Hyperentanglement
Daniel J. Gauthier
Duke University, Department of Physics, Box 90305, Durham, North Carolina 27708 USA
gauthier@phy.duke.edu
I describe the recent progress of a multi-disciplinary research team on developing a quantum key
distribution system based on hyperentanglement, where we encode information in multiple degrees of
freedom. Alice and Bob share pairs of hyperentangled photons from spontaneous parametric
downconversion (SPDC) in BiBO, where the photons are simultaneously entangled in polarization, spatial
mode, and time. Each degree-of-freedom plays a different role in the overall protocol: most of the
randomness is encoded in the photon timing (the pulse-position-modulation protocol), polarization
entanglement is used to check for eavesdropping, and the spatial modes realize independent quantum
communication channels. The SPDC source is pumped by a high-repetition-rate, high-power ultra-violet
laser, so that each photon pair is emitted in a superposition of many different time bins (but both
photons are always detected in the same time bin in a perfect system). By measuring the photon arrival
time relative to a classically synchronized and publicly shared master clock, they generate a shared
random key with many bits per photon. Our goal is to encode 10 bits per photon and operate at a
secure rate of 1 Gb/s.
Our current scheme is not secure against an attack by Eve equipped with a polarization preserving
quantum non-demolition measurement of photon timing, although the sensitivity and bandwidth
required for a successful attack on our system is many orders of magnitude away from the current state
of the art in quantum non-demolition measurement. We are investigating methods for securing all time
bins so that our system is secure against all known attacks.
In the presentation, I will discuss our current results, including the leakage of information to Eve through
the experimental imperfections, our current understanding of optimal error correction methods, and
techniques that will allow for absolute security.
This project is supported by the DARPA DSO InPho program.
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Holographic plasmonic couplers for light with complex wavefronts
P. Genevet1, J. Lin1,2, J. Dellinger3, B. Cluzel3, F. De Fornel3, M.A. Kats1 and F. Capasso1
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The work presented in this contribution is based on the principle of holography with surface
waves. Holography is originally an imaging technique that consists of scattering an incident laser
beam from an optically recorded interference pattern (the hologram) such that the scattered light
reconstructs the three dimensional image of an object. The hologram is therefore the coupler that
conceptually achieves phase matching between a complex beam, the object, and a reference
beam.
Inspired by this technique, we demonstrate the use of holography to design couplers for complex
wavefronts: couplers are designed as the interference pattern of propagating surface plasmon
polaritons and incident beams, such as vortex beams that carry orbital angular momentum[1].
(b)
b)

Figure 1| We have integrated the holographic plasmonic
interfaces into commercial silicon photodiodes, and
demonstrated that such devices can selectively detect the
orbital momentum of light. (a) Cross section of the
patterned diodes. (b) Schematic of the experimental setup
used for the characterization of plasmonic photodiodes.
Holograms are patterned on the top of the diodes and are
designed to selectively detect a given orbital angular
momentum of light.

This holographic approach is very general and can be used to design other interfaces, for
example, for the generation of plasmonic non diffracting beams such as Airy beams or CosineGauss surface waves, the 2D analogue to the Bessel beams [2]. The ballistic propagation of this
non-diffracting solution represents a major advantage compared to existing non-diffracting Airy
beams which tend to bend during propagation.
Figure 2| Experimental near-field scanning optical
microscope results on these non-diffracting CosineGauss beams are compared with theoretical
calculation and show perfect agreement.
References:
[1] P. Genevet, L. Jiao, M.A. Kats, and F. Capasso, “Holographic detection of the orbital angular momentum of
light with plasmonic photodiodes” Nat. Commun. DOI: 10.1038/ncomms2293 (2012).
[2] L. Jiao, J. Dellinger, P. Genevet, B. Cluzel, F. De Fornel and F. Capasso, “Cosine-Gauss Plasmon Beam: A
Localized Long-Range Nondiffracting Surface Wave” Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 093904 (2012).
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Realistic Microcluster Construction
Gerald Gilbert, Eric Schneider, Kevin Zhou and Yaakov S. Weinstein
MITRE Quantum Information Science Group, Princeton NJ, USA
Cluster state quantum computation is an intriguing model for measurement-based quantum
computation. In the cluster state model, an initial cluster state in constructed by entangling nearest
neighbor qubits via controlled-phase gates and the algorithm is implemented by measuring the qubits in
appropriate bases [1]. A cluster state in which the qubits are arranged in a two-dimensional array, suffices
for universal quantum computation.
Cluster state quantum computation may be especially apt for linear optic implementations of
quantum computation in which gates of more than one qubit must utilize non-deterministic operations [2].
In the cluster state model, non-deterministic operations are restricted to the construction phase and are
thus done ‘off-line,’ not during the running of the algorithm. Construction of a photonic cluster state is
done using ‘fusion operations’ which, with 50% probability, merge a cluster of length m, and one of
length n, to a cluster of length m+n-1 [3].
A useful cluster state, that plays a vital role in fault tolerant implementations of photonic cluster
state computation, is the so-called ‘microcluster.’ Microclusters [4] contain a root qubit or node from
which sprout several leaf nodes. If two root nodes need to be connected via a fusion operation, leaf nodes
from each can be fused and, if the fusion fails, the only loss is a pair of leaf nodes. Fusion can be
attempted again with another pair of leaf nodes. Microcluster construction is depicted in the Figure.

Microcluster state construction: one qubit of a pair of polarization entangled qubits (an EPR pair) is sent through a
series of fusion operations consisting of a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), a waveplate and a number resolving photon
detector along with a photon from another EPR pair. If successful, one photon will emerge on the right side of the PBS
on-route to another fusion operation with a qubit from another EPR pair. The more successful fusion operations the
more leaf nodes ‘sprout’ from the route node. Fusion operation failure will result in loss of the route node.

In this talk we will explore the effects of errors on microcluster construction using two different
error models. The first is a non-equiprobable error model, in which the implementation of any fusion
operation causes the state of the output qubit to undergo a Pauli-spin operation with a set probability. The
second error model explores errors such as imperfect mode-matching and waveplates. The effect of these
errors is quantified by fidelity and we explore the effects of these errors on attempts to connect
microclusters. These calculations are of great import for determining the reliability of cluster state fault
tolerance techniques.
[1] R. Raussendorf and H.J. Briegel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 910, (2001).
[2] M.A. Nielsen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 040503 (2004).
[3] D.E. Browne and T. Rudolph, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 010501 (2005).
[4] C.M. Dawson, H.L. Haselgrove, and M.A. Nielsen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 020501(2006).
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Surface State Quasiparticle Interference in Crystalline Topological
Insulators
Matthew J. Gilbert
University of Illinois, 208 N. Wright St., Urbana, IL 61801
e-mail: matthewg@illinois.edu
Abstract:
Recent progress in topological materials
indicates that topological states protected by timereversal symmetry (TRS) may be the first identified class
amongst a much wider family of topological states
protected by discrete symmetries [1]. To this end, first
principles calculations have shown SnTe to be a nontrivial insulator whose topological state is protected by
mirror symmetries about the <110> planes [2]. The
physical manifestation of this non-trivial topological state
is the existence of surface states on the <001> plane
which contains four Dirac points. This prediction has
been experimentally confirmed through the use of angle
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) that has
successfully identified the predicted surface states in
SnTe and Pb1-xSnxTe [3]. Furthermore, the experiments
explicitly demonstrate that as the binding energy
increases away from the Dirac point binding energy, the
surface states undergo a Lifshitz transition at a critical
energy, Ec, where the Fermi surface changes from two
separate ellipsoids to two concentric ellipsoids.

Figure 1: FT-DOS for Pb1-xSnxTe for wavevectors
along: (a) the x-direction before the Lifshitz transition
(b) y-direction before the Lifshitz transition (c) the xdirection before the Lifshitz transition (d) y-direction
after the Lifshitz transition. In each, we label the
allowed transitions (red) and symmetry forbidden
transitions (black).

While ARPES has established the existence of
the non-trivial surface states and their associated
dispersion, the information concerning the wavefunctions is missing. Quasiparticle interference (QPI) is
an interesting way to elucidate this information via scanning tunneling microscopy [4]. In this paper, we
theoretically examine the symmetry protected features in the Fourier transformed local density of states
(FT-DOS) around a point impurity, ρ(q,ω). We analyze the general symmetries of ρ(q,ω) by examining the
relations among the values of the FT-DOS at (qx,qy), (qx,-qy) and (-qx,qy) for all types of static point
impurities. We predict the absence of symmetry forbidden singularities in ρ(q,ω). Generically, the
stationary points on the iso-energy contour give the singularities in the FT-DOS. The absence of any of
these singularities is determined by the orthogonality of wavefunctions at the corresponding stationary
points, and is a symmetry protected property inherent to the system. In Fig. 1, we apply this result to Pb1xSnxTe using a four-band model that possesses all the symmetries and features in the bandstructure. We
calculate the FT-DOS around a point charge impurity and can identify each singularity with a pair of
stationary points on the iso-energy contour while symmetry forbidden singularities vanish both before the
Lifshitz transition (Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)) and after (Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)). We conclude by demonstrating how
the QPI pattern changes at the Lifshitz transition [5].
References
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

A. P. Schnyder, S. Ryu, A. Furusaki, and A. W. W. Ludwig, Phys. Rev. B 78, 195125 (2008).
T. Hseih, H. Lin, J. Liu, W. Duan, A. Bansil, and L. Fu, Nature Comm. 3, 982 (2012).
S. –Y. Xu, C. Liu, N. Alidoust, D. Qian, M. Neupane, J. D. Denlinger, Y. J. Wang, L. A. Wray, R. J. Cava, H. Lin, A. Marcinkova,
E. Morosam, A. Bansil, and M. Z. Hasan, Nature. Comm 3, 1192 (2012).
P. Roushan, J. Seo, C. V. Parker, Y. S. Hor, D. Hseih, D. Qian, A. Richardella, M. Z. Hasan, R. J. Cava, and A. Yazdani,
Nature 460, 1106 (2009).
C. Fang, M. J. Gilbert, S.-Y. Xu, B. A. Bernevig, and M. Z. Hasan, ArXiv:1212.3285 (2012).
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Topological phases in polar-molecule quantum magnets
A. V. Gorshkov,1 N. Y. Yao,2 S. R. Manmana,3, 4 C. R. Laumann,2, 5
E. M. Stoudenmire,6 K. R. A. Hazzard,4 S. D. Bennett,2 A. M. Läuchli,7
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We will show that ultracold polar molecules pinned in an optical lattice and
interacting via dipolar interactions can be used to implement a huge variety
of exotic quantum magnets. These magnets can exhibit striking behavior that
is determined and controlled by topology. In particular, they can be used
to realize fractional Chern insulators, symmetry protected topological phases,
the bilinear-biquadratic spin-1 Hamiltonian, and the Kitaev honeycomb model
[1–3].

[1] N. Y. Yao, C. R. Laumann, A. V. Gorshkov, S. D.
Bennett, E. Demler, P. Zoller, and M. D. Lukin,
Phys. Rev. Lett., in press; arXiv:1207.4479.
[2] S. R. Manmana, E. M. Stoudenmire, K. R.
A. Hazzard, A. M. Rey, and A. V. Gorshkov,
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Optically-active hybrid nanostructures: Exciton-plasmon interaction,
Fano effect, and plasmonic chirality
Alexander Govorov
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Ohio University, Athens, OH, 45701
Govorov@ohiou.edu

Excitons and plasmons in nanocrystals strongly interact via Coulomb and
electromagnetic fields and this interaction leads to characteristic interference effects
which can be observed in optical spectra [1-6]. An interaction between a discrete state of
exciton and a continuum of plasmonic states gives rise to Fano-like asymmetric
resonances and anti-resonances [2,4]. These interference effects can strongly enhance a
visibility of relatively weak exciton signals and can be used for spectroscopy of single
nanoparticles and molecules. If a system includes chiral elements (chiral molecules or
nanocrystals), the exciton-plasmon interaction is able to alter and enhance circular
dichroism (CD) of chiral components [5-8]. In particular, the exciton-plasmon interaction
may create new chiral plasmonic lines in CD spectra of a biomolecule-nanocrystal
complex [5,7]. Strong CD signals may also appear in purely plasmonic systems with a
chiral geometry and a strong particle-particle interaction [6,8]. Recent experiments on
molecule-nanocrystal and multi-nanocrystal complexes showed the appearance of strong
plasmonic signals in CD spectra [7,8]. Potential applications of dynamic hybrid
nanostructures include sensors and new optical and plasmonic materials.
1. A. O. Govorov, G. W. Bryant, W. Zhang, T. Skeini, J. Lee, N. A. Kotov, J. M.
Slocik, and R. R. Naik, Nano Letters 6, 984 (2006).
2. W. Zhang, A. O. Govorov, G. W. Bryant, Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 146804 (2006).
3. J. Lee, P. Hernandez, J. Lee, A.O. Govorov, and N. A. Kotov, Nature Materials
6, (2007).
4. M. Kroner, A. O. Govorov, S. Remi, B. Biedermann, S. Seidl, A. Badolato, P. M.
Petroff, W. Zhang, R. Barbour, B. D. Gerardot, R. J. Warburton, and K. Karrai,
Nature 451, 311 (2008).
5. A.O. Govorov, Z. Fan, P. Hernandez, J.M. Slocik, R.R. Naik, Nano Letters 10,
1374 (2010).
6. Z. Fan, A.O. Govorov, Nano Letters 10, 2580 (2010).
7. J.M. Slocik, A.O. Govorov, and R.R. Naik, Nano Letters 11, 701 (2011).
8. A. Kuzyk, R. Schreiber, Z. Fan, G. Pardatscher, E.-M. Roller, A. Högele, F.C.
Simmel, A. O. Govorov, T. Liedl, Nature, 483, 311 (2012).
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Differences Between Atom and Neutron Interferometers, and Their
Different Responses to the Gravitational Red Shift
Daniel M. Greenberger, City College of New York, New York, NY 10031 USA;
Wolfgang P. Schleich, Institut für Quantenphysik, Center for Integrated Quantum Science
and Technology (IQST), Universität Ulm, Albert Einstein Allee 11, D-89069 Ulm, Germany;
Ernst M. Rasel, Institut für Quantenoptik, Leibniz Universität Hannover, Welfengarten 1,
D-30167 Hannover, Germany.

Abstract
We examine the question of to what extent the gravitational red shift, and the related twin
paradox effect can be seen in both the atom and neutron interferometers. We point out an
asymmetry between the two types of devices. Because of this, the non-vanishing, nonrelativistic residue of both effects can be seen in the neutron interferometer, while in the K-C
interferometer the effects cancel out, leaving no residue, although they could be present in other
types of atom interferometers. Also, the necessary shifting of the laser frequency (chirping) in
the atom interferometer effectively changes the laboratory into a free-fall system, which could be
exploited for other experiments.
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Attaining	
  the	
  quantum	
  limit	
  of	
  optical	
  communications	
  
Saikat	
  Guha	
  
Raytheon	
  BBN	
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  Cambridge,	
  MA,	
  USA	
  

	
  
Laser-‐light	
  is	
  used	
  widely	
  in	
  communications.	
  Hence,	
  optimal	
  detection	
  of	
  coherent	
  
states—the	
  quantum	
  state	
  of	
  light	
  emitted	
  by	
  an	
  ideal	
  laser—is	
  essential.	
  Semiclassical	
  
(shot	
  noise)	
  theory	
  of	
  photo-‐detection	
  suffices	
  to	
  correctly	
  evaluate	
  performance	
  of	
  
detecting	
  coherent	
  states	
  using	
  conventional,	
  viz.,	
  homodyne,	
  heterodyne	
  and	
  direct-‐
detection	
  receivers.	
  However,	
  for	
  a	
  quantitatively	
  correct	
  assessment	
  of	
  the	
  ultimate	
  
attainable	
  performance	
  as	
  permitted	
  by	
  physics,	
  one	
  must	
  use	
  a	
  full	
  quantum	
  analysis.	
  
	
  
Over	
  a	
  lossy	
  optical	
  channel,	
  a	
  coherent	
  state	
  modulation	
  achieves	
  the	
  ultimate	
  quantum	
  
limit	
  to	
  the	
  rate	
  of	
  reliable	
  communication	
  (the	
  Holevo	
  capacity)	
  [1,	
  2].	
  However,	
  
attaining	
  the	
  Holevo	
  limit	
  to	
  capacity	
  requires	
  optimal	
  codes	
  and	
  a	
  joint-‐detection	
  
receiver	
  (JDR),	
  acting	
  collectively	
  on	
  long	
  blocks	
  of	
  codeword	
  symbols.	
  Such	
  a	
  joint-‐
detection	
  measurement—unlike	
  conventional	
  optical	
  receivers—cannot	
  be	
  implemented	
  
by	
  first	
  detecting	
  each	
  optical	
  modulation	
  symbol	
  (thereby	
  generating	
  classical/electrical	
  
information),	
  followed	
  by	
  post-‐processing	
  of	
  the	
  classical	
  data.	
  In	
  this	
  talk,	
  we	
  will	
  show	
  
some	
  of	
  the	
  first	
  examples	
  of	
  superadditive	
  capacity	
  using	
  structured	
  optical	
  JDRs	
  [3],	
  i.e.,	
  
attaining	
  higher	
  channel	
  capacity	
  by	
  acting	
  collectively	
  on	
  more	
  than	
  one	
  optical	
  symbol.	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  Holevo	
  capacity	
  itself,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  
mathematical	
  specifications	
  of	
  
optimal	
  codes	
  and	
  joint-‐detection	
  
receivers	
  have	
  been	
  found	
  by	
  bringing	
  
together	
  the	
  fields	
  of	
  quantum	
  optics	
  
and	
  quantum	
  information	
  theory	
  [1,	
  
2].	
  However,	
  these	
  mathematical	
  
specifications	
  do	
  not	
  readily	
  turn	
  into	
  
explicit	
  prescriptions	
  of	
  good	
  codes	
  
and	
  optical	
  JDRs	
  to	
  decode	
  these	
  
codes	
  that	
  can	
  be	
  built	
  using	
  known	
  
optical	
  components.	
  We	
  will	
  discuss	
  
Fig.	
  1	
  Joint-‐detection	
  receivers	
  and	
  codes	
  
recent	
  progress	
  on	
  realizing	
  optimal	
  
detection	
  of	
  a	
  collection	
  of	
  laser-‐light	
  waveforms	
  [4],	
  and	
  a	
  few	
  near-‐explicit	
  
prescriptions	
  of	
  non-‐standard	
  optical	
  receivers	
  [5,	
  6].	
  We	
  will	
  discuss	
  the	
  quantum	
  polar	
  
code,	
  the	
  first	
  near-‐explicit	
  error	
  correcting	
  code	
  that	
  can	
  provably	
  attain	
  the	
  Holevo	
  
capacity	
  [6].	
  Finally,	
  we	
  will	
  discuss	
  experimental	
  challenges	
  in	
  implementing	
  JDRs,	
  and	
  
will	
  present	
  results	
  from	
  the	
  first	
  implementation	
  of	
  a	
  JDR	
  [7].	
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Nanoparticle-enabled liquid-vapor phase transitions
O. Neumann, A. Urban, Zheyu Fang, Yu-Rong Zhen , Surbhi Lal,
P. Nordlander, N. J. Halas
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Department of
Physics and Astronomy, and Department of Chemistry, Laboratory for
Nanophotonics, Rice Quantum Institute, Rice University, Houston, TX
77005; email; halas@rice.edu

When an Au nanoparticle in a liquid medium is illuminated with resonant light of sufficient intensity, a
nanometer scale envelope of vapor -a “nanobubble”- surrounding the particle, is formed. This is the
nanoscale onset of the well-known process of liquid boiling, occurring at a single nanoparticle nucleation
site, resulting from the photothermal response of the nanoparticle. We examine the steam generation
process at metallic nanoparticle surfaces, and in particular at an individual metallic nanoparticle surface,
in detail. Incipient nanobubble formation is observed by monitoring the plasmon resonance shift of an
individual, illuminated Au nanoparticle, when its local environment changes from liquid to vapor. The
temperature on the nanoparticle surface is monitored during this process, where a dramatic
temperature jump is observed as the nanoscale vapor layer thermally decouples the nanoparticle from
the
surrounding
liquid.
These
quantitative measurements call into
question the conventional picture of
macroscopic heat transfer as an
appropriate
description
of
this
phenomenon. These studies provide
the first direct and quantitative analysis
H2O (v)
H2O (l)
of the evolution of light-induced steam
generation by nanoparticles from the
nanoscale to the macroscale, a process
that is of fundamental interest for a
growing number of applications. An Schematic of Nanoparticle-enabled steam generation process
interesting
variation
of
this using sunlight as the illumination source.
phenomenon is distillation: when a
nanoparticle is immersed in a mixture of liquids and creates a vapor, the vapor is richer in the more
volatile component. This well-known phenomenon shows some remarkable differences between
nanoparticle-enabled distillation and conventional bulk distillation process.
1.

Oara Neumann, Alexander S. Urban, Jared Day, Surbhi Lal, Peter Nordlander, and N. J. Halas, “Solar Steam
Generation enabled by submicron particles”, ACS Nano, articles ASAP: DOI: 10.1021/nn304948h.
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Nonequilibrium thermodynamics of quantum heat
engines
Upendra Harbola
Inorganic and Physical Chemistry, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India
uharbola@ipc.iisc.ernet.in

Quantum heat engines (QHEs) consist of a quantum system that works in a cycle
where it takes energy from a thermal reservoir, performs some work and rejects the rest
of the energy to another thermal bath. Unlike their classical counterparts, in QHEs the
energy and/or matter exchanged with reservoirs is quantized in units which is specific to
the quantum system employed. There is however a more subtle and profound difference
between the classical and QHEs due to the presence of quantum interference effects in
the later. Quantum effects in such systems can reveal themselves in many curious ways,
defying our common sense. Lasing without population inversion [1], extracting work
from a single thermal bath[2], electromagnetically induced transparency[3], and several
other quantum effects have been predicted.
The efficiency of a heat engine is defined as the ratio of the work performed to the
absorbed heat. The maximum efficiency of a classical heat engine working between two
temperatures T h and T c  T h is given by the Carnot's efficiency, c =1−T c /T h . This
is reached when the work is done in an adiabatic manner (quasi-equilibrium) where the
corresponding power is zero. This renders a Carnot engine impractical. A useful quantity
to characterize a heat engine is the efficiency at maximum power (EMP): efficiency
obtained by maximizing the power output with respect to controllable set of parameters.
In this talk, I will introduce a simple model for a quantum heat engine and show
how quantum interference can give rise to some interesting effects on the
thermodynamic properties of QHEs.
[1] S.Ya. Kilin, K. T. Kapale, and M. O. Scully, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 173609 (2008).
[2] M. O. Scully, M. S. Zubairy, G. S. Agarwal and H. Walther, Science 299, 862 (2003).
[3] S. E. Harris, Physics Today, 50 (7), 36 (1997).
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Light scattering in dense and cold

87

Rb

M.D. Havey,1 S. Balik,1 Kasie J. Haga,1 S. J. Roof,1 I. M. Sokolov,2 and D.V. Kupriyanov2
1
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Department of Physics, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23529
Department of Theoretical Physics, State Polytechnic University, 195251, St.-Petersburg, Russia

Quantum optics in ultracold and high-density, but non quantum degenerate, atomic gases is a little explored
and promising area of research. Studies of quantum hologram creation in diﬀusive and optically dressed
samples, enhanced molecule formation, and ultracold plasma physics in the strongly coupled regime are
intriguing areas of current activity. Exploration of the role of spatial disorder on light propagation in such
systems and disorder-mediated formation and manipulation of subradiant and superradiant conﬁgurations are
topics of considerable interest. Random lasing in cold atomic gases is also an intriguing area of investigation.
In this paper we present experimental results on near resonance light scattering in a cold and quite high
density gas of 87 Rb atoms. The sample is prepared in a magneto optical trap loaded optical dipole trap, and
has a peak density ∼ 6 x 1013 atoms/cm3 and a temperature ∼ 60 µK. Here the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 nearly
closed hyperﬁne transition is studied; in this case far-oﬀ-resonance inelastic Raman transitions are weak.
We discuss two experimental geometries. In one, near-resonance radiation is directed towards the atomically
dense sample; the response is recorded as a function of time and as an action, or excitation spectrum (see
Figure). Experimental results are compared with calculations for similar atomic density, and which account
for the ellipsoidal and atomically inhomogeneous sample, and for the excitation geometry. In the second, the
probe beam is spatially and temporally overlapped with a far oﬀ resonance light shift laser, which reduces
the optical depth through the central region of the sample, allowing insertion of optical excitation, or for
generation of a quasi one dimensional conﬁguration through the sample center.

FIG. 1: LEFT: Representative early-time excitation spectra at fixed delays after probe turn-on. RIGHT: Full timedependent excitation spectrum of the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 resonance transition.
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Spontaneously generated coherence in an ensemble of resonant nuclei
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Guryeva,2 Ingo Uschmann,3 Kai-Sven Schulze,3 Berit Marx,3 and Jörg Evers1
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Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Saupfercheckweg 1, 69117 Heidelberg, Deutschland
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Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, Notkestraße 85, 22607 Hamburg, Deutschland
3
Institut für Optik und Quantenelektronik, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität
Jena, Max-Wien-Platz 1, 07743 Jena, Deutschland

Thin film cavities have proven to be a powerful system to probe coherent light-matter interaction. In
particular, the interaction of hard x-rays with the Mössbauer transition of 57 Fe enables to study aspects of
quantum optics in the nuclear regime. Fundamental processes like superradiance and the collective Lamb
shift [1] as well as electromagnetically induced transparency [2] have been observed in this system recently.
Therefore, our goal is to establish a general quantum optical theory for thin film cavities. Such a theoretical
framework can provide a true interpretation of all occuring processes and can also describe non-linear and
quantum effects.
In a first application we study the reflected signal of a cavity under the influence of a magnetic field, creating
a hyperfine splitting of the nuclear transition line. In accordance with formalisms from nuclear condensed
matter physics, a new quantum optical description is established, now allowing the exact identification of the
underlying processes. We find that spontaneously generated coherences (SGC, [3,4]) occur in our system.
SGC is an effect which arises due to vacuum induced couplings between different transitions and can lead to
interference. However, it can only emerge if several conditions for the level system are fulfilled and a direct
observation of the effect in its entirety requires a level scheme which does not exist in real atomic systems.
But in our cavity the requirements are met due to two mechanisms: an anisotropy of the mode density and
collective effects between the nuclei.
In this talk I will explain the the origin of SGC in more detail, both generally and in our cavity. In
addition, I will present experimental data which we measured at the synchrotron source PETRA III at DESY
in Hamburg, Germany. The data is in very good agreement with our theoretical prediction, demonstrating
SGC in a V -type level system for the first time.
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FIG. 1. A thin film cavity with resonant 57 Fe nuclei is probed by hard x-rays under the influence of a magnetic
field. The reflected spectrum (solid line) shows deep interference minima which we can identify as an effect due to
spontaneously generated coherences in the system. A simulation taking no SGC into account (dotted line) does not
reproduce the minima.
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Toward sub-wavelength lithography
with atomic coherence
Philip Hemmer
Electrical & Computer Engineering Department, Texas A&M University

Recently there has been interest in the possibility of using optical nonlinearities to perform subwavelength lithography. This is motivated by the success of super-resolution imaging, which
typically achieves resolution down to 10 nm. To date, the most successful sub-wavelength
optical lithography demonstrations have been performed using a laser donut beam as in
stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy. However, STED lithography requires a serial
step-and-repeat exposure protocol much like e-beam lithography, and hence is not very
convenient for exposing large areas. One way to overcome this problem is to use coherent
optical techniques. Techniques that have been proposed so far include Rabi flops or Ramsey
fringes, but neither of these has been implemented in solids. In this talk I will review our
current progress in super-resolution lithography using two level atom transitions in two solid
state hosts. The first system is nitrogen-vacancy (NV) diamond. It has both optical and
microwave transitions that are suitable for coherent optical lithography. In the case of the
microwave transitions, room temperature operation is possible. The second system is rare
earth doped crystals like Pr doped YAG or YSO. Here there is potential for using a two-photon
transition to transfer the optical super-resolution pattern to a UV transition that can more
easily expose photo-resist. The relative merits and unsolved problems of these two systems will
be discussed.
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On the configuration space of twin photons
Carsten Henkel
Institute of Physics and Astronomy, Universität Potsdam, Germany
carsten.henkel@physik.uni-potsdam.de
In the basic formulation of quantum field theory, many-particle states are constructed from mode functions that describe single-particle states. In quantum optics, classical electrodynamics provides the mode functions, even in the presence
of media and optical instruments (refractive index, birefringence etc.). In manyelectron systems, single-particle states can be efficiently used in approximation
schemes like density functional theory where the long-range Coulomb interaction
and Pauli exclusion are the main challenges. Correlations between particles typically involve information beyond mode functions and are therefore difficult to
grasp.
We discuss the theory of correlation and interference measurements with
beams of entangled (twin) photons, as produced by spontaneous down-conversion
generated by Gaussian and higher-order (like TEM01 ) pump modes [1] [2]. We
emphasize the usefulness of mode functions for formulating a consistent “narrative” of two-photon interferences. Entangled states in particular make this kind of
narrative a subtle exercise, as hidden variables and “preferred ensemble fallacies”
must be avoided. After all, two-photon coincidences typically involve interference
in a higher-dimensional configuration space, requiring additional information relative to the intuitive three-dimensional world of Maxwell field modes.
Helpful discussions with R. Folman (Beer Sheva) are acknowledged.
[1] M. Ostermeyer, D. Korn, D. Puhlmann, C. Henkel, and J. Eisert, J. mod. Optics
56 (2009) 1829.
[2] R. Menzel, D. Puhlmann, A. Heuer, and W. P. Schleich, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
(USA) 109 (2012) 9314.
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Real-space mapping of infrared plasmons
in metal nanostructures and graphene
Rainer Hillenbrand
CIC nanoGUNE Consolider, San Sebastian, Spain
Ikerbasque, Basque Science Foundation, Bilbao, Spain
r.hillenbrand@nanogune.eu

Abstract: Employing scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy, we image plasmons
on antennas and transmission lines, as well as gate-tuned graphene plasmons.
In scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM), a scanning probe tip scatters local near
fields of a sample surface, which are subsequently detected by a distant detector in the far field. Interferometric
and polarization-resolved detection yields amplitude and phase of the different near-field components, which
allows for mapping hot spots in nanoscale antenna gaps [1] or mid-infrared energy transport and compression in
nanoscale transmission lines [2]. We can also employ s-SNOM to launch and detect propagating and localized
plasmons in graphene nanostructures [3,4]. By spectroscopic imaging we measure the graphene plasmon
wavelength λp as a function of excitation wavelength, which confirms the theoretically predicted plasmon
dispersion. We observe that the plasmon wavelength λp=λ0/40 is remarkably reduced compared to the
illumination wavelength λ0, which can directly be attributed to the two-dimensionality and unique conductance
properties of graphene. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the plasmon wavelength can be tuned by gating
graphene nanoribbons on a SiO2 substrate.

Figure 1: Optical nanoimaging of graphene plasmons. Top: Sketch of the imaging method. A laser
illuminated scanning tip launches plasmons on graphene. Detection is by recording the light backscattered
from the tip. Bottom: Optical image of graphene, where the fringes visualize the interference of the graphene
plasmons.
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Metric,	
  Matter-‐Waves,	
  and	
  Equivalence	
  
Michael	
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  and	
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The	
  Einstein	
  Equivalence	
  Principle	
  (EEP)	
  and	
  Local	
  Lorentz	
  invariance,	
  (LLI,	
  which	
  EEP	
  incor-‐
porates)	
  are	
  the	
  cornerstones	
  of	
  General	
  Relativity	
  and	
  the	
  Standard	
  Model	
  [1].	
  	
  	
  
	
  

Kinetic	
  Energy	
  and	
  Equivalence:	
  	
  Constraints	
  on	
  EEP-‐violation	
  can	
  be	
  inferred	
  from,	
  e.g.,	
  
tests	
  of	
  the	
  universality	
  of	
  free	
  fall	
  or	
  atom	
  interferometry.	
  	
  	
  Specific	
  forms	
  of	
  EEP-‐violation,	
  
however,	
  cancel	
  out	
  in	
  the	
  motion	
  of	
  
protons,	
  neutrons,	
  and	
  electrons,	
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of	
  freedom	
  needed	
  to	
  rule	
  out	
  such	
  hid-‐
Estimated	
  sensitivity	
  of	
  a	
  variety	
  of	
  atomic	
  species	
  
den	
  violations.	
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  has	
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  im-‐
to	
  modified	
  metric	
  EEP-‐violation	
  for	
  neutrons	
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plications	
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  future	
  tests	
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  EEP.	
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Testing	
  the	
  EEP	
  with	
  Dysprosium:	
  	
  We	
  report	
  a	
  combined	
  test	
  of	
  LLI	
  and	
  of	
  the	
  gravitational	
  
redshift	
  that	
  makes	
  use	
  of	
  the	
  motion	
  of	
  bound	
  4f-‐shell	
  electrons	
  in	
  Dy.	
  The	
  [Xe]4f105d6s	
  to	
  
4f95d26s	
  transition	
  in	
  Dy	
  is	
  very	
  sensitive	
  to	
  variations	
  in	
  the	
  fine-‐structure	
  constant	
  and	
  to	
  
violations	
  of	
  EEP,	
  due	
  to	
  reduced	
  screening	
  of	
  the	
  nuclear	
  charge.	
  	
  In	
  the	
  context	
  of	
  the	
  Stan-‐
dard	
  Model	
  Extension,	
  we	
  use	
  state	
  of	
  the	
  art	
  Dy	
  spectroscopy	
  to	
  bound	
  violations	
  of	
  LLI	
  at	
  the	
  
level	
  of	
  parts	
  in	
  1016,	
  and,	
  via	
  a	
  gravitational	
  redshift	
  test,	
  improve	
  current	
  [2]	
  limits	
  on	
  EEP	
  
violation	
  for	
  electrons	
  (in	
  terms	
  of	
  the	
   (c e ) 00 	
  parameter)	
  by	
  several	
  orders	
  of	
  magnitude.	
  
	
  	
  

A	
  Compton	
  Clock:	
  Local	
  Lorentz	
  invariance	
  requires	
  that	
  the	
  phase	
  of	
  a	
  semiclassical	
  matter-‐
wave	
  be	
  proportional	
  to	
   ω 0τ ,	
  where	
   ω 0 = mc 2 / 	
  is	
  the	
  Compton	
  frequency	
  and	
   τ 	
  the	
  proper	
  
€
time.	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  We	
  show	
  how	
  a	
  matter-‐wave	
  
interferometer	
  can	
  take	
  advantage	
  of	
  this	
  to	
  divide	
  the	
  
Compton	
  frequency	
  of	
  a	
  cesium	
  atom	
  (∼3×1025	
  Hz)	
  into	
  a	
  range	
  where	
  it	
  stabilizes	
  a	
  clock	
  [3].	
  
This	
  is	
  a	
  fundamentally	
  
new	
  
mass	
  in	
  the	
  pro-‐
€
€
€type	
  of	
  clock,	
  and	
  offers	
  a	
  new	
  way	
  to	
  measure	
  
posed	
  revision	
  to	
  the	
  international	
  system	
  of	
  units	
  (SI).	
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Enhancing Raman Signal Through Elastic Light Scattering
Brett H. Hokr1,2 and Vladislav V. Yakovlev2
1
2

Department of Physics & Astronomy, Texas A&M University
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Texas A&M University
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Raman spectroscopy has been widely used to obtain detailed chemical information about a system without
the need for chemical markers. This information has been used for everything from cancer diagnosis to the
detection of anthrax, and countless others.
When light propagates through an optically thick turbid medium photons are elastically scattered many
times. This random walk type behavior leads to an increase in the path length that the photon takes through
the medium. This in turn gives the photons more opportunity to interact with a molecule and generate a
Raman photon. In essence this increased path length leads to an enhancement in the Raman signal.
As a simple test case, we consider a system that consist of small particles, on the order of the wavelength
of light, suspended in a liquid for which we would like to collect a Raman spectra. We use a Monte Carlo
type simulation to demonstrate the dynamics of this enhancement.
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Figure 1: Left: Raman signal as a function of volume concentration times Qs , the scattering efficiency factor.
Each point was averaged over 10 independent runs. Right: Backward Raman signal as a function of distance
from the origional beam axis.
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Proposal for a Random Raman Laser
Brett H. Hokr1,2 , Vladislav V. Yakovlev2 , Georgi I. Petrov2 , Benjamin Rockwell3 , Hope
Beier3 , Gary Noojin4 , and Leonid A. Golovan5
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Department of Physics & Astronomy, Texas A&M University
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Texas A&M University
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Air Force Research Labs, Fort Sam Houston
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TASC Inc.
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Faculty of Physics, M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University
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A traditional laser uses an optical cavity to provide coherent feedback into the gain medium, allowing
for the saturation of gain. Random lasers work in much the same way, except they use elastic scattering to
provide incoherent feedback. We propose that the same can be achieved using inelastic Raman scattering to
create a random Raman laser.
We will present preliminary experimental results that show stimulated Raman scattering is present, which
is of course the first ingredient needed for random Raman lasing. We have also developed a Monte Carlo type
model for stimulated Raman scattering which suggests that shorter photon mean free paths lead to a kind
of inelastic slow light effect when the pulse enters the random medium. This is because the diffusive speed
of the light through the random medium is much slower than the speed of light in the vacuum, causing the
pulse to bunch up at the front of the sample, creating a region that appears promising for random Raman
lasing.

Figure 1: Left: False color image of BaSO4 nanoparticles using a 532 nm notch filter to remove the laser
light. Laser beam diameter was about 5.25 mm. Right: False color image of BaSO4 nanoparticles suspended
in DMSO again with a 532 nm notch filter.
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Quantum Collapse and the Second Law of Thermodynamics
Sahand Hormoz1
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Abstract
A heat engine undergoes a cyclic operation while in equilibrium with the net result of conversion
of heat into work. Quantum effects such as superposition of states can improve an engine’s efficiency
by breaking detailed balance, but this improvement comes at a cost due to excess entropy generated
from collapse of superpositions on measurement. In this talk, I quantify these competing facets
for a quantum ratchet comprised of an ensemble of pairs of interacting two-level atoms. The
results suggest that the measurement postulate of quantum mechanics is intricately connected to
the second law of thermodynamics. More precisely, if quantum collapse is not inherently random,
then the second law of thermodynamics can be violated. I also discuss the implication on the
conventional approach of quantifying quantum correlations as a thermodynamic work deficit.
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Phase Effects in Surface-Enhanced Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering
Xia Hua, Dmitri V. Voronine, Alexander M. Sinyukov, Charles Ballmann, Alexei V. Sokolov, Marlan O. Scully

Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843
We investigate the effects of phase on surface-enhanced coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(SECARS) in random aggregated gold nano-particles (Au-NPs). Pyridazine was used as the
Raman-active molecule. Au-NPs can vary the phases of the local fields induced by the incident
laser beams. The resulting phases of the SECARS and four-wave-mixing (FWM) background can
also be changed. When there is a π phase difference between the SECARS and the FWM
background, the spectral shapes change between peaks to dips. Different spots have different
spectral shapes due to different phase relations between SECARS and FWM background.
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Fig 1: SECARS of pyridazine on Au-NPs from spot 1 to 4 with different relative phases varying
between zero and π.
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Quantum Simulation with Atoms in Optical Lattices
Randall G. Hulet, Russell A. Hart, Pedro M. Duarte, and Tsung-lin Yang
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Rice University, Houston, Texas 77005
Ultracold atoms are increasingly used as quantum simulators for complex quantum many-body
materials. In these experiments, the atoms stand-in for the electrons in real materials and optical
lattices are used to create periodic potentials. These systems are highly versatile because many of
its parameters are readily tuned, including interactions, dimensionality, and spin polarization. I will
discuss two experiments involving the lithium fermionic isotope, 6Li. In the first, we obtain the
phase diagram of a strongly-interacting spin-unbalanced (i.e. spin-polarized) gas. This system is
predicted to exhibit an exotic pairing mechanism, known as the “FFLO” state (after its proposers).
In the second, we have used a 3D simple cubic lattice to realize the Hubbard model of condensed
matter physics. This model has been proposed as a model of high-temperature superconductors.
A new all-optical method for laser cooling and trapping the atoms has been developed that produces
as many as 6  106 atoms in ~10 s, which is state of the art in the quantum gas field. While lithium
is usually cooled on the 2s-2p principle transition, we have used the narrow 2s-3p transition to
obtain lower temperatures in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [1]. The atoms are further cooled by
evaporation in an optical trap formed from IR laser beams.
In the 1D experiment, approximately 105 atoms are confined to a bundle of independent 1D tubes,
with ~100 atoms per tube. The gas is spin-polarized by unbalancing the population of the two
hyperfine states forming the quasi-spin-½ system. We find that the atoms phase separate into three
distinct phases: 1) an unpolarized BCS-like superfluid; 2) a completely polarized ferromagnetic
phase; and 3) a partially polarized phase [2]. The latter is predicted to be the elusive FFLO state.
The 3D Hubbard model experiment uses 3 sets of standing waves to realize a simple cubic lattice.
The Hubbard model is characterized by only two terms: the interaction between pairs of atoms on a
single site, U, and the kinetic energy of hopping between sites, t, both of which are readily tunable.
We have observed the Bragg scattering of light from the lattice [3], and are now searching for
antiferromagnetic order, a precursor to superconductivity in many high-Tc materials.

Fig. 1. Bundle of 1D tubes from 2D
optical lattice

Fig. 2. 3D simple cubic lattice
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Cavity-QED with single quantum dot emitters
Christopher Gies, Matthias Florian, Alexander Steinhoff, Paul Gartner, and Frank Jahnke
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Bremen, 28334 Bremen, Germany
Recent advances in growth and control of semiconductor nanostructures make it possible to efficiently
couple a single quantum dot (QD) to the field maximum of a confined high-Q resonator mode, enabling
single QD laser emission with the potential of stimulated emission in the strong coupling regime. We
have developed a microscopic theory to analyze the influence of semiconductor effects in single QD
lasers. For situations corresponding to recent experiments, we compare the onset of stimulated emission
with changes in the photon statistics. Here a transition from photon antibunching for weak pumping
to photon bunching at elevated pump rates is possible due to successive emission from multi-exciton
emission channels, see the left figure [1].
The prospect of lasing in the regime of strong coupling has recently stirred excitement in the community.
We discuss the possibilities and signatures that can be expected from a single QD emitter. Microscopic
calculations for carrier scattering and dephasing [2] are used to determine the transition from strong
to weak coupling. As an example, in the right figure we show the cavity emission spectrum from a
single QD. Either a higher multi-exciton configuration (XX) or the ground-state exciton (X) of the QD is
assumed to be resonant with the cavity mode C (see the legend). If the exciton is on resonance, signatures
of strong coupling disappear before stimulated emission is reached. For the XX emission strong coupling
persists and signatures from higher rungs of the Jaynes-Cummings ladder can be identified.
Additional investigations involve the use of the system as a single-photon source for electrical excitation
pulses with a duration comparable to the spontaneous emission time due to a blockade of the groundstate transition [3] as well as the generation of entangled photon pairs from the microcavity-enhanced
direct two-photon decay of the biexciton transition [4].
The starting point for our model are the confined single-particle states, which allow for multiple electron
and hole excitations, as well as the Fock states for the cavity field. We directly solve the von-Neumann
equation, in which we include the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian and the Coulomb interaction of the
confined carriers. The latter leads to the multi-exciton states according to the configuration interaction.
Carrier capture, scattering and dephasing are included via a microscopic description for the coupling of
QD carriers to phonons and Coulomb interaction with carriers in delocalized states.
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Numerical simulations of time delays in photoionization of
atoms
A. Jaron-Becker
JILA and Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0440, USA
The development of attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) laser technology in recent years has offered
the opportunity to observe and control the dynamics of electrons and the coupling to nuclear dynamics
in atoms and molecules on their natural time scale. In particular, the capability to lock XUV pulses
to a near-infrared (near- IR) pulse has initiated the development of techniques in which the dynamics
is triggered by the attosecond pulse and observed as a function of the delay between the XUV and
the near-IR pulses. Experimental observations include, among others, the time resolution of the Auger
decay [1], the dynamics of electrons in valence shell [2] and excited states [3, 4], shake-up processes [3],
and delays in the photoemission of electrons from different bands in a solid [5] or different sub-shells in
an atom [6, 7]. In particular, recent observations of substantial time delays during photoionization of
atoms have generated significant theoretical interest (e.g., [6]). These measurements are often analyzed
in terms of the so-called Wigner-Smith (WS) time delay (e.g., [6]). However for long-range potentials,
such as the Coulomb potential, the asymptotic WS time delay is an intrinsically ill-defined concept.
another important aspect of the recent observations of time delays using attosecond XUV pump and
near-IR probe pulses is the impact of the probing pulse on the result of the measurement. Since the
probe pulse is usually ultrashort, the effect occurs over a finite time and, hence, during the propagation
of the electron over a finite distance R in the potential only. Since the above mentioned time delay is
a well-defined quantity over any finite distance, it can be therefore used to analyze the impact of the
probing pulse for short- as well as long-range potentials. Furthermore, it is possible to study the effect
using time-dependent numerical simulations on a grid, which intrinsically need to incorporate finite times
and distances as well.
We apply a fundamental definition of time delay, as the difference between the time a particle spends
within a finite region of a potential and the time a free particle spends in the same region, to determine
results for photoionization of an electron by an extreme ultraviolet (XUV) laser field using numerical
simulations on a grid [8,9]. Our numerical results are in good agreement with those of the Wigner-Smith
time delay, obtained as the derivative of the phase shift of the scattering wave packet with respect to its
energy, for the short-range potentials. In case of the Coulomb potential we obtain time delays for any
finite region, while - as expected - the results do not converge as the size of the region increases towards
infinity. Finally we present the dependence of time delays on XUV pulse parameters and consequences
for ’attosecond streak camera’ type experiments analysis.
The author would like to acknowledge funding from National Science Foundation (award PHY-1068706).
[1] M. Drescher, M. Hentschel, R. Kienberger, M. Uiberacker, V. Yakovlev, A. Scrinzi et al., Nature
(London) 419, 803 (2002).
[2] E. Goulielmakis, Z. -H. Loh, A. Wirth, R. Santra, N. Rohringer, V. S. Yakovlev et al., Nature
(London) 466, 739 (2010).
[3] M. Uiberacke, T. Uphues, M. Schultze, A. J. Verhoef, V. Yakovlev, M. F. Kling et al., Nature (London)
446, 627 (2007).
[4] E. Gagnon, P. Ranitovic, X.-M. Tong, C. L. Cocke, M. M. Murnane, H. C. Kapteyn, and A. S.
Sandhu, Science 317, 1374 (2007).
[5]A. L. Cavalieri, N. Müller, T. Uphues, V. S. Yakovlev, A. Baltuska, B. Horvath et al., Science 449,
1029 (2007).
[6] M. Schultze, M. Fieß, N. Karpowicz, J. Gagnon, M. Korbman, M. Hofstetter et al., Science 328, 1658
(2010).
[7] K. Klünder, J. M. Dahlström, M. Gisselbrecht, T. Fordell, M. Swoboda, D. Guénot et al., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 106, 143002 (2011).
[8] J.Su, H. Ni A.Becker and A. Jaron-Becker, J.Mod. Opt. submitted
[9] J.Su, H. Ni A.Becker and A. Jaron-Becker, Phys. Rev. A submitted
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Plasmon-enhanced molecular properties: A combined
atomistic electrodynamics-quantum mechanics model
Lasse Jensen
Department of Chemistry
The Pennsylvania State University
104 Chemistry Building
University Park, PA 16803
jensen@chem.psu.edu
In molecular plasmonics metallic nanostructures that support surface plasmons are
coupled with the optical properties of molecules to enable new applications in a wide
range of areas such as nanoscale optics, energy harvesting, and ultra-sensitive chemical and biological sensors. Controlling the optical behavior of molecules near the
vicinity of noble metal nanoparticles is thus necessary and requires a molecular level
understanding of the optical properties. First-principles simulations can provide this
information but it remains a major challenge to correctly treat the interactions of
an electronically localized system, like a molecule, with an electronically delocalized
structure, like a metal particle that is many nanometers in dimension.[1] Here we
present our recent progress on developing a reliable and efficient hybrid computational method that bridges classical electrodynamics and electronic structure theory
so as to elucidate and control the strong molecule-plasmon interactions to achieve unusual optical properties.[2,3] Focus will be on understanding chemical[4], resonance,
and nonlinear effects[5] in surface-enhanced spectroscopies. We will highlight the
importance of explicitly considering the specific local environment in simulations of
molecule-plasmon coupling Keywords: Plasmonics, Surface-enhanced Raman scattering, time-dependent DFT, nonlinear optical properties, charge-transfer.
References
[1] S. M. Morton, D. W. Silverstein, L. Jensen, Chem. Rev, 111, 3962, 2011.
[2] S. M. Morton, L. Jensen, J. Chem. Phys., 135, 134103, 2011.
[3] J. L. Payton, S. M. Morton, J. E. Moore, L. Jensen,J. Chem. Phys., 136, 214103,
2012.
[4] J. E. Moore, S. M. Morton, L. Jensen,J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 3, 2470, 2012
[5] C. B. Milojevich, D.W. Silverstein, L. Jensen, J. P. Camden, 133, 14590, 2011.
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From Laser to Spaser: Atomic Coherence at Work
Pankaj K. Jha∗

Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843, USA
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA
∗
Present Address: University of California, Berkeley, California 94720, USA
Email: pkjha@berkeley.edu
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Coherence effects in a multilevel atomic system has attracted considerable attention due to
intriguing counterintuitive physics and potential important applications [1]. Recently such
coherence effects has been explored to enhance transient gain in the XUV regime [2] and
steady state gain in optical domain [3] of the electromagnetic radiation. Extending the idea of
coherence effects in plasmonic configuration seems logical and the next step, but such vision
is often encountered with a killer problem of ultrafast relaxation time scale of the surface
plasmons and large metallic losses. The later can be compensated by incorporating gain
medium like QDs, dyes etc which has given the birth of nanoscale devices like SPASER [4]
which indeed, has given us an opportunity to generate highly localized and coherent optical
fields [5].

Probe laser pulse

Quantum Dot

nano-shell (~50nm)

Fig. 1. (a) Ratio of the output energy to the input energy of the probe laser pulse as a function of the driving
field Rabi frequency Ωc (right) and the corresponding three-level diagram with coherent drive in the a ↔ c
transition (left). Weak laser probe pulse Ωb propagates through the atomic medium of length L gaining or
losing its energy(bottom)[2]. (b) Excitation mechanism of a QD. Schematic of a nanoshell (radius ∼ 50nm)
spaser where the gain medium is outside of the shell (right)

In this talk, I will discuss coherence effects in atomic system to enhance gain, some recent
developments in plasmonic configurations and thus bridging quantum optics with plasmonics
[6].
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Session: Applications of coherent quantum systems
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Room-Temperature Quantum Bit Memory
Exceeding One Second
Peter C. Maurer,1 Georg Kucsko,1 Christian Latta,1 Liang Jiang,2,3, Norman Y. Yao,1
Steven D. Bennett,1 Fernando Pastawski,4 David Hunger,4 Nicholas Chisholm,5
Matthew Markham,6 Daniel J. Twitchen,6 J. Ignacio Cirac,4 and Mikhail D. Lukin1
1

Department of Physics , Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA.
2
IQIM, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA.
3
Department of Physics, Yale University, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA.
4
Max-Planck-Institut für Quantenoptik, Garching D-85748, Germany.
5
SEAS, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA.
6
Element Six, Ascot SL5 8BP, UK.

Abstract
Stable quantum bits, capable both of storing quantum information for macroscopic
time scales and of integration inside small portable devices, are an essential
building block for an array of potential applications. We demonstrate high-fidelity
control of a solid-state qubit, which preserves its polarization for several minutes
and features coherence lifetimes exceeding 1 second at room temperature. The
qubit consists of a single 13C nuclear spin in the vicinity of a nitrogen-vacancy
color center within an isotopically purified diamond crystal. The long qubit
memory time was achieved via a technique involving dissipative decoupling of the
single nuclear spin from its local environment. The versatility, robustness, and
potential scalability of this system may allow for new applications in quantum
information science.

References:
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A quantum delayed-choice experiment enabled by entanglement
Florian Kaiser1 , Thomas Coudreau2 , Perola Milman2 , Daniel B. Ostrowsky1 , Sébastien Tanzilli1
2

1
LPMC, Université Nice - Sophia Antipolis, CNRS UMR 7336, Parc Valrose, 06108 Nice, France
Laboratoire MPQ, Université Paris Diderot, Sorbonne Paris Cité, CNRS UMR 7162, 75013 Paris, France

Bohr’s complementarity notion is at the heart of quantum physics. It suggests that quantum systems are observed as waves or particles depending on the type of measurement, i.e. the experimental arrangement, they are subjected to [1]. For instance (see FIG. 1), sending single
photons to an open or closed Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) leads to the observation of particle or wave behaviours, respectively [2]. In 1984, Wheeler proposed a
“Gedanken” delayed-choice experiment in which the interferometer configuration is chosen at will by the experimentalist only after the photon has already passed the input beam-splitter (BSin ) of the device [3]. This experiment
was realized using a single photon source and showed that
Bohr’s complementarity notion was still obeyed [4].

larization dependent beam-splitter (not shown). The other
photon, called the corroborative photon, allows determining the state of the QBS, and consequently, which test photon behaviour (wave, particle, or both) is observed.
By manipulating the corroborative photon polarization
state, we demonstrate a continuous morphing of the test
photon from wave to particle behaviour. This refutes
simple models of single photons behaving exclusively as
waves or particles (see FIG. 2) [6]. The state of the QBS is
determined via the measurement of the corroborative photon (not shown) only after the test photon has already been
detected. The space-like separation between the two measurements invalidates local-hidden variable models associated with pre-existing information about the measurement
outcomes. In other words, when the test photon is detected, no information is available about the type of measurement it underwent. These results still perfectly obey
Bohr’s complementarity notion and its extension [7].

FIG. 1. Setup for observing single photon wave-particle complementar-

ity based on a MZI. When the output beam-splitter (BSout ) is absent, a
click on detector Da or Db reveals a particle behaviour. When BSout is
present, phase (θ) dependent intensity oscillations are observed in these
detectors, revealing a wave phenomenon [3, 4]. In our quantum version
of Wheeler’s experiment, BSout is prepared in a coherent superposition
of being present and absent by exploiting entanglement, leading to the
implementation of a quantum beam-splitter (QBS) [5, 6].

FIG. 2. Continuous morphing from wave to particle-like behaviours

It was recently proposed to take Wheeler’s experiment
one step further by employing an output “quantum beamsplitter” (QBS), i.e. preparing BSout in a coherent superposition of being absent and present [5]. This allows
choosing the type of measurement, i.e. wave or particle,
only after having determined the state of the QBS, which
can be (in principle) infinitely delayed. We realized such
an experiment by exploiting the resource of entanglement,
in this case pairs of polarization entangled photons. The
behaviour of one of the paired photons, called the test photon, is analysed using a MZI having a QBS at its output.
This QBS is enabled by entanglement and made of a po-

when manipulating the QBS at the output of our MZI (see FIG. 1). θ
is a tunable phase in one arm of the interferometer, while α is the polarization state anlysis angle of the corroborative photon.

[1] N. Bohr, Nature 121, 580-590 (1928).
[2] P. Grangier et al., Europhys. Lett. 1, 173-179 (1986).
[3] N. Bohr in Quantum theory and measurement, J. A. Wheeler,
W. H. Zurek, Eds. (Princeton Univ. Press), p. 949 (1984).
[4] V. Jacques et al., Science 315, 966-968 (2007).
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Entanglement is at the heart of our approach. It permits
observing genuine quantum behaviour for the test photons.
The entanglement quality is verified by the violation of the
Bell inequalities with more than 10 standard deviations [6].
Trying to explain the results of our quantum version of
Wheeler’s experiment in classical terms causes severe contradictions, but the results are in perfect agreement with
quantum physics, in which the measurement timing order
does not matter. The beauty of such an experiment is that
space and time do not seem to play any role [6, 8, 9].

R. Ionicioiu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 230406 (2011).
F. Kaiser et al., Science 338, 637-640 (2012).
B.-G. Englert, Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 2154-2157 (1996).
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Anderson localization vs Dicke Superradiance:
coherence effects in light propagation in
disordered systems
R. Kaiser1
1

Institut Non Linéaire de Nice, CNRS and Université de Nice
Sophia-Antipolis,
1361, route des Lucioles, 06560 Valbonne, France

The quest for Anderson localization of light is at the center of many experimental and theoretical activities. Cold atoms have emerged as interesting
quantum system to study coherent transport properties of light. Initial experiments have established that dilute samples with large optical thickness allow
studying weak localization of light. The goal of our research is to study coherent
transport of photons in dense samples. One important aspect is the quest of
Anderson localization of light with cold atoms and its relation to Dicke superor subradiance, in particular with large and dense samples of cold atoms.
In this talk I will give an overview on our research and present results on
cooperative scattering of light by cold atoms.
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Nonlinear optics into the x-ray regime
Henry C. Kapteyn and Margaret M. Murnane
Department of Physics, JILA, and NSF ERC in EUV Science and Technology, University of Colorado and NIST, Boulder, CO 80309

E-mail: Henry.Kapteyn@colorado.edu

In recent work, we have shown that the high-order harmonic generation process can make it possible to generate
beams of coherent light soft x-ray region of the spectrum with photon energy up to 1.6 keV.1 Even in this extreme
case where each x-ray photon results from the coherent combination of >5000 photons from the driving laser, the
high-harmonic upconversion process can be phase matched, resulting in a conversion efficiency comparable to
current HHG-based EUV sources that have been used as a tabletop x-ray laser source for novel studies of ultrafast
dynamics, in atoms, molecules, and materials.
The conceptual realization that made this work possible was do develop a comprehensive understanding of phase
matched conversion in a dynamically-changing medium—the HHG process results from field ionization of the
medium, and thus the index of refraction of the medium changes as a plasma is created. Phase matching for HHG
can be shown to be constrained in time within the pulse, rather than in spectrum as is the case for phase matching
bandwidth in conventional NLO processes such as SHG. Furthermore, the wavelength to which the HHG process is
phase matched is dependent primarily on the wavelength from which one starts—longer wavelength drive lasers
result in phase-matched conversion to shorter wavelength x-rays.
To make coherent x-rays from HHG a practical light source for applications in nanotechnology and bioimaging,
it is necessary to develop a new generation of mid-IR ultrafast laser sources that generation few-cycle pulses with
millijoule energies at 1-100 kHz repetition rate. We have made rapid progress in this area. Furthermore, advances in
laser technology in the near-IR are making milliwatt average power coherent EUV light sources a reality—this is a
parameter range of interest for high energy density laser-matter interactions.
1.
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Ultra-thin optical coatings and perfect absorbers based on strong interference
effects in highly absorbing media
Mikhail Kats
R. Blanchard, P. Genevet, D. Sharma, J. Lin, Z. Yang, M. Qazilbash, D. Basov, S. Ramanathan, and F. Capasso
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Harvard University

Conventional optical coatings, which consist of one or more ﬁlms of dielectric materials, rely on Fabry–
Perot-type interference, involving multiple optical passes through transparent layers with thicknesses of
the order of the wavelength. Highly absorbing dielectrics are typically not used because usually light
propagation through such media minimizes interference effects.
We show that under appropriate conditions strong interference can instead persist in ultrathin, highly
absorbing ﬁlms, and demonstrate a new type of optical coating comprising such a ﬁlm on a metallic
substrate, which selectively absorbs various frequency ranges of the incident light. These coatings rely on
nontrivial phase shifts at interfaces between highly-absorbing materials, and as a result have a low
sensitivity to the angle of incidence and can be as thin as 5–20 nm for visible light.
As these wide-angle coatings can be designed to have a large degree of optical absorption within a film of
deeply-subwavelength thickness, they can potentially be useful in a variety of applications from ultrathin
photodetectors and solar cells to optical ﬁlters, to labeling, and even the visual arts (e. g. Fig. 1). We
utilize this concept to demonstrate a tunable perfect absorber in the infrared (Fig. 2). This design is
implemented with an ultra-thin (λ0/65) vanadium dioxide (VO2) layer on sapphire, temperature tuned in
the vicinity of the VO2 insulator-to-metal phase transition, leading to 99.75% absorption at λ ~ 11.6µm.
The structural simplicity and large tuning range (from 80% to 0.25% in reﬂectivity) of this device are
promising for applications such as thermal emitters, modulators, and bolometers.

Fig. 1: Patterned germanium films on gold. Gold,
pink, violet, blue, and light blue colors formed by 0 /
7 / 11 / 15 / 25 nanometers of Ge, respectively [1].

Fig. 2: Temperature-dependent reflectivity spectra of
the VO2 tunable perfect absorber. The minimum at
12µm corresponds to 99.75% absorption [2].

[1] M. A. Kats, R. Blanchard, P. Genevet and F. Capasso, “Nanometre optical coatings based on strong interference
effects in highly absorbing media”, Nature Materials, published online, doi:10.1038/nmat3443 (2012)
[2] M. A. Kats, D. Sharma, J. Lin, P. Genevet, R. Blanchard, Z. Yang, M. M. Qazilbash, D. Basov, S. Ramanathan,
and F. Capasso, “Ultra-thin perfect absorber using a tunable phase change material”, Applied Physics Letters 101,
221101 (2012).
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The simplest route to generating a train of attosecond pulses
M. Katsuragawa, K. Yoshii, and J. K. Anthony
Department of Engineering Science, Graduate School of Informatics and Engineering,
University of Electro-Communications, Japan
Email: katsura@pc.uec.ac.jp

Abstract
We report two novel routes to generating a train of attosecond pulses which are
generated
from
a
broad
discrete
spectrum
expanding
in
the
near-infrared–visible–ultraviolet regime. One extends an integer-temporal-Talbot
concept to include high-order spectral dispersions and generates a pulse train
completely satisfying the transform-limited condition. The other numerically explores
the optimum conditions under which we obtain an attosecond pulse train approximately
satisfying
the
transform-limited
condition: this is more practical than the
first one. Either of these two methods is
extremely simple and robust; we need to
place only a few thin dispersive
materials in the optical path and adjust
their thicknesses without spatially
dispersing the frequency components.
We numerically demonstrate the
generation of a train of attosecond pulses
with a transform-limited pulse duration
of 728 attosecond and a repetition period
of 8.03 femtosecond from gaseous
parahydrogen. The methods can be
applied robustly to a wide variety of
systems and are also attractive in their
potential to be adapted for use with
high-powered lasers.
Fig. 1. Numerical experiment for attosecond pulse generation in
an actual system (gaseous parahydrogen). (a) Schematic
illustration of the setup and the scheme of Raman sideband generation.
(b) Power spectrum of the 12 Raman sidebands generated and their
phases (i) initially (blue circles) and after applying the NEC method
(red dots). (c) The temporal intensity waveforms obtained.
PQE-2013
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Genesis and Evolution of Polarization of
Light in the Ocean
George W. Kattawar
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy and
Institute for Quantum Science and
Engineering
Texas A&M University, College Station,
Texas 77843-4242 USA
Corresponding author: kattawar@tamu.edu
Abstract:
There is a very delicate balance of the many
parameters that sustain the living organisms
in our oceans. Anthropogenic activity is
clearly taking its toll on these magnificent
life forms many of which have been around
for over 450 million years but are rapidly
facing extinction.
It is up to future
generations to eliminate this blight and use
the many polarization tools we now have to
constantly monitor the health and well being
of our oceans. It is our goal to show how
recent research into the light scattering
properties of marine organisms can lead to
new remote sensing techniques which
should aid in insuring that this delicate
ecosystem remains sustainable for future
generations. We will show how polarimetric
techniques have evolved to the point where
we should be able to monitor the subtle
polarization properties of marine organisms.
The key concept in describing the
polarization properties of scattered light in
the ocean is the use of the Mueller matrixStokes vector formulation. The Mueller
matrix provides all the optical information
one can obtain form elastic scattering either
from a single particle or a collection of
particles. We will show how optics can be
used to model the marvelous camouflage
properties of cephalopods (octopus,
cuttlefish, and squid) which can match the
color, hue, brightness, and even the texture
of their surroundings.
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The importance of linear polarization to
many marine organisms for both their
survival and ability to navigate will be
discussed.
We will also show how certain Mueller
matrix elements can be used to model
chromosome
activity
in
certain
dinoflagellates which are the organisms that
produce the infamous red tides. In Fig.1
below is a model we have built which is
quite similar to the actual helical structure of
the chromosomes of the dinoflagellates a) P.
Micans and b) K. Brevis. This structure
produces a very srong signal in certain
elements of the Mueller matrix involving
circular polarization.

Fig. 1. (a) The liquid crystal model of the P.
micans chromosome, where different colors
mean different orientation of fibrils in each layer.
The diameter of the chromosome is 1 µm and its
height is 2 µm. In each layer, there are up to 20
fibrils, and each fibril has a diameter of 21 nm.
A total of 8 turns are considered and the twist
angle we used is 45o. (b) The liquid cystal model
of K. brevis, where the color scheme has the
same
meaning.
The
parameters
are:
chromosome diameter and height are 0.5 µm
and 1.0 µm respectively, up to 5 fibrils in each
layer, fibril diameter 100 nm, twist angle 45o
and 2 turns.

The relatively unexplored field of circular
polarization in the ocean will be traced from
Albert A. Michelson’s studies of scarab
beetles to the recent discovery of the ability
to see circular polarized light by the mantis
shrimp that has the most sophisticated eye
structure in all of nature.
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BARDEEN HYSTERESIS: FACT OR FICTION?
Peter D. Keefe
University of Detroit Mercy
PDK@Keefengine.com
The adiabatic phase transition of a Type I superconductor particle of size d, where
ξ(T)≤d<5λ(T), has been predicted to be accompanied by a latent heat evolution
inconsistent with the second law of thermodynamics. [1] In response to this prediction,
John Bardeen, in a private communication to the author, [2] proposed magnetic hysteresis
at the phase transition which would provide a magnetodynamic loss of sufficient
magnitude to bring the latent heat evolution into consistency with the second law of
thermodynamics. This magnetic hysteresis, referred to herein as "Bardeen Hysteresis",
has not been reported in the literature, and therefore, its existence is unproven and its
causation, if it exists, is undetermined. [3]

[1] P.D. Keefe U.S. Patent 4,638,197 (1987).
[2] Private letter communication of John Bardeen to the author (1987). Letter courtesy of
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Archives, Record series: Box 28 of the
Bardeen papers.
[3] P.D. Keefe, Physica Scripta, 151, 014029 (2012).
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Studies of luminescence during explosive destruction of nanostructures formed
in superfluid helium

V.V. Khmelenko,1 R.E. Boltnev,2 and D.M. Lee1
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Department of Physics and Astronomy, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843, USA

2

Branch of Institute of Energy Problems of Chemical Physics RAS, Chernogolovka, Moscow region,
142432, Russia

The results of investigations of the luminescence during explosive destruction of nanostructures formed
in superfluid helium are discussed. The nanostructures were formed by injection of neon-helium or
krypton–helium gas mixtures containing nitrogen and oxygen atoms into bulk superfluid helium. Spectra
of the thermoluminescence of a krypton-nanostructure contained bands of N and O atoms and NO
molecules. The intensities of the bands in these spectra were found to increase simultaneously during
destruction processes in the temperature range 1.5-15 K. Observation of the NO molecules provides
clear evidence for chemical reactions in the nanoclusters comprising the sample at low temperatures.
Destruction of neon-nanostructured samples occurred in two stages. During the first stage the α-group
of N atoms surrounded by Ne and N2 molecules dominated the spectra. During the second stage, the
spectra contained intense bands of N and O atoms stabilized in a molecular nitrogen matrix. The unusual
characteristics of the thermoluminescence spectra were observed, and their changes are explained in
terms of the shell structure of impurity nanoclusters which comprised the impurity-helium
nanostructures.
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Is graphene alone in the Universe?
Recent years have seen a surge of interest in the graphene which has been touted as a future
material of choice for a wide range of applications based on the array of properties: Dirac‐like
dispersion with large Fermi velocity, chirality, pseudo‐spin, forbidden backscattering, and
others, that are thought to be unique. In this talk we show that many heterostructures based on
III‐V (InGaSb) and II‐VI (HgCdTe) semiconductors can be engineered to have all the above
properties nearly indistinguishable from those of graphene, while adding certain degree of
versatility, such as ability to have not only 2‐dimensional, but also 3‐dimensional and 1‐
dimensional structures with graphene‐like properties. This may be important for many
applications, and in this talk we shall concentrate on the ones in plasmonics and metamaterials.
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Plasmonic Metasurfaces for Phase Holography:
bianisotropic characterization
A. K ild is he v, X . Ni, A. E m ade ld in, and V. Sh alaev BIRCK N A NOTECHN OLOGY CEN TER, PUR DUE UNIVER SITY, USA
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(Left Panel) Holographic images of the word ‘PURDUE’ produced by the nanofabricated plasmonic metasurfaces. The
sample is illuminated by a Kr/Ar laser at 676 nm from the glass
substrate side. The images are obtained experimentally at a plane
10 µm above the metasurface. The patterns on the gold films are
the FE SEM images of the fabricated samples.
(Right Panel) Validating the effective bianisotropic parameters
of a V-antenna structure. Spectral phasor diagram of complex
reflection and transmission coefficients obtained from the 3D-fullwave finite element solver and from the effective bi-anisotropic
layer model. For all diagrams, the lower end point corresponds to 1
µm and the upper end point corresponds to 3 µm.
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Scalable Approach to Trapped-Ion Qubits using Microsystems Technology
Jungsang Kim, Rachel Noek, Emily Mount, So-Young Baek, Ryan Clark, Stephen Crain, Daniel Gaultney,
Andre van Rynbach, Seongphill Moon, Spencer Fallek, Geert Vrijsen, and Peter Maunz*
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Duke University, 130 Hudson Hall, Durham NC 27708
*
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185
Telephone: (919) 660-5258, E-mail: jungsang@duke.edu

Abstract: We demonstrate high quality hyperfine 171Yb+ ion qubits trapped in a microfabricated
surface trap, adequate for realizing scalable quantum information processors and quantum
repeaters.
Since the recognition that a RF Paul trap capable of trapping atomic ions can be realized on the surface of a silicon
substrates using advanced microfabrication technologies [1], sophisticated ion trap structures that support complex
trap functionalities have been realized [2,3]. Using a microfabricated surface trap from Sandia National Labs (Fig. 1,
Left), we have realized a high quality hyperfine qubit in a trapped 171Yb+ ion. The ion is trapped on a trench in the
substrate, providing a dark background against which high fidelity qubit state detection can be performed. With
typical trapping times of over 20 minutes in the absence of laser cooling, we have shown that this qubit features
coherence time of over 1sec. Using a repetition-rate stabilized frequency comb from an ultrafast laser source, we can
manipulate the hyperfine qubit and realize arbitrary single qubit gates for this ion qubit (Fig. 1, Middle).
In this trap structure, a chain of ions can be loaded to serve as a small quantum register where the constituent
ions interact with each other through Coulomb interaction. The motional modes of the ions in the chain can be
utilized to realize multi-qubit operations between an arbitrary pair of qubits in the chain if the control beams driving
the Raman gates can be delivered to individual ions in the chain. We have developed a multiplexed beam-steering
technology using micro-mirrors fabricated using MEMS technology (Fig. 1, Right), which was used to manipulate
hyperfine qubits in a linear array of neutral Rb atoms [4]. Combining these technologies and an efficient optical
interface for ion-photon entanglement, one can realize a modular and scalable quantum computer architecture [5]
and quantum repeaters that enable distribution of quantum entanglement over long distances.
1
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Fig. 1: (Left) Image of a single trapped Yb ion in a microfabricated surface trap, taken using a UV sensitive
camera by resonantly scattering 369.5nm photons from the ion while illuminating the trap surface with photons near
the same wavelength. (Middle) Rabi oscillations of the hyperfine qubit driven by frequency comb of an ultrafast
laser system. (Right) Micro-mirrors used to steer control beams that induce Raman transitions for qubit
manipulation, enabling individual addressing of ions in the chain.
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Dynamical control of the resonant light-matter interaction
F.Vagizov1,2, V.Polovinkin1,3 , Y. Radeonychev3 , X. Zhang1, A. Kalachev1,4,
R. Shakhmuratov4, and O. Kocharovskaya1
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We consider propagation of the high-frequency field in the resonant
optically thick absorbing media under conditions when parameters of the system
(such as frequency and decay rate of the resonant transition, refractive index,
direction and/or frequency of the control field) are varied with a rate exceeding
the line width but much lower than the frequency of the resonant transition. We
show that such temporal variation of the parameters of the system leads to
efficient dynamical control of the output resonant radiation.
We focus on three essentially different areas of applications:
1. Single gamma-photon – nuclear ensemble interfaces [1,2]
2. Quantum storage via phase matching control [3,4]
3. New efficient method of the attosecond pulses production [5,6].
1. F.Vagizov, V. A. Polovinkin, E.V. Radeonychev, O. Kocharovskaya, to be published.
2. R. N. Shakhmuratov, F. Vagizov, O. Kocharovskaya, Phys. Rev. A 84, 043820 (2011).
3. V. A. Polovinkin, Y. V. Radeonychev, O. Kocharovskaya, Opt. Lett. 36, 2296 (2011).
4. Y. V. Radeonychev,V. A. Polovinkin, O. Kocharovskaya, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 183902

(2010).
5. X. Zhang, A. Kalachev, O. Kocharovskaya, Phys. Rev. A , accepted.
6. A. Kalachev, O. Kocharovskaya, Phys. Rev. A 83, 053849 (2011).
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Ultracold Fermions in a Disordered Optical Lattice
S. S. Kondov, W. R. McGehee, J. J. Zirbel, B. DeMarco
We study the properties of the
disordered Fermi Hubbard model
(DFHM) using 40 K atoms trapped
in a disordered optical lattice.
The DFHM is proposed as a minimal model describing electrons
in strongly correlated, disordered
materials. The widespread interest in such materials and their potential applications motivates us
to explore the DFHM with the
tools of atomic physics. In contrast to experiments on electronic
Figure 1: Disordered optical lattice.
solids, our disorder is completely
determined and continuously tunable, as are other material parameters such as the Hubbard interaction and tunneling energies.
Our aim is to resolve the ultimate fate of disordered strongly correlated fermions. It is known
that disorder and interactions, acting on their own, have a similar effect of suppressing transport:
disorder causes a non-interacting gas to Anderson localize, while interactions in a uniform system
can lead to a Mott insulating phase (MI). However, their combined effect is a subject of discussion
with the possible scenarios of disorder stabilizing or destabilizing the MI [3].
To understand the interplay between interactions and disorder, we measure two properties:
transport [2] and the fraction of atoms on doubly occupied lattice sites [1]. The transport measurement finds metal-insulator transitions, but no MI-metal transition. Additionally, double
occupancies, normally suppressed by interactions, increase slightly when disorder is added to the
MI. The resulting disordered state, however, is inconsistent with a Fermi liquid phase.
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Measurement of photon statistics with live photoreceptor cells
Nigel Sim1, Mei Fun Cheng, Dmitri Bessarab2, C. Michael Jones2, and Leonid Krivitsky1
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Abstract: We analyzed the electrophysiological response of an isolated rod photoreceptor of Xenopus laevis under
stimulation by coherent and pseudothermal light sources. Using the suction-electrode technique for single cell
recordings and a fiber optics setup for light delivery allowed measurements of the major statistical characteristics of
the rod response. The results indicate differences in average responses of rod cells to coherent and pseudothermal light
of the same intensity and also differences in signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) and second-order intensity correlation
functions.

Rod photoreceptor cells of the retina, represent miniaturized self-consistent photodetectors of about 50x5 μm2 containing a
photosensitive element along with a "built-in" chemical power supply. They have sensitivity down to a single photon level
and demonstrate a remarkably low-noise operation [1]. Unique properties of such nature-given photodetectors stimulate
considerable interest in searching for manifestation of quantum properties of light in biological systems. In this work we
accomplished an important step towards this goal by measuring photoreceptor response to well-controlled classical sources
of coherent and thermal light.
In the experiment with coherent light we used pulses of a 532 nm Nd:YAG laser. The pseudo-thermal light source was
realized by filtering a single speckle of a laser beam, scattered on a rotating ground glass disc. The laser beam or the speckle
were attenuated, split by a 50/50 beamsplitter (BS), and coupled into two single mode fibers. One fiber was connected to a
single photon avalanche photodiode (APD), whilst another one was used to stimulate the cell. Cells from Xenopus laevis
frog were used. Photocurrents of isolated rod cells were recorded with conventional suction electrode technique [2]. A
tapered single mode optical fiber was used for optimized light delivery into the cell, see Fig 1a [3].

(b)

(c)
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Fig. 1 (a, b, c). (a) Microscope image of the rod cell, constrained in a recording pipette, and a tip of an optical fiber. Dependence of the
normalized amplitude (b) and SNR (c) of the cell response on the number of impinging photons for coherent (closed symbols, solid
lines) and pseudo-thermal (open symbols, dashed lines) sources. Different shape of the symbols corresponds to different cells. Lines
are theoretical calculations.

The dependences of the normalized amplitudes on the average number of impinging photons for coherent and pseudothermal sources are shown in Fig.1b. The results clearly indicate that the saturation of the response for the coherent source is
significantly steeper than for a pseudo-thermal source, which is explained by the differences in the statistical properties of
the two sources. We also observed that at relatively low number of impinging photons SNR grows linearly for the coherent
source and remains constant for the pseudo-thermal one, see Fig.1c. However, as the cell approaches the saturation region
they rise steeply for both sources.
In conclusion being inspired by the ultimate characteristics of rod photoreceptors, we investigated the impact of photon
fluctuations of classical light sources on its response. Our experimental results, supported by the theoretical model, reveal a
crucial influence of the photobleaching of the rod on the fluctuations of its response. The results form the basis for future
efforts on interfacing biological detectors with quantum light [4].
1 F. Rieke, D. A. Baylor, "Single-photon detection by rod cells of the retina," Reviews of Modern Physics, 70, 1027-1036 (1998).
2 D.A. Baylor, T.D. Lamb, K.-W. Yau, "The membrane current of single rod outer segment," J. Physiol., 288, 589-611 (1979).
[3] N.Sim, D. Bessarab, M. Jones, and L. Krivitsky “Method of targeted light delivery of laser beam to isolated retinal rods by fiber optics” Biomedical
Optics Express, 2 , 2926-2933 (2011).
[4] N.Sim, M.F. Cheng, D. Bessarab, M. Jones, and L. Krivitsky “Measurement of photon statistics with live photoreceptor cells” Physical Review Letters,
109, 113601 (2012 ).
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SURFACE PLASMON NEAR FIELD CONCENTRATION IN STM PATTERNS
P.Racz, P.Dombi, N.Kroo
Wigner physics Research Center of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Konkoly Thege u, 29-32, 1525 Budapest, Hungary
Abstract

An STM was used to detect the rectified near field of surface plasmon oscillations (SPO) on a
45nm thick gold film surface. The SPO-s were excited in the Kretschmann geometry and
concentrator structures were used to increase the field strength on the surface. A chopped
semiconductor laser and femtosecond Ti:Sa lasers were used for SPO excitation.
Properties of the concentrated high SPO fields were studied, using on one hand the SPO
images, detected by the STM and on the other the influence of the high SPO field (in fixed
points of the surface, where high localized SPO fields were found) on the I-V characteristics
of the STM. More attention was payed to the specificities of the plasmon field in those special
spots of the surface, where „negative” rectified SPO fields were found.
In addition in the high SPO fields, excited by the down to a few optical cycle femtosecond
lasers, electron emission and acceleration processes were also studied. Femtosecond electron
bunches with up to KeV energies were found at relatively low exciting laser intensities (up to
1.35.1012eV). The spectrum of the emitted electron bunch was analized by the time-of-flight
technique.
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Fluctuations and response in nonlinear systems
M. Kryvohuz 1 and S. Mukamel 2.
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2
Chemistry Department, University of California, Irvine, California 92697-2025, USA
A new class of experiments is proposed which involve multiple measurements combined
with multiple perturbations of a nonlinear classical system [1]. A family of multipoint
n+m−1 dimensional measures R(n,m) that provide complementary information on complex
systems is obtained by combining m nonlinear stimuli and n measurements. They represent
the combined effect of causal response and noncausal spontaneous fluctuations. The
proposed signals can be measured either in the frequency domain or in the time domain.
Generalized fluctuation-dissipation relations which hold in the nonlinear regime restrict the
number of independent techniques. The introduced experiments can be used as new
techniques to probe general dynamical systems such as electric circuits and reaction
networks.
[1] M. Kryvohuz, S. Mukamel, Phys. Rev. A, 86, 043818 (2012)
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Abstract: Subfemtosecond to attosecond pulses are highly desirable for elucidating ultrafast processes in atoms,
molecules and condensed matter. One particularly promising approach to generating such pulses is the molecular
modulation technique which has the potential for producing a broad comb of frequencies that can be used to
synthesize optical pulses as short as a fraction of a fs [1]. When narrowband nanosecond driving fields were used in
6
gas phase molecular modulation, long trains of ~10 relatively low-energy (nanojoule level) subcycle pulses were
generated [2]. This gas phase molecular modulation method has been extended to Raman-active crystals pumped
with mode-locked laser pulses, leading to a possibility of generating a pulse train of only a few ultrashort pulses [3].
In particular, by selectively operating near a Raman resonance of lead tungstate with a pair of time-delayed linearlychirped pulses, up to 40 anti-Stokes and 5 Stokes sidebands were generated, assisted by phase-matching and
-1
favorable near-resonance to the 191 cm Raman mode of the crystal [4].
In order to generate isolated ultrashort pulses that could facilitate pump-probe studies of ultrafast dynamics, a
significantly broader spectrum than those that have been demonstrated is desired. The large Raman mode spacing of
-1
1332 cm of diamond and it’s extraordinary	
   properties	
  such	
  as	
  a	
  large	
  Raman	
  cross-‐section,	
   wideband	
  optical	
  
transmission,	
   and	
   high	
   damage	
   threshold	
   make it an excellent candidate for molecular modulation-assisted
generation of ultrashort pulses. Using two-color 30-50 fs pulses or a pair of linearly chirped pulses with ps duration,
a comb of up to 20 discrete frequencies has been demonstrated [5,6]. The results indicate that a continuous and broad
spectrum could be generated in diamond by starting with a pulse whose spectral width is larger than diamond’s
-1
Raman mode of 1332 cm . In this paper, we report successful generation of an octave-spanning sueprcontinuum in
single-crystal diamond with a chirped 7.7 fs pulse. The supercontinuum is obtained by superimposing anti-Stokes
orders generated by four-wave mixing of two pulses that came from splitting the chirped pulse and then crossing the
two at an angle and with a variable time delay between them. The process is very efficient. A power conversion of
14% has been measured. We believe these results represent a key step toward the generation of isolated ultrafast
pulses in the uv-visible region. Figure 1 is a picture of the output beams taken at a screen placed 20 cm from the
diamond crystal.

	
  

Figure	
  1.	
  Raman	
  assisted	
  four-‐wave	
  mixing	
  from	
  single-‐crystal	
  diamond.	
  The	
  two	
  spots	
  on	
  the	
  left	
  are	
  the	
  inputs.	
  Anti-‐Stokes	
  orders	
  from	
  1	
  
to	
  9	
  are	
  shown.	
  As	
  many	
  as	
  15	
  orders	
  have	
  been	
  observed	
  that	
  results	
  in	
  a	
  continuum	
  bandwidth	
  of	
  more	
  than	
  20,000	
  c m-‐ 1.	
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Supercontinuum Generation by Filamentation in Gases with a 7 fs Laser
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2

A long sought goal of the ultrafast community has been the production of isolated ultrafast pulses centered in the
visible regime. Such pulses would revolutionize our ability to control electron dynamics in isolated atoms and
molecules [1]. Requisite to fabricating such a pulse is a coherent supercontinuum which spans several octaves.
There are many nonlinear optical processes which have shown promise in fulfilling this goal. This year, F. Silva et.
al reported a multi-octave supercontinuum produced by filamentation with mid-IR pulses on a Nd:YAG plate [2].
More recently Osamu Shitamichi et. al demonstrated a multi-octave discrete spectrum produced by vibrational fourwave Raman mixing [3].
We study filaments produced when an intense 7 fs pulse is focused in hydrogen, helium, and argon. We
also study the effect of a 1-m hollow waveguide at different pressures on the supercontinuum. Here we present
preliminary results on the emission spectra recorded from filaments thus produced. We find that spectra spanning
more than one octave are formed readily in hydrogen and argon studied at nominal pressure of 1 atm. With the help
of a 1 m hollow waveguide, which maintains the pump field intensity over a long distance, the bandwidth of the
emission spectrum is extended. In particular, the spectrum from Ar spans more than 2 octaves. These emissions are
produced by self-phase modulation/four wave mixing in the gases and are thus coherent. Therefore, the pulses
produced in Ar could be compressed to yield isolated pulses of approximately 1-2 fs.

Figure 1: The first inset shows the supercontinuum produced by argon without a hollow waveguide at different pressures. The
second inset shows the supercontinuum produced by helium and by argon at 1,000 torr with a 1 m hollow waveguide. The
spectrum intensities are not calibrated.
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Overcoming signal intermittency in short particle tracking
trajectories
Bo Shuang‡, Chad P. Byers‡, Lydia Kisley‡, Lin‐Yung Wang‡, Julia Zhao‡, Hiroyuki
Morimura‡†, Stephan Link‡*, Christy F. Landes‡
‡Department of Chemistry, Rice Quantum Institute; *Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Rice University, Houston TX

Abstract
Single molecules and nanoparticles are used widely as optical tags for understanding transport in media
ranging from spin‐glasses to cell membranes. In general, as the medium becomes more heterogeneous,
signal intermittency and signal truncation reduce the accuracy and precision of extracted transport
values. Sources of intermittency include blinking and brief translation/rotation out of the focal volume.
Sources of truncation include photo‐oxidation and irreversible translation/rotation out of the focal
volume. To address signal intermittency and truncation, two Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
methods were developed for optimizing the analysis of short single‐molecule trajectories that include
phenomena such as experimental noise, photoblinking, photobleaching, and translation or rotation out
of the collection plane1. Our methods were compared with existing analytical techniques applied to
simulated data. The optimal method for various experimental cases was established, and the optimized
MLE method was applied to a real experimental system: single‐molecule diffusion of fluorescent
molecular machines known as nanocars.

Figure 1. Two different maximum likelihood estimation methods, MLE (1) and MLE (2) were developed to extract
diffusion coefficients from signal trajectories that were shortened by both truncation and intermittency. A framework of
when to apply either of the two MLE methods was established, with the overall goal of extracting accurate and precise
diffusion coefficients.

1. Bo Shuang, Chad P. Byers, Lydia Kisley, Lin‐Yung Wang, Julia Zhao, Hiroyuki Morimura, Stephan
Link, and Christy F. Landes Langmuir, 2012, in press.
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From small to tall: MUQUANS and MIGA
Arnaud Landragin, Tristan Farah, Jean Lautier, Sébastien Merlet and Franck
Pereira Dos Santos
LNE-SYRTE, Observatoire de Paris, CNRS and UPMC
61 avenue de l’observatoire 75014 Paris, France
Email: arnaud.landragin@obspm.fr
URL: http://syrte.obspm.fr/tfc/capteurs_inertiels/
	
  

Atom	
   interferometry	
   has	
   been	
   developed	
   during	
   two	
   decades	
   and	
   is	
   now	
   a	
   well-‐
established	
   domain.	
   Laboratory	
   experiments	
   have	
   demonstrated	
   performances	
   and	
  
abilities	
  in	
  applications	
  such	
  as	
  inertial	
  navigation1,	
  geophysics	
  and	
  fundamental	
  physics2.	
  
This	
   domain	
   is	
   now	
   mature	
   to	
   evolve	
   in	
   outside	
   usual	
   atom	
   interferometry	
   laboratories.	
  
This	
  includes	
  the	
  development	
  of	
  large	
  atom	
  interferometers	
  on	
  ground	
  or	
  on	
  space.	
  Most	
  
of	
   these	
   experiments	
   are	
   developed	
   for	
   testing	
   the	
   fundamental	
   low	
   of	
   physics	
   and	
  
specifically	
  the	
  relativity.	
  	
  
Nevertheless,	
   the	
   first	
   domain	
   of	
   application	
   is	
   the	
   geophysics,	
   in	
   which	
   the	
  
gravimeter	
   is	
   a	
   key	
   instrument	
   for	
   acquiring	
   information	
   on	
   the	
   underground	
   structure.	
  	
  
Atomic	
   devices	
   have	
   recently	
   demonstrated	
   all	
   requirements	
   for	
   such	
   application:	
   good	
  
stability	
  and	
  accuracy,	
   transportability	
  and	
  compactness.	
  It	
  results	
  from	
  a	
  systematic	
  study	
  
of	
   all	
   sources	
   of	
   noise2	
   and	
   errors3	
   in	
   atom	
   interferometers,	
   which	
   are	
   mainly	
   due	
   to	
  
interaction	
   between	
   laser	
   and	
   atoms.	
   A	
   second	
   step	
   consists	
   in	
   comparing	
   these	
   devices	
  
with	
   the	
   state	
   of	
   the	
   art	
   classical	
   gravimeter4	
   and	
   taking	
   measurement	
   in	
   different	
  
environments.	
   Finally,	
   specific	
   studies	
   on	
   the	
   architecture	
   of	
   this	
   kind	
   of	
   device	
   lead	
   to	
  
drastic	
  reduction	
  of	
  size5	
  and	
  open	
  the	
  domain	
  of	
  portable	
  devices	
  for	
  on	
  field	
  measurement	
  
and	
   first	
   atom	
   interferometry	
   commercial	
   equipment6.	
   This	
   evolution	
   will	
   be	
   completed	
  
thanks	
  to	
  contributions	
  from	
  large-‐scale	
  atom	
  interferometers,	
  which	
  are	
  not	
  transportable	
  
but	
  highly	
  sensitive	
  to	
  gravity	
  and	
  gravity	
  gradient	
  as	
  in	
  the	
  MIGA	
  project7.	
  
1. B. Canuel, et al., « Six-axis inertial sensor using cold-atom interferometry », Phys. Rev. Lett. 97 (2006), 010402.
R. Geiger, et al., « Detecting inertial effects with airborne matter-wave interferometry», Nature Communication 2,
474 (2011).
2. See for example the STE-QUEST proposal under phase A study at ESA: http://sci.esa.int/sciencee/www/area/index.cfm?fareaid=127
3. J. Le Gouët, et al., « Limits in the sensitivity of a compact atomic interferometer », Appl. Phys. B 92 (2008), 133–
144. S. Merlet, et al., « Operating an atom interferometer beyond its linear range », Metrologia 46 (2009), 87–94.
4. A. Louchet-Chauvet, et al., « Influence of transverse motion within an atomic gravimeter », New Journal of
Physics 13, (2011).
5. A. Louchet-Chauvet, et al., « Comparison of 3 absolute gravimeters based on different methods for the e-MASS
project », IEEE Trans. on Instrum. Meas. 60, 2527- 2532 (2011). S. Merlet, et al., « Comparison between two mobile
absolute gravimeters: optical versus atomic interferometers », Metrologia 47, L9-L11 (2010).
6. Q. Bodart, et al., « A cold atom pyramidal gravimeter with a single laser beam », Applied Physics Letters 96,
134101 (2010).
7. See web site of the company MuQuans: http://www.muquans.com.
8. See web site of the MIGA project: https://sites.google.com/site/migaproject/
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Generation of orbital angular momentum Bell states
and their verification via accessible nonlinear witnesses
1

Jonathan Leach,1,2 Megan Agnew,1 Jeff Z. Salvail,1 Robert W. Boyd1,3
Dept. of Physics, University of Ottawa, 150 Louis Pasteur, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
2
IPaQS, SUPA, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, UK and
3
Institute of Optics, University of Rochester, Rochester, USA

The orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light is increasingly becoming an important resource for
certain quantum information protocols. Consequently, the controlled generation of OAM entangled
states and their subsequent detection are integral aspects of quantum information science.
In this work, we implement a novel technique that produces any of the four Bell states in the
OAM degree of freedom. We also use these states to perform an experimental demonstration of
an accessible nonlinear entanglement witness. Such a witness determines entanglement using the
same measurements as required for a linear witness but can detect, in this case, twice as many
states as a single linear witness can. We have demonstrated the use of nonlinear witnesses to verify
entanglement in twice as many states as a single linear witness can, and because our nonlinear witness
is accessible, this enhanced detection range requires no more measurements than are required for
the linear witness.
The laboratory procedures that we have developed are important for the generation and controlled
manipulation of high-dimensional entangled quantum states. These operations have particular relevance in applications such as superdense coding and quantum teleportation. In addition, we envisage
the continued application of nonlinear witnesses to other areas of quantum information science, where
it is advantageous to extract maximal information with the minimum number of measurements.
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the setup. The experiment has two main stages: (a) quantum state preparation and (b)
nonlinear witness measurements. In the quantum state preparation stage, entangled photon pairs are generated by
parametric downconversion. The number of Dove prisms then allows us to prepare either a correlated (one prism) or
anti-correlated state (two prisms), and the angle of the first prism gives control of the phase between the constituent
modes. For the nonlinear witness measurements, projective measurements are made with spatial light modulators
(SLMs) and single-mode fibres (SMFs) used in combination with single-photon detectors and coincidence detection
electronics.
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Session: Dipolar Ensembles
Schedule: Wednesday Morning Invited Session 1

Dissipative binding of atoms by non-conservative forces
Mikhail Lemeshko
ITAMP, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, Cambridge MA
Physics Department, Harvard University, Cambridge MA
The formation of molecules and supramolecular structures results from bonding by
conservative forces acting among electrons and nuclei and giving rise to equilibrium
configurations defined by minima of the interaction potential. Here we show that bonding can
also occur by the non-conservative forces responsible for interaction-induced coherent
population trapping. The bound state arises in a dissipative process and manifests itself as a
stationary state at a preordained interatomic distance. Remarkably, such a dissipative bonding
is present even when the interactions among the atoms are purely repulsive. The dissipative
bound states can be created and studied spectroscopically in present-day experiments with
ultracold atoms or molecules and can potentially serve for cooling strongly interacting
quantum gases.

M. Lemeshko and H. Weimer, arXiv:1211.4035
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Speaker: Benjamin Lev
Session: Quantum simulation with ultracold atoms
Schedule: Monday evening invited session

Quantum degenerate Bose and Fermi dipolar gases of dysprosium
Mingwu Lu, Nathaniel Burdick, Kristian Baumann, and Benjamin Lev
Stanford University
Departments of Physics and Applied Physics
Advances in the quantum manipulation of ultracold atomic gases are opening a new
frontier in the quest to better understand strongly correlated matter. By exploiting the
long-range and anisotropic character of the dipole-dipole interaction, we hope to create
novel forms of soft quantum matter, phases intermediate between canonical states of
order and disorder. Our group recently created Bose and Fermi quantum degenerate
gases of the most magnetic element, dysprosium. We present details of recent
experiments that created the first degenerate dipolar Fermi gas as well as the first
strongly dipolar BEC in low field. In addition, DFGs of Dy will form the key ingredient in
an attempt to create quantum liquid crystals and glasses liable to unconventional
superfluidity. Glassiness and phonon-mediated pairing are likely to occur as we couple
Dy to a multimode optical cavity.
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Speaker: Tongcang Li
Session: Maxwell’s Demon, Circa 2013
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Persistent one-way rotation of trapped ions: a space-time crystal
Tongcang Li1, Zhe-Xuan Gong2,3, Zhang-Qi Yin3,4, H. T. Quan5, Xiaobo Yin1, Peng Zhang1,
L.-M. Duan2,3, Xiang Zhang1,6
1

NSF Nanoscale Science and Engineering Center, 3112 Etcheverry Hall, University of California, Berkeley,
California 94720, USA
2
Department of Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA
3
Center for Quantum Information, IIIS, Tsinghua University, Beijing, 100084, P. R. China
4
Key Laboratory of Quantum Information, University of Science and Technology of China, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Hefei, 230026, P. R. China
5
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742, USA
6
Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA

One-way motion of particles has been realized in various systems and found broad
applications. Important examples include electronic diodes, optical diodes, and Maxwell’s
demon valve for atoms and molecules [1]. An intriguing question is whether we can realize oneway Brownian motion, where particles move persistently in a preferred direction at thermal
equilibrium. In fact, the persistent current of electrons in a superconductor or a normal metal ring
in a magnetic field has similar properties. However, the uncertainty principle prohibits the direct
observation of the persistent rotation of single electrons in the ground state by sequential position
measurements.
A system that allows the direct observation of the persistent rotation of particles in the
ground state by sequential position measurements can be called a “quantum time crystal” [2],
because it has a physical observable that changes periodically in time. Here we propose a spacetime crystal of trapped ions and a method to realize it
experimentally by confining ions in a ring-shaped trapping
potential with a static magnetic field [3]. The ions
spontaneously form a spatial ring crystal due to Coulomb
repulsion. This ion crystal can rotate persistently at the
lowest quantum energy state in magnetic fields with
fractional fluxes. The persistent rotation of trapped ions
produces the temporal order, leading to the formation of a
space-time crystal. Different from a rigid body, the kinetic
energy of the ground state of an ion crystal of identical ions
in a ring with a fixed size is proportional to the number of
ions. So it is a macroscopic quantum state when the ion
number is large, and the persistent rotation is robust for
direct experimental observation. This system provides a new test bench for tackling many
fundamental questions that are difficult to study in conventional materials.
[1] M.G. Raizen, A.M. Dudarev, Q. Niu, and N. Fisch. Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 053003 (2005).
[2] F. Wilczek, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 160401 (2012).
[3] T. Li, Z.-X. Gong, Z.-Q. Yin, H. T. Quan, X. Yin, P. Zhang, L.-M. Duan, X. Zhang, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109,
163001 (2012).
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Collective spontaneous emission for many atoms
beyond the rotating-wave approximation
Yong Li,1 Jörg Evers,2 Hang Zheng,3 and Shi-Yao Zhu1
1 Beijing Computational Science Research Center, Beijing 100084, China
2 Max-Planck-Institut fuer Kernphysik, Saupfercheckweg 1, 69117 Heidelberg, Germany
3 Department of Physics, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai 200030, China

Abstract: We study the collective spontaneous emission of N multilevel atoms in
optical vector theory and without applying the rotating-wave approximation.
The phenomena of spontaneous emission and Lamb shift in atomic systems are two of the most
intriguing effects in quantum optics [1]. In most theoretical studies, the rotating-wave
approximation (RWA) is applied to simplify the atomic system as a two-level one, as
counter-rotating contributions leading to virtual processes related to higher levels are neglected.
Recently, people [2] discussed the collective spontaneous emission of N two-level atoms with the
counter-rotating terms included and found that the virtual processes from the counter-rotating
terms could induce non-negligible effects in the long-time cooperative spontaneous emission.
Here, we [3] study the collective spontaneous emission of N multilevel atoms in optical vector
theory including all possible wave-vector directions and polarizations of the vacuum modes. The
effects of counter rotating terms are included by applying a unitary transformation method, which
gives an effective Hamiltonian with the similar form to that in RWA.
The time-dependent population and cooperative decay rates for two initial states (the standard
Dicke and timed Dicke states) are calculated numerically. We find both the initial states form
approximately exponentially decaying eigenstates for small volumes. But for intermediate volumes,
they are not eigenstates of the ensemble, resulting in complex time evolutions. We also consider the
effect of the ensemble geometry on the cooperative emission.

Fig. 1.

(Left) The dynamic evolution of the total upper-state population and (Right) the corresponding

effective decay rates, with fixed N = 8000 atoms in a sphere with radius R = 12λ (i), R = 6λ (ii), or R = 3λ
(iii). Here the initial state is the timed Dicke state.

References:
1.

R. H. Dicke, Phys. Rev. 93, 99 (1954); W.Lamb and Retherford, Phys.Rev. 72, 241 (1947).

2.

M. O. Scully, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 143601 (2009); A. A. Svidzinsky, J.-T. Chang, and M. O. Scully, Phys. Rev. A 81, 053821
(2010); R. Friedberg and J. T.Manassah, Phys. Lett. A 374, 1648 (2010).
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Session: Poster Session
Schedule: Poster Session

Atom lithography with sub-wavelength resolution via Rabi oscillations
Zeyang Liao1, M. Al-Amri2, Thomas Becker3, W. P. Schleich4, Marlan O. Scully1,5 and M. Suhail Zubairy1
1

IQSE and Department of Physics and Astronomy, Texas A&M University, College Station, , TX 77843, USA
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The National Center for Mathematics and Physics, KACST, P.O.Box 6086, Riyadh 11442, Saudi Arabia
3

Max Planck Institut für Quantenoptik, Hans-Kopfermann-Str. 1, 85748 Garching, Germany

4

Institut für Quantenphysik and Center for Integrated Quantum Science and Technology, UniversitäUlm, Germany
5

Applied Physics and Materials Science Group, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA

According to the Rayleigh criterion, the resolution limit of traditional optical lithography
is about a half-wavelength of the light1. Atom lithography using light mask can write features
with sub-wavelength resolution2. However, the spacing of the lines is also limited by the
length scale of the optical wavelength. Here, we propose two atom lithography techniques
with sub-wavelength spacing based on position-dependent Rabi oscillations3. Our method
can either use neutral or ionized atoms to write sub-wavelength patterns. We illustrate our
proposal by numerical simulations of an experimental set-up using Rubidium Rydberg atoms.
We show that, for a microwave wavelength of 1.4cm, a spacing of a few hundred nanometers
is possible.

Figures: (a) Proposed
experimental setup for the subwavelength atom lithography
using position-dependent Rabi
oscillations of Rydberg atoms
(unit for the dimension is cm).
(b) Numerical simulation result
for the neutral atom lithography.
The resolution is about 5m. (c)
Numerical simulation result for
the ionized atom lithography.
The resolution is about 330nm.

(b)

(c)

References
1. Lord Rayleigh, Philos. Mag. 8, 261 (1879).
2. G. Timp, R. E. Behringer, D. M. Tennant, and J. E. Cunningham, Phys. Rev. Lett. 69,
1636 (1992).
3. Z. Liao, M. Al-Amri, and M. S. Zubairy, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 183601 (2010).
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Session: Plasmonic Coupling and Interference
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Plasmon Waveguiding in Nanowires and Nanoparticle Chains
Stephan Link
Department of Chemistry, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Laboratory for Nanophotonics, Rice University, Houston, Texas 77005
Abstract
Using light to exchange information offers large bandwidths and high speeds, but the
miniaturization of optical components is limited by diffraction. Converting light into
electron waves in metals, i.e. surface plasmons, allows one to overcome this problem.
Using a novel imaging method based on far-field fluorescence microscopy, Bleach
Imaged Plasmon Propagation (BlIPP), we determined plasmon propagation distances in
chemically prepared gold and silver nanowires and straight and bent chains of
assembled gold and silver nanoparticles. BlIPP is based on the plasmonic near-field
induced photobleaching of a dye coated over the nanostructure to report the surface
plasmon propagation. For gold nanowires, we identified higher order plasmon modes as
the lowest order mode is quenched by the dye molecules. For nanoparticle chains with
90 degrees turns, we found that plasmon propagation occurs around the corners with
minimal losses compared to straight chains. Finally, we realized gain of surface
plasmons in silver nanowires by optically pumping a dye doped polymer matrix.
Electrodynamic calculations complement our experimental studies and aid in the
assignment of the measured plasmon modes.
Figure 1: Left: BlIPP difference images illustrating the
bleach intensity as a function of exposure time for
illumination of a gold nanowire at the left end. The
nanowire was overcoated with a thin layer of a
fluorescent dye, which was bleached due to direct laser
excitation at 785 nm as well as the plasmonic near‐field
of a surface plasmon polariton propagating along the
nanowire waveguide. Right: Bleach intensity line
sections parallel to the nanowire for the images on the
left (top). Fits yield the plasmon propagation distance.
BlIPP is contrasted to direct fluorescence imaging
(bottom). The fluorescence image was collected during
laser excitation at the left nanowire end. The fluorescence similarly visualizes the near‐field of the propagating
plasmon mode. BlIPP is the inverse of direct fluorescence imaging as it records the degree of photobleaching instead
and has the advantage that very weak plasmon modes can be imaged using long exposure times while the
photobleaching due to laser excitation saturates when all dye molecules have been bleached.
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SPEAKER: Natalia M. Litchinitser
SESSION: Singular Optics and Fano Resonances

Structured Light and Matter
Natalia M. Litchinitser, Jinwei Zeng, Jingbo Sun, Xi Wang, Apra Pandey, and Alexander N.
Cartwright
University at Buffalo, The State University of New York
We discuss fundamental optical phenomena at the interface of singular optics (“structured light”) and
metamaterials (“structured media”) [1], including theoretical and experimental studies of linear and
nonlinear light-matter interactions of vector and singular optical beams in optical metamaterials.
Understanding the physics of the interaction of complex beams with nanostructured “engineered”
matter is likely to bring new dimensions to the science and applications of complex light, including
novel regimes of spin-orbit interaction, extraordinary possibilities for dispersion engineering, and
novel possibilities for nonlinear singular optics.
On the other hand, metamaterials emerge as a
fundamentally new platform for studies of basic
physics and applications of spin-related effects
for electromagnetic waves at optical frequencies.

Figure 1. Experimentally generated radially polarized
vortex beam: (a) intensity profile, (b) fork interference
pattern produced by interfering the vortex beam with a
plane wave similar to a zebra pattern in (d), (c) fork
interference pattern produced by interfering the vortex
beam with a spherical wave.

We report theoretical and experimental studies of
linear and nonlinear interactions of complex light
beams with orbital angular momentum with
fiber-based magnetic and negative-index
metamaterials [2]. Figure 1 shows measured
intensity profile of the radially polarized vortex
beam and interference patterns obtained by
interfering this beam with a plane wave (b),
resulting in a fork zebra-like (d) pattern and a
spherical wave (c), resulting in a spiral pattern.
Moreover, our initial theoretical studies predict
that vortex-based nonlinear optical processes,
such as second harmonic generation or
parametric amplification that rely on phase
matching, will also be strongly modified in
negative index materials.

These studies could find applications for multidimensional information encoding, secure
communications, and quantum cryptography as both spin and orbital angular momentum could be used
to encode information; dispersion engineering for spontaneous parametric down-conversion; and onchip optoelectronic signal processing.
[1] N. M. Litchinitser, Science 337, 1054 (2012).
[2] X. Wang et al., Opt. Express 19, 19813 (2011).
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Cavity QED and microwave upconversion with Rare earth ion dopants in
cryogenic whispering gallery mode resonators
D. L. McAuslan, M. R. Hogg, L. A Williamson, D. Korystov, J. J. Longdell*
Jack Dodd Centre for Quantum Technology, Department of Physics, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand
Summary: We report on investigations into the coherent properties of rare-earth ion doped whispering gallery mode resonators at low temperatures. Our experiments with Pr3+ :Y2 SiO5 enabled
direct measurement of cavity QED parameters, showing good agreement with calculated values. We
will also describe the a couple of our theoretical proposals we are working toward implementing experimentally. The up-conversion of microwave photons to optical ones and generation of entangled
light using cavity-enhanced rephased amplified spontaneous emission.

The interaction between light and matter is of great importance in the field of quantum information
science [1]. The introduction of an optical cavity into a light-matter system is an effective way of increasing
the strength of the interaction. Of particular interest is the so called strong coupling regime of cavity quantum
electrodynamics (QED) where the coupling between the atom and cavity is stronger than the decay rates
of both the atom and the cavity [2]. The ability to address a single rare-earth-ion would be a marked
development in the field of solid state quantum computing as it would fulfill the one remaining DiVincenzo
criterion - a qubit-specific measurement capability [3–5].
When trying to reach the strong-coupling regime in rare-earth-ion systems, whispering gallery mode
(WGM) resonators are an obvious choice due to their ability to simultaneously have the required large
quality factors and small mode volumes. McAuslan et al. [6] have shown theoretically that the ‘bad cavity’ strong coupling regime should be possible using millimetre sized resonators with quality factors > 109 .
Here the properties of Pr3+ :Y2 SiO5 WGM resonators are measured as a first step towards performing strong
coupling cavity QED experiments.
We also review two theoretical proposals that we are working toward implementing. The first relates
to rephased amplified spontaneous emission (RASE), a potential method of creating broadband light with
time separated entanglement. The effect has recently been demonstrated but the strength of the correlation
suffered from poor recall efficiency [7, 8]. Working inside a resonator should in principle allow near perfect
entanglement. The second is upconversion of quantum states encoded in microwave photons to optical
photons. This is of particular interest because it would remove two significant problems that arise when
using superconducting quits, the lack of a long term memory and the inability to send quantum states long
distances.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

H. J. Kimble, The quantum internet, Nature (London) 453, 1023 (2008).
H. J. Kimble, Strong Interactions of Single Atoms and Photons in Cavity QED, Phys. Scr. T76, 127 (1998).
D. P. DiVincenzo, The Physical Implementation of Quantum Computation, Fortschritte der Physik 48, 771 (2000).
J. J. Longdell, M. J. Sellars, and N. B. Manson, Demonstration of Conditional Quantum Phase Shift Between Ions
in a Solid, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 130503 (2004).
J. H. Wesenberg, K. Mølmer, L. Rippe, and S. Kröll, Scalable designs for quantum computing with rare-earth-iondoped crystals, Phys. Rev. A 75, 012304 (2007).
D. L. McAuslan, J. J. Longdell, and M. J. Sellars, Strong-coupling cavity QED using rare-earth-metal-ion dopants
in monolithic resonators: What you can do with a weak oscillator, Phys. Rev. A 80, 062307 (2009).
P. M. Ledingham, W. R. Naylor, and J. J. Longdell, Experimental Realization of Light with Time-Separated
Correlations by Rephasing Amplified Spontaneous Emission, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 093602 (2012).
S. E. Beavan, M. P. Hedges, and M. J. Sellars, Demonstration of Photon-Echo Rephasing of Spontaneous Emission,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 093603 (2012).
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Controlling atom-like systems in diamond: from
quantum optics to life science
Mikhail Lukin
Physics Department, Harvard University, Cambridge MA 02138

Abstract
We will discuss recent advances in quantum optical control of individual atom-like
systems in diamond and their novel applications. Specifically, new methods for
controlling of electronic spin states associated with Nitrogen Vacancy (NV) centers
in diamond will be discussed. For example, we will show that Coherent Population
Trapping can be used for laser cooling and real time observation of nuclear
environment of the NV centers. Similar techniques are used to implement a roomtemperature quantum bit memory with coherence lifetime exceeding one second. In
addition, realization of quantum optical interfaces for the NV centers using nanoscale diamond photonic cavities and nanomechanical resonators will be described.
Finally, novel applications of these techniques will be discussed. They include, in
particular, nanoscale magnetic resonance imaging inside living cells using quantum
systems.
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Topological optics vs Fano resonance
B. S. Luk`yanchuk1, Z. B. Wang2, A. E. Miroshnichenko3, D. L. Gao4, C.-W. Qiu5,
and Yu. S. Kivshar3
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3
Nonlinear Physics Centre, Research School of Physics and Engineering, Australian National
University, Canberra, 0200, Australia
4
School of Physical Science and Technology, Soochow University, Suzhou 215006, China
5
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, National University of Singapore, 119260
Singapore
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Abstract
Two fascinating interference phenomena related to the scattering of light in plasmonics
materials: Fano resonances [1, 2] and topological optics [3, 4] (singular optics, vortices, and
dislocations of the wave front) are seemingly not related, e.g. it is possible to observe Fano
resonances without topological effects as well as singular optics is not necessary accompanied
by resonance effects. The majority of plasmonic nanostructures with Fano resonances suffer
from scaling. Meanwhile, it is possible to generate Fano resonances within the nanostructures
with a very small value of the size parameter. The fascinating property of these "nano-Fano
resonance" structures is related to the coexistence of the Fano resonance and topological
optical effects, where the characteristic size of vortices is well beyond the diffraction limit,
see an example shown in Figure 1. It provides an insightful mechanism to manipulate Fano
resonance stably down to the extreme nanoscale. It also opens up an unprecedented way for
manipulating vortices in topological optics.

Figure 1: The forward scattering QFS and backscattering QBS efficiencies and Poynting vector
distributions for the light scattering by plasmonic cylinder with size parameter q = 0.2.
References
[1] B. Luk`yanchuk, N. I. Zheludev, S. A. Maier, N. J. Halas, P. Nordlander, H. Giessen, T. C. Chong,
The Fano resonance in plasmonic nanostructures and metamaterials, Nature Materials 9, 707
(2010)
[2] A. E. Miroshnichenko, S. Flach, Yu. S. Kivshar, Fano resonances in nanoscale structures, Rev.
Mod. Phys. 82, 2257 ( 2010)
[3] Z. B. Wang, B. S. Luk`yanchuk, M. H. Hong, Y. Lin, T. C. Chong, Energy flows around a small
particle investigated by classical Mie theory, Phys. Rev. B., vol. 70, Issue 3, 035418 (2004)
[4] A. Miroshnichenko, Y. Xu, A. Desyatnikov, Optical vortices at Fano resonances, Optics Letters
37, 4985 (2012)
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Speaker: Marjatta Lyyra
Session: Slow Light
Schedule: Thursday evening invited session

Frequency Domain Control by the Autler-Townes Effect
Marjatta Lyyra and E. H. Ahmed
Physics Department, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122-6082

In recent years Quantum Optics has been expanded from atomic to molecular systems despite
much weaker oscillator strengths and complex relaxation pathways that have presented serious challenges
in the past. The richness of molecular excitation pathways and the variety of molecular interactions has
made it possible to develop novel applications in this field1. We have demonstrated how the AutlerTownes effect can be used to control molecular angular momentum alignment2 and how the AutlerTownes split line shape, combined with accurate control-laser electric field amplitude measurement, can
be used to map the absolute magnitude of the molecular internuclear distance dependent electronic
transition dipole moment function3. In addition, the electric field amplitude in the control laser Rabi
frequency can be used as a “tuning” mechanism for the mixing coefficients of energy levels that are
weakly perturbed by the spin-orbit interaction4, i.e. to control the valence electron spin polarization and
the spin multiplicity of molecular quantum states.
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Figure 1. Dependence of the singlettriplet mixing and the magnitude of
the AT splitting on the control laser
power. The leftmost peak in each
spectrum corresponds to fluorescence
from a level with primarily triplet
character (3Σg- state) while the peak(s)
on
the
right
correspond
to
fluorescence from the AT split pair of
levels of primarily singlet character
(G1Πg state) of Li2. Figure reproduced
from Ref. 4.
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1. E. H. Ahmed, J. Huennekens, T. Kirova, J.Qi, and A. M. Lyyra, ”The Autler-Townes Effect in
Molecules: Observations, Theory, and Applications, in Advances in Atomic, Molecular, and
Optical Physics, Volume 61, E. Arimondo, Chun Lin, and Paul Berman Eds. (Elsevier Inc.), pp.
467- 514, 2012.
2. J. Qi, G. Lazarov, X. Wang, L. Li, L. M. Narducci, A. M. Lyyra, and F. C. Spano, “AutlerTownes Splitting in Molecular Lithium: Prospects for All-Optical Alignment of Nonpolar
Molecules”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 288-291(1999).
3. J. Qi, F. C. Spano, T. Kirova, A. Lazoudis, J. Magnes, L. Li, L. M. Narducci, R. W. Field and
A. M. Lyyra, “Measurement of Transition Dipole Moments in Molecular Lithium using
Electromagnetically Induced Transparency”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 173003 (2002).
4. E. H. Ahmed, S. Ingram, T. V. Kirova, O. Salihoglu, J. Huennekens, and A. M. Lyyra, “Quantum
Control of the Spin-Orbit Interaction using the Autler-Townes Effect”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 107,
163601 (2011).
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Speaker: Wolfgang Löffler
Session: Optical Angular Momentum and Optical Vortices
Schedule: Monday Morning Invited Session 2

Mixed entangled states of twin photons with
orbital angular momentum
W. Löffler
Huygens Laboratory, Leiden University, Netherlands

Beatrix C. Hiesmayr
Faculty of Physics, University of Vienna, Austria and
Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astrophysics, Brno, Czech Republic

Twin photons can be entangled in their spatial degree of freedom, such as their orbital angular momentum; this is a promising candidate for high-dimensional quantum information.
Although the two-photon state as produced by parametric downconversion is in itself very
high-dimensional, only recently, control over the full spatial state has been achieved. “Control” is usually associated with the ability to observe experimentally a state which has maximum overlap with the fully anticorrelated two-photon OAM state generated by SPDC:

|ΨSP DC i =

∞
X

`=−∞

c` | + `iA |-`iB

For the study of fundamental questions in quantum mechanics, but also to investigate the
influence of experimental noise and imperfections, mixed quantum states are of high interest.
We have developed a protocol to synthesize such states in the lab in a way that allows us
to study their geometry using state tomography; further we demonstrate a new universal
method of entanglement detection.

pure

mixed

Real parts of the density matrices reconstructed from the pure state as produced by the SPDC
crystal (left), and for a special mixed state (right). The fundamental basis consists of OAM
states with ` = −1, 0, +1.
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Speaker: Svetlana Malinovskaya
Session: Multidimensional Spectroscopy and CARS
Schedule: Wednesday Morning Invited Session 2

Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage as a Route to
Achieving Optical Control in Plasmonics
Maxim Sukharev,∗ and S.A. Malinovskaya,†
∗

†

Arizona State University, Mesa, AZ 85212
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, NJ 07030

Optical properties of ensembles of three-level quantum emitters coupled to plasmonic systems are investigated employing a self-consistent model. It is shown that stimulated Raman
adiabatic passage (STIRAP) technique can be successfully adopted to control optical properties of hybrid materials with collective effects present and playing an important role in
light-matter interactions. We consider a core-shell nanowire comprised of a silver core and a
shell of coupled quantum emitters and utilize STIRAP scheme to control scattering efficiency
of such a system in a frequency and spatial dependent manner. After the STIRAP induced
population transfer to the final state takes place, the core-shell nanowire exhibits two sets
of Rabi splittings with Fano lineshapes indicating strong interactions between two different
atomic transitions driven by plasmon near-fields [1].

References
1. M. Sukharev, S.A. Malinovskaya, “Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage as a Route to
Achieving Optical Control in Plasmonics”, Phys. Rev. A 86, 043406 (2012).
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Quantum	
   information	
   processing	
  
promises	
   to	
   go	
   beyond	
   what	
   one	
   can	
  
achieve	
   with	
   classical	
   physics	
   in	
  
computing	
   and	
   communication.	
   One	
  
of	
  the	
  major	
  present	
  time	
  challenges	
  
is	
   the	
   efficient	
   coupling	
   between	
  
components	
   relying	
   on	
   various	
  
physical	
   technologies.	
   We	
   introduce	
  
and	
  experimentally	
  realize	
  a	
  versatile	
  
Photon	
  pairs	
  are	
  produced	
  in	
  a	
  cavity-‐assisted	
  parametric	
  
down-‐conversion	
  process	
  in	
  a	
  nonlinear	
  crystalline	
  
and	
   highly	
   efficient	
   source	
   of	
   single	
  
whispering	
  gallery	
  m ode	
  resonator.	
  The	
  generated	
  signal	
  
photons	
   based	
   on	
   the	
   physics	
   of	
  
and	
  idler	
  photons	
  are	
  separated	
  with	
  a	
  dispersion	
  prism	
  
whispering	
   gallery	
   resonators.	
   This	
  
and	
  sent	
  on	
  detectors	
  for	
  heralding	
  and	
  characterization.	
  
essential	
   building	
   block	
   can	
   be	
   tuned	
  
over	
  extremely	
  broad	
  wavelength	
  ranges	
  with	
  narrow	
  bandwidth,	
  rendering	
  it	
  ideal	
  to	
  couple	
  to	
  
different	
  atomic	
  systems.	
  This	
  source	
  offers	
  new	
  possibilities	
  in	
  combining	
  different	
  components	
  
and	
  physical	
  implementations	
  in	
  quantum	
  information	
  processing.	
  
We	
   use	
   a	
   cavity-‐assisted	
   spontaneous	
   parametric	
   down-‐conversion	
   process	
   with	
   a	
   crystalline	
  
whispering	
   gallery	
   mode	
   resonator	
   (WGMR).	
  We	
   realized	
   an	
   efficient	
   (1.3x107	
   pairs/(s	
   mW	
  
13MHz))	
  narrow-‐band	
  heralded	
  single	
  photon	
  source,	
  readily	
  tunable	
  in	
  centre	
  wavelength	
  and	
  
bandwidth.	
   The	
   variable	
   spacing	
   between	
   the	
   prism	
   and	
   the	
   WGMR	
   forms	
   the	
   basis	
   for	
   the	
  
adjustable	
  bandwidth	
  of	
  the	
  down-‐converted	
  single	
  photon	
  pairs.	
  By	
  changing	
  the	
  temperature	
  
of	
   the	
   WGMR	
   we	
   control	
   the	
   phase-‐matching	
   between	
   the	
   pump	
   and	
   the	
   down-‐converted	
  
photons	
   (natural	
   Type	
   I	
   phase	
   matching).	
   An	
   additional	
   control	
   over	
   the	
   phase	
   matching	
   is	
  
realized	
  by	
  a	
  voltage	
  applied	
  to	
  the	
  resonator.	
  By	
  heralding	
  on	
  the	
  idler	
  photon,	
  we	
  investigated	
  
the	
   normalized	
   Glauber	
   auto-‐correlation	
   function,	
   which	
   shows	
   a	
   characteristic	
   anti-‐bunching.	
  
By	
   changing	
   the	
   resonators	
   temperature	
   just	
   over	
   3	
   °C	
   we	
   observe	
   a	
   wavelength	
   detuning	
   of	
  
100	
   nm.	
   Furthermore	
   we	
   demonstrate	
   that	
   a	
   change	
   of	
   the	
   applied	
   resonator	
   voltage	
   over	
   a	
  
range	
  of	
  4	
  V	
  results	
  in	
  a	
  mode-‐hop-‐free	
  wavelength	
  detuning	
  of	
  150	
  MHz.	
  

M. Förtsch, J. U. Fürst, C. Wittmann, D. Strekalov, A. Aiello, M. V. Chekhova, C. Silberhorn, G.
Leuchs, Ch. Marquardt „A Versatile Source of Single Photons for Quantum Information
Processing“, arXiv:1204.3056
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Speaker: David J. Masiello
Session: Plasmons, Excitons, and Chirality
Schedule: Wednesday Morning Invited Session 2

Molecular-Electronic Structure in a Plasmonic Environment
David J. Masiello
Department of Chemistry, University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington 98195-1700, USA

Abstract
In this talk I will present a quantum many-body Green’s function formalism to characterize the
deformations induced in the electronic structure of a quantum emitter when it strongly couples with
a plasmon-supporting nanoscopic environment at finite frequency. Through numerical simulation,
our work predicts the emergence of subtle yet observable changes in the plasmon-dressed molecule’s
frontier orbitals, orbital energies, and low-lying electronic excitations when the molecular and
plasmonic systems are resonantly co-excited. These distortions point to new chemical and optical
properties beyond those of the vacuum molecule and bear impact upon cutting-edge experiments
plasmon-enhanced molecular spectroscopy and catalysis.
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Speaker: David McKee
Session: Ocean Optics
Schedule: Wednesday evening invited session

Coupling ocean colour remote sensing data into physical-ecosystem models:
mapping uncertainty distributions from space.
David McKee1, Mike Twardowski2, Chuck Trees3 and Violeta Sanjuan- Calzado3
1

Department of Physics, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, G4 0NG, Scotland
WET Labs Inc., Research Dept., 70 Dean Knauss Dr., Narragansett, RI 02882
3
STO – CMRE, Viale San Bartolomeo 400, 19126 La Spezia, Italy

2

Ocean colour remote sensing (OCRS) has transformed our understanding of complex feedback processes linking physical
forcing events to biogeochemical responses. With continuous daily global coverage extending beyond the last decade,
OCRS has become established as an essential global climate variable with potential use as a sensitive indicator of regional
and global response to changing climate. There is increasing focus on use of OCRS data for validation and assimilation into
coupled physical-ecosystem models for both environmental and operational applications. It is therefore essential that OCRS
data products are not only optimised for maximum accuracy, but are also provided to end users with appropriate
uncertainties. A simple spectral deconvolution model will be presented along with a new bootstrap approach for estimating
product uncertainties. This approach can be adapted for both remote sensing and in situ data, opening up the possibility of
mapping uncertainty distributions in 3-D for the first time, and can be applied to other established OCRS data products,
including the existent historic data set.
Ecosystem models seek to reproduce and predict ocean biogeochemical processes, where the models are constrained by
physical parameters such as: wind, currents, density and light. The hydrographic aspects of marine ecosystems can generally
be defined through ocean circulation models, which are largely independent of the ecosystem itself. The physical optics
determining the light environment, on the other hand, are two-way coupled with ecosystem models since light interacts with
seawater and suspended constituents. The Optical Physical and Ecosystem Regional Assessment (OPERA) model proposes
a more comprehensive and challenging approach, where all optical interactions occurring within the volume of water are
taken into account, thus providing a more accurate definition of light dependent processes.

Fig.1 Schematic layout of the OPERA approach to incorporating a comprehensive
description of all optical processes within a coupled 3-D physical-ecosystem model.
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Session: Metamaterials
Schedule: Thursday Morning Invited Session 2

OPTICAL TOPOLOGICAL TRANSITION IN ANISOTROPIC METAMATERIALS
H. N. S. Krishnamoorthy1, Z. Jacob2, E. Narimanov3, I. Kretzschmar5, and V. M. Menon1,2
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The ideas of mathematical topology play an important role in many aspects of modern physics – from
phase transitions to field theory to nonlinear dynamics. An important example of this is the Lifshitz
transition [1], where the transformation of the Fermi surface of a metal from a closed to an open geometry
leads to a dramatic effect on the electron magneto-transport [2]. Here, we present the optical equivalent of
the Lifshitz transition in strongly anisotropic metamaterials. When one of the components of the dielectric
permittivity tensor of such a composite changes sign, the
corresponding iso-frequency surface transforms from an
ellipsoid to a hyperboloid as shown schematically in Fig.
1a. Since the photonic density of states can be related to the
volume enclosed by the iso-frequency surface, such a
topological transition in a metamaterial leads to a dramatic
change in the photonic density of states, with a resulting
effect on every single physical parameter related to the
metamaterial – from thermodynamic quantities such as its
equilibrium electromagnetic energy to the nonlinear optical
response to quantum-electrodynamic effects such as
spontaneous emission.
Here we report the modification of spontaneous emission
from quantum dots placed near the surface of the
metamaterial undergoing the optical topological transition
(OTT) [3]. The anisotropic metamaterial consists of
alternating sub-wavelength layers of metal (silver) and
dielectric (TiO2), with multiple CdSe quantum dot (QD)
emitters positioned on its top surface as shown
schematically in Fig. 1b. The dielectric constants of the
constituent thin films are extracted using ellipsometry and
the effective medium parameters are shown in Fig. 1c. The
parallel component of the dielectric constant goes through a
sign change resulting in the OTT. Shown in Fig. 1d is the
modification in lifetime of QDs placed on top of different
metamaterials as a function of transition wavelength. We
see that only the samples that undergo OTT show a sharp
reduction in lifetime. This change in the lifetime observed
in the metamaterial structures is attributed to the increase in
the photonic density of states that manifests when the
system goes through OTT.
References:
[1] Lifshitz, I. M., Sov. Phys. JETP. 11, 1130 (1960).
[2] Kosevich, A. M., Low Temp. Phys. 30, 97 (2004).
[3] Krishnamoorthy, H. N. S., Jacob Z., Narimanov. E.,
Kretzschmar, I., Menon, V. M., Science 336, 205 (2012).
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic showing the modification of the
iso-frequency surface from a closed ellipsoid to an open
hyperboloid with unbound wavevector states.
(b) Schematic of the hyperbolic metamaterial along
with (c) the effective dielectric constants parallel (blue)
and perpendicular (red) to the layers. The parallel
component goes through a sign change which results in
the hyperbolic dispersion. (d) Experimentally observed
change in lifetime of QDs placed in the vicinity of the
metamaterial structures with varying metal fill fraction.
Only structures undergoing OTT show the large change
in lifetime.
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Session: X-Ray lasers
Schedule: Monday Morning Invited Session 2

Soft x-ray laser interference and chemical contrast imaging
C.S. Menoni1,2,3† , I. Kuznetsov1,2, J. Nedjev1,2, I. Howlett1,2 ,G. Gasper1,2, C. Oster1,2, D.B. Carlton1,5, W. Chao1,5, E.H.
Anderson1,5, E.R. Bernstein1,3, D.C. Crick5, M.C. Marconi1,2, and J.J. Rocca1,2,4
1
NSF ERC for Extreme Ultraviolet Science and Technology
Electrical and Computer Engineering, 3Department of Chemistry, 4Department of Physics, 5Microbiology, Immunology & Pathology,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, USA
6
Center for X-ray Optics, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, USA
†
Corresponding author: carmen.menoni@colostate.edu
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Pencil-like soft-ray laser beams with pulse energies of tens of microjoules combined with soft xray optics have enabled the implementation of imaging systems that can capture space-time resolved
images with nanoscale resolution in transmission and reflection configurations1,2,3. These images are
essentially absorption maps that do not carry any phase information. There are applications for which
the absorption contrast is not sufficient, and for which exploiting the phase could result in a significant
enhancement of the image quality.
In this talk we present results on the demonstration of differential
interference contrast (DIC) microscopy using a compact aerial soft x-ray microscope operating at a
wavelength λ=46.9 nm. In a DIC microscope the image wavefront is overlapped at the detector plane
with a reference beam resulting in interference pattern from which the phase and absorption contrast
images can be reconstructed from the fringe contrast and fringe shift respectively. We demonstrate the
concept by imaging an object consisting of an Si elbow pattern that has less than 30% absorption at 46.9
nm wavelength of 46.9 nm.
We will also present recent advances in the development of a scanning molecular imaging
microscope that uses focused soft x-ray pulses to ablate holes in a sample’s surface with volumes of a few
atto-liters. The ions created in the ablation process are analyzed using mass spectrometry to construct 2D
and 3D chemical contrast images. Two dimensional images with ∼250 nm lateral and ∼ 50 nm depth
resolution were obtained. The nanoscale spatial resolution and atto-mole sensitivity of the instrument
was demonstrated by analyzing single shot mass spectra organic samples. This soft x-ray laser based
instrument might make it possible to probe the chemical composition of single cells and microorganisms with unprecedented spatial resolution and sensitivity.
[1] C. A. Brewer et al., “Single-shot extreme ultraviolet laser imaging of nanostructures with wavelength resolution,” Opt. Lett. 33, 518-520
(2008).
[2] F. Brizuela et al., “Microscopy of extreme ultraviolet lithography masks with 13.2 nm table-top laser illumination”, Opt. Lett., 34, 271-273,
(2009).
[3] S. Carbajo et al., “Sequential single-shot imaging of nanoscale dynamic interactions with a table-top soft x-ray laser,“ Opt. Lett., 37, 29942996 (2012).
Work supported by the National Science Foundation through Award EEC-0310717 and by NIH/NIAID
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University of Potsdam
Session: Foundations of Quantum Mechanics
Schedule: Monday Morning Plenary Session 2

December 2012

Unravelling Complementarity with Photons
Ralf Menzel
Chair of Photonics, Institute of Physics and Astronomy, University of Potsdam
Karl-Liebknecht-Str. 24, 14476 Potsdam, Germany
Tel: +49 331 977 1026, Fax: +49 331 977 5576
e-mail: photonics@uni-potsdam.de

The particle and wave like properties of photons are of central interest in quantum optics. The
complementarity principle allows the general theoretical prediction, that either full “which path
information (“knowledge”, K = 1)” or full “interference contrast (fringe visibility, V = 1)” can be
obtained for single photons. Between these extremes a continuous transition (K2+V2 = 1) can be
observed.
This relation was experimentally confirmed in a large number of investigations. In delayed choice
experiments even the a posteriori decision about the evaluation of the data fulfilled this relation and
the quantum eraser was discussed [1-3]. Nevertheless, it is, to our knowledge, not forbidden to surpass
this limit by utilizing a second photon, e.g. from a biphoton pair, to increase the path-knowledge.
In our recent Young’s double-slit experiment we have obtaining interference and which slit
information, simultaneously and above this limit [4, 5].

For this purpose we set up an experiment (see figure) using a pair of SPDC photons but in our case
they were generated by a double hump mode (TEM10) of the pump light. One of the SPDC photons,
the signal photon, was used to illuminate the double slit and to measure the single photon interference
behind it. The other, the idler photon, was used in a reference measurement at the position of the slit
using a polarizing beam splitter to obtain the “which-slit” information with very high contrast (0.99).
Here the newest results will be given and discussed comprehensively. This may provide new insights
in the wave – particle relation of photons and thus inspire the discussion of the complementarity
principle in a new way.
[1]

Kim, Y.-H., Yu, R., Kulik, S.P., Shih, Y., Scully, M.O., Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 1-5 (2000).

[2]

Torres-Ruiz, F. A., Lima, G., Delgado, A., Padua, S., Saavedra, C., Phys. Rev. A 81, 042104-1-9 (2010).

[3]

Kaiser, F., Coudreau, T., Milman, P., Ostrowsky, D.B., Tanzilli, S., Science 338 (2012) 637-640

[4]

Menzel, R., Puhlmann, D., Heuer, A., Schleich. W. P., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 109 (2012) 9314-9319

[5]

Menzel, R., Heuer, A., Puhlmann, D., Dechoum, K., Hillery, M., Spähne, M.J.A., Schleich. W.P., J. Mod. Optics (2012),
DOI:10.1080/09500340.2012.746400
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Quantum enhanced magnetometry and resonant squeezing interaction with atoms
Eugeniy E. Mikhailov,1 Travis Horrom,1 Gleb Romanov,1 and Irina Novikova1
1

The College of William & Mary, Williamsburg, VA, 23187, USA

Optical measurements with coherent states of light are fundamentally limited by quantum fluctuations. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle sets the standard quantum limit (SQL) for the product of
the amplitude and phase quadrature fluctuations in light. However, it is possible to decrease (squeeze)
the quantum noise of one of the quadratures below the SQL and generate so called “squeezed” light with
a noise level below shot noise. Due to their unique properties, squeezed states of light find applications
in precision metrology and as carriers of quantum information.
Here we report our results on the quantum

squeezing generation and magnetic field sens√
ing. We reached 1 pT/ Hz magnetometer sensitivity levels with broadband suppression of the
shot noise by about 2 dB using the enhanced
squeezed probe beam. We observed enhance-
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ment of the magnetometer sensitivity with the
squeezed probe at low atomic densities, but at higher atomic densities squeezing does not provide an
improvement, even making the situation worse.
We additionally studied the interaction of the squeezed vacuum with atoms under conditions of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT). We were able to control and shape
the quantum noise spectrum with a resonant EIT filter. We
also observed slow and superluminal propagation speeds of the
squeezed state under similar conditions. The increase of the
probe power switches on the nonlinear Faraday effect, leading
to a flip of the dispersion slope, and thus modifies the squeezed
field propagation time from the delayed regime (negative delays) to the advanced regime (positive delays) with squeezed
light.
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Polarization independent Fano resonances in arrays of core-shell nanoparticles
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emission [1, 2]. The Fano resonance originates from an interference of the geometrical resonance of the
structure (Wood’s anomaly) with plasmon resonances of metallic particles [1, 2]. However, due to the
electric nature of the plasmon resonance, the sharp Fano resonances are usually strongly polarization
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   is not confined to the field of optics and can be easily applied in
other fields like atom physics, nuclear physics, and so on.
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Invariant Imbedding Theory for the Vector Radiative Transfer Equation:
Progress Towards a Polarized Version of HydroLight
Curtis D. Mobley
Sequoia Scientific, Inc.
2700 Richards Road, Suite 107
Bellevue, WA 98005
curtis.mobley@sequoiasci.com

The HydroLight radiative transfer software [1] is widely used in optical oceanography and
remote sensing of the oceans at visible wavelengths. The fundamental output of HydroLight is
the radiance as a function of depth, direction, and wavelength within and leaving any planeparallel water body. However, HydroLight solves the scalar radiative transfer equation (SRTE)
and therefore cannot compute the polarization state of the light field. A polarized version of
HydroLight (called HydroPol) is therefore under development. HydroPol will solve the vector
radiative transfer equation (VRTE), and its fundamental output will be the Stokes vector
components as functions of depth, direction, and wavelength.
HydroLight uses mathematically complicated but numerically efficient invariant imbedding
theory to solve the SRTE [2]. Work is now underway to extend invariant imbedding as used to
solve the SRTE for use in solving the VRTE. This talk outlines the invariant imbedding
algorithm to be used to solve the VRTE in HydroPol. In particular, the reformulation of the
VRTE into Fourier modes, local and global interaction equations, upward and downward sets of
differential equations for standard reflectance and transmittance operators, and incorporation of
boundary conditions will be discussed. The remaining uncertainties in the development of a
vector version of invariant imbedding will be emphasized.
[1] See http://www.oceanopticsbook.info/view/radiative_transfer_theory/level_2/hydrolight
[2] Invariant imbedding theory and the HydroLight solution algorithm are described in detail in
Mobley, C. D., 1994. Light and Water: Radiative Transfer in Natural Waters, Chapter 8,
Academic Press.
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Uncovering Molecular Relaxation Processes with Nonlinear
Spectroscopies in the Deep UV
Brantley A. West,1 Paul G. Giokas,2 Brian P. Molesky,2
Andrew D. Ross,2 and Andrew M. Moran2
1

Department of Physics and Astronomy, 2Department of Chemistry, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC

Knowledge of elementary relaxation processes in small molecules and proteins motivates the application
of nonlinear optical spectroscopies in the deep UV wavelength range. Measurements in this spectral
region are particularly challenged by the attainment of broad laser bandwidths, dispersion management,
and the suppression of undesired photo-ionization processes. These technical challenges were addressed
in our recent development of transient grating (TG) and two-dimensional photon echo (2DPE)
experiments employing 20fs laser pulses at 267nm [1]. Processes under investigation in our laboratory
include excited state deactivation in DNA components and ring opening in cycloalkene molecules. This
talk will present a new study of photo-induced ring opening in α-terpinene. Our development of
experiments that make use of 200nm laser pulses will also be discussed.
Photo-induced electrocyclic ring opening of cylcoalkene molecules are among the most elementary
processes in organic chemistry. One prototypical light-activated reaction transforms cyclohexadiene into
hexatriene. It is known that a sequence of extremely fast non-radiative transitions precedes bond breaking
in cyclohexadiene. However, these excited state dynamics have never been time-resolved in solution.
We explore such photoinduced relaxation processes in a closely related derivative of cyclohexadiene, αterpinene, using TG and 2DPE spectroscopies carried out at 267nm with sub-25fs time resolution.
We are also developing experiments that employ 200nm laser pulses. Nonlinearities in both air and argon
yield 200nm pulses with 60fs durations when filaments produced by 800nm and 400nm laser beams are
overlapped. These 200nm pulses are used to probe dynamics initiated by a pair of 20fs, 267nm pulses in
TG and 2DPE experiments conducted on 9-methyladenine. Our measurements demonstrate that such
spectroscopies may indeed be carried out at the shortest wavelengths feasible in aqueous solutions.
Figure Caption. (a) A photo-induced
ring opening reaction is investigated
with TG and 2DPE experiments with
sub-25fs time resolution. (b)
Filamentation of laser beams in air
and argon yields 60fs, 200nm laser
pulses. (c) 2DPE experiments
employing 267nm and 200nm laser
pulses have been conducted on
adenosine.
References
1. B. A. West, and A. M. Moran, "Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy in the ultraviolet
wavelength range," J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 3, 2575-2581 (2012).
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Session: Metamaterials
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Nanoplasmonics beyond classical electrodynamics
Prof. N. Asger Mortensen
Department of Photonics Engineering
Technical University of Denmark
Abstract:
Nanoplasmonic structures may exhibit nonlocal response when shrinking their critical
dimensions to a regime where quantum phenomena are commonly expected to become
important. In this talk I will address a semi-classical hydrodynamic description as a first
natural attempt that goes beyond the common description based on the local-response
approximation, i.e. Ohm’s law. Including the hydrodynamic dynamics of the Fermi gas
adds an intrinsic length scale to the electrodynamics, thus smearing the possible
development of singular response inherent to a local-response approximation. I will
discuss consequences for plasmonic structures supporting enhanced light-matter
interactions.

Simulated field distributions in metallic nanostructures where
nonlocal effects are pronounced due to nanoscale critical
dimensions. (a) Surface groove in metal film with nano-scale
roundning. (b) Metal wedge and (c) metal groove where
nonlocal response resolves an otherwise singular behavior from
the abrupt change in metal-dielectric interface surface
topography. (d) Field-enhancement in the gap of a metallic
dimmer.
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An Autonomous Plasmonic Solar Water Splitter
Syed Mubeen, Joun Lee, Galen D. Stuck and Martin Moskovits*
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93106,
USA.
*Correspondence to: moskovits@chem.ucsb.edu.
Solar conversion to electricity or to fuels based on electron-hole pair production in
semiconductors is a highly evolved scientific and commercial enterprise1, 2. Recently, it
has been posited that such photo-conversion processes might be possible following the
excitation of surface plasmons in nanostructured metals, potentially leading to a wholly
new paradigm in harvesting photons for practical use3-5. However, to date, most such
systems, when used in conjunction with semiconductor electrodes, show rather small
photocatalytic rate improvements for water splitting in the visible as compared to the
ultraviolet6-8. Here we report the first, fully functional device which produces hydrogen
and oxygen continuously and sustainably by photosynthesis with no external wiring and
support, when sunlight shines on it, in which all of the charge carriers carrying out the
photo-oxidation and photo-reduction steps originate from the excitation of surface
plasmons, rather than from the traditional production of electron-hole pairs in
semiconductors. Each nanorod functions without any external wiring or support
producing 5 1013 H2 molecules per cm2 per second under 1 sun illumination (AM1.5 and
100 mW cm-2), with unprecedented long term operational stability.
A separate set of experiments carried out on the photoanodic and photocathodic half
reaction in a (non autonomous) configuration in which the cathodic and anodic reactions
are purposely split to allow the photocurrent to be measured, indicates that the cathodic
photocurrent that produces
hydrogen
and
anodic
photocurrent that produces
oxygen faithfully tracks the
surface plasmon absorptions
of
the
Au
nanorods,
corroborating the plasmonic
origin of all of the charge
carriers. The success of this
approach contributes to the
development of new strategies
for sustainable solar-fuel production using non-traditional methods.
References:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Coherent Multidimensional Spectroscopy of Valence Excitations in Molecules
Shaul Mukamel , Jason D. Biggs, Daniel Healion, and Yu Zhang
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA 92697

New free-electron laser and high-harmonic generation x-ray light sources are capable of supplying pulses short and intense
enough to perform resonant nonlinear time-resolved experiments in molecules. Valence electron motions can be triggered
impulsively by core excitations and monitored with high temporal and spatial resolution. We discuss possible experiments that
employ sequences of attosecond x-ray pulses to probe quantum coherence and correlations of valence electrons and holes,
rather than the charge density alone, building upon the analogy with existing studies of vibrational motions using femtosecond
techniques in the visible regime.
The one dimensional Stimulated X-ray Raman spectroscopy technique (1D-SXRS) may be used for probing valence electronic
excitations in molecules via their coupling to high-energy core-electron excitations. The system is subjected to two pulses with a
delay  and the transmission of the second pulse (the probe) is recorded. Each pulse interacts with the system through a
second-order stimulated Raman process. .2D-SXRS, is a three-pulse two-dimensional measurement, with the transmitted
intensity of the third pulse dependent on two pulse delays rather than one. The extra time-delay allows more complicated
valence electronic dynamics to be prepared and probed.
We present calculations of 1D- and 2D-SXRS signals for trans-N-methyl acetamide (NMA) with broad bandwidth (FWHM
14.2eV, 181 as) pulses tuned to the oxygen and nitrogen K-edges. Crosspeaks in 2D signals reveal electronic Frank-Condon
overlaps between canonical valence orbitals and relaxed orbitals in the presence of the core hole.
In the left panel of Fig. 1 we show two examples of 2D-SXRS spectra from NMA. In both signals, the first pulse is resonant with a
nitrogen core transition, at 401.7 eV. The signals differ in the identity of the second and third pulses. In the NNN spectrum, all
three pulses excite the nitrogen core, while in the NOO spectrum the second and third pulses are resonant with an oxygen core
transition, at 532.0 eV. The atom-specific nature of core transitions makes 2D-SXRS a powerful tool for probing the spatial
correlation between different valence excited states.

Fig. 1. left :2D-SXRS signals from trans-N-methyl acetamide (NMA) for two different pulse configurations, NNN and NOO. The pulse
configurations are labeled chronologically from left to right, Along top of the 2D signals, we show the trace along their diagonals. right : the
corresponding 1D-SXRS signals

J. Biggs, D. Healion, Y. Zhang, and S. Mukamel. "Multidimensional Attosecond Resonant X-ray Spectroscopy of Molecules;
Lessons from the Optical Regime",Ann Rev Phys Chem (In Press, 2012).
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Session: X-Ray lasers
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Nonlinear optics into the x-ray regime
Henry C. Kapteyn and Margaret M. Murnane
Department of Physics, JILA, and NSF ERC in EUV Science and Technology, University of Colorado and NIST,
Boulder, CO 80309
E-mail: Henry.Kapteyn@colorado.edu
In recent work, we have shown that the high-order harmonic generation process can make it possible to generate
beams of coherent light soft x-ray region of the spectrum with photon energy up to 1.6 keV. 1 Even in this extreme
case where each x-ray photon results from the coherent combination of >5000 photons from the driving laser, the
high-harmonic upconversion process can be phase matched, resulting in a conversion efficiency comparable to
current HHG-based EUV sources that have been used as a tabletop x-ray laser source for novel studies of ultrafast
dynamics, in atoms, molecules, and materials.
The conceptual realization that made this work possible was do develop a comprehensive understanding of phase
matched conversion in a dynamically-changing medium—the HHG process results from field ionization of the
medium, and thus the index of refraction of the medium changes as a plasma is created. Phase matching for HHG
can be shown to be constrained in time within the pulse, rather than in spectrum as is the case for phase matching
bandwidth in conventional NLO processes such as SHG. Furthermore, the wavelength to which the HHG process is
phase matched is dependent primarily on the wavelength from which one starts—longer wavelength drive lasers
result in phase-matched conversion to shorter wavelength x-rays.
To make coherent x-rays from HHG a practical light source for applications in nanotechnology and bioimaging, it is
necessary to develop a new generation of mid-IR ultrafast laser sources that generation few-cycle pulses with
millijoule energies at 1-100 kHz repetition rate. We have made rapid progress in this area. Furthermore, advances in
laser technology in the near-IR are making milliwatt average power coherent EUV light sources a reality—this is a
parameter range of interest for high energy density laser-matter interactions.
1.
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Matter-wave clocks
Holger Müller, UC Berkeley
The quantum state of a free particle of mass m accumulates the same phase as a clock ticking at a frequency of ω0=mc2/ℏ travelling along the particle’s
trajectory. It is a key principle of relativistic quantum
mechanics that plane-wave solutions are proportional
to exp(-ipμxμ)=exp(-iω0τ), where pμ and xμ are respectively four-momentum and position, and τ is the proper time measured along the particle’s trajectory. This
equality is not just an artifact of the theory: it implies
that a single particle’s Compton frequency ω0 can be
a reference for a clock. In principle, such a clock Figure 1: Schematic. A Ramsey-Bordé atom interfercould be built by annihilating particle-antiparticle ometer based on n-photon Bragg diffraction is selfth
pairs and counting the frequencies of the generated referenced by locking the laser to the N multiple of
the measured recoil frequency, using a frequency
photons. This would provide a frequency reference comb generator. The clock’s frequency is then fully
with virtually infinite quality factor Q and unsur- determined by ω0 and the numerical factors N2 and n.
passed stability against systematic influences. The
frequency (ω0/2π=3×1025 Hz for a Cesium atom), however, is far beyond modern counting techniques. A
method to divide it into a technically accessible range is thus required.
We demonstrate a Compton-frequency clock (Fig. 1)1 using an optical frequency comb to selfreference a Ramsey-Bordé atom interferometer and synchronize an oscillator at a subharmonic of ω0. The
clock has an accuracy and stability of 4×10-9 (Fig. 2). It highlights the intimate connection between frequency and mass: The Compton frequency can serve as a frequency reference directly, without requiring
the particle to be annihilated - an explicit illustration of a key principle of quantum mechanics. It allows
measurement of microscopic
masses with 4×10-9 accuracy in
the proposed revision to SI units.
Together with the Avogadro project, it yields calibrated kilograms. We will survey other applications of matter waves as
clocks, such as testing relativity2,
3
and verifying the gravitational Figure 2: (A) frequency of the clock compared to a rubidium standard over 6
hours. (B) Histogram (bin size 0.025 Hz). (C) Root Allan variance of data in A.
Aharonov-Bohm effect4.
1

S.-Y. Lan, P.-C. Kuan, B. Estey, D. English, J. M. Brown, M. A. Hohensee, and H. Müller, Science, in press.

2

H. Müller, A. Peters, and S. Chu, Nature 463, 926 (2010).

3

M. A. Hohensee, S. Chu, A. Peters, and H. Müller, Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 151102 (2011).
M. A. Hohensee, B. Estey, P. Hamilton, A. Zeilinger, and H. Müller, Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 230404 (2012).
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Demonstration of a Gradient Magnetometer Using an Atom Interferometer
1

D. A. Braje1 ,∗ S. A. DeSavage2 , C. L. Adler3,4 , J. P. Davis4 , and F. A. Narducci4†
RF and Quantum Systems Technology Group,MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, MA 02420-9108
2
Aerospace Mass Properties Analysis, Inc., North Wales, Pa 19454
3
Dept. of Physics, St. Mary’s College of Maryland, St. Mary’s City, Maryland, 20686
4
EO Sensors Division, Naval Air Systems Command, Patuxent River, MD. 20670

This poster is the companion communication to the invited talk we will present. For the last several
years we have been focusing on the development of an atom interferometer designed to measure
magnetic field gradients [1–3]. In this poster we present greater detail of our atom interferometer
measurements. We show data for a two-pulse Ramsey-like measurement which demonstrates that our
T2 time is approximately 50 µs. Since the T2 coherence time in our system on the clock transition
is >500 µs, the decoherence must be due to magnetic noise. We also present data on a three pulse
sequence, which is designed to measure changes in the magnetic field and is hence more robust against
the magnetic decoherence in the system. Finally, we show data taken in the time domain. (see Fig. [1])

FIG. 1: A measurement of the interferometer output in the time domain using a three-pulse sequence.

[1] J. P. Davis and F. A. Narducci, “A proposal for a gradient magnetometer atom interferometer,” J. Mod.
Opt., 55, 3173, (2008).
[2] S.A. DeSavage, K.H. Gordon, E.M. Clifton, J.P. Davis and F.A. Narducci, “Raman resonances in arbitrary
magnetic fields,” J. Mod. Opt., 58, 2028, (2011).
[3] S. A. DeSavage, J.P. Davis and F.A. Narducci, “Controlling Raman Resonances with Magnetic Fields,” J.
Mod. Opt., (in press).
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Speaker: Evgenii Narimanov
Session: Metamaterials
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1

Optical Hyperspace: light in metamaterials with hyperbolic
dispersion and related phenomena.
Evgenii. E. Narimanov
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering and Birck Nanotechnology Center,
Purdue University, West Lafayette IN 47906

Abstract— Hyperbolic materials, strongly anisotropic media with the primary components
of the dielectric permittivity tensor of opposite signs, demonstrate a variety of interesting and
counter-intuitive phenomena – from negative refractive index to diffraction-less propagation and
subwavelength focusing to enhanced radiative heat transfer. In particular, hyperbolic media
exhibit a broad bandwidth singularity in the photonic density of states, with resulting manifestations in a variety of phenomena, from spontaneous emission to light propagation and scattering.
In this presentation, I will review some of the recent developments in this field.
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Plasmonics: From Quantum Effects to Fano Interference and Light Harvesting
Peter Nordlander
Department of Physics, Rice University, Houston, TX 77251, USA
The “plasmon hybridization”concept,[1] shows that the plasmon resonances in
complex metallic nanostructures interact and hybridize in an analogous manner as
atomic orbitals form molecular orbitals in molecules. The insight gained from this
concept provides an important conceptual foundation for the development of new
plasmonic structures that can serve as substrates for surface enhanced spectroscopies,
chemical and biosensing, and subwavelength plasmonic waveguiding and other
applications.[2] The talk is comprised of a general and introductory overview material
interspersed with a few more specialized “hot topics” such as plasmonic Fano
resonances,[3] quantum plasmonics,[4] quantum plexcitonics,[5] plasmonic
nanoantennas for enhanced light harvesting,[6] plasmon induced chemical
reactions,[7] and plasmon-induced steam.[8]
[1] E. Prodan et al., Science 302(2003)419
[2] N.J. Halas et al., Chem. Rev. 111(2011)3913; Adv. Mat. 24(2012)4842 ;
Acc. Chem. Res. 45(2012)1887
[3] B. Lukyanchuk et al., Nature Mat. 9(2010)707
[4] R. Esteban et al., Nat. Comm. 3(2012)825,
[5] A. Manjavacas et al., Nano Lett. 11(2011)2318; ACS Nano 6(2012)1724
[6] M. W. Knight et al., Science 332(2011)702;
Z.Y. Fang et al., Nano Lett. 12(2012)3808; ACS Nano 6(2012)10222
[7] R. Huschka et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 133(2011)12247;
S. Mukherjee et al., Nano Lett. 13(2013)10.1021/nl303940z
[8] O. Neumann et al., ACS Nano 7(2013)10.1021/nn304948h
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Orbital Angular Momentum and Quantum Imaging
Miles J. Padgett, Robert W. Boyd*, Reuben S. Aspden and Daniel S. Tasca
School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QQ, UK.
*Department of Physics, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON K1N 6N5, Canada.
Author e-mail address: miles.padgett@glasgow.ac.uk
In ghost imaging the images are formed from
light that has never interacted with the object
[1]. In all such experiments two copies of the
light field are produced. The first copy
illuminates the object, the other copy is
recorded by a spatially resolving detector,
and the correlation of the two gives an image.
Although most ghost imaging systems can be
fully explained by the laws of classical
Images acquired over many coincidence pairs arising from (a)
correlations in position and (b) anti-correlations in momentum.
physics [2], some systems reveal their
uniquely quantum characteristics [3].
In the quantum regime the copies of the optical fields are made using entangled photons that are produced
by spontaneous parametric down-conversion. To date, all single-photon ghost imaging has used a scanning a singlepixel detector. However, scanning introduces an inherent sampling that gets worse with increasing pixel number. In
this work we overcome such limitations by using a time-gated camera to record the single-photon events across the
full scene. We produce high-contrast images in either the image plane or far-field of the source, taking advantage of
the EPR-like correlation in position and momentum of the photon pairs (see figure). The multi-pixel nature of our
images is information-rich, creating opportunities in low-light imaging and quantum information processing.
Beyond correlations in position and momentum, spontaneous down-conversion also produces photon pairs
correlated in their angular position and angular momentum [4]. This angular momentum is orbital in nature, distinct
and additional to the photon spin [5]. In recent years, the unbounded Hilbert space describing the orbital angular
momentum of light has attracted much interest for applications in micromanipulation, communication and imaging
applications [6]. Within classical microscopy the orbital angular momentum of light leads to a new imaging
modality where a spiral-phase orbital angular momentum filter produces images of phase objects that exhibit omnidirectional edge enhancement [7,8].
Returning to ghost imaging, if a phase-object is non-local with respect to the phase filter (i.e. in the signal
and idler arms of the down conversion source respectively) the coincidence counts between the two detectors gives
an edge-enhanced image arising from the entanglement of the orbital angular momentum states of light [3]. Within
any 2-dimensional orbital angular momentum subspace this entanglement can be understood through analogies to
the Poincaré sphere [9] that allow Bell-type inequality tests to be formulated and demonstrated [10]. We will report
progress on a full-field visualization of a Bell-type inequality where an analysis in terms of orbital angular
momentum reveals the violation within an image without the time-based scanning of any experimental parameter.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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T. B. Pittman, Y. H. Shih, D. V. Strekalov, and A. V. Sergienko, "Optical imaging by means of two-photon quantum entanglement,"
Phys Rev A 52, 3429–3432 (1995).
J. H. Shapiro and R. W. Boyd, "The physics of ghost imaging," Quantum Inf Process 11, 949–993 (2012).
B. Jack, J. Leach, J. Romero, S. Franke-Arnold, M. Ritsch-Marte, S. M. Barnett, and M. J. Padgett, "Holographic Ghost Imaging and
the Violation of a Bell Inequality," Phys Rev Lett 103, 083602 (2009).
J. Leach, B. Jack, J. Romero, A. K. Jha, A. M. Yao, S. Franke-Arnold, D. G. Ireland, R. W. Boyd, S. M. Barnett, and M. J. Padgett,
"Quantum Correlations in Optical Angle-Orbital Angular Momentum Variables," Science 329, 662–665 (2010).
L. Allen, M. W. Beijersbergen, R. J. C. Spreeuw, and J. P. Woerdman, "Orbital angular-momentum of light and the transformation of
Laguerre-Gaussian laser modes," Phys Rev A 45, 8185–8189 (1992).
A. M. Yao and M. J. Padgett, "Orbital angular momentum: origins, behavior and applications," Adv. Opt. Photon. 3, 161 (2011).
S. Fürhapter, A. Jesacher, S. Bernet, and M. Ritsch-Marte, "Spiral phase contrast imaging in microscopy," Opt Express 13, 689–694
(2005).
C. Maurer, A. Jesacher, S. Bernet, and M. Ritsch-Marte, "What spatial light modulators can do for optical microscopy," Laser & Photon
Rev 5, 81–101 (2010).
M. J. Padgett and J. Courtial, "Poincare-sphere equivalent for light beams containing orbital angular momentum," Opt Lett 24, 430–432
(1999).
J. Leach, B. Jack, J. Romero, M. Ritsch-Marte, R. W. Boyd, A. K. Jha, S. M. Barnett, S. Franke-Arnold, and M. J. Padgett, "Violation
of a Bell inequality in two-dimensional orbital angular momentum state-spaces," Opt Express 17, 8287–8293 (2009).
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Infrared Metamaterial Electromagnetic Wave Absorbers
Willie J. Padilla
Boston College, Department of Physics, 140 Commonwealth Ave., Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 USA

Abstract—Metamaterial absorbers (MMAs) offer superb
performance over other absorber designs shown at
microwave frequencies. Infrared MMA have shown great
control of emitted radiation and we demonstrate their
ability to exhibit engineered broadband emission.
Experimental and computational results will be shown and
various potential applications will be discussed.

M

ETAMATERIAL absorbers (MMAs) [1] are a
type of engineered material that obtain near-unity
absorption of electromagnetic energy at a specified
wavelength. The MMA operates by achieving an
impedance (Z(ω)) match to free space, while at the same
time providing high loss - as determined by the
imaginary portion of the index of refraction (n2(ω)). A
unit cell of the MMA often consists of two metallic
layers (typically one patterned and one continuous) with
an insulating layer lying inbetween. The unit cell is
subwavelength and periodic in the plane. The patterned
metallic layer is an electric ring resonator (ERR) [2, 3]
and provides a Lorentz type resonant electric response
(ϵ(ω)). The ERR interacts strongly with the underlying
metallic layer and a resonant effective magnetic
response (μ(ω)) can be obtained. The first realization of
such a structure was experimentally demonstrated at
microwave frequencies [4] and designs were quickly
shown in the THz [5], infrared [6, 7] and optical regimes
[8]. The salient features of the MMA suggest they may
be used to replace conventional absorbers and to enable
novel applications, such as frequency-selective detectors
[9], emitters [10] and spatial light modulators [6].
According to Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation, at
equilibrium the emissivity of a material equals its
absorptivity. Therefore in principle, metamaterial
perfect absorbers radiate energy as described by their
absorptivity, at a given temperature. Because of the
resonant nature of metamaterials the perfect absorber
yields sharp resonances with high absorption, thus
suggesting their use as high-Q emitters with high
emissivity. Here we show selective thermal emitters in
the midinfrared range based on metamaterial perfect
absorbers. We demonstrate that metamaterial emitters
not only achieve high emissivity near the ideal
blackbody limit, but are also capable of engineering the
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emissivity over large bandwidth in a desired wavelength
dependent manner.
Fabrication of the metamaterial absorber was by
electron beam and deep UV lithography. Metamaterial
absorbers were characterized by specular and diffuse
reflectance measurements and the emissivity was also
characterized at a few temperatures. Infrared
metamaterials show a couple of ‘absorptive’ peaks that
cannot be associated with dissipative absorption due to
the metamaterial. Rather these peaks are due to surface
electromagnetic waves which are excited on the
metamaterial and thus are a path for incident energy.
Experimental results are supplanted with simulations
that verify the existence of surface waves.
We have experimentally realized single and dual-band
metamaterial emitters. A comparison of emissivity to
absorptivity shows good agreement, as predicted by
Kirchoff’s law of thermal radiation. Metamaterial
emitters yield sharp bands (high Q) at infrared
frequencies, peaking near the theoretical blackbody
maximum. This suggests they are ideal candidates for
energy harvesting applications. Other applications may
benefit from the use of dynamical control, which may be
implemented to provide tunable selective emitters which
can be controlled by means of external stimuli. The
scale independent nature of metamaterials further
suggests the option of engineering emissivities in other
relevant bands of the electromagnetic spectrum.
REFERENCES
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Spin coherence lifetime extension through dynamical decoupling : coping with the spin
inhomogeneous broadening in Tm3+ :YAG
María Florencia Pascual-Winter,∗ Robert-Christopher Tongning, Thierry Chanelière, and Jean-Louis Le Gouët
Laboratoire Aimé Cotton, CNRS UPR3321, Université Paris Sud, Orsay, France

[1] E. Fraval, M. J. Sellars, and J. J. Longdell, “Dynamic Decoherence Control of a Solid-State Nuclear-Quadrupole Qubit”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 030506 (2005).
[2] E. Fraval, M. J. Sellars, and J. J. Longdell, “Method of
Extending Hyperfine Coherence Times in Pr3+ :Y2 SiO5 ”,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 077601 (2004).
[3] de Seze, A. Louchet, V. Crozatier, I. Lorgeré, F. Bretenaker, J.-L. Le Gouët, O. Guillot-Noël, and P. Goldner,
“Experimental Tailoring of a Three-Level Λ System in
Tm3+ :YAG”, Phys. Rev. B 73, 085112 (2006).
[4] M. F. Pascual-Winter, R. C. Tongning, R. Lauro, A.
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fit to our experimental results allowed the identification
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Spin coherence lifetime T2 is the ultimate limitation to the storage time in quantum memories. Strategies such as spin-locking or dynamical decoupling (DD)
through Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) pulse sequences have been developed to extend T2 first in the
context of NMR. Suitable for implementation in quantum
storage, substantial extension of T2 through DD has been
recently demonstrated [1] in the rare-earth ion doped
crystal (REIDC) Pr3+ :YSO, combined with the zerofirst-order Zeeman (ZEFOZ) technique [2].
Recently, Tm3+ :YAG has been identified as a promising REIDC for quantum storage [3, 4]. However, a spin
transition inhomogeneous linewidth an order of magnitude greater than that of Pr3+ :YSO imposes high requirements on rf power for π-pulse-based coherent control.
ZEFOZ is also incompatible with Tm3+ :YAG because
of its vanishing ground state splitting under zero magnetic field.
We present here a T2 450-fold increase in Tm3+ :YAG
with respect to previous measurements [5]. For attaining
such improvement, we first implemented a strategy based on partial ZEFOZ, i.e. cancellation of two (instead
of three) of the derivatives of the spin transition frequency with respect to the external magnetic field coordinates. This led to a spin inhomogeneous broadening of
. 30 kHz, 17 times narrower than previous values [5].
π-Pulses produced from a radiofrequency power of ∼ 30
W -well below the experimental capabilities- were then
able to act effectively over the entire spin linewidth. Secondly, the realization of a CPMG sequence with 3 µs
intervals between pulses yielded a spin coherence lifetime as long as T2 = 230 ms [6]. A theoretical model
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F IGURE 1. (a) Scheme of the CPMG sequence. n and τ stand
for the number of π-pulses and the time interval between them.
(b) Measurement of T2 through CPMG sequences with different
τ values. For data sets labeled τ = 150, 100, 10, 3 µs, τ is
kept fixed and n is increased. The data set labeled n = 1 is a
standard spin echo experiment (n is fixed and τ is increased).
The data for τ = 3 µs yield T2 = 230 ms. The dashed lines
result from least squares fits.

Louchet-Chauvet, T. Chanelière, and J.-L. Le Gouët, “Adiabatic Passage with Spin Locking in Tm3+ :YAG”, Phys
Rev. B 86, 064301 (2012).
[5] R. Lauro, T. Chanelière, and J.-L. Le Gouët, “Adiabatic refocusing of nuclear spins in Tm3+ :YAG”, Phys Rev. B 83,
035124 (2011).
[6] M. F. Pascual-Winter, R.-C. Tongning, T. Chanelière, and
J.-L. Le Gouët, “Spin coherence lifetime extension in
Tm3+ :YAG through dynamical decoupling”, Phys Rev. B
86, 184301 (2012).
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Realization of opposite dispersion slopes for two probes: Concurrent slow-fast light
1

Anil. K. Patnaik,1,2,* Sukesh Roy,3 and James R. Gord1
Air Force Research Laboratory, Aerospace Systems Directorate, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH
2
Department of Physics, Wright State University, Dayton, OH
3
Spectral Energies, LLC, 5100 Springfield Street, Ste. 301, Dayton, OH

Tuning of light speed is governed by manipulation of the medium polarization to obtain a
spectrally sharp dispersive response to a weak probe pulse [1]. If medium dispersion,
corresponding to multiple probe pulses passing through the same medium, can be controlled
concurrently, different group velocities

vgi =

c
dn
; ngi = 1 + ω i i
ngi
dω i

for each probe pulse can be realized in the same delay element. Here, the subscript i (= 1, 2, ...) is
used to distinguish the respective parameters corresponding to different probe pulses. Here, n (ng)
is the refractive (group) index. In earlier reports of slow-fast light pairs, dispersion properties the
two probes were not independently controllable [2]. From Eq. (1), a concurrent slow-fast light
pair in a single delay element, the medium should be tailored in such a way that the probe pair
experiences an X-type dispersion spectrum (XDS) or a spectrum having opposite slopes
dni / dω i (i=1, 2). Concurrent gain and loss of two fields in a single medium can lead to the
XDS [3].

Fig. 1. (A) A schematic of a double-ladder (DL) system used to obtain concurrent slow-fast light pair in the
same delay element. (B) Numerical plots of group indices corresponding to the two probe pulses as a
function of probe detuning. The Rabi frequency of the pump field Ω d+ is varied to see the simultaneous
changes in

	
  

ng± .

In this paper, we report the simultaneous and independent manipulation of refractive indices
n± for a pair of weak probes in a DL system by two control fields to realize an XDS and, hence,
a slow-fast light pair. The proposed DL system and the parameters considered here correspond to
the transitions of cesium atomic vapor, as denoted in Fig. 1(A). We have demonstrated in Fig.
1(B) that an optically controllable pair of slow and fast light can be realized concurrently in the
same delay element via an XDS, with gains or relatively low absorptions (down to ~25%) for two
probes in a DL system [4].
References:
[1] A. B. Matsko, O. Kocharovskaya, Y. Rostovtsev, G. R. Welch, A. S. Zibrov, and M. O. Scully,
Adv. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 46, 191 (2001).
[2] G. S. Pati, M. Salit, K. Salit, and M. S. Shahriar, Opt. Exp. 17, 8775 (2009).
[3] P. S. Hsu, G. R. Welch, J. R. Gord, and A. K. Patnaik, Phys. Rev. A 83, 053819 (2011).
[4] A. K. Patnaik, S. Roy, and J. R. Gord, Opt. Lett. 36, 3272 (2011).
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Saturation of Vibrational Femtosecond CARS
via Saturation of Rotational Raman Transition
1

Anil. K. Patnaik,

1,2,*

	
  
Sukesh Roy,3 and James R. Gord1

Air Force Research Laboratory, Aerospace Systems Directorate, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH
2
Department of Physics, Wright State University, Dayton, OH
3
Spectral Energies, LLC, 5100 Springfield Street, Ste. 301, Dayton, OH

Raman coherence and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) signal grow linearly
with any one of the intensities of the pump or Stokes in the CW or long-pulse duration regime.
But the maximum achievable Raman coherence being only 0.5, depending on the strength of the
couplings, after a certain intensity the CARS signal saturates. In the femtosecond(fs)-CARS
technique, however, the above description of Raman coherence is further complicated by the fact
that a fs pulse is associated with a large bandwidth, e.g., a 100 fs pulse at 532 nm has a bandwidth
of ~350 cm-1, which can couple to multiple molecular states simultaneously, e.g., the rotationalfrequency separation in the ground vibrational state of nitrogen is typically ~8 cm-1 and hence a fs
pump can create a strong rotational coherence [1]. Furthermore, rotational-Raman cross-section
being higher than that of vibrational coherence,
the earlier can saturate at lower pump intensity
than the later.
In this paper, we theoretically investigate
how the saturation of rotational-Raman
transitions affects the vibrational coherence and
vibrational-CARS. We have demonstrated that
the saturation of rotational coherence occurs
after reaching its near-maximum value, whereas
the saturation of vibrational coherence occurs
when their magnitudes are still far from their
maximum achievable value [2]. Bluer pump and
Stokes have been shown to lower the threshold
of the saturation of rotational coherence,
vibrational coherence, and CARS; we have
shown this both numerically (see Fig. 1) and
also from reduced analytical equations. We
compared our results with other fs-nonlinear
thresholds and found that gas-phase Raman
saturation of N2 in the fs domain of optical
frequencies may never be observed. Also, we
observed that fundamentally the requirements
for saturations differ in ns-vs-fs excitations, and
provided an explanation for the huge
discrepancy in their saturation thresholds.

Fig. 1: Saturation of (a) rotational and (b)
vibrational coherence for a different pair of
pump and Stokes fs-pulses.

	
  

References:
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Design of Nano-Substrates for Surface-Enhanced
Spectroscopy
Yunhui Peng,1 Dmitri V. Voronine, 1,2 Alexander M. Sinyukov, 1 Bin Cao,1
Xia Hua,1 Alexei V. Sokolov, 1 and Marlan O. Scully1,2,3
1

Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843
2
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
3
Baylor University, Waco, TX

Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (SECARS)
spectroscopies are two techniques which enhance Raman signals by orders of magnitude and allow
nanoscale sensing down to a single molecule level. The enhancement depends on the quality of the
substrates. Surface morphology, chemical composition and size of the sample play an important role. We
investigate substrates based on gold nanoparticles and copper nanoholes with the aims to maximize the
enhancement and reproducibility.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. AFM images of aggregated gold nanoparticles (a) and copper nanoholes (b).
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Quantum interference with clocks: Testing quantum
mechanics on curved space-time
Igor Pikovski, Magdalena Zych, Fabio Costa, Časlav Brukner
Faculty of Physics, University of Vienna, Austria

Predictions of quantum mechanics and general relativity have been extensively confirmed in
many experiments. However, the influence of gravity on quantum systems has only been tested
in the Newtonian limit of the theory.
Here we discuss quantum interference experiments that can probe the interplay between quantum mechanics and general relativity. We study a
quantum version of the ”twin paradox” in which a
clock is brought in superposition of being at two
different gravitational potentials. The clock can
be implemented either in an internal degree of a
matter-wave [1] or in the position of a photon [2].
It is shown that such setups can test the effect
of general relativistic time dilation on a quantum
wave function. The proposed experiments thus
provide the means to probe quantum mechanics Illustration of a clock in superposition on a
curved background space-time.
on a curved background space-time.
[1] M. Zych, F. Costa, I. Pikovski, Č. Brukner. Nat. Commun. 2, 505 (2011).
[2] M. Zych, F. Costa, I. Pikovski, T. C. Ralph, Č. Brukner. Class. Quantum Grav. 29, 224010
(2012).
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Photonic metasurfaces for subwavelength resolution and
subwavelength pixel size
Sandeep Inampudi and Viktor A. Podolskiy*
Department of Physics and Applied Physics, University of Massachusetts at Lowell, USA
*viktor_podolskiy@uml.edu

Abstract: We demonstrate that light manipulation in systems with engineered diffraction, metasurfaces, can be successfully used to achieve subwavelength imaging and subwavelength focusing
of light. Potential applications include real-time high-resolution microscopy and ultra-compact IR
and THz cameras with 3D imaging capabilities.
Majority of conventional imaging structures rely on refraction and on ray optics to form images. Operation of
refraction optics is limited by diffraction limit that determines the dimensions of the smallest-possible object to be
imaged and of the smallest-possible pixel that can be achieved in the focal spot of the optical sensor[1]. These
limitations can be lifted with diffraction-based imaging[2-4]. Here we present two examples of utilizing diffractionbased systems, metasurfaces, for achieving subwavelength imaging with far-field measurements and for forming
subwavelength pixels in high-index media [4,5].
Distribution of electromagnetic field in space can be represented as a linear combination of plane waves with
given frequency. Thus, the problem of imaging is to find the amplitudes describing this linear combination. Since
waves with relatively high values of transverse wavenumbers exponentially decay in free space, and since
information about subwavelength features of the field is encoded in these components, the implications of the
diffraction limit are two-fold. First, it becomes impossible for refraction-based optics to detect exponentially
decaying waves in the far field of the source, thus it becomes impossible to recover the information about
subwavelength features of the source in the far field. Second, it becomes impossible to generate subwavelength
features with refraction-based optics in the far field of the source.

Fig. 3 (a) the field profile created by three sources (white bars) towards the pre-designed grating, located at
y=0. (b) Intensity distribution behind the grating; (c) intensity distribution recovered by the algorithm based
on a single measurement.
Diffraction-based structures, on the other hand, provide the mechanism to couple the information encoded in
one length scale (wavevector value) to another length scale (wavevector). Thus, it becomes possible to overcome the
limitations of refraction-based optics. Metasurfaces, systems with engineered diffraction properties, can be used to
engineer such coupling. An example of restoring the field distribution across the space is shown in Fig. 1. In this
approach the far-field radiation enters the high-index sensor (a common component of modern cameras) through a
diffraction element. As result, the information about free-space-wavelength ( ) scale of the system gets converted
into highly-oscillatory waves that can be “focused” to the spots of
in size. Such technique provides a clear
path towards the 10x-reduction of the pixel size of the mid-IR and other low-frequency optical sensors. An added
benefit of the approach is the ability to collect a spatial image with planar optical sensor (see Fig.1)[5]. Similarly,
diffractive elements can be used to couple the information about subwavelength features of the source into lowwavenumber components, where this information can be detected in the far field[4]
Acknowledgements: this research is supported by ONR (grant #N00014-07-1-0457), and NSF (grant #ECCS0724763 and 1102183), and AFOSR (grant #FA9550-09-1-0029)
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Mode structure reconstruction via multiphoton tomography
Sergey Polyakov, Elizabeth Goldschmidt, Fabrizio Piacentini, Giorgio Brida,
Ivo P. Degiovanni, Marco Genovese, Alan Migdall, and Ivano Ruo Berchera
December 12, 2012
Multimode light appears throughout nature and has many applications in classical and quantum physics.
A range of fundamental properties of light fields, both classical and non-classical, depend on the number
and structure of occupied electromagnetic modes. In particular, a useful definition of a photon is a single
excitation of a well-defined spatio-temporal mode of light. The ability to extract the underlying mode
structure of an optical field is vital for studying sources of classical and non-classical light. Traditionally,
full characterization of the mode structure involves a series of separate measurements in spatial, temporal,
frequency and polarization domains, requiring a range of instrumentation. Yet, one of the central properties
of multimode states is that their collective statistics depend on the number and occupation of modes. We
propose and implement a new method to gain information about the underlying mode structure of a field
based just on photon number resolved photodetection, which can be easily integrated into existing quantum
information architectures.
We present and implement a tomographic method to reconstruct a range of mode distributions. We
perform a proof of principle experiment using photon number resolved detection and demonstrate successful
reconstruction of states with up to three total modes of pseudothermal light, poissonian light, and single
photon Fock states. Our photon number resolving detector is a photon counting detector tree made with
four detectors; providing a limited photon number resolution for up to four photons in a pulse.
We verified the method by reconstructing a range of single mode inputs, assuming that up to three modes
could be present. We then studied a range of fields that consist of two modes, and reconstructed their mode
structure using a three - mode model. Finally, we reconstructed three-mode light with a three-mode model.

Figure 1: Tomographic reconstruction of individual modes of the multimode light input
Figure 1 shows examples of successful reconstruction for three thermal modes of varying mean photon
number (left) and two thermal modes plus one poissonian mode (right). The dark bars are the actual mean
photon numbers for the input modes, measured separately, and the brighter bars overlaid on top are the
tomoraphically reconstructed mean photon numbers. We find an excellent agreement in a range of regimes,
demonstrating the feasibility of this method.
In conclusion, we present a novel metrological method of mode structure reconstruction using only one
type of measurement: a photon number resolving detector. Light fields with higher number of modes can
be reconstructed with a photon number resolving detector that can provide a photon count beyond four per
pulse.
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Speaker: Eric Potma
Session: CARS
Schedule: Tuesday Morning Invited Session 2

Femtosecond Raman force microscopy
Dmitry Fishman, Junghoon Jahng, Jordan Brocious, Jon Burdett, H. K.
Wickramasinghe, and Eric O.Potma
University of California, Irvine, CA 92697
Tel: 949-824-9942, Fax: 949-824-8571, E-mail: epotma@uci.edu
Abstract: A microscope technique is developed that enables the measurement of
transient Raman excitations through the detection of light-induced changes in the force
between a molecule and its corresponding image in a metal tip.
In a conventional stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) measurement, changes in photon occupation number of the incident pump and Stokes beams are measured in the far-field, which reports
on successful Raman transitions in the molecules in focus. However, detecting stimulated Raman
transitions grows exceedingly more challenging when approaching the single molecule limit, as the
change in the photon occupation number becomes significantly lower than the magnitude of the
intrinsic Poisson noise in the number of photons of the incident beams. Direct measurement of successful Raman transitions in the near field through non-optical detection can avoid the unfavorable
photon statistics that complicate far-field SRS measurements in the low copy number limit.
One non-optical detection approach is based on monitoring light-induced changes in the attractive
force between a dipole and its corresponding image in a metal tip. Any optical transition, including
Raman transitions, may bring about change in the local image force, which can in turn be measured
with a cantilevered tip. When frequency modulating both the pump and Stokes beams, Raman
induced changes in the image force can be detected in the cantilever mechanical response at the
difference frequency of the modulation. This principle was recently shown for the case of continuous
light illumination.[1] In this work, we demonstrate that this method can be extended to the case of
femtosecond SRS. We show that time-resolved pump-probe and Raman induced transitions can be
measured with the femtosecond Raman force microscope in molecules present at low copy numbers.

Figure 1: Rendering of the Raman force microscope. Two fs pulses
induce a Raman transition in a molecule, which changes the dipoledominated image force, a change that is detected by the mechanical
response of the tip/cantilever.

References
[1] I. Rajapaksa and H. K. Wickramasinghe, “Raman spectroscopy and microscopy based on
mechanical force detection,” Appl. Phys. Lett. 99(16) 161103 (2011).
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Cooperative Radiation and Scattering by A Resonant Medium
S. Prasad∗ and R. Glauber∗∗
∗ Department
∗∗ Lyman

of Physics and Astronomy, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Laboratory of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

In a number of papers [1-4], we have treated the problem of coherent radiation and scattering
from a resonant medium. Coherent excitations of a resonant medium, we have shown, must radiate
via cooperative modes that lead to a rich structure in the emission and scattering spectrum. For the
special case of a spherical medium, coherent scattering of radiation exhibits considerable interference
between the electric and magnetic multipole contributions, particularly in the lower multipole orders,
which tends to enhance anisotropies in the diﬀerential scattering cross section even for small spheres.
The peak values of the resonant contributions of the low-order multipoles to the total scattering cross
section can increase with the multipole order in contrast to the usual decrease seen in non-resonant
scattering. Some of these scattering anomalies can be seen in Fig. 1, where β = ωR/c in terms of the
spherical radius R and the atomic resonance frequency ω, and l denotes the multipole order.
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Figure 1: For a small sphere, the frequency dependence of the magnitude of the forward scattering
amplitude in the multipole order (a) l = 1, (b) l = 1 − 4. The corresponding backward scattering
amplitudes are shown in (c) and (d).
Any incoherence of the medium tends to undermine these exquisite cooperative features of coherent
radiation and scattering. A largely unavoidable source of incoherence is the randomness in the positions
of the atoms in a dilute medium. We model the positional randomness of the atoms statistically in
terms of local number-density ﬂuctuations of the medium. We shall see that the results derived for
coherent resonant emission from a continuous medium are modiﬁed over suﬃciently long periods of
time by such discreteness-imposed density ﬂuctuations.
1. S. Prasad and R. Glauber, Phys. Rev. A 61, 063814 (2000).
2. R. Glauber and S. Prasad, Phys. Rev. A 61, 063815 (2000).
3. S. Prasad and R. Glauber, Phys. Rev. A 82, 063805 (2010).
4. S. Prasad and R. Glauber, Phys. Rev. A 83, 063821 (2011).
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3D optical manipulation of a single electron spin
Romain Quidant1, 2 *
1

ICFO-Institut de Ciencies Fotoniques, Mediterranean Technology Park, 08860 Castelldefels (Barcelona), Spain
2
ICREA-Institució Catalana de Recerca I Estudis Avançats, 08010 Barcelona, Spain
*
romain.quidant@icfo.es

Nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers in diamond are promising elemental blocks for quantum
optics, spin-based quantum information processing, and high-resolution sensing. Yet, fully
exploiting these capabilities requires strategies to accurately manipulate them. Here, we
use optical tweezers as a tool to achieve deterministic trapping and 3D spatial manipulation
of individual nano-diamonds hosting a single NV spin. Remarkably, we find the NV axis is
nearly fixed inside the trap and can be controlled in-situ, by adjusting the polarization of
the trapping light. By combining this unique spatial and angular control with coherent
manipulation of the NV spin and fluorescent lifetime measurements near an integrated
photonic system, we prove optically trapped NV center as a novel route for both 3D
vectorial magnetometry and sensing of the local density of optical states near micro- and
nano-structures.

References
1.
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Fluctuations in a quantum heat engine
1

Saar Rahav1 , Upendra Harbola2 , and Shaul Mukamel3
Schulich Faculty of Chemistry, Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel.
2
Department of inorganic and physical chemistry,
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, 560012, India. and
3
Department of chemistry, University of California, Irvine, USA.

The last two decades have seen some important advances in our understanding of the thermodynamics of small systems. Small systems inevitably exhibit relatively large fluctuations and these fluctuations where shown to satisfy fluctuation theorems. Fluctuation theorems compare the provabilities
of rare events which are related by time reversal. The analysis of fluctuations facilitated by stochastic
thermodynamics, an approach which allows to consistently assign thermodynamical interpretation to
a single realization of the process. [1]
Quantum effects can influence the thermodynamical properties of small quantum systems. This was
nicely demonstrated in a recent paper by Scully, et. al. [2] in which a model of a quantum heat engine,
which includes two degenerate states, was investigated. This model exhibits noise induced coherence
at steady state, and the amount of coherence was shown to affect the power output of the engine.
We study the fluctuations in the number of photons (interpreted as heat) that the engine exchanges
with a thermal reservoir in a finite time interval [3]. Our calculations show that this distribution
of heat exchanged is affected by coherence, especially in the parameter regime where the quantum
system works as a refrigerator. At the same time, we find that the distribution satisfies a coherence(k,t)
independent fluctuation theorem, of the form PP(−k,t)
≃ eαk .
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FIG. 1: Probability distribution of the number of photons transferred between the hot bath and the system. Curves of different colour correspond to different parameters. Solid and dotted curves denote results
for the maximum coherence and no coherence respectively. Inset shows standard deviation (σ) at different
temperatures with (filled circles) and without (empty circles) coherences.

[1] U. Seifert, Rep. Prog. Phys., 75, 126001 (2012)
[2] M. O. Scully, K. R. Chapinb, K. E. Dorfmana, M. B. Kimb and A. Svidzinskya, PNAS 108, 15097 (2011).
[3] S. Rahav, U. Harbola, and S. Mukamel, Phys. Rev. A, 86, 043843 (2012).
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The Study and Control of Matter with Maxwell's Demon
Mark G. Raizen
Center for Nonlinear Dynamics and Dept. of Physics,
The Univ. of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712

ABSTRACT
The historic thought experiment of Maxwell's demon has provoked much debate and
controversy since it was first suggested by James Clerk Maxwell in 1871. In this talk I will
show how this thought experiment is now realized in the laboratory. I first describe the
general methods that we developed for controlling atomic motion in gas phase. The starting
point is the supersonic molecular beam, the workhorse of physical chemistry for many years.
We use pulsed magnetic fields to stop the beam, and this approach is now proven to be
optimal. Single photon cooling, based on a one-way wall, was shown to be a general way to
cool the translational motion of atoms and molecules. I describe how this toolbox of new
methods can be used to produce a source of ultra-cold atoms with unprecedented brightness,
and with minimal use of lasers. We are now applying these same methods for controlling
atoms as an intermediate step before depositing them back to solid phase. The first main
application is an efficient method for isotope separation. This will ultimately replace the
Calutron, a method developed over eighty years ago, and now on the verge of becoming
obsolete. The production of mole-scale quantities of rare isotopes is urgently needed in
nuclear medicine, and will also have an impact on basic research and energy efficiency.

In

parallel, we are developing magnetic focusing of supersonic beams, in order to deposit atoms
on a substrate with nano-scale resolution. Throughout this work, the common thread of
Maxwell's demon is evident, and holds great promise for the control and study of matter.
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Interferometry with Bose-Einstein condensates

Speaker: Ernst Maria Rasel
Session: Atom Interferometry
Schedule: Thursday Morning Plenary Session 1

in microgravity

Rasel E.M., for the QUANTUS cooperation
QUEST, Institut für Quantenoptik-Leibniz Universität, Hannover, Germany
Email: rasel@iqo.uni-hannover.de
A new field in matter wave optics is emerging, which is based on very long baseline atom
interferometry (VLBAI). These interferometers strive to increase the sensitivity by coherently
spitting and separating wave packets over macroscopic spatial and temporal scales. BoseEinstein condensates, representing a textbook example for a macroscopic wave packet, are
the ideal source for performing this kind of interferometry and were exploited for the first
time in the extended free fall for this kind of experiments with a chip-based atom laser for
Rubidium ⁸⁸Rb. By adiabatic opening the magnetic trap, we can generate atomic samples
with an energy corresponding to 15 nK. With the help of delta kick cooling, implemented via
the atom chip, we can further slow down the expansion and achieve temperatures around a
nK and less. In addition, the chip allows to transfer atoms in the individual Zeeman states of
the two Hyperfine groundstates, in particular into the non-magnetic state. With this toolbox
we could extend the observation of an interfering BEC of only 10000 atoms to macroscopic
time scales approaching two seconds. Benefiting form the extended free fall in microgravity
we could combine this with an assymetric Mach-Zehnder type interferometer over hundreds
of milliseconds to study the coherence and to analyse the delta kick cooling with the help of
the observed interference fringes. This experiment can be considered as a gigantic double slit
experiment in microgravity. A novel generation of atom chips allows to improve the
performance of these flexible devices. We could demonstrate loading of the chip with far
more than 10⁸ atoms in roughly a second in a setup of the size of a shoebox. We discuss as a
possible spin-off a chip based quantum gravimeter for ground based applications, recently
demonstrated with our device. The design is employed for a rocket based test of such an
interferometer and will demonstrate the feasibility of a satellite based tests of Einsteins
principle of equivalence as pursued by the STE-QUEST mission.
The QUANTUS cooperation comprises the group of C. Lämmerzahl (Univ. Bremen), A.
Peters (Humboldt Univ. Berlin), T. Hänsch/J.Reichel (MPQ/ENS), K. Sengstock (Univ.
Hamburg), R. Walser (TU Darmstadt), and W.P. Schleich (Univ. Ulm).
This project is supported by the German Space Agency Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und
Raumfahrt (DLR) with funds provided by the Federal Ministry of Economics and
Technology (BMWI) under grant number DLR 50 WM 0346. We thank the German
Research Foundation for funding the Cluster of Excellence QUEST Centre for Quantum
Engineering and Space-Time Research
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Mapping Distance-Dependent Plasmon Coupling in Self-Assembled
1-Dimensional Nanoparticle Clusters
Tianhong Chen and Björn M. Reinhard
Department of Chemistry and The Photonics Center, Boston University
There is significant scientific and technologic interest in strongly coupled plasmonic
nanogap structures that contain nanoparticle separations with dimensions below the
electron-beam lithography resolution of approximately 5 nm. Recent studies by several
groups have indicated that at gap dimensions of approximately one nanometer the
nature of the electromagnetic coupling changes and new electromagnetic coupling
mechanisms remain to be explored. To realize plasmonic gap structures in this range
and to optimize the near-field enhancement in plasmonic gap antennas in general, new
fabrication approaches are required that provide rational control over the gap separation
on length scales of a nanometer or below. I will discuss in this talk our strategies to
overcome this limitation through robust chemical self-assembly approaches. Preliminary
data will be presented to confirm the ability to tune the gap dimensions in templateguided self-assembly approaches through control of the assembly conditions. The
influence of the size and interparticle separation of extended 1-dimensional nanoparticle
clusters on the near- and far-field spectra is discussed in detail.
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Chaos and quantum control in feedback coupled quantum dot - microcavities
F. Albert1, A. Carmele2, C. Hopfmann3, Julia Kabuss2, Franz Schulze2, C. Schneider1, W. Kinzel4, S. Höfling1,
A. Forchel1, M. Kamp1, A. Knorr2, I. Kanter5, S. Reitzenstein3
1

Technische Physik, Universität Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany
Institute for Theoretical Physics, Technische Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany
3
Institute of Solid State Physics, Technische Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany
4
Institute for Theoretical Physics, Universität Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany
5
Department of Physics, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, Israel

2

Advances in semiconductor nanotechnology have triggered considerable research and development of
nanophotonic devices operating in the regime of cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED). Of particular interest
are quantum dot – microcavity structures which can act as a model system to study quantum optics effects in a
solid state platform [1]. For instance, they allow one to enter the strong coupling regime for which the
spontaneous emission process of a quantum emitter becomes reversible. Moreover, quantum dot –
microcavity systems can act as efficient sources of single photons and low threshold microlasers.
In this work we address a novel and unexplored field of quantum optics in quantum dot – microcavities, where
a fraction of emission is coupled back into the microcavity via external self-feedback. The intriguing effects of
delayed feedback on quantum systems will be illustrated by two examples. In the first example, we will
demonstrate that external self-feedback dramatically changes the photon statistics of a low-threshold
microlaser, and leads to super-thermal photon bunching with g(2)(0) up to 3.51±0.06. This unique type of strong
photon bunching fundamentally differs from g(2)(0) = 2 and g(2)(0) = 1 expected for thermal and coherent light,
respectively [2]. Super-thermal g(2)(0)-values occur simultaneously with revival peaks of the bunching signal at
round trip times of the external cavity and indicate random intensity fluctuations and chaos associated with the
spiked emission of light at the nW level. Secondly, we propose a scheme to control cQED effects by delayed
single photon feedback. In particular, we show theoretically that a single emitter-cavity system, operating in
the weak coupling limit, can be driven into a strong coupling-type regime by an external mirror. Here, external
feedback in the quantum limit produces Rabi oscillations directly connected to the electron-photon coupling
strength. As such we propose a way to feedback control quantum correlations in the single photon limit [3].

[1] S. Reitzenstein et al., IEEE J. Sel. Top. Qu. El. 18, 1733 (2012).
[2] F. Albert et al., Nat. Comms. 2, 366 (2011).
[3] A. Carmele et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., accepted for publication (2012).
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New Generation of High Repetition Rate,
High Average Power Table-top Soft x-ray Lasers
J. J. Rocca, B. Reagan, K. Wernsing, A. Curtis, B. M. Luther, A. Nichols,
F. Furch , M. Woolston , D. Patel, M. Marconi, C.S. Menoni
National Science Foundation ERC for Extreme Ultraviolet Science and Technology,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523

The generation of high average power coherent soft x-ray radiation is of high interest for
numerous applications. However, the achievement of high average soft x-ray fluxes using a
compact set-up is a challenging task, with both plasma-based soft x-ray lasers and high
harmonics typically producing average powers in the microwatt level. Plasma-based soft x-ray
lasers are capable of producing large pulse energies. However, their low average power has been
an impediment for applications requiring a high photon flux. Combining newly developed
diode-pumped high energy ultra-short pulse laser technology with efficient plasma generation
techniques we have demonstrated the first of a new generation of compact high average power
soft x-ray lasers.

Fig 1. High average power diode-pumped table-top soft x-ray laser and measurement of the output pulse
energy for 3000 consecutive laser shots at λ=18.9 nm for 100 Hz rep. rate operation, producing a record average
power of 0.15 mW

We have achieved gain-saturate operation of table-top soft x-ray laser at 100 Hz repetition rate
to generate an average power of 0.15 mW at λ = 18.9 nm [1] by collisional electron impact
excitation of nickel-like ions. This is highest power reported to date from a compact coherent
soft x-ray laser source operating at wavelengths shorter than 20 nm. Strong lasing was also
achieved at 13.9 nm from a silver plasma. To be able to generate at the hot-dense plasmas that
constitute the gain medium at high repetition rate we have developed a diode-pumped chirped
pulse amplification Yb:YAG laser that produces 1 J pulses of picosecond duration at a record
high repetition rate of 100 Hz. The results increased by an order of magnitude the repetition rate
of plasma-based soft x-ray lasers, creating path for the generation of multi-milliwatt average
power soft x-ray beams on a table-top. This increase in soft x-ray laser power will open up new
scientific research and make possible advanced technology applications requiring high photon
flux
Work supported by the NSF Engineering Research Center Program and the US Department of Energy
1.

B. Reagan, K. Wernsing, A. Curtis, F. Furch, B. Luther, D. Patel, C.S. Menoni and J.J. Rocca, “ Demonstration
of a 100 Hz repetition rate gain-saturated diode-pumped soft x-ray laser”. Optics Letters, 37, 3624, 2012)
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Quantum Opto-Mechanics: from rotation to Coriolis force detection
Yuri Rostovtsev
Department of Physics University of North Texas, Denton, TX 76203

The opto-mechanical effects [1] are revisited for the media where the coherence effects are
strong, such as ultra-dispersive media [2]. Mechanical resonators at the nanometer scale are
widely employed for a large variety of sensors in integrated electrical, optical, and optoelectronical systems [3]. Modifications of the resonator motion can be detected with high
sensitivity by detecting the radiation interacted with the resonator. We have theoretically
demonstrated an enhanced Fizeau effect due to dragging the light that occurs in ultra-dispersive
media. The proposed experiment can be done in a cell of atomic Rb vapor under conditions such
that the group velocity of light is of the order of a few hundred meters per second. We show
theoretically that higher-order dispersion can influence the Fizeau effect and can be observed
experimentally. It has been shown that the change of phase is sensitive to the motion of the cell
with the speed of the order of 10−3 cm/s and for possible displacements as small as 1 nm. The
enhanced dragging effect can be applied for position control, detection of slow mechanical
motion, and efficient modulators of light. Small masses can be detected by measuring the
frequency shift induced on the resonator, while tiny displacements (or weak forces inducing such
displacements) can be measured by detecting the corresponding phase shift of the light
interacting with it. This provides interesting opportunities for detecting very weak forces, such as
Coriolis forces in rotating frames.
[1] L.D. Landau, E.M. Lifshitz, Electrodynamics of continuous media (New York, Pergamon
Press, 1960)
[2] M.O. Scully, M. Suhail Zubairy, Quantum Optics (Cambridge University Press, 1997)
[3] C. Genes, A. Mari, D. Vitali, P. Tombesi, Quantum Effects in Optomechanical Systems,
Advances In Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics Volume 57, 2009, 33–86.
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Experimental Demonstration of Quantum Data
Compression
Lee A. Rozema1, Dylan Mahler1, Alex Hayat1, Peter Turner2,
and Aephraim M. Steinberg1
1

Centre for Quantum Information & Quantum Control and Institute for Optical Sciences, Department of Physics,
60 St. George Street, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 1A7
2

Department of Physics, Graduate School of Science,
The University of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 113-0033

In quantum state tomography N identically prepared copies of a quantum state are measured to reconstruct a
density matrix describing the single particle state [1]. One purpose of reconstructing a density matrix is to allow
the prediction of measurements that could have been made on the initial state. On the other hand, if only one
measurement is of interest then performing that measurement on the each of the N copies of the state will yield
the most accurate estimate. However, if the measurement choice is unknown the quantum states must be stored
in a quantum memory until some later time. The question then becomes: how much memory is required?
It is well known that Hilbert space grows exponentially in the number of qubits. For example, the
dimensionality of an arbitrary N qubit system is 2N. But if all N of the qubits are identical all of the information
in the initial N qubit state can be mapped into the symmetric subspace, which has dimension N+1. This
mapping, known as the Quantum Schur-Weyl transform (QSWT) [2], yields a compression of N identical qubits
into log2(N+1) qubits – an exponential savings in space.
Here, we present experimental results implementing the QSWT for three qubits, allowing us to compress three
quantum bits into two. In our implementation the three qubits are encoded in two photons. The first photon
encodes a path and a polarization qubit, while the second photon encodes a single polarization qubit. We use the
QSWT to map all of the information from the 3 qubits onto the path and polarization qubits encoded in the first
photon, allowing us to discard the second photon. We characterize our compression by performing
measurements on the remaining two qubits and show that they obey the statistics of a three qubit system.
[1] DFV James, PG Kwiat, WJ Munro, AG White. “Measurement of qubits,” PRA, 64, 052312.
[2] D. Bacon, I. L. Chuang, and A. W. Harrow. “Efficient quantum circuits for Schur and Clebsch-Gordan transforms,” PRL, 97, 170502
(2006).
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Ultrafast charge rearrangement and nuclear dynamics upon
multiphoton X-ray ionization of molecules
B. Erk1,2, D. Rolles1,3, L. Foucar1,3, R. Boll1,2, D. Anielsky1,2, B. Rudek1,2, S.W. Epp1,2, M. Cryle3,
C. Bostedt4, R. Coffee4, S. Schorb4, J. Bozek4, T. Marchenko5, M. Simon5, S. Trippel6, K. Ueda7,
I. Schlichting1,3, J. Ullrich8,1,2 and A. Rudenko9,1,2
1 - Max Planck Advanced Study Group at CFEL, Hamburg, Germany; 2 – Max Planck Institut für
Kernphysik, Heidelberg, Germany; 3 - Max Planck Institut für medizinische Forschung, Heidelberg; 4 LCLS, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA, USA; 5 - CNRS and UPMC, Paris,
France; 6 – Center for Free-Electron Laser Science, Hamburg, Germany;7 - IMRAM, Tohoku University,
Sendai, Japan; 8 - Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig, Germany; 9 - J.R. Macdonald
Laboratory, Department of Physics, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS, USA
rudenko@phys.ksu.edu
The microscopic response of a polyatomic system to inner-shell photoabsorption, i.e., the electronic
relaxation dynamics and motion of atomic nuclei after creation of one or several core-shell vacancies,
plays a crucial role for our understanding of X-ray interactions with matter, and is essential for most
applications of novel ultraintense, ultrafast X-ray sources such as XFELs [1].
Here we address this issue by studying X-ray ionization of heavy atoms (e.g., Se, I) embedded
into molecular environment. In such a system an X-ray absorption cross section of the high-Z
constituent is much higher than for the rest of the molecule, such that the initial photo-absorption is
well localized. By measuring in coincidence ion charge state distributions, their kinetic energies and
emission angles we trace subsequent electronic and nuclear dynamics. The results of the first
experiment performed at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) are presented in Fig. 1. Comparing
the ionization of such a molecule to the case of an isolated high-Z atom of similar electronic
configuration (Se ↔ Kr, I ↔ Xe) [2], we find that while the total charge induced on the system is the
same in both cases, the highest final charge state of
the isolated atom is considerably higher, pointing
towards efficient charge redistribution within the
molecule. The measured kinetic energies of the
fragments suggests that while the molecular bonds
are considerably stretched on the time scale of
multiple ionization (defined by the longer of pulse
duration and characteristic Auger lifetimes), part of
the charge rearrangement occurs on the sub-fs time
scale, before the nuclei substantially change their
positions.
In order to shed more light on the mechanisms
of the charge redistribution and on the role of
‘inter-‘ and ‘intra-atomic effects, we performed
similar measurements on the molecules predissociated by short 800 nm laser pulses, studying
X-ray ionization of molecules as a function of
internuclear separation R. We observe significant
enhancement in the yield of the highest charge
states at large R, indicating a transition to an
Fig. 1. Fragmentation of methylselenol molecule by 5
isolated atom, where no charge exchange with the
fs, ~1017 W/cm2 LCLS pulses at ħω=2 keV. a) Sketch of
molecular environment can occur.
[1] J. Ullrich, A. Rudenko and R. Moshammer,
Annu. Rev. Phys. Chem. 63 635 (2012).
[2] B. Rudek et al., Nature Photonics 6 858 (2012).
[3] B. Erk et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., in press (2012).
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the molecule with maximum charge states observed. b)
Measured charge state distribution of Se and C ions. c)
Carbon kinetic energies for different fragmentation
channels. Vertical lines indicate the results of the
Coulomb explosion simulation [3].
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Nanoscale Nuclear Magnetic Resonance using a
Nitrogen-Vacancy Spin Sensor
Daniel Rugar
IBM Research Division
Almaden Research Center
San Jose, CA 95120
rugar@us.ibm.com

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is the basis of powerful spectroscopic
and imaging techniques, but extension to nanoscale samples has been a longstanding challenge due to the insensitivity of conventional detection
methods. Here, we demonstrate the use of an individual, near-surface
nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond as an atomic-size sensor to detect
proton NMR in an organic sample located external to the diamond. Using a
combination of electron spin echoes and proton spin manipulation, the NV
center senses the nanotesla field fluctuations from the protons, enabling both
time-domain and spectroscopic NMR measurements on the nanometer scale.

Work performed in collaboration with H. J. Mamin,1 M. Kim,1,2 M. H. Sherwood,1 C. T.
Rettner,1 K. Ohno3, and D. D. Awschalom3
1

IBM Research Division, Almaden Research Center, San Jose, CA 95120, USA.

2

Center for Probing the Nanoscale, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA

3

Center for Spintronics and Quantum Computation, University of California, Santa
Barbara, CA 93106, USA
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Inelastic	
  scattering	
  reveals	
  the	
  dynamical	
  properties	
  of	
  	
  condensed	
  matter	
  by	
  
analysing	
  the	
  energy	
  difference	
  between	
  incoming	
  and	
  outgoing	
  particles	
  like	
  
neutrons	
  and	
  photons.	
  Typically,	
  the	
  energy	
  resolution	
  is	
  determined	
  (and	
  limited)	
  
by	
  the	
  energy	
  spread	
  of	
  the	
  incoming	
  particles,	
  thus	
  further	
  bandwidth	
  reduction	
  to	
  
achieve	
  the	
  ultimate	
  energy	
  resolution	
  goes	
  at	
  the	
  expense	
  of	
  the	
  signal	
  to	
  noise	
  
ratio.	
  A	
  very	
  elegant	
  decoupling	
  of	
  the	
  energy	
  resolution	
  from	
  the	
  band	
  width	
  of	
  the	
  
probing	
  particles	
  has	
  been	
  achieved	
  in	
  the	
  method	
  of	
  neutron	
  spin	
  echo	
  (NSE)	
  
spectroscopy	
  [1].	
  	
  Effectively	
  being	
  a	
  time-‐of-‐flight	
  method,	
  the	
  NSE	
  technique	
  relies	
  
on	
  the	
  finite	
  rest	
  mass	
  of	
  the	
  neutron.	
  For	
  that	
  reason	
  this	
  technique	
  does	
  not	
  seem	
  
to	
  be	
  transferable	
  to	
  photons,	
  although	
  it	
  would	
  be	
  highly	
  desirable.	
  	
  
	
  
Here	
  I	
  introduce	
  the	
  concept	
  of	
  a	
  new	
  resonant	
  x-‐ray	
  scattering	
  method	
  that	
  allows	
  
to	
  probe	
  magnetic	
  excitations	
  (i.e.	
  spinwaves)	
  in	
  condensed	
  matter.	
  Similar	
  to	
  NSE,	
  
its	
  energy	
  resolution	
  is	
  decoupled	
  from	
  and	
  thus	
  independent	
  of	
  the	
  energy	
  
bandwidth	
  of	
  the	
  incident	
  radiation.	
  It	
  relies	
  on	
  encoding	
  the	
  energy	
  transfer	
  in	
  the	
  
inelastic	
  scattering	
  process	
  in	
  the	
  photon	
  polarization	
  rather	
  than	
  the	
  photon	
  
energy.	
  	
  
	
  
For	
  a	
  monochromatic	
  spinwave	
  one	
  obtains	
  a	
  helical	
  evolution	
  of	
  the	
  photon	
  
polarization	
  after	
  scattering	
  from	
  the	
  sample	
  as	
  illustrated	
  in	
  Fig.1.	
  	
  Analysis	
  of	
  the	
  
polarization	
  state	
  as	
  function	
  of	
  distance	
  from	
  the	
  sample	
  reveals	
  the	
  (sin,cos)	
  
Fourier	
  transform	
  of	
  the	
  dynamical	
  magnetic	
  structure	
  factor	
  of	
  the	
  sample.	
  	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
Fig.	
  1:	
  Photon	
  polarization	
  precession	
  induced	
  by	
  the	
  resonant	
  interaction	
  of	
  x-‐	
  	
  
rays	
  with	
  a	
  monochromatic	
  spinwave	
  excitation	
  in	
  the	
  sample.	
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Quantum physics at the interface with gravity
Wolfgang P. Schleich
Institut für Quantenphysik and Center for Integrated Quantum Science and Technology (IQST),
Universität Ulm, Albert Einstein Allee 11, D-89081 Ulm, Germany
The enormous progress in the experimental possibilities of cold atom technology has opened a new
arena at the interface of quantum mechanics and general relativity. Indeed, the recent creation of
and interferometry with a Bose-Einstein condensate in microgravity in the drop tower in Bremen and
equivalent experiments with laser-cooled atoms on a parabolic flight of a plane bring precision tests
of the equivalence principle with two different atomic species within reach. It comes therefore as no
surprise that the recent claim that an atom interferometer can and has already measured the
redshift with an unprecedented accuracy has created a lively and stimulating controversy
Motivated by the recent debate if the Kasevich-Chu atom interferometer can measure the
gravitational redshift, we show [1, 2, 3] that the physical origin of the observed phase shift depends
on the representation of quantum mechanics chosen for the calculation. We illustrate this
phenomenon using the position and the momentum representations and demonstrate that the
decomposition of the total phase shift into three dynamical phases, which emerges in the Feynman
path integral approach and is at the very heart of the redshift controversy, does not appear in
position space. This feature stands out most clearly in a representation-free analysis of the
Kasevich-Chu interferometer where two rather than three phases contribute to the phase shift.
[1] Wolfgang P. Schleich, Daniel M. Greenberger, and Ernst M. Rasel, A representation-free
description of the Kasevich-Chu interferometer: A resolution of the redshift controversy, New J.
Phys. (accepted August 2012)
[2] Wolfgang P. Schleich, Daniel M. Greenberger, and Ernst M. Rasel, The redshift controversy in
atom interferometry: Representation dependence of origin of phase shift, Phys. Rev. Lett. (accepted
November 2012)
[3] Daniel M. Greenberger, Wolfgang P. Schleich, and Ernst M. Rasel, Relativistic effects in atom
and neutron interferometry and the differences between them, Phys. Rev. A (accepted November
2012)
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Polarization in birefringent WGM resonators
H.G.L. Schwefel,

1,2

F. Sedlmeir,

1,2

J. Fürst,

1,2

2

1

M. Hauer, D.V. Strekalov , G. Leuchs

1,2

1

2

Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light, D-91058 Erlangen, Germany
Institute for Optics, Information and Photonics, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, D-91058 Erlangen, Germany
harald.schwefel@mpl.mpg.de

Whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators are known for their high quality factors and long confinement times.
They confine the light via total internal reflection at their circular dielectric boundary, limited only by internal material absorption and scattering at the boundary. Classically such resonators were made from molten materials
such as liquids and glasses. These amorphous materials are intrinsically isotropic, such that the polarization
state of the light passing through is not changed. The extreme field intensities in such high quality resonators
(2)
make them ideal for studying non-linear optics. However, isotropic materials do not allow harvesting χ non(2)
linear processes. Birefringent crystals like lithium niobate, however show a very strong χ non-linear response
and have thus been used as WGM resonators [1,2]. In a uniaxial crystal unpolarized light is split into two different eigenpolarizations, which have different phase velocities. Usually the WGM resonators are fabricated such
that the optic axis is parallel to the symmetry axis, such that there still are two mode families of parallel (perpendicular) polarized with respect to the optic axis, namely TE (TM) modes, which “feel” the extraordinary (ordinary)
index of refraction of the material respectively.
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We report on a novel geometry: A WGMR made
of single crystal magnesium fluoride whose optic
axis is tilted against its symmetry axis by a large
angle Ψ = 20° (see Fig. 1b). Similarly to the polarization effects of a birefingent wave plate we
expect some new features in the polarization
behaviour of the resonators modes. In the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1a we can couple fully polarization classified light into and out
of the resonator at several different positions
with two prism couplers. We perform a full

Laser
relative angle of quarter waveplate [°]

Stokes measurement of the out-coupled light at
Figure 1	
   (a) Experimental setup: the fully polarization controlled
different positions along the resonator. The input beam is coupled to the WGMR via a prism; a Stokes measobserved resonance spectrum is very similar to urement can be done at variable out-coupling points, (b) geometry
that of an “usual” WGMR. There are modes with of the used resonator, (c) relative coupling efficiency depending on
reasonable coupling efficiency and high qualtiy “circularity” of the incoming beam; maximum and zero coupling can
be observed for right and left handed circular polarized light respecfactor. The polarization of these modes however tively.
is quite unusual. Some of the modes show best
coupling to the resonator with either s- or p-polarization at the in-coupling point as would be expected in a z-cut
resonator. But we also observe modes which show best coupling when using fully circular polarized light (see
Fig. 1b). At different out-coupling locations the Stokes measurements show a rather complex elliptical polarization. Even the modes with linear in-coupled light emit, in general, elliptically polarized light.
The understanding of this polarization behaviour inside such resonators may open new and interesting applications in the field of nonlinear optics [3] as it could give access to a new type of phase matching in such a system.
Also cavity-enhanced biosensing could benefit from such a resonator by using the elliptically polarized evanescent field leaking out of the cavity to measure chirality of molecules.
[1] V. S. Ilchenko and L. Maleki, “Novel whispering-gallery resonators for lasers, modulators, and sensors,” Proc. SPIE 4270, 120–130
(2001) [doi:doi:10.1117/12.424663].
[2] J. U. Fürst, D. V. Strekalov, D. Elser, M. Lassen, U. L. Andersen, C. Marquardt, and G. Leuchs, “Naturally Phase-Matched SecondHarmonic Generation in a Whispering-Gallery-Mode Resonator,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 153901 (2010)
[doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.104.153901].
[3] G. Lin, J. Fürst, D. V. Strekalov, I. S. Grudinin, and N. Yu, “High-Q UV whispering gallery mode resonators made of angle-cut BBO crystals,” Opt. Express 20, 21372–21378 (2012) [doi:10.1364/OE.20.021372].
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“A Gauge Field Theory Primer”
Dr. Marlan O. Scully
Texas A&M, Baylor, and Princeton

ABSTRACT
There are many insights into gauge field theory
which come from simple quantum mechanics, quantum
optics, and superconductivity. Studying these examples
can help us to better understand some key points such as
local phase invariance, symmetry breaking and mass
generation. We focus on the simple cases of Maxwell
(photon)

abelian

and

Yang-Mills

(neutron-proton)

nonabelian systems.
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The Agri-Bio-Photonics Research and Technology (ART) Program
Rob Scully, Dmitri V. Voronine, Bin Cao, Virgil Sanders, Sean Carver, and Yujie Shen
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843

A field portable Raman spectroscopic device is being used to create a plant taxonomy
database. Emphasis is on Texas specimens as well as domestic household plants. A nature trail,
garden and orchard have been established to further this research. Use of Raman technology to
indentify types of food prepared by Native Indians on ancient cooking rocks is also being
perfected. Other goals as pertains to Raman are its use as a detector of anthrax and biotoxins.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Portable Raman device (a) being used to gather data (b) in the field at the Salter
Farm Nature trail.
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Catch-Disperse-Release Readout for Superconducting Qubits
Eyob A. Sete1, Andrei Galiautdinov2, Eric Mlinar1, John M. Martinis3, and Alexander N. Korotkov1
1University of California, Riverside, CA 92521
2University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602
3University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106

Fast and high-fidelity qubit readout plays a central role in quantum information processing, including
schemes based on superconducting qubits. In circuit quantum electrodynamics, significant progress
has been made in designing high fidelity qubit readout architectures due to the availability of efficient
amplifiers and new techniques to engineer more robust superconducting qubits. For example, readout
fidelity of 94 % in flux [1] and 97% in transmon [2] qubits can now be achieved using state-of-the-art
amplifiers. Earlier, qubit readout architectures with improved fidelity and signal-to-noise ratio have
been realized [3, 4]. Although superconducting qubits have large coherence times [5], coupling them
with a cavity brings about significant decay channel due to cavity-induced relaxation or Purcell effect
[6]. Methods to overcome this effect and improve the fidelity and the signal-to-noise ratio have been
put forward [7, 8].
We analyze single-shot qubit readout architecture for superconducting qubits using controlled catch,
dispersion, and release of a microwave field. The method employs qubit-state-dependent dispersive
shift of the resonator frequency to infer the state of the qubit by measuring the resonator field via
homodyne detection. To overcome the Purcell effect we use a tunable coupler [9], which decouples the
resonator and the transmission line during the qubit-resonator interaction. A frequency tunable qubit
is used to control the qubit-resonator coupling in time. We show that fast and high-fidelity qubit
readout can be achieved for superconducting phase qubit coupled to a resonator field. Furthermore, the
Jaynes-Cummings nonlinearity results in quadrature squeezing of the resonator field, which
significantly decreases the measurement error.
(𝒂𝒂)

Cin

RF

Resonator Tunable coupler Amplifier Mixer

Cg
Qubit

LO

𝜑𝜑

(𝒃𝒃)

LO

Fig.1: a) The microwave pulse (RF) is coupled to the resonator via a capacitor Cin which in turn is capacitively(Cg)
coupled to the qubit. b) The RF field (blue curve) and the time dependent qubit frequency (red curve).

[1] J. E. Johnson et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 050506 (2012).
[2] D. Riste et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 050507 (2012).
[3] F. Mallet et al., Nature Phys. 5, 791 (2009); M. D. Reed et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 173601 (2010).
[4] R. McDermott et al., Science 307, 1299 (2005).
[5] H. Paik et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 240501 (2011); J. Bylander et al., Nature Phys. 7, 565 (2011).
[6] E. M. Purcell, Phys. Rev.69, 691 (1946).
[7] M.D. Reed et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 96, 203110 (2010).
[8] J. M. Gambetta, A. A. Houck, and A. Blais, Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 030502 (2011).
[9] R. C. Bialczak et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 060501 (2011); Y. Yin et al., arXiv:1208.2950.
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Atom Interferometric Holography and Arbitrary Pattern Nanolithography
Using a BEC Atom Laser
M.Fouda1, R. Fang2, M. Monjoor,1 J. Ketterson2, and M.S. Shahriar1,2
1

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
2
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Northwestern University2145 Sheridan Road, Evanston, IL 60208; Email: shahriar@northwestern.edu

We describe a technique where atomic interferometry along with light-shift induced, two dimensional
phase imprinting with optical pulses are used to produced three dimensional holographic patterns of atoms, using a
Bose-Einstein Condensate Atom Laser as a source. We also show how a variation of this technique can be used to
realize arbitrary pattern nanolithography with a feature size as small as 2 nm.
We have used the Gross-Pitaevskii equations to model the evolution of the condensate order parameter
through free space as well as during interaction with the optical fields, using typical values of scattering lengths, in
the absence of Feshbach resonances. In our scheme, the condensate is first split into two components in different
hyperfine states, using a Raman pulse. Detuned optical pulses are then used to imprint desired phase profiles on one
or both parts of the split components. For proper choice of pulses and phase patterns, the atoms form a threedimensional hologram or a two-dimensional pattern, upon recombination of the two parts using additional Raman
pulses.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the generation of an atom-interferometric hologram using a BEC atom
laser, employing computer generated phase masks.

The overall process for generating an atom-interferometric hologram using a BEC atom laser, employing
computer generated phase masks, is illustrated schematically in figure 1. A simple variation of this technique canbe
used to produce a two-dimensional pattern. These techniques could be used for nanolithography by transferring the
pattern to coinage metals, or to produce various topological patterns of condensates for fundamental studies as well
for applications to quantum computing. In this talk, we will summarize the theoretical model, and present the status
of the experimental efforts towards realizing these patterns.
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Spectroscopic Identification of Toxic Chemicals
Alexander Sinyukov, Dmitri V. Voronine, Xia Hua, Yujie Shen, Kelli Humbird, Tim
Phillips, Vlad Yakovlev, Alexei Sokolov, and Marlan Scully
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843

Rapid, reliable detection and identification of small amounts of toxic molecules is a
critical challenge in the realm of modern chemical physics. Our project focuses on advancing
spectroscopic techniques that are capable of rapid detection and identification of endocrine
disruptors such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Methods include conventional
Raman detection, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and coherent anti-Stokes
Raman spectroscopy (CARS). Typical Raman spectrum of a mixture of several toxic chemicals
is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Raman spectrum of a mixture of naphthalene and pyrene dissolved in benzene.
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Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometry at a free-electron laser
A. Singer1, U. Lorenz1, F. Sorgenfrei2, N. Gerasimova1, J. Gulden1, O.M. Yefanov1, R. Kurta1, A.
Shabalin1, R. Dronyak1, R. Treusch1, V. Kocharyan1, E. Weckert1, W. Wurth2, and I. Vartanyants1,3
1

2

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, D-22607 Hamburg, Germany
Institut für Experimentalphysik and CFEL, University of Hamburg, D-22603 Hamburg, Germany
3
National Research Nuclear University, “MEPhI”, 115409 Moscow, Russia

Hanbury Brown and Twiss in their pioneering experiment [1] demonstrated that one can get
fundamental information on the statistics of light sources by measuring intensity correlations at
two separated spatial positions. Here we present measurements of second and higher order
intensity correlation functions at free-electron laser (FEL) FLASH [2] for a wavelength of
5.5nm.
We demonstrate, that these measurements give access to basic parameters of the FEL source,
including the degree of spatial coherence, average pulse duration, and photon statistics. In our
experiments we determined the degree of transverse coherence to be about 80% and a
degeneracy parameter on the order of 109. An average pulse duration of 50 fs was found. Such
values are similar to conventional laser sources and were never observed for these wavelengths
at synchrotron radiation sources. At the same time, an analysis of higher order correlation
functions indicates that present FEL sources based on the self-amplification of spontaneous
emission (SASE) principle are essentially chaotic sources and obey Gaussian statistics.
References
1.
2.
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Probing the Limits of Plasmonic Enhancement
D. R. Smith, C. Ciracì
1

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics and Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, Duke University, United States

Abstract
We investigate the properties of plasmon resonant nanoparticles separated by nanometer
distances from a metallic film. When a nanoparticle is brought in close proximity to a
metallic film, it couples to its electromagnetic image, exhibiting a strong optical spectral
shift that increases with decreasing distance to the film. This spectral shift can be related
not only to the physical geometry of the nanoparticle and its environment, but also to the
dielectric function of the metal. Thus, the spectral shift can be used as a signature,
providing information on the material properties.
The film-coupled nanoparticle system provides a precise and robust platform for
producing surfaces with controlled reflectance properties. Alternatively, the reliable
nanoscale and sub-nanoscale coatings that can be achieved using a variety of surface
chemistries allow plasmonic structures to be studied at their most extreme. As the gap
between film and nanoparticle is closed—to within a few nanometers—the local field
enhancement rises dramatically, accompanied by an increasing red-shift in the plasmon
resonance. As the gap distance approaches zero, the field enhancement for certain
nanoparticles (such as spheres) can be expected to exhibit singular behavior, based on a
simple Drude-Lorentz model of the metal, with nearly unbounded local fields. The
singular behavior, of course, indicates the failure of the classical model for the response
of the conduction electrons of a metal, which ignores effects due to the quantum nature of
the electrons.
To obtain a better description of the metal, yet one that remains tractable for full-wave
numerical simulations, we employ a hydrodynamic model to describe the conduction
electron response that presumably provides a more complete description of the plasmon
optics. The hydrodynamic model includes a quantum pressure term, which introduces
spatial derivatives into the equation of motion for the electrons; thus, the electronic
response acquires a nonlocal character that becomes increasingly important as light is
increasingly confined to sub-nanometer regions. To confirm the applicability of this
model, we correlate the spectral shifts in numerically simulated film-coupled plasmonic
nanoparticles with the nonlocality of the conduction electron response. Though the
hydrodynamic model is likely an incomplete description of the electron response, it
nevertheless provides a quantitative prediction for the spectral shifts as a function of gap
distance that is in remarkable agreement with experiments. For devices that depend on
the field enhancement of plasmonic systems, the nonlocal response of the metal will
likely represent the ultimate limitation to the device performance.
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Remote sensing with femtosecond laser pulses
Alexei V. Sokolov, Benjamin D. Strycker, Mathew Springer and Kai Wang*
Department of Physics and Astronomy, and Institute for Quantum Science and Engineering, Texas A&M University,
College Station, TX 77843-4242. Phone: (979) 845-7733, FAX: (979) 845-2590, E-mail: sokol@physics.tamu.edu

Femtosecond laser pulses find widespread use in standoff spectroscopy. Various scenarios
have been considered, including for example remote generation of a backward-propagating laser
beam [1], or filamentation-induced breakdown spectroscopy (FIBS) [2]. Femtosecond laser
filamenttation starts when Kerr-induced self-focusing overcomes beam diffraction. When a
threshold power is reached, the transverse intensity profile of the laser beam decreases until
nonlinear defocusing mechanisms come into play, due to for example production of plasma or
multi-photon excitation of conduction-band electrons. The balance between self-focusing and
defocusing processes results in formation of a filament that can propagate over distances orders
of magnitude longer than the Rayleigh range corresponding to their transverse dimensions. In a
recent experiment we have used filaments for sub-diffraction-limited imaging of remote objects
[3]. Controlled production and manipulation of laser filaments will enable further applications to
remote detection and sensing [4, 5]. In my talk I will review the latest ideas and the most recent
experimental results from our work toward this goal.
*We

thank Phil Hemmer, George Kattawar, and Marlan Scully for their valuable advice and
important contributions, and acknowledge the assistance of The Welch Foundation.
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Demonstration of second-harmonic generation using 4-bar quasiphase matching in a GaAs microdisk cavity
G. S. Solomon1,*, P. S. Kuo1 and J. Bravo-Abad1,2
1 Joint Quantum Institute, National Institute of Standards & Technology, and
University of Maryland, Gaithersburg, MD USA
2 Departamento de Fisica Teorica de la Materia Condensada, Universidad
Autonoma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain
* solomon@nist.gov
Second-harmonic nonlinear frequency conversion can be integrated into chipscale photonics devices by combining resonant coupling to microcavities with
quasi-phase matching (QPM). Here we demonstrate the integration of 4-bar
QPM with a microdisk cavity using GaAs. 4-bar QPM allows for quasi-phase
matching without externally engineering domain inversions in curved
geometries like a microdisk if the material has 4-bar crystal symmetry. We
experimentally demonstrate second-harmonic generation in this system,
discuss the necessary matching requirements, and provide an outlook for
future development.
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FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION STRUCTURE IN NON-EQUILIBRIUM GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
Molecular bridge as a case study
V. Špička
Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic,
Na Slovance 2, 182 21 Praha 8, Czech Republic
The fluctuation-dissipation relation between the correlation and the retarded components
of the Green's function depends on the existence of temperature and is lost out of equilibrium.
Still, the components of the non-equilibrium Green's function retain some inner interconnection
which may be termed the fluctuation-dissipation structure out of equilibrium. Historically, this was
grasped in an approximate manner by the Kadanoff-Baym Ansatz [1], but there is an exact
formulation in terms of reconstruction equations generating the correlation components in terms
of the propagators and the non-equilibrium distribution function either of particles, or, under
restrictive conditions, of the non-equilibrium quasi-particles [2].
This approach will be related to the dynamics of molecular bridges. We demonstrate that
the non-interacting molecular bridge model captures well many features of general open quantum
systems. Three stages of its nonequilibrium evolution, the first described by the full NGF
description, the second, ruled by the asymptotically exact Generalized master equation (GME) and
the third, governed by a Markovian master equation (ME), can be introduced within the NGF
approach [3].

[1] V. Špička, A. Kalvová, B. Velický, Physica E29, 154 (2005).
[2] V. Špička, A. Kalvová, B. Velický, Physica E42, 525 (2010).
[3] V. Špička, A. Kalvová, B. Velický, Physica Scripta 151, 014037 (2012).
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Time-Resolved Imaging of Nonlinear Pulse Propagation in the
Near-Filament Regime
Matthew Springer, Benjamin Strycker, George Kattawar, and Alexei Sokolov
Texas A&M University
Department of Physics and Astronomy

Ultrashort laser pulses of high intensity undergo Kerr-effect self-focusing and plasma defocusing,
which can result in a highly intense filament of light propagating over distances much longer than
the classical Rayleigh length. However, the definition of the filament is not well-characterized in
terms of the boundaries of the filamentation regime. The transition from classical propagation to
filamentation to optical breakdown as a function of beam geometry is an ideal way to determine
the fundamental properties of filament physics. We report an experiment involving time-resolved
shadowgraphy and imaging of femtoseond-to-nanosecond refractive index changes induced by the
propagation of the filament. This allows direct examination of the behavior of intense laser pulses
in the transitional parameter space between filamentation and other regimes of beam propagation.

Figure 1: Raw image of a propagating femtosecond filament.
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Nonlinear optics in Whispering Gallery Mode resonators
Dmitry Strekalov
Dmitry.V.Strekalov@jpl.nasa.gov
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, USA

Optical whispering gallery mode resonators
(WGMRs), such as the one shown in the photo, guide
and confine light by the total internal reflection along its
round rim surface. With no external reflective elements,
these resonators can have extremely high quality factors
in a very broad optical range. They also feature small
mode volume. The combination of these three factors is
very advantageous for various nonlinear optical
applications. In particular, triply-resonance enhanced
three wave mixing phenomena become so efficient that
they can be observed at very low light levels and
eventually even with single photons.
In this presentation I will review the recent progress
in this area achieved by several research groups, which
demonstrated optical second harmonic generation [1], parametric down conversion [2], and
sum-frequency generation in WGMRs with efficiencies far exceeding the state of the art. These
processes allow for a variety of nonlinear and quantum optics applications, such as generation of
single- and two-mode squeezed light [3], as well as quantum-correlated photon pairs [4],
compatible with atomic transitions frequencies and bandwidths; achieving low power all-optical
switching [5] and other manifestations of nonlinear dynamics.
Underlying all these second order nonlinear optical processes is the requirement of the
phase matching. The phase matching conditions reflect the conservations laws specific for a
⃗
⃗ . In the
particular system’s symmetry. In bulk crystals they have a familiar form ⃗
spherical geometry of WGMRs, instead of the wave vectors ⃗ the photons have well defined
orbital momenta. This gives rise to more complex phase matching conditions that are similar to
selection rules for electrons interaction in an atom and can be expressed as Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients. Such selection rules lead to multiple nonlinear optical conversion channels of
unequal efficiency and allow for some types of three-wave mixing that may be inaccessible in
the bulk crystals at the desired wavelengths. They also suggest a novel aspect in the
understanding of a photon’s orbital momentum in the context of nonlinear optics.
References
1. V.S. Ilchenko et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 92, 043903 (2004);
J. U. Fuerst, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 104, 153901 (2010).
2. J. U. Fuerst, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 105, 263904 (2010);
T. Beckmann, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 106, 143903 (2011);
Ch.S. Werner, et al., Opt. Lett., 37, 4224-26 (2012).
3. J. U. Fuerst, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 106, 113901 (2011).
4. M. Fortsch, et al., arXiv:1204.3056v2 [quant-ph] (2012)
5. Y-P. Huang, et al., Opt. Lett., 35, 2376-78 (2010).
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Investigating the Spectra of Transient Multi-frequency Raman Generation
D. Strickland1, H. Yan1, H.Yao2, M. Chaturvedi3, Z. Cui1
1.Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Waterloo, Canada
2. Department of Optical Information Science and Technology, Jiangsu University, China
3. Department of Engineering Physics, IIT Bombay, India
Pulse trains of 1.6 fs pulses have been achieved with Multi-frequency Raman generation
(MRG) in the long pulse, adiabatic regime [1]. To date, ultrashort pulse generation has not been
demonstrated with Raman orders produced by MRG in the transient regime. To achieve
transform limited pulse duration in the transient regime, each Raman order will also have to be
optimally compressed. Understanding the spectral and temporal characteristics of the transient
MRG orders is then critical to achieving the shortest, most intense pulses.
We pump the vibrstional Raman transition of sulphur hexafluouride using a two-color,
amplified, short pulse Ti:sapphire laser. In order to not generate self-phase modulation with the
pump pulses, we lengthen the pulses by not completely recompressing the amplified chirped
pulses. We have measured the MRG spectra as a function of pump intensity, gas pressure, and
time delay between the two linearly chirped pump pulses, with both signs of pulse chirp.
As we vary the time delay between positively chirped pulses the instantaneous frequency
separation decreases as the higher frequency pulse is delayed. We observe that the red shifted
shoulder does get increasingly red-shifted as the frequency separation decreases as shown in the
figure on the left. The most surprising result is that when the pump pulses are negatively
chirped, the individual spectral orders do not experience red-shifts for any pulse delay as shown
in the figure on the right.[2]

Figure: MRG spectra as a function of time delay between the two chirped pump pulses. The
instantaneous frequency separation of the pump pulses is larger than (top trace), equal to (middle
trace) and less than (bottom trace) the Raman transition. The pump pulses are positively (left
traces) chirped and negatively (right traces) chirped.
References:
[1] M.Y Shverdin, D. R. Walker, D.D. Yavuz, G.Y. Yin and S.E. Harris, "Generation of a
Single-Cycle Optical Pulse," Phys.Rev.Lett. 94, 033904 (2005)
[2] Z. Cui, M. Chaturvedi, B. Tian, J. Ackert, F.C. Turner and D. Strickland, "Spectral RedShifting of Multi-frequency Raman Orders," Opt. Commun. 288, 118–121, (2013)
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Chemical-specific imaging of shallowly buried
objects
using femtosecond laser pulses
B.D. Strycker, K. Wang, M. Springer, and A.V. Sokolov
Institute for Quantum Science and Engineering, Department of Physics and Astronomy,
Texas A&M University, 4242 TAMU, College Station, TX, USA 77843-4242

Imaging buried objects is important in many fields, ranging from landmine
detection to space exploration. Currently, buried objects are often imaged
through radar techniques, but the spatial resolution of these images is limited
because of the wavelength of the radiation used. Moreover, object
identification is often a tedious and error-prone process. We demonstrate,
using femtosecond laser pulses with a wavelength of 800 nm, that buried
objects may be imaged with high resolution, and also that the buried objects
may be chemically identified. We selectively image objects buried in sand (1
to 4 mm deep) according to their chemical composition through spectral
analysis of the laser-induced breakdown signal. The signal is generated by
loosely-focused femtosecond laser pulses having energies ranging from 0.5
to 2.5 mJ. We also determine the depth from which a spectral signal may be
measured as a function of pulse energy.

(a) A stainless steel washer below and to the left of a copper and aluminum rod,
respectively. (b) The metal objects buried beneath about 2 mm of sand. (c) Chemicalspecific image of the buried objects.
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Gravitational wave detection using atom interferometry
Alex Sugarbaker, Sheng-wey Chiow, Susannah Dickerson, Jason Hogan, David
Johnson, Tim Kovachy, Surjeet Rajendran, Peter W. Graham, and Mark A. Kasevich
Department of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305

Babak Saif, Bernard D. Seery, Lee Feinberg, and Ritva Keski-Kuha
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771

Atom interferometers have the potential to make sensitive gravitational wave detectors, which
would reinforce our fundamental understanding of gravity and provide a new means of observing the
universe. Gravitational waves can be observed by comparing a pair of atom interferometers separated
over an extended baseline. Such an atomic gravitational wave interferometric sensor (AGIS) offers
a strain sensitivity that would provide access to a rich scientific region with substantial discovery
potential. We analyze systematic backgrounds that are relevant to the mission and discuss how they
can be mitigated at the required levels. Some of these effects do not appear to have been considered
previously in the context of atom interferometry, and we therefore expect that our analysis will be
broadly relevant to atom interferometric precision measurements. Many of the techniques relevant
to an AGIS mission can be investigated in the Stanford 10-m drop tower, where we have recently
demonstrated atom interferometry with 2 T = 2.3 s.
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FIG. 1: Top: Schematic of one beam line of the proposed setup. Two satellites S1 and S2 house the
lasers and atom sources. The dashed lines represent the path of length lx traveled by the atoms during
the interferometer sequence. Bot. Left: Space-time diagram of two light pulse atom interferometers using
a conventional π2 − π − π2 sequence. Bot. Right: Predicted shot noise limited strain sensitivity of an AGIS
with the paramters indicated. Example sources that might be observable in this band are also indicated.

[1] S. Dimopoulos, et al., Phys. Lett. B 678, 37 (2009).
[2] J. M. Hogan, et al., Gen. Rel. Grav. 43, 1953 (2011).
[3] P. W. Graham, et al., arXiv:1206.0818 [quant-ph].
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Lasing with no population in excited state produced by
collective parametric resonance
Anatoly Svidzinsky1,2, Luqi Yuan1,2 and Marlan Scully1,2,3
1

Texas A&M University, 2Princeton University and 3Baylor University

It is conventionally believed that lasing requires nonzero population in the excited level. We consider
a medium composed of two level (a and b) atoms with energy
(Fig. 1a). In such system a
resonant photon is collectively emitted and reabsorbed by the medium with superradiant frequency
√

[1]. We show that if atoms are coherently driven with Rabi frequency
(

)

(

⃗

)

where
, then parametric resonance with collective atomic oscillations can yield lasing
at
even if initially atoms are in the ground state. To achieve lasing one should suppress timedependent Stark shift of the atomic transition energy which can be realized in various schemes. We
show that under this condition a weak laser pulse ( ) exponentially grows
( ) in the
direction opposite to ⃗ provided
√ (Fig. 1b) and gain per unit time and length is given by
(

)

(

)

respectively (Fig. 1c). At the same time, there is no gain in propagation direction of the driving field.

Figure 1: (a) Two level atomic model. (b) Evolution of weak seed laser pulse as a function of time under
condition of parametric resonance. (c) Gain per unit length as a function of driving field frequency 𝜔𝑑 for
(Ω𝑑 𝜔𝑎𝑏 )
0.0 and 𝑘𝑑 0.

[1] D. Burnham and R. Chiao, Phys. Rev. 188, 667 (1969); A.A. Svidzinsky, J.T. Chang and M.O. Scully,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 160504 (2008); A.A. Svidzinsky, Phys. Rev. A 85, 013821 (2012).
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Pulse Shaping Filaments in a Liquid
Jonathan Thompson1 , Matt Springer1 , Andrew Traverso1 , Alexei Sokolov1 ,
and Marlan O. Scully1,2,3
1 Texas

A&M University, College Station, TX, 77843, USA
University, Princeton, NJ, 08544, USA
3 Baylor University, Waco, TX, 76798

2 Princeton

Abstract
Femtosecond filaments are an interesting phenomenon that offer an immense number of possible applications.1,2 We study the effect of the temporal shape of femtosecond
laser pulses on filamentation in a liquid. Similar studies have shown that some characteristics of filaments are closely related to the pulse shape.3,4 We shape femtosecond
laser pulses using a 4f pulse shaper with a computer controlled liquid crystal spatial
light modulator (SLM). With this SLM, we modulate the phase of the different frequencies of the laser pulse, thus gaining control of the temporal shape of the pulse. Using
femtosecond laser pulses shaped by this pulse shaper, filaments are induced in liquid.
We then study how the shape of our pulse affects the characteristics of filamentation.

1

S. L. Chin et al., “Advances in intense femtosecond laser filamentation in air”, Laser Physics 22, 1–53
(2011).
2
A Couairon and A Mysyrowicz, “Femtosecond filamentation in transparent media”, Physics Reports
441, 47–189 (2007).
3
G. Heck, J. Sloss, and R. J. Levis, “Adaptive control of the spatial position of white light filaments in
an aqueous solution”, Optics Communications 259, 216–222 (2006).
4
C. Ament et al., “Self-focusing dynamics of ultraintense accelerating Airy waveforms in water”, Physical
Review A 86, 43842 (2012).
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Spatio-Spectral Atomic Comb for Quantum Memory
Mingzhen Tian, Devin Vega, and Jacob Dilles
School of Physics, Astronomy, and Computational Sciences, George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia
22030, USA

Atomic frequency comb (AFC) in inhomogeneously broadened atomic ensemble has
become an important approach to solid-state multi-mode quantum memory with high
efficiency and fidelity [1]. Theoretically, high memory efficiency (close to 100%) should
occur with retrieved photon wave packet propagating in the opposite direction of the
input (back retrieval) in an optically dense medium. However, it is difficult to achieve
experimentally. Since the comb structure is in one dimension (frequency) only, the back
retrieval has to rely on an additional pair of counter-propagating control pulses in the
storage and retrieval process to fulfill the spatial phase-matching condition, which also
requires three-level medium.
We propose a three dimensional atomic comb: a spatio-spectral atomic comb (S2AC),
which can be pre-programmed with the spatial components (represented by grating vector

K in figure 1) in additional to the frequency comb so that the phase-matching condition
is satisfied by the input and output photon alone without auxiliary pulses. The retrieval

can be made into any direction (represented by ks in figure 1) with respective to the input

( ki ). The scheme is suitable for two-level medium. Using coupled-wave theory [2], we
studied the memory efficiency as function of average absorption length, which is plotted
in figure 2 for collinear, perpendicular, and backward retrieval. The efficiency maximizes
at 100%, 81.6%, and 54.1%, respectively.
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Figure 1. (a) Spatial comb in S2AC, (b) memory efficiency for counter-propagating,
perpendicular, and collinear retrieval.
[1]. H. de Riedmatten, M. Afzelius, M. U. Staudt, C. Simon, and N. Gisin, “A solid-state lightmatter interface at the single-photon level”, Nature 456, 773 (2008).
[2]. H. Kogelnik, “Coupled-wave theory for thick hologtam gratings” Bell, Syst. Tech. J. 48, 1969,
2909.
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Strong Field Molecular Spectroscopy
Ren Xiaoming, Varun Makhija, Jan Tross, Sudipta Mondal,
Vinod Kumarappan, Carlos Trallero-Herrero
Abstract
We exploit the relationship between higher-order harmonic generation (HHG) and photoionization to extract quantum structure in
the molecular-frame. We generate harmonics from very well-aligned
molecules, which allow us to make a direct comparison between the
experimental and theoretical angle and energy dependent cross sections. In addition, we observe and directly measure the contribution
of HOMO-1 orbitals in HHG from molecules. Surprisingly, this contribution has a strong dependence on macroscopic parameters. Finally,
we discuss the importance of these macroscopic parameters in the use
of HHG for spectroscopic studies.
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Atmospheric Lasing for Remote Sensing
Andrew J. Traverso1 , Rodrigo Sanchez-Gonzalez1 , Luqi
Yuan1 , Kai Wang1 , Dawson Nodurft1 , Jon Thompson1 ,
Charles Ballmann1 , Dmitri V. Voronine1 , Aleksei M.
Zheltikov1,3 , Yuri Rostovtsev4 , Vladimir Sautenkov1 , Alexei
V. Sokolov1 , Simon W. North1 , Marlan O. Scully1,2,5
1 Texas

A&M University, College Station, TX 77843
State University, Moscow, 119992 Russia
3 University of North Texas, Denton, TX 76203
4 Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
5 Baylor University, Waco, TX 76798

2 Moscow

Remote Sensing in atmosphere has been a topic of recent interest [1,2]. In particular, using the constituents
of the atmosphere, Oxygen and Nitrogen, as gain media to produce lasing action remotely has been proposed
[2-4]. The feasibility of remote lasing in atmospheric Oxygen has been experimentally demonstrated while
remote lasing action in Nitrogen is a topic of ongoing experimental research [3-6]. We present our studies
into the eﬃcacy of both these techniques.
In the case of Oxygen, an approximately 10 ns laser source at 226 nm to a point in space using a 1 m lens.
The generated optical gain (at 845 nm wavelength) at the focal point is a result of two-photon photolysis
of atmospheric O2 , followed by two-photon excitation of atomic oxygen via the 33 P → 33 S transition.
The observed 845 nm beam is highly directional and nearly diﬀraction-limited [4]. In contrast, the current
proposed technique for Nitrogen lasing employs the use of two pump lasers: a ∼ 4 mJ, 35 femtosecond pulse
centered at 800 nm from an ampliﬁed Ti-sapphire system and a ∼ 2 J, 10 nanosecond pulse at 1064 nm from
a Q-switched Nd:YAG system. The 800 nm beam is ﬁlamented to produce a weakly ionized plasma channel
with a density greater than ∼ 1011 cm−3 via tunnel-ionization. The 1064 nm pulse then heats the plasma
further to reach the critical energy of ∼ 10 eV needed to excite the C 3 Πu → B 3 Πg transition in molecular
Nitrogen for lasing at 337 nm.

Fig. 1. Left: Experimental setup for Nitrogen lasing detection. Right: The energy per pulse of both the
forward (red circles), and backward (black squares) signals versus the pump power.
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High Precision X-ray Polarimetry for the detection of vacuum birefringence

Ingo Uschmann, Helmholtz-Institut Jena, Fröbelstieg 3
07743 Jena, Germany

A possible future application for X-ray polarimetry that requires extremely high polarization
purity is the detection of vacuum birefringence induced by a large electric or magnetic field. This
effect has been estimated to be on the order of 10-11. With the polarimeter presented here it would
require a data acquisition time of several tens of hours. However, the experiment would require a
high-power laser with pulse duration and repetition rate matched to the synchrotron source –
ideally this would be implemented by combining a petawatt laser facility with an x-ray free
electron laser.
The highest polarisation purity measured in x-rays to date is reported. The measurements were
performed by combining a brilliant undulator source with an x-ray polarimeter based on multiple
Bragg reflections at scattering angles very close to 90o, i.e. a direct derivative of the scheme used
by Barkla in 1903 to demonstrate the electromagnetic nature of x-rays. 4-bounce as well as 6- and
8-bounce channel cut crystal were used as polarizer. The analyzer were similar 4-,6-,8-bounce
channel cut crystal, mounted such that the scattering plane could be rotated about the beam axis.
Data were taken using the (400), (444) and (800) reflections of Silicon, at photon energies of
6.4417, 11.1573, and 12.8833 keV, respectively. Special care was taken to select the optimum
azimuthal orientation, in order to minimize the contamination from multiple scattering events.
The best polarization purity, (2.4±1.2) x 10-10, was obtained at the lowest energy – an
improvement of over 2 orders of magnitude over all previously reported values.
Our polarimeter provides enough luminosity of measure the x-ray flux over 10 orders of
magnitude within a reasonable time. Improvements under study include the used of
quasimonolithic channel cut crystals, lower Z materials to reduce multiple scattering, and the use
of cooled crystals.
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Coherent control of single gamma photons with resonant absorbers:
slowing down, revival, and shaping
F.Vagizov1,2, R. Shakhmuratov2, V.Polovinkin1,3 and Y. Radeonychev1,3, and O. Kocharovskaya1
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2
Kazan Federal University, 18 Kremlevskaya Street, Kazan, Russia
3
Institute of Applied Physics of the RAS, 46, Ulyanov Street, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
Quantum optics deals with interactions of the quanta of electromagnetic radiation with the quantum
transitions of matter. It provides the basis for the new fast growing fields of quantum cryptography,
communication and quantum information processing. So far the experiments with single photons have
been done either with microwave photons coupled to the cooled Rydberg atoms or with optical photons
coupled to the electronic transitions in cooled trapped atoms or rare-earth-ion-doped crystals at cryogenic
temperatures.
The recoilless gamma-ray photons in the range 10-100 keV and the corresponding nuclear quantum
transitions are the most suitable for realization of such experiments because the radioactive materials with
low activity represent themselves the natural sources of the single gamma-ray photons, the efficiency of
the single photon detectors in this range of photons energy is very high (over 75%), the nuclear transitions
in rigid solids even at the room temperature have extremely narrow lines and the Q-factor at atomic transitions is of an order of 1012 (for most popular Mossbauer nuclide 57Fe) or even higher (1015 for Zn67).
We report the results of few proof-of-principle experiments demonstrating:
- the slowing down of the group velocity of the gamma pulse propagating through a dense absorptive
medium with a doublet structure [1];
- the revival of the gamma pulse produced by an abrupt change of the position of the absorber with respect to the radiation source during the coherence time of the photon wave packet [2];
- the generation of a train of ultrashort gamma pulses with a pulse duration much less than the natural
lifetime of a nucleus excited state based on compression of frequency modulated radiation in a detuned resonant absorber, as it was predicted in [3];
- the manipulation of the single photon waveforms by means of coherent vibrations of the optically
thick absorber resulting in tailoring a single photon shape into a train of the decaying ultra-short
pulses (Fig.1) or by the relative displacements of the layers in the layered optically thick absorber
sandwich.
Fig. 1. Coincidence counting rate of 14.4 keV
photons passing through the vibrating absorber
as a function of the delay time . The counts are
collected in a time window, shown in gray in
the inset demonstrating part of the sinusoidal
vibration of the absorber with frequency Ω/ (2π)
= 10.2 MHz, amplitude R = 0.25 Å. The resonant detuning of gamma radiation is Vem = 0.88
mm/s (i.e., 10.23 MHz). Acquisition interval is a
quarter of the vibration period.
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New, nonlinear sources using high-Q microcavities
Kerry Vahala, Hansuek Lee, Jiang Li, Tong Chen
Laboratory of Applied Physics, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91125
Like a tuning fork for light, optical resonators have a characteristic set of
frequencies at which it is possible to confine light waves. At these
frequencies, optical energy can be efficiently stored for lengths of time
characterized by the resonator Q factor [1]. In the last ten years there has
been remarkable progress in boosting this storage time in micro and
millimeter-scale optical resonators. Chip-based devices have attained Q
factors of nearly 1 billion [2] and micro-machined crystalline devices have
provided Qs exceeding 100 billion [3]. The resulting long, energy-storage
times combined with small form factors have made it possible to access a
wide range of nonlinear phenomena and to create laser devices that operate
with remarkably low turn-on powers. Also, new science has resulted from
radiation-pressure coupling of optical and mechanical degrees-of-freedom in
the resonators themselves. I will review some of these results including
parametric oscillators [4], optical frequency microcombs [5] and highcoherence stimulated Brillouin lasers [6]. The adaptation of resonator
fabrication methods to optical delay lines as long as 27 meters on a silicon
wafer will also be discussed [7].
[1] K. J. Vahala, “Optical microcavities”, Nature 424, 839 (2003).
[2] H. Lee, T. Chen, J. Li, K. Yang, S. Jeon, O. Painter and K. J. Vahala,
“Chemically etched ultrahigh-Q wedge-resonator on a silicon chip,” Nature
Photonics 6, 369 (2012).
[3] Grudinin, I. S., Ilchenko, V. S. & Maleki, L. Ultrahigh optical Q-factors
of crystalline resonators in the linear regime. Phys. Rev. A 74, 063806
(2006).
[4] T. J. Kippenberg, S. M. Spillane, and K. J. Vahala, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93,
083904 (2004).
[5] T. J. Kippenberg, R. Holzwarth, S. A. Diddams, “Microresonator-Based
Optical Frequency Combs”, Science 322, 555 (2011).
[6] J. Li, H. Lee, T. Chen, K. Vahala, “"Characterization of a high
coherence, Brillouin microcavity laser on silicon," Optics Express, 20,
20170 (2012).
[7] Hansuek Lee, Tong Chen, Jiang Li, Oskar Painter, and Kerry J. Vahala,
"Ultra-low-loss optical delay line on a silicon chip," Nature
Communicatinons, doi:10.1038/ncomms1876 (2012).
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Resolving the Maxwell's Demon Paradox
via a Stern-Gerlach Maser Apparatus
Philip A. Vetter, Marlan O. Scully
Princeton University and Texas A&M University
In a 1867 letter to the mathematical physicist Peter Guthrie Tait, and in his 1871 book “Theory of
Heat,” James Clerk Maxwell proposed “a being, whose faculties are so sharpened that he can
follow every molecule in its course,” that can, without expenditure of work, control a sliding trap
door between two volumes of gas, sorting the hot molecules from the cold, to violate the second
law of thermodynamics. This being was named “Maxwell's intelligent demon” by William
Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in Nature (1874).
A quantum mechanical instantiation of Maxwell's Demon has been proposed. This is a quantum
heat engine which extracts energy from a single heat bath and converts it to maser radiation. A
Stern-Gerlach device performs the work of the demon, sorting thermally distributed atomic states
into different paths. The “hot” atoms are directed through a micromaser cavity, where they
deposit their energy surplus as maser radiation. The atoms are recirculated through the heat bath
to complete the cycle. It appears that high-entropy thermal radiation is being converted to lowentropy maser radiation in violation of the laws of thermodynamics.
An analysis is performed to resolve this apparent violation. It is found that recombining two
atom beams to return to the engine's initial state is non-trivial. This recombination erases
information. Without appealing to controversial notions of information entropy, a physical
process of recombination is proposed and analyzed. It is found that recombination to restore the
engine's initial state requires work; it requires enough work that this quantum heat engine does
not violate the laws of thermodynamics after all.
R. J. Scully, The Demon and the Quantum, Wiley-VCH (2010)
M. Scully, “Extracting Work from a Single Thermal Bath via Quantum Negentropy,” Phys. Rev.
Lett.87.220601 (2001)
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Time-Resolved Surface-Enhanced CARS Spectroscopy
Dmitri V. Voronine1,2, Alexander M. Sinyukov1, Xia Hua1, Kai Wang1, Pankaj K. Jha1,2, Charles Ballmann1, Elango
Munusamy1, Steven E. Wheeler1, George Welch1, Alexei V. Sokolov1, and Marlan O. Scully1,2,3
1

Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843
2
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
3
Baylor University, Waco, TX 76798

Two most commonly used techniques that provide species-specific spectroscopic signals in the form of vibrational
fingerprints are surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)
spectroscopies. In order to enhance the signal, SERS takes advantage of the electromagnetic near-field enhancement
while CARS employs molecular coherence. We have combined these two techniques to achieve “best-of-bothworlds” maximum signal enhancement by using optimal laser pulse shaping and time-resolved detection. In contrast
to previous femtosecond SECARS techniques, our approach employs femtosecond broadband pump and Stokes
pulses to excite molecular vibrational coherence and a picosecond narrowband probe pulse to generate the signal. It
is based on our previously developed FAST-CARS approach to suppress the nonresonant background [2-4]. This
background suppression is essential because plasmonic nanoparticles also enhance the unwanted nonresonant fourwave mixing. We applied this new time-resolved surface-enhanced coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (trSECARS) technique to investigate nanoscale molecular complexes of various molecules in a vicinity of gold
nanoparticles [1].

Figure 1. (top) Experimental setup of time-resolved surface-enhanced coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (trSECARS) spectroscopy. Three laser pulses (pump, Stokes and probe) incident on a sample of Raman-active
molecules in a vicinity of gold nanoparticles generate the tr-SECARS signal, shown as a 2D spectrogram (bottom).
Two vibrational lines of pyridine are resolved, one of which reveals quantum beats due to the interaction with water
at the surface of gold nanoparticles.
1. D. V. Voronine, et al. “Time-resolved surface-enhanced coherent sensing of nanoscale molecular complexes” Sci.
Rep. 2, 891 (2012).
2. M. O. Scully, et al. “FAST CARS: Engineering a laser spectroscopic technique for rapid identification of
bacterial spores,” Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 99, 10994 (2002).
3. D. Pestov, et al. “Optimizing the laser-pulse configuration for coherent Raman spectroscopy,” Science 316, 265
(2007).
4. D. Pestov, et al. “Single-shot detection of bacterial endospores via coherent Raman spectroscopy,” Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. USA 105, 422 (2008).
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Optimizing dissipative CARS signals by
laser pulse shaping
Dmitri V. Voronine, 1,2 , Alexander M. Sinyukov, 1 Guowan Zhang, 1 Shaul Mukamel, 3 and
Marlan O. Scully 1,2,4
1

Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843
2
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
3
University of California, Irvine, CA
4
Baylor University, Waco, TX

We develop a new scheme for obtaining dissipative coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS)
signals without parametric nonresonant background using laser pulse shaping. We simulate the CARS
signal of dipicolinic acid (DPA) for different laser pulse shaping parameters, and investigate various pulse
shaping effects. Dissipative signals obtained by measuring the total absorption of all field modes in a
collinear geometry eliminate the parametric component and retain the purely resonant contributions. 1
Specific vibrational resonances may then be readily detected using pulse shapers through derivatives with
respect to pulse parameters.
Fig. 1 shows the proposed experimental setup: a narrowband pulse (a) is combined with a shaped
broadband pulse (b) by a beam splitter (BS). These two pulses pass through the NaDPA sample and the
transmitted signal is detected. Various parameters of the shaped pulse are varied such as the hole depth h,
width wh, and position wh . We detect the total energy loss of the two pulses and scan the hole in the
broadband pulse spectrum, thus obtaining the background-free signal. Fig. 1d shows the effects of the
hole width and phases of broadband and narrowband pulses: zero phase of both pulses results in dips; /2
phase applied to the broadband pulse converts dips to peaks. Hole width determines the resolution.

d
Figure 1. Proposed experimental setup (a) and (b), energy level scheme (c), and simulated CARS spectra
of DPA (d).

1

S. Rahav and S. Mukamel, PNAS 107, 4825 (2010).
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Atom-photon Interactions without Rotating Wave Approximation
Da-Wei Wang 1,2 and Shi-Yao Zhu2,3
1
2
3

Texas A&M University, Texas, 77843, USA

The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China

Beijing Computational Science Research Center, Beijing 100084, China

In the rotating wave approximation (RWA), the counter-rotating terms (see figure below) in the
atom-photon interaction Hamiltonian are neglected. Its validity is the result of energy conservation.
However, if the time scale is sufficiently small, the uncertainty in the energy can become large,
according to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Thus the RWA can not be applied in the study of
the short time behavior, such as the quantum Zeno effect (QZE) and anti-Zeno effect (QAZE), the
Lamb shift, the non-resonant polarizability and shifts in the superradiance and subradiance. To go
beyond RWA, we apply a unitary transformation on the Hamiltonian. In the transformed basis, there
are only secular transitions due to rotating terms with modified coupling constants.
We start from the interactions between atom and vacuum. For the hydrogen atom, there is no
QAZE in free vacuum. However, with the modification in the density of states of the vacuum by a
cavity or a meta-material, the QAZE appears and the Lamb shift changes [1]. We then turn to the atom
in light field, where the polarizability of a two-level atom is calculated and the results satisfy the
optical theorem [2]. The unitary transformation is then applied to two identical atoms interacting with
vacuum. Their various emission spectra of the superradiance and subradiance and the QZE and QAZE
are studied [3].





rotating wave ei   t





counter-rotating wave ei  t

[1]. Da-Wei Wang, Li-Gang Wang, Zheng-Hong Li, and Shi-Yao Zhu, “Anti-Zeno-effect recovery and
Lamb-shift modification in modified vacuum”, Phys. Rev. A 80, 042101 (2009)
[2]. Da-wei Wang, Ai-jun Li, Li-gang Wang, Shi-yao Zhu, and M. Suhail Zubairy, “Effect of the
counterrotating terms on polarizability in atom-field interactions”, Phys. Rev. A 80, 063826 (2009)
[3]. Da-wei Wang, Zheng-hong Li, Hang Zheng, and Shi-yao Zhu, “Time evolution, Lamb shift, and
emission spectra of spontaneous emission of two identical atoms”, Phys. Rev. A 80, 043819 (2010)
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A Scheme Allowing Synthesis and Characterization of
Ultrafast Waveforms Using Coherent Raman Sidebands
Kai Wang, Miaochan Zhi, Xia Hua, Alexei V. Sokolov
Institute for Quantum Science and Engineering,
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Texas A&M University, College Station,
TX, USA, 77843-4242
Coherent Raman sidebands generated from the Raman-active medium have the
potential to serve as a source of single cycle pulses [1]. We propose a new scheme for
combining the sidebands generated in a Raman-active crystal---PbWO4. We refocus
the generated coherent Raman sidebands and the driving pulses back to the same
crystal by using two spherical mirrors (Fig. 1). The nonlinear interaction between the
sidebands and the driving pulses would enable us to characterize the relative spectral
phase among the sidebands. Furthermore, with the assistance of the MEMS
deformable mirror (Boston Micromachines co.), it may be possible to synthesize
Fourier-transform limited pulses using a set of these Raman sidebands.

Figure 1. Schematics of a pulse characterization setup. Left: Two spherical mirrors
with 10 cm focal length re-focus the sidebands to the crystal. Deformable mirror is
inserted into one of the beam path for fine phase adjustment.

Right: Interferometric

spectrogram between high order sidebands (AS6 to AS 10) as function of the delay of
AS6 to AS10 relative to the driving pulses.
[1] Miaochan Zhi, Alexei V. Sokolov, Toward Single-Cycle Pulse Generation in Raman-Active
Crystals, Selected topics in Quantum Electronics, IEEE Journal of, 18, 460-466 (2012)
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Engineered Metals for Mid-IR Plasmonics
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S. Law , J. Felts2, T. Kilpatrick1, C. Roberts3, L. Yu1, T. Ribaudo4, E.A. Shaner4, V. Podolskiy3, W.P King2
and D. Wasserman1
1

2
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Abstract: We demonstrate the utility of epitaxially-grown, highly-doped semiconductors as
plasmonic materials in the mid-infrared wavelength range. Subwavelength ‘metal’ micro-particles
are characterized using both near- and far- field IR spectroscopy and shown to support localized
surface plasmon resonances. Plasmonic absorbers are fabricated from multilayer ‘metal’ structures
and resonant absorption of >98% is observed. Our experimental results are compared to FDTD,
FEM, and RCWA numerical simulations with good agreement between experiments and models.
Our results demonstrate the potential of engineered plasmonic metals for nano-photonic
applications the mid-IR wavelength range
The mid-infrared (mid-IR), as the spectral range where all finite temperature biological and mechanical objects emit
thermal radiation, and where numerous molecular species have strong vibrational absorption resonances, is of
significant importance for both security and sensing applications. The ability to strongly confine incident mid-IR
light to subwavelength geometries has the potential for significant impact in molecular sensing, thermal signature
control, and IR optoelectronics applications. While plasmonics has been hailed as a route to subwavelength
photonic systems at short wavelengths, the very different properties of metals at longer wavelengths results in very
different optical behavior of mid-IR plasmonic structures, especially in the near-field. However, by replacing
traditional plasmonic metals such as Ag and Au with engineered metals consisting of highly-doped semiconductor
materials, strong confinement of mid-IR light becomes possible [1].
Plasmonic structures are fabricated using our heavily-doped semiconductor materials, in order to demonstrate
subwavelength confinement and control of mid-IR light with engineered mid-IR plasmonic metals. First, microstructures from single-layer doped InAs films are fabricated, and these structures’ ability to support localized surface
plasmon resonances in the mid-IR is demonstrated. The micro-particles are characterized by both near-field and farfield spectroscopic techniques and simulated by finite element methods. In addition, all-semiconductor plasmonic
absorbers are fabricated from multilayer first growth samples and absorption of >98% observed at resonance, largely
independent of our structure’s lateral geometry. Our perfect absorbers are characterized by infrared microscopy and
simulated using finite difference time domain (FDTD) techniques and rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA).
In summary, we demonstrate the potential of engineered plasmonic metals for strong localization of long
wavelength light. The ability to strongly confine mid-IR light to subwavelength geometries has the potential for
integration into a new generation of sensing, thermal signature control, and optoelectronic structures and devices.

Fig. 1. (i) (a) Experimental and (b) FEM Modeled near-field absorption of heavily-doped InAs subwavelength
microparticle. ii) (a) Experimental reflection (blue) and transmission (black), and FDTD-modeled transmission (red)
for TM (solid) and TE (dotted) polarized light from a plasmonic perfect absorber (PA) structure. (b) Schematic of
perfect absorber and (c) AFM of perfect absorber surface with a linescan (inset) across the PA surface.

This work was sponsored by the AFOSR Young Investigator Program under Grant #FA9550-10-1-0226 (DW) and
NSF Grants DMR-1209761, ECCS-1102183 (VP) and ECCS-0925543 (DW).
References
[1] S. Law, D. C. Adams, A. M. Taylor, and D. Wasserman, Opt. Express 20, 12155 (2012).
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Eigenstate Randomization Hypothesis: a
thermalization mechanism on isolated quantum
systems
Yu Watanabe1 , Tatsuhiko N. Ikeda2 , Masahito Ueda2
1
2

Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyoto University,
Kitashirakawa Oiwake-Cho, 606-8502 Kyoto, Japan
Department of Physics, The University of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo,
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113-0033, Japan

We derive an upper bound on the difference between the long-time average
and the microcanonical ensemble average of observables in isolated quantum
systems. We propose numerically verify, and analytically support a new hypothesis, the eigenstate randomization hypothesis (ERH), which implies that in
the energy eigenbasis the diagonal elements of observables fluctuate randomly.
We show that ERH includes the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH)
and makes the aforementioned bound vanishingly small. Moreover, ERH is
applicable to integrable systems for which ETH breaks down.

References
[1] T. N. Ikeda, Y. Watanabe, M. Ueda, Phys. Rev. E 84, 021130 (2011).
[2] T. N. Ikeda, Y. Watanabe, M. Ueda, arXiv:1202.1965 (2012).
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Low Power All-Optical Switching Using Two-Photon
Absorption and the Zeno Effect
1

1

2

2

2

C. N. Weiler , S. M. Hendrickson , R. M. Camacho , P. T. Rakich , A. I. Young ,
2
3
M. J. Shaw , T. B. Pittman , J. D. Franson3 and B. C. Jacobs4
1 Applied

Physics Laboratory, The Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, Maryland 20723
2 Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185
3 University of Maryland, Baltimore County, Baltimore, Maryland 21250
4 Berberian and Company, Bethesda, Maryland 20811

Current opto-electronic and all-optical switching devices are subject to high energy dissipation. We report on our experimental progress towards a low power all-optical switch consisting of Si3 N4 microdisk embedded in hot Rubidium
(Rb) vapor with the switching mechanism reliant on the implementation of the Zeno effect. The quantum Zeno effect
(QZE) is a process that prevents the unitary evolution of a quantum system using frequent measurements [1]. Initially
it was shown that this effect could be invoked to suppress errors in a quantum logic gates using strong two-photon
absorption (TPA) [2].
However, it was later discovered that the QZE has a classical analog whereby the the measurement process is
replaced with a dissipative mechanism [3]. For our device the dissipative mechanism comes in the form of two-photon
absorption (TPA) associated specific optical conditions within the device and the surrounding Rb vapor. Consider
Figure 1(a), which shows an SEM image of a Si3 N4 resonator coupled to two wave-guides in an add/drop configuration.
A resonant signal pulse carried by one of the waveguides will couple into the resonator and due to interference effects
between the light built up in the cavity and the light remaining in the waveguide will be switched to the opposite
waveguide. If a second resonant control pulse is injected in the opposite waveguide simultaneously with the signal
pulse and the frequencies of the two pulses add up such that a TPA event can occur then the field amplitude inside the
cavity will be dissipated. Thus, the original interference effect will be suppressed and the input signal will continue on
its original path.
Figure 1(b) shows our current switching contrast results which are on the order of 30%, using signal powers in the
low nanowatt range. These initial results show promise; however, several road blocks have prevented us from achieving
switching contrasts equal to that of our initial estimates. Several reasons for these discrepancies as well as potential
ways to overcome the device related physics causing them will be discussed.
Funding for this work was provided by the DARPA ZOE program (Contract No. W31P4Q-09-C-0566).
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Fig. 1. (a) SEM image of a Si3 N4 microdisk resonator coupled to two waveguide structures (b)
Switching data: The upper plot shows cavity transmission with conditions for TPA satisfied in red
and a control case for comparison in blue.

References
1. B. Misra and E. Sudarshan, “The zeno’s paradox in quantum theory,” Journal of Mathematical Physics, vol. 18,
no. 4, pp. 756–763, 1977.
2. J. Franson, B. Jacobs, and T. Pittman, “Quantum computing using single photons and the zeno effect,” Physical
Review A, vol. 70, no. 6, p. 062302, 2004.
3. B. Jacobs and J. Franson, “All-optical switching using the quantum zeno effect and two-photon absorption,”
Physical Review A, vol. 79, no. 6, p. 063830, 2009.
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Basic Quantum Fault Tolerant Component Calculations
Yaakov S. Weinstein and Gerald Gilbert
MITRE Quantum Information Science Group, Princeton NJ, USA
A fault tolerant computing system can successfully compute despite errors in the basic
components of the computing system. Proving that a system is fault tolerant requires demonstrating that
errors can be corrected before spreading and propagating into more errors. Quantum computers are
subject to more diverse error types than classical computers and thus error correcting schemes and fault
tolerance methods are more elaborate. Proving fault tolerance of a quantum computing system is thus
generally based on combinatoric arguments and not based on the detailed dynamics of the specific types
of errors that occur [1].
In this talk we present some analytical calculations of basic fault tolerant operations using a nonequiprobable error model. Analytical calculations allow us to determine how harmful errors are and the
types of errors that are more or less severe. This, in turn, can be used to choose optimally suited error
correction schemes. The specific operations explored here are all based on the [7,1,3] error correction
code also known as the Steane code. They are fault tolerant encoding [2], error correction [3], basic onequbit gates, and the CNOT-gate.
Perhaps most importantly, analytical calculations provide insight into whether every operation
implemented must be fault tolerant. The entire structure of gates, error correction, initialization and
measurement built based on the need for fault tolerance is very
expensive in terms of number of gates and qubits. Shortcuts
Fig. 1: Shor state construction
would be very useful in lessening the use of these resources.
Analytical calculations give us the ability to find these
shortcuts.
Fault tolerant error correction and encoding are
based on ‘syndrome measurements,’ enabling us to read out
the parity of some number of qubits without measuring the
actual state of the qubits. There are a number of ways to do
this fault tolerantly. We choose to do this using Shor states
(Fig. 1) and we explore how these are best constructed.
Their quality is determined by their performance in syndrome measurements for encoding and error
correction (Fig. 2).
We then simulate one-qubit gates, including the π/8 or T-gate, and the CNOT-gate, in the nonequiprobable error environment. Gate fidelity is used to quantify the quality of the gates and is calculated
based on χ-matrices for the logical qubits. Taken as a whole, these calculations suggest that careful
simulations can be helpful for quantum fault tolerance.
Fig. 2: Fault tolerant
syndrome read-out to
locate bit-flip and
phase-flip
errors
using Shor states.
The read-out is done
by a series of
controlled-NOT
gates
and
measurements on the
Shor states qubits.

[1] P. Aliferis, D. Gottesman, and J. Preskill, Quant. Inf. Comput. 6, 97 (2006).
[2] Y.S. Weinstein, Phys. Rev. A 84, 012323 (2011).
[3] Y.S. Weinstein and S.D. Buchbinder, Phys. Rev. A 86, 052336 (2012).
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Terabit/sec Free-Space Data Transmission using Orbital Angular Momentum
Alan Eli Willner
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, USA, willner@usc.edu
In the 1990’s, Les Allen and colleagues showed that propagating light waves can contain orbital angular
momentum (OAM) [1]. OAM implies that the light wave’s phase front is twisting in a helix-like shape as
it propagates, resulting in a doughnut-like ring intensity profile [2]. After 2000, Anton Zeilinger and his
colleagues [3] as well as Miles Padgett and his colleagues [4] showed that a given OAM beam can be
encoded with data. Recently, we demonstrated 2.56-Tbit/s (and 95.5 bit/sec/Hz) free-space optical data
transfer using OAM, representing a ~100-fold capacity increase over previous OAM experiments [5].
There exists a series of “charge” values for the rate of twisting, such that each OAM beam with one
charge is theoretically orthogonal to OAM beams with other charges [6]. This orthogonality enables
multiple beams to be multiplexed together and subsequently demultiplexed with negligible crosstalk. The
total capacity of the spatially collocated beams equals the data rate of one beam multiplied by the number
of beams. Since all beams can be at the same wavelength, spectral efficiency is dramatically increased.
Multiple techniques
were used to achieve
2.56 Tbit/s [5]. At
the
transmitter,
spatial
light
modulators (SLMs)
were used to create
“phase holograms”
that would induce a
specific
twist.
Subsequently,
a
different
SLM Fig. 1. Multiple data channels, each with a different OAM charge, can be multiplexed together to
having an inverse produce an aggregate of terabits-per-second of free-space data transmission.
phase hologram would undo the twisting at a receiver. Initially, 4 SLMs induced four different OAM
charges on 4 independent beams. Each independent beam was modulated with digital data, and 80-Gbit/s
was encoded in the phase and amplitude of each of the four original beams; this higher-level modulation
format is called 16 quadrature-amplitude-modulation (QAM).
Different methods were used in combination to achieve the overall Tbit/s data capacity by starting with 4
beams but creating 32 data streams: (1) the four original beams were bounced off a simple mirror; by
bouncing a beam off a mirror, the OAM charge changes from positive (i.e., clockwise) to negative (i.e.,
counter-clockwise) and vice versa, resulting in four positive and 4 negative orthogonal charges; (2) these
eight beams were passed through a polarization beam splitter, creating sixteen beams with eight beams
existing in each of two orthogonal polarization states; and (3) these 16 beams were duplicated and
transmitted with two different radii using telescopic optics, i.e., two groups of 16 OAM beams were
transmitted on two concentric rings. These 32 data streams each carried 80 Gbit/s, for a total capacity of
2.56 Tbit/s and a spectral efficiency of 95.7 bit/sec/Hz.
References
1. L. Allen, M. W. Beijersbergen, R. J. C. Spreeuw, J. P. Woerdman, Phys. Rev. A 45, 8185 (1992).
2. A. M. Yao, M. J. Padgett, Adv. Opt. Photon. 3, 161 (2011).
3. A. Mair, A. Vaziri, G. Weihs, A. Zeilinger, Nature 412, 313 (2001).
4. G. Gibson et al., Opt. Express 12, 5448 (2004).
5. J. Wang et al., Nature Photon. 6, 488 (2012).
6. J. Leach, M. J. Padgett, S. M. Barnett, S. Franke-Arnold, J. Courtial, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 257901 (2002).
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Quantum-Coherent Coupling of a Mechanical Oscillator to
an Optical Cavity Mode
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Optical laser fields have been widely used to achieve quantum control over the motional and internal degrees of
freedom of atoms, ions and molecules. A route to controlling the quantum states of macroscopic mechanical
oscillators in a similar fashion is to exploit the parametric coupling between optical and mechanical degrees of
freedom through radiation pressure in suitably engineered optical cavities [1]. If the optomechanical coupling is
'quantum coherent' – that is, if the coherent coupling rate exceeds both the optical and the mechanical decoherence
rate – then quantum states may transferred from the optical field to the mechanical oscillator and vice versa. This
transfer enables control of the mechanical oscillator state using a wide range of quantum optical techniques.
Until recently, quantum-coherent coupling of micromechanical oscillators has only been achieved using
microwave fields at millikelvin temperatures [2]. Optical experiments have not attained this regime owing to
stringent requirements on the mechanical and optical decoherence rates. Here we demonstrate how these challenges
can be overcome using a state-of-the-art, cryogenically-cooled silica microresonator [3].
The toroidal
microresonator (Fig 1a,b) exhibits whispering gallery optical modes with typical decoherence rates of κ/2π < 10 MHz
and – for the structure shown – a mechanical radial breathing mode with a frequency of Ω m/2π = 78 MHz and a
decoherence rate of Γm/2π = 2.2 MHz (at a bath temperature of 0.65 K). By driving the resonator with an intense
laser field tuned to the lower optomechanical sideband, we achieve quantum-coherent optomechanical coupling rate
of Ωc/2π = 3.7 MHz, as observed in the steady-state cavity noise spectrum (Fig. 1c). Simultaneously, coupling to the
cold photon bath cools the mechanical oscillator to an average occupancy of 1.7±0.1 motional quanta. Pulsed optical
excitation of the system reveals the time-dependent exchange of less than one quantum energy between the optical
light field and the micromechanical oscillator (Fig. 1d).

Fig. 1 (a) Silica microtoroid optomechanical resonator. (b) Sketch of the optical cavity mode and the calculated displacement of the mechanical
radial breathing mode. Quantum-coherent coupling occurs when Ωc > (κ,nm,Γm). (c) Mechanical displacement noise spectra as a function of the
laser's detuning Δ from the cavity resonance frequency. Normal mode splitting occurs when Ωc ≥ κ. (d) Weak, impulsive coherent excitation of
an optomechanical “polariton”. Energy is swapped between the optical and mechanical DOF at Ωc and decays from the system at (κ+ Γm/nm)/2.
[1] T. J. Kippenberg and K. J. Vahala, "Cavity Optomechanics: Backaction at the mesoscale," Science 321, 1172 (2008).
[2] A.D. O’Connell et. al., “Quantum ground state and single-phonon control of a mechanical resonator”, Nature 464, 697-703 (2010)
[3] E. Verhagen, S. Deléglise, S. Weis, A. Schliesser, T. J. Kippenberg, "Quantum-coherent coupling of a mechanical oscillator to an optical cavity mode," Nature 482,
63-67 (2012).
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Observing superradiant decay of excited-state helium atoms
inside helium plasma
Hui Xia1,2 , Anatoly A. Svidzinsky1,2 , Luqi Yuan2 ,
Chao Lu1 , Szymon Suckewer1 , Marlan O. Scully1,2,3
1.Princeton University 2.Texas A&M University 3.Baylor University

Abstract
Electron-ion or electron-atom collisions are usually the dominating decoherence mechanisms
limiting the effect of atomic coherence in a plasma of modest to high electron density, unless
coherence manifests in a time scale shorter than the collisional time. One such scenario is the
cooperative spontaneous emission for an ensemble of coherently excited atoms. The process, termed
as “superradiance”, was first described by Dicke [1] and experimentally observed by Feld and
coworkers [2]. It features an enhanced spontaneous decay rate much greater than that of an
isolated single atom.
In this work [3], we report femto-second absorption spectroscopy measurement of the superradiant decay of helium atoms from 23 P to 23 S state in a plasma created through optical field
ionization. Coherence between levels 23 P and 23 S is created by a short laser pump pulse resonant
with 23 S − 23 P transition. Evolution of the population on the 23 P level is probed with sub-ps
temporal resolution by measuring absorption of a short probe pulse resonant with 23 P − 33 D transition which is sent with a delay. Population decay pattern shows the signature of the superradiant
enhancement with a rapid decay component more than three orders of magnitude faster than the
single atom decay time at density of atoms in the 23 S state on the order of 1013 cm−3 .

[1] R.H. Dicke, Phys. Rev. 93, 99 (1954).
[2] N. Skribanowitz, I.P. Herman, J.C. MacGillivray and M.S. Feld, Phys. Rev. Lett. 30, 309
(1973).
[3] H. Xia, A. A. Svidzinsky, L. Yuan, C. Lu, S. Suckewer and M. O. Scully, Phys. Rev. Lett 109,
093604(2012).
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Energy Transfer: A New Method to Detect Carrier Multiplication in
Semiconductor Nanocrystals
Jun Xiao1,†, Ying Wang1,†, Zheng Hua1, Xiaoyong Wang1, Chunfeng Zhang1 and Min
Xiao1,2
1

National Laboratory of Solid State Microstructures and School of Physics, Nanjing University,
Nanjing 210093, China.
2
Department of Physics, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701, USA.
†
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Carrier multiplication (CM) refers to more than one electron-hole pair or exciton can be
simultaneously generated upon absorption of a single high-energy photon in semiconductors. Ever
since the first experimental observation of carrier multiplication (CM) in semiconductor nanocrystals
(NCs)[1], this effect has attracted a lot of interest. However, it is still debated whether the CM
efficiency has been enhanced in semiconductor NCs as compared to their bulk counterpart[2]. The
controversy arises from the fact that the ultrafast optical methods currently used need to correctly
account for the false contribution of charged excitons to the carrier multiplication signals. The goal of
this talk is to introduce a new method to probe CM in NCs based on an energy transfer system shown
in Figure 1, where biexcitons generated in the donor NCs are transferred to the acceptor dyes, leading
to an enhanced fluorescence from the latter. With the biexciton Auger and energy transfer lifetime
measurements, an average carrier multiplication efficiency of ~17.1% can be roughly estimated in
CdSe NCs when the excitation photon energy is ~2.46 times of their energy gap.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the ET method for biexciton
extraction. Illustration of the competing decay channels
of single excitons and biexcitons in the donor NCs and
the ET-induced radiative decay of single excitons in the
acceptor dyes. SE: single excion. BE: biexciton. Rad.:
radiative decay.

References
[1] Schaller R. D., Klimov V. I. High efficiency carrier multiplication in PbSe nanocrystals: implications for solar
energy conversion. Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 186601 (2004).
[2]Nair G., Chang L.-Y., Greyer S. M., Bawendi M. G. Perspective on the prospects of a carrier multiplication
nanocrystal solar cell. Nano Lett. 11, 2145–2151 (2011).
[3]Xiao J., Wang Y., Hua Z., Wang X.Y., Zhang C.F. & Xiao M., Carrier Multiplication in Semiconductor
Nanocrystals Detected by Energy Transfer to Organic Dye Molecules. Nature Comm. 3, 1170 (2012).
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How to drive CARS in reverse?
Georgi I. Petrov and Vladislav V. Yakovlev
Department of Biomedical Engineering, 3120 TAMU, Texas A&M University, College
Station, TX 77845, USA
Phone: 979-458-2326, Email: yakovlev@tamu.edu

Abstract: We explore the feasibility of generating strong coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS) signal in the backward direction.

Collecting strong, chemically specific signal from a distant object is a Holy Grail of optical remote
sensing. Traditionally, optical remote sensing relies of light scattering, which occurs in a 4π solid angle
and is, thus, rapidly decreasing with the distance from the object of interest. For example, for Raman
scattering, the current state-of-the-art detection distance is about 50 meters [1]. It was achieved at the
deep UV excitation wavelength, which greatly increases the Raman scattering cross section. Recently,
several attempts have been made to achieve a better directionality of the signal through lasing, either
through electronic transition of one of the molecules in air [2] or through the stimulated Raman scattering
[3]. However, all those approaches are based on reaching a threshold for laser action by means of an
optical pumping, which might be difficult to implement under realistic atmospheric conditions.
In this report we propose and experimentally demonstrate a feasibility of a novel approach based on
cascaded nonlinear optical interactions. In doing so, we send two pulses to the target: the pump, ω 1 , and
the broadband Stokes, ω2 . Raman gain occurs both for the forward propagating beam and for the beam,
which is backscattered due to a linear light scattering, which is always present in the medium. As a result,
a back propagating beam at the Stokes frequency of the strongest Raman line, Ω, of the medium is
generated and gives rise to a phase-matched CARS signal which can be detected by a detector positioned
in the vicinity of the excitation laser source, see Fig 1.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experimental arrangement for backward-propagating
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering.

In the talk, we will present the experimental details, as well as, if time permits, demonstrate several new
ways of avoiding modulated non-resonant background in CARS spectra for large sampling volumes.
This work was partially supported by the NIH (R21EB011703), the NSF (ECS Grant #0925950, DBI
Grant #0964225, and CBET Grant #1066562).
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[2] A. Dogariu, J. B. Michael, M. O. Scully, and R. B. Miles, Science 331, 442-445 (2011); P. R. Hemmer, R. B. Miles, P.
Polynkin, T. Siebert, A. V. Sokolov, P. Sprangle, and M. O. Scully, Proc. Natnl. Acad. Sci. USA 108, 3130-3134 (2011).
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and Innovation, CM2F.8 (2012).
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Quantum optics of superradiant systems
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The basic ideas of superradiance and cooperatively are well
understood by now, and many
approaches to calculate them exist. There is, for example, a common understanding that the optical thickness can reliably predict
whether cooperative effects will be
strong in a medium. The method
FIG. 1: An intuitive picture of the “build-up of coherent dipoles” leading
we recently developed is particuto superradiance.
larly well able to deal with different quantum optics related questions. Where do we expect superradiance to happen and how could it even be used?
Among those topics are
• Because of their long wavelengths, vibrational and rotational transitions in (polar)
molecules will often exhibit super radiant decay.
• What happens if we coherently pump a cooperative system?
• Does cooperatively create entanglement?
This question can easily be answered “no”
if one regards only bipartite entanglement
— but is there multi-partite entanglement?
• There is strong dephasing and thus strong
broadening present during superradiant decay.
Can its Kramers-Kronig partnerdetuning be detected, too?
• An xy-type dipole-dipole interaction is the
typical interaction leading to superradiance/cooperativity. But there can be other
types, such as hyperfine interaction in an ensemble of nuclear spins.
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FIG. 2: The well-known broadening due to cooperative effects is accompanied by a Kramers-Kronig type
detuning that results in a chirp during superradiant
decay.
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Observation of the transition
from superfluorescence to superradiance
Zhenhuan Yi1 , Pankaj K. Jha1 , Luqi Yuan1 ,A. Sinyukov1 ,
Dmitri V. Voronine1,2 ,Ziyun Di1 ,
Vladimir A. Sautenkov1,3 ,Yuri. V. Rostovtsev4 ,
Alexei V. Sokolov1 , and Marlan O. Scully1,2,5
1 Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843, USA; 2 Princeton
University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA; 3 Joint Institute of High
Temperature, RAS, Moscow 125412, Russia; 4 University of North Texas, Denton,
Texas 76203, USA; 5 Baylor University, Waco, Texas 76798, USA.

Recently, coherence brightened emission has been observed in atomic oxygen [1,2]. Theoretical work has been
done to study the physics of this air-laser experiment [3]. On the line of this theoretical work, we conducted
an experimental investigation of the transition from Yoked superfluorescence (SF) to superradiance (SR)
using 87 Rb as active medium.
The atoms are pumped from the ground state 52 S1/2 to 92 S1/2 using two-photon excitation as shown in
inset of Fig. 1. The pump wavelength is 655.7nm. The two-photon excitation creates a population inversion
on the transition 92 S1/2 → 62 P3/2 which triggers superfluorescence on this transition; if we then turn on
the driving pulse at wavelength of 1491nm, by increasing the energy of the drive pulses, we can clearly see
strong superradiance signal generated. In Fig. 2, we plot (420 nm) temporal profiles of the pump and signal
pulses with their relative timing. We performed numerical simulations using parameters estimated from the
experiment conditions, the simulation is also plotted in Fig. 2.

Simulation
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Fig. 1: Experimental schematic. Inset, energy diagram of the transition. HWP, half-wave plate; unnamed parts are mirrors; PB, pellicle beamsplitter;
FM, flip mirror; BPF, band-pass filter centered at
420nm, FWHM 10nm.
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Fig. 2: Pump pulse (Green), superfluorescence signal
(black) and simulation (blue and in dash) vs the
experimental data of temporal behavior of the threephoton superradiance (red). Zero of time axis is the
peak position of the pump.
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Optic Spin Hall Effect at Metasurfaces
Xiaobo Yin1, Ziliang Ye1, Jun Sun Rho1, Yuan Wang1, and Xiang Zhang1,2
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The relativistic spin-orbit coupling of electrons results in intrinsic spin precessions and
therefore spin-polarization-dependent transverse currents, leading to the observation of
spin Hall effect (SHE) and the emerging field of spintronics 1, 2, 3. The coupling between
charge’s spin degree of freedom and its orbital movement is essentially identical to the
coupling of the transverse electric and magnetic components of a propagating
electromagnetic filed 4. To conserve total angular momentum, an inhomogeneity of
material’s index of refraction can cause momentum transfer between the orbital and the
spin angular momentum of light along its propagation trajectory, resulting in a transverse
splitting in polarizations. Such a photonic spin Hall effect (PSHE) was recently proposed
theoretically to describe the spin-orbit interaction, the geometric phase, and the
precession of polarization in weakly inhomogeneous media as well as the interfaces
between homogenous media 5, 6.
The experimental observation of spin Hall effect of light, however, is fundamentally
challenging since the amount of momentum that a photon carries is exceedingly small.
The exploration of such a weak process relies on the accumulation of the effect through
many multiple reflections 7 or ultra-sensitive quantum weak measurements with pre- and
post-selections of spin states 8, 9. Here we demonstrate experimentally the strong
interactions between the spin and the orbital momentum of light in a thin metasurface 
a two-dimensional electromagnetic nano-structure with designed in-plane phase
retardation over the wavelength scale. In such an optically thin material, the resonanceinduced anomalous “skew-scattering” of light destroys the axial symmetry of the system
and we observed PSHE even at the normal incidence. In stark contrast, for conventional
interfaces between two homogeneous media, the spin-orbit coupling does not exist at the
normal incidence5-9.
1
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Flat Optics: Controlling Wavefronts with Optical
Antenna Metasurfaces
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We have demonstrated a few flat optical components in the infrared spectral range using spatially
inhomogeneous arrays of V-shaped optical antennas. The essence of these designs is using the array to create a
phase gradient d/dr, which is equivalent to an effective wavevector along the interface, to bend the propagation of
light.
By using phased antennas to create a circular interfacial phase distribution =L (Fig. 1(a)), where L is an
integer and  is the azimuthal angle, we imparted orbital angular momentum of L to an incident beam, creating a
vortex beam in transmission [1],[2]. The power flow or Poynting vector of this peculiar beam follows a spiral
trajectory, which has been visualized by interferometry (Fig. 1(b)). By imposing a hyperboloidal phase profile or
other appropriate radial phase distributions on an interface, we have demonstrated flat lenses (Fig. 1(c)) with a
number of desirable properties, including large numerical aperture, absence of spherical aberration and reduced
comatic aberration [3]. By tailoring the spatial distribution of polarization response (Fig. 1(e)), we have
demonstrated optically thin quarter-wave plate that generate high-quality circularly-polarized light over a broad
wavelength range (Fig. 1(f)) [4].

Fig. 1. Flat optical components created by using phased optical antenna arrays. (a) SEM image of a metasurface that
generates an optical vortex beam. (b) Spiral interferogram created by the interference between the vortex beam and a
co-propagating Gaussian beam. (c) Left: SEM image of a flat lens with 3cm focal length; right: Phase distribution
introduced by the flat lens. (d) Measured intensity profile at the focal plane of the lens. (e) Schematic of an
optically-thin quarter-wave plate. (f) Measurements show that the quarter-wave plate creates circularly polarized
beams with high purity over a broad wavelength range from ~5m to ~10m.
[1] N. Yu, P. Genevet, M. A. Kats, F. Aieta, J.P. Tetienne, F. Capasso, and Z. Gaburro, Science, 334, 333-337 (2011).
[2] P. Genevet, N. Yu, F. Aieta, J. Lin, M. A. Kats, R. Blanchard, M. O. Scully, Z. Gaburro, and F. Capasso, Appl. Phys. Lett., 100, 13101 (2012).
[3] F. Aieta, P. Genevet, M. A. Kats, N. Yu, R. Blanchard, Z. Gaburro, and F. Capasso, Nano Lett., 12, 4932-4936 (2012).
[4] N. Yu, F. Aieta, P. Genevet, M. A. Kats, Z. Gaburro, and F. Capasso, Nano Lett., DOI: 10.1021/nl303445.
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Transient lasing without inversion: generation of high frequency light by
driving low frequency transition
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Lasing without inversion (LWI) is a subject of long standing interest. Most of the previous analyses
deal with steady-state. Here we investigate LWI in transient regime which allows us to utilize coherence
effects on a time scale shorter than fast collision time. This is relevant to generation of coherent X-ray
light in plasmas [1]. We consider medium made of three-level atoms shown in Fig. 1a. Lower frequency
transition is driven by a detuned laser field and LWI is achieved on the high frequency a − b transition.
Under the drive, coherence ρcb oscillates with time. We show that seed laser field exponentially grows
even if there is no population inversion (ρaa < ρbb ) and maximum gain is G ∝ N λ2ab γγt ρaa . Gain is
positive in the broad range of the driving field frequencies (see Fig. 1b). The relation between the output
lasing energy and the population of the upper level a is shown in Fig. 1c (1d) for seed propagation in the
forward (backward) direction. We find that lasing field energy is coming from the atomic excitation ρaa .

FIG. 1: (a) Three-level V-scheme energy diagram; (b) Maximum gain as a function of the driving field frequency
ωd for different modulation amplitude a = Ωd /ωd = 0.4 and 0.1. Solid line is numerical solution and dashed line
is analytical result. (c) [(d)] Output lasing field energy and average population of level a versus time in forward
(backward) direction.

[1] H. Xia, A.A. Svidzinsky, L. Yuan, C. Lu, S. Suckewer, and M.O. Scully, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 093604 (2012).
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2D Sum-frequency generation: Adding another dimension to
non-linear surface spectroscopy
Martin T. Zanni
Department of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison WI 53706 USA

Two-dimensional infrared and sum-frequency generation might be considered the two core
techniques of modern vibrational spectroscopy. They are now both being used to study liquids,
proteins and many other molecular systems. In this talk, I will present our recent work in
developing a 2D version of sum-frequency generation spectroscopy that produces 2D spectra
directly analogous to 2D IR spectroscopy.
Over the past 10 years since 2D IR and Vis spectroscopies were first invented, the community
has developed many methods for optimizing the information content of 2D spectra. In this talk, I
will describe how we have utilized many techniques learned from the multidimensional
spectroscopy community to SFG spectroscopy. We implement balanced heterodyne detection to
remove scatter and the local oscillator background. Heterodyning separates the resonant and
non-resonant signals by acquiring both the real and imaginary parts of the spectrum. We utilize
mid-IR pulse shaping to control the phase and delay of the mid-IR pump pulses. Pulse shaping
allows phase cycling for data collection in the rotating frame and additional background
subtraction. Putting these techniques together, we collect 2D SFG spectra that can interpreted in
much the same way as 2D IR spectra. 2D SFG enables one to quantify inhomogeneity,
vibrational couplings, spectral diffusion, chemical exchange, and many other properties
analogous to those measured with 2D IR spectroscopy, but specifically for interfaces. We will
present published work on Pt-CO and unpublished work on a peptide monolayer.

Figures from Xiong, Laaser, Mehlenbacher, and Zanni, PNAS, 108, 20902 (2011)
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X-ray Chirped Pulse Amplification : towards GW soft x-ray lasers.
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Ultra-intense X-ray sources have opened new avenues by creating new states of matter, probing or imaging
most intimate component of living or inert matter or realizing movies of samples excited by ultra-fast
sources. Within the panorama of available ultra-intense X-ray sources, free-electron lasers have a strong
leadership by delivering pulses combining femtosecond duration and 10’s of µJ to mJ energy. However,
these sources remain highly expensive by reaching more than 1B$, limiting their number to a few
worldwide. Although progresses have been done, synchronisation of laser with FEL for pump-probe
experiments is still a complex issue. In parallel, laser-pumped soft X-ray lasers (SXRL) hold outstanding
promises having demonstrated the most energetic monochromatic soft x-ray pulse and being intrinsically
fully synchronized with any secondary source of the pump laser. Since these sources are ranging from THz
to γ-rays including GeV electrons, 10’s MeV protons, mind breaking pump-probe experiments are foreseen if
laser-based SXRL overcome their last bottleneck: a pulse duration still limited to above 1 ps.
Since the first successful demonstration of amplification of high harmonic pulse in a plasma from gas in
2003 [1] and from solid in 2008 [2], we have develop extensive numerical study aiming at finding path for
generating mJ, fs, fully coherent laser-pumped soft x-ray lasers.
We have first used 2D hydrodynamic code to optimize
the plasma amplifier conditions when pumped by a
combination of long and short infrared pulses. In best
case, plasmas may store up to 0.4 mJ in the population
inversion.
Fig. 1: Image in false colours of plasma created by
two laser pulses and the gain region.
On a second step, we developed a time-dependant Maxwell-Bloch model enabling to describe accurately the
temporal structure of the soft x-ray pulse all along its amplification. We observed that at best pulses of 80 fs
and only 20 µJ might be generated with table-top lasers (10J).
We thus studied the seminal experiment of Ditmire’s
et al [3] who seeded the first plasma. This peculiar
experiment was using kJ and ns laser to create long
life duration plasma. We retrieved and explained for
the first time the experimental result (amplified
spontaneous emission 1,000 times stronger than
amplified seed). We thus proposed and fully
modelled the transposition of the so-called Chirped
Pulse Amplification (CPA) in the soft X-ray range,
showing that 6 mJ, 200 fs, fully coherent soft X-ray
pulse is accessible with compact pump lasers [4].
Fig. 2: Energy vs plasma length for the X-ray CPA.
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Through high-harmonic generation, attosecond pulse train can be produced with half-cycle temporal
separation. Each pulse in this train carries information on physical processes in the medium during its
generating time. Here, the spatially chirped laser pulses are used in high-order harmonics generation
experiment to get a train of isolated attosecond pulses angularly separated—an attosecond lighthouse [1].
It is easy to reach each single attosecond pulse and record the whole physical information with subfemtosecond resolution.
We generate attosecond pulses using a
Carrier-Envelope-Phase stabilized 5-fs laser with a
time dependent wavefront. The direction of XUV
emission will be perpendicular to the mean
wavefronts. Thus, individual attosecond pulses will
have different propagation directions. They can be
spatially separated if the divergence of each
attosecond pulse is smaller than their separation.
Figure 1a shows the generation of a collection
of spatially well-separated XUV beamlets, obtained
from a Ne gas jet placed 2 mm before the laser
focus. The spectrum of each beamlet is continuous,
with only a 15% residual modulation with
modulated frequency equal to the frequency of the
fundamental beam. This suggests that each
beamlet consists of a single attosecond pulse, with
very weak satellites around 1% in time domain.

a

b

Figure 1: (a) The angularly resolved XUV spectrum
generated in Ne with spatially-chirped laser pulse.
(b) The angularly resolved XUV spectrum generated
in N2 with spatially-chirped laser pulse

We applied this technique to study physical dynamics, such as ionization gating. As the strong
laser field ionizes the medium, free electrons are produced, changing the phase velocity of the laser pulse
itself. This self-phase-modulation of the fundamental influences phase matching of the XUV pulse and
can lead to the generation of isolated attosecond pulses through ionization gating. We access this regime
by using a gas with a lower ionization potential, N2. In N2, we saturate ionization (> 95%) with a peak
14
2
intensity 5×10 W/cm for the 8.5-fs pulse duration. The progressive influence of ionization on the pulse
train profile, eventually leading to this single attosecond pulse, is clearly observed on the spatial profiles
displayed in the side panels of Fig.1b.
References
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Photonics beyond diffraction limit: Plasmon waveguide, cavities and integrated
laser circuits
Xiang Zhang
University of California at Berkeley (xzhang@me.berkeley.edu )
I will discuss recent development in scaling down photonics. First I will present
theoretical and experimental investigation of passive low loss waveguide using hybrid
plasmon design. We propose a new optical cavity design approach using indefinite
medium that has a drastically different scaling law than conventional microcavities, and
discuss its experimental demonstrations. Finally we will show an active plasmonic laser
circuit that integrated with 5 tiny cavities that multiplexed into a single waveguide-an
effort towards integrated photonics at nano-scale.
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Optical quantum memories are usually assumed to store and recall optical pulses, such as singlephoton wave packets, exploiting inhomogeneous broadened transitions (tailored or controlled) or
modulated control fields [1]. Recently we suggested a different approach which requires neither
inhomogeneous broadening nor temporal modulation of the control field amplitude, but resorts to
continuous phase-matching control (PMC) in an extended resonant medium [2, 3]. We consider offresonant Raman interaction of a single-photon wave packet and a classical control field in a threelevel atomic medium. A basic idea is to reversibly map a single photon state into a superposition of
atomic collective excitations (spin waves) with different wave vectors via continuous change of the
wave vector of the control field during the interaction. PMC may be implemented by three different
methods, namely, by the modulation of the refractive index [2], the angular scanning [3], and the
frequency chirp of the control field. This talk is focused on the second method based on continuous
change of the propagation direction of the control field. We show that under some conditions, the
proposed method is mathematically analogous to the quantum storage via longitudinal controlled
reversible inhomogeneous broadening (CRIB) scheme. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the
efficiency and fidelity on the average polar angle θ0 made by the control and signal wave vectors.

Figure 1. Forward retrieval (a) Efficiency η and (b) Fidelity F’ v.s. the average polar angle θ0 with the rotation angle Δθ of
the control wave vector being kept as constant.

This method has a number of advantages: 1) as the same as longitudinal CRIB, high efficiency can be
achieved without backward retrieval; 2) it does not require a preparation of a narrow spectral peak in
the ground state population, which results in a higher efficiency for the same number of atoms in the
ensemble; 3) it does not require a direct control of atomic levels, thus potentially reducing
decoherence; 4) its implementation does not require either the presence of the Stark or Zeeman
effects.
[1] C. Simon, et al. Eru. Phys. J. D 58, 1 (2010).
[2] A. Kalachev and O. Kocharovskaya, Phys. Rev. A 83, 053849 (2011).
[3] X. Zhang, A.Kalachev, O.Kocharovskaya, Phys. Rev. A, accepted (arXiv:1209.1356v1 (2012)).
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Nonlocal effects in light emission by atomic ensembles
Xiwen Zhang, Luqi Yuan and Anatoly Svidzinsky

Department of Physics & Astronomy, Texas A&M University
Collective emission of light yields fascinating phenomena of superradiance and radiation trapping
even at the single photon level. Here we discuss how time retardation caused by finite value of the
speed of light modifies collective evolution of atoms which for a weakly excited dense atomic cloud
of volume 𝑉 is described by nonlocal equation [1]
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where β(t,r) is the probability amplitude to find atom at position r excited at time t, 𝛾 is the single
atom decay rate, k₀=ω/c and ω is atomic frequency . We consider spherical geometry and show that
nonlocal effects can substantially modify eigenstates of the system and their decay rates for small
atomic samples due to large collective Lamb shift in this limit (Fig. 1a). In addition, for sample of
radius 𝑅 ≫ 𝜆 we found an exact analytical solution of Eq. (1) describing system evolution after
excitation by a spherical photon 𝛽(0, 𝐫) =
=
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Figure 1: (a) Decay rate Γ of fastest decaying eigenstate as a function of sample radius 𝑅 for different
ratios 𝜔/𝛾𝑁. (b,c) Probability 𝑃(𝑡) to find atoms excited for different 𝑅 showing how cross-over between
local (monotonic decay) and non-local (collective oscillations) dynamics occurs.

Fig. 1b,c compares solution (2) with those obtained omitting retardation. Non-local effects
dramatically modify system evolution for large samples 𝑅 > 𝑐/Ω leading to oscillations of atomic
population with collective frequency Ω = �𝑁𝜆2 𝑐𝛾/2𝜋𝑉 (Fig. 1c).
[1] A.A. Svidzinsky, Phys. Rev. A 85, 013821 (2012).
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Toward spatiotemporal engineering of sub-cycle optical pulses
Miaochan Zhi, J. Strohaber, K. Wang, H. A. Schuessler, A. V. Sokolov
We are interested in the development and application of a novel Raman light source which allows
simultaneous pulse shaping and beam shaping---spatio-temporal engineering of sub-cycle optical
pulses. We have generated broadband light in Raman-active crystals driven by (optimally shaped)
femtosecond and picosecond pulses. Recently we have studied coherent transfer of optical orbital
angular momentum in multi-order Raman sidebands, which provides a new degree of freedom for
ultrashort pulse manipulation.
Our experimental setup is similar to the one as shown in [1]. We use a pair of linearly chirped
pulses to generate two sets of sidebands originating from different locations in a Raman-active crystal,
with one set containing optical orbital angular momentum and the other serving as a reference.
Therefore, a Young’s double slit experiment was simultaneously realized for each sideband. The
interference between the two sets of sidebands was used to determine the helicity and topological
charge in each order.
Figure 1. Optical vortices (OV)s and interferograms from sideband
generation with P and S having ℓP=-ℓS=1. The order and orientation of
the multifurcations give the helicities and topological charges of 1 for
pump beam (left) and 5 for second order anti-Stokes beam (right) [2].

In addition, instead of a pair of linearly chirped pulses, we use two-color femtosecond pulses for
excitation in a Raman-active crystal, similar to the setup shown in [3]. We shaped the pump beam to an
OV beam and generated many orders of sidebands. The dounut-like sidebands can be clearly seen up to
15th order. The topological charge of the OV beam will be measured and presented at my talk.

Figure 2. Cascaded vortex beams that are generated in Raman crystals. The picture is taken by
projecting the first 15 sidebands onto a white paper.
[1] M. Zhi and A. V. Sokolov, "Broadband generation in a Raman crystal driven by a pair of time-delayed
linearly chirped pulses," New J. Phys 10, 025032 (2008).
[2] J. Strohaber, M. Zhi, A. V. Sokolov, A. A. Kolomenskii, G. G. Paulus, and H. A. Schuessler, "Coherent
transfer of optical orbital angular momentum in multi-order Raman sideband generation," Opt. Lett. 37, 34113413 (2012).
[3]M. Zhi and A. V. Sokolov, "Broadband coherent light generation in a Raman-active crystal driven by twocolor femtosecond laser pulses," Opt. Lett. 32, 2251-2253 (2007).
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Ultrafast vibrational microspectroscopy
Romedi Selm, Andreas Zumbusch, Department Chemie, Universität Konstanz, 78457 Konstanz, Germany;
Email: andreas.zumbusch@uni‐konstanz.de
During the last decade, non‐linear vibrational microspectroscopy has found a lot of interest. A large part
of the research activity in this field is dedicated to the exploration of novel schemes for vibrational
microscopy. Compared to other many other microscopy approaches, especially fluorescence based ones,
vibrational microscopy offers the advantage that it does not require the addition of external labels to the
sample. Especially coherent Raman techniques such as Coherent Anti‐Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS)
microscopy and Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) microscopy have been employed to generate
contrast for high spatial resolution microscopy1.
Apart from researchers interested
in biological imaging, the field has
2.4 ps
also attracted a lot of interest from
groups developing novel techniques
in ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy
1.3 ps
and laser development. In this talk,
1.3 ps
we will present results of high
0.7 ps
resolution CARS microscopy
0.4 ps
experiments with laser pulse
durations of less than 10 fs in the
focus. The pulses are conveniently
generated by Er:fiber lasers, which
offer a lot of attractive features for
ultrafast microspectroscopy. It will
Vibrational lifetimes of benzonitrile determined with an integration
be shown that based on these lasers
time of less than 1 sec.
small scale and yet powerful
experiments can be realized. For
this purpose, we will discuss three examples: i) background free CARS microscopy with impulsive
excitation and the measurement of vibrational lifetimes2, ii) multimodal microscopy with single laser
pulses3, iii) the noniterative characterization of ultrashort laser pulses4.
1

M. Müller, A. Zumbusch "Coherent Anti‐Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) microscopy" ChemPhysChem, 8 (2007) 2156‐2169
R. Selm, M. Winterhalder, A. Zumbusch, G. Krauß, T. Hanke, A. Sell, A. Leitenstorfer” Ultrabroadband background‐free Coherent
anti‐Stokes Raman Scattering microscopy based on a compact Er:fiber laser system”, Opt. Lett., 35 (2010) 3282‐3284
3
R. Selm, G. Krauss, A. Leitenstorfer, A. Zumbusch, "Simultaneous second‐harmonic generation, third‐harmonic generation, and
four‐wave mixing microscopy with single sub‐8 fs laser pulses", Appl. Phys. Lett., 99 (2011) 181124.
4
R. Selm, G. Krauss, A. Leitenstorfer, A. Zumbusch "Noniterative characterization of few‐cycle laser pulses using flattop gates".
Opt. Expr., 20 (2012) 5955‐5961.
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Hanbury Brown and Twiss and beyond - multi-photon interferences with
independent light sources
J. von Zanthier1,2, S. Oppel1,2, T. Büttner1, R. Wiegner1, P. Kok3, G. S. Agarwal2,4
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3
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Sheffield, UK
4
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Multi-photon interferences with indistinguishable photons from independent light sources are at the
focus of current research owing to their potential in optical quantum computing, creating remote
entanglement and metrology. In particular, multi-photon interferences from independent, uncorrelated
emitters - either classical or non-classical - can be used to obtain enhanced resolution in imaging [1-4].
So far, such multi-photon interferences have been observed with maximally two independent emitters
[2,5-9]. Here, we report multi-photon interferences with photons from up to five independent emitters,
displaying interference patterns equivalent to those of NOON states [10]. Experimental results with
independent thermal light sources confirm this NOON-like modulation, displaying the anticipated
enhanced resolution. Since no involved quantum state preparation or photon detection is required, the
experiment can be considered an extension of the Hanbury Brown and Twiss experiment for spatial
intensity correlations of order N > 2.
We also investigate multi-photon interferences leading to a focussing of light scattered by independent,
uncorrelated light sources. For example, if for N single photon sources m – 1 photons are detected in a
particular direction (with m ≤ N) the probability to detect the m-th photon in the same direction can be
as high as 100 % [11]. This measurement induced focussing is already clearly visible for m > 2 and
can be traced back to a projection of the initial separable state onto a Dicke state displaying
superradiance even for widely separated emitters [12].
[1] R. Hanbury Brown, R. Q. Twiss, Nature 177, 27 (1956).
[2] M. D'Angelo, M. V. Chekhova, Y. Shih, Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 013602 (2001).
[3] A. Muthukrishnan, M. O. Scully, M. S. Zubairy, J. Optics B: Quantum Semiclass. Opt. 6, S575 (2004).
[4] C. Thiel, T. Bastin, J. Martin, E. Solano, J. von Zanthier, G. S. Agarwal, Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 133603 (2007).
[5] J. Beugnon et al., Nature 440, 779 (2006).
[6] P. Maunz et al., Nature Phys. 3, 538 (2007).
[7] R. Lettow et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 123605 (2010).
[8] K. Sanaka, A. Pawlis, T. D. Ladd, K. Lischka, Y. Yamamoto, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 053601 (2009).
[9] I. N. Agafonov, M. V. Chekhova, T. Sh. Iskhakov, L.-A. Wu, J. Mod. Opt. 56, 422 (2009).
[10] S. Oppel, Th. Büttner, P. Kok, J. von Zanthier, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 233603 (2012).
[11] R. Wiegner, S. Oppel, J. von Zanthier, G. S. Agarwal, arXiv: 1202.0164
[12] R. Wiegner, J. von Zanthier, G. S. Agarwal, Phys. Rev. A 84, 023805 (2011).
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